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Preface

This is a book on radio frequency (RF) circuits. RF circuits are different from other circuits
because the values of stray or distributed capacitances and inductances become
significant at RF. When circuit values are calculated, for example, these distributed values
must be cranked into the equations or the answer will be wrong . . . perhaps by a
significant amount. It is for this reason that RF is different from low frequency circuits.
Joseph J. Carr

Part 1

Introduction

1

Introduction to radio
frequencies

This book grew out of a series in a British magazine called Electronics World/Wireless World.
In fact, most of the material presented in this book first appeared, at least in general form,
in that publication. Other material was written new for this book.

What are the ‘radio frequencies’?
The radio frequencies (RF) are, roughly speaking, those which are above human hearing,
and extend into the microwave spectrum to the edge of the infrared region. That means
the RF frequencies are roughly 20 000 Hz to many, many gigahertz. In this book, we will
assume the radio frequencies are up to about 30 GHz for practical purposes.
There are radio frequencies below 20 kHz, however. In fact, there are radio navigation
transmitters operating in the 10 to 14 kHz region. The difference is that the waves
generated by those stations are electromagnetic waves, not acoustical waves, so humans
cannot hear them.

Why are radio frequencies different?
Why are radio frequencies different from lower frequencies? The difference is largely due
to the fact that capacitive and inductive stray reactances tend to be more significant at
those frequencies than they are at lower frequencies. At the lower frequencies, those stray
or distributed reactances exist, but they can usually be ignored. Their values do not
approach the amount required to establish resonance, or frequency responses such as high
pass, low pass or bandpass. At RF frequencies, the stray or distributed reactances tend to
be important. As the frequency drops into the audio range (1–20 kHz), and the ultrasonic
range (20–100 kHz) the importance of stray reactances tends to diminish slightly.

What this book covers
We will look at a number of different things regarding RF circuits. But first, we will take
a look at signals and noise. This sets the scene for a general look at radio receivers. Most
radio frequency systems have one or more receivers, so they are an important type of
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circuit. They also include examples of many of the individual RF circuits we will be
looking at. So Part 1 is an introduction.
It is hard to say very much about RF circuits without talking about the components, but
the special RF components don’t make much sense unless you already know something
about the circuits. So which should come first? (Think of chickens and eggs!) The way
round this is to put circuits in Part 2 and components in Part 3, but then think of them as
running in parallel rather than one after the other. So you can swap between them, but
because this is a paper-based book we have to print Part 3 after Part 2.
Part 2 looks at the various types of RF circuits in roughly the order a radio signal sees
them as it goes through a normal superhet receiver. Many of these circuits are also used
in transmitters, test equipment and other RF stuff but there isn’t enough space to go into
all that in this book.
Part 3 mainly deals with the sort of components you won’t see in lower frequency or
digital circuits. Radio frequency is a bit unusual because some components, mainly
various types of inductors, can’t always be bought ‘off the shelf’ from catalogues but
instead have to be made from parts such as bits of ferrite with holes in them and lengths
of wire. So I will give you design information for this.
We finish up by looking at some RF measurements and techniques in Part 4.
One big important RF topic has been left out of this book – antennas. This is because
doing this properly would make the book much too long, but a quick look would not tell
you enough information to be useful. You can learn about antennas from my book
Antenna Toolkit, second edition (published by Newnes/RSGB, Oxford 2001). This includes
a CD-ROM to help you with antenna calculations.
Now, let’s get started . . .

2

Signals and noise

Types of signals
The nature of signals, and their relationship to noise and interfering signals, determines
appropriate design all the way from the system level down to the component selection
level. In this chapter we will take a look at signals and noise, and how each affects the
design of amplification and other RF circuits.
Signals can be categorized several ways, but one of the most fundamental is according
to time domain behaviour (the other major category is frequency domain). We will therefore
consider signals of the form v = f(t) or i = f(t). The time domain classes of signals include:
static, quasistatic, periodic, repetitive, transient, random, and chaotic. Each of these categories
has certain properties that can profoundly influence appropriate design decisions.

Static and quasistatic signals
A static signal (Fig. 2.1A) is, by definition, unchanging over a very long period of time
(Tlong in Fig. 2.1A). Such a signal is essentially a DC level, so must be processed in low
drift DC amplifier circuits. This type of signal does not occur at radio frequencies because
it is DC, but some RF circuits may produce a DC level, e.g. a continuous wave, constant
amplitude RF signal applied to an envelope detector.
The term quasistatic means ‘nearly unchanging’, so a quasistatic signal (Fig. 2.1B) refers
to a signal that changes so slowly over long times that it possesses characteristics more
like static signals than dynamic (i.e. rapidly changing) signals.

Periodic signals
A periodic signal (Fig. 2.1C) is one that exactly repeats itself on a regular basis. Examples
of periodic signals include sine waves, square waves, sawtooth waves, triangle waves,
and so forth. The nature of the periodic waveform is such that each waveform is identical
at like points along the time line. In other words, if you advance along the time line by
exactly one period (T), then the voltage, polarity and direction of change of the waveform
will be repeated. That is, for a voltage waveform, V(t) = V(t + T).

Repetitive signals
A repetitive signal (Fig. 2.1D) is quasiperiodic in nature, so bears some similarity to the
periodic waveform. The principal difference between repetitive and periodic signals is
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Figure 2.1 Various types of signal: (A) static.
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Figure 2.1 (B) quasistatic.
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Figure 2.1 (C) periodic.
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Figure 2.1 (D) quasiperiodic.
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Figure 2.1 (E) spectrum of single frequency.
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Figure 2.1 (F) two pulses.
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seen by comparing the signal at f(t) and f(t + T), where T is the period of the signal. Unlike
periodic signals, in repetitive signals these points might not be identical although they
will usually be similar. The general waveshape is nearly the same. The repetitive signal
might contain either transient or stable features that vary from period to period.

Transient signals and pulse signals
A transient signal (Fig. 2.1E) is either a one-time event, or a periodic event in which the
event duration is very short compared with the period of the waveform (Fig. 2.1F). In
terms of Fig. 2.1F, the latter definition means that t1 <<< t2 . These signals can be treated
as if they are transients. In RF circuits these signals might be intentionally generated as
pulses (radar pulses resemble Fig. 2.1F), or a noise transient (Fig. 2.1E).

Fourier series
All continuous periodic signals can be represented by a fundamental frequency sine wave,
and a collection of sine or cosine harmonics of that fundamental sine wave, that are

+V

+VM

0,0

–VM

–V

Figure 2.2 Sine wave.

π
2

π

3π
2

2π

TIME
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summed together linearly. These frequencies comprise the Fourier series of the waveform.
The elementary sine wave (Fig. 2.2) is described by:
v = Vm sin(t)
Where:
v is the
Vm is the
 is the
t is the

(2.1)

instantaneous amplitude of the sine wave
peak amplitude of the sine wave
angular frequency (2F) of the sine wave
time in seconds

The period of the sine wave is the time between repetition of identical events, or T =
2/ = 1/F (where F is the frequency in cycles per second).
The Fourier series that makes up a waveform can be found if a given waveform is
decomposed into its constituent frequencies either by a bank of frequency selective
filters, or a digital signal processing algorithm called the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The
Fourier series can also be used to construct a waveform from the ground up. Figure 2.3
shows a triangular wave signal constructed from a fundamental sine wave and
harmonics.
The Fourier series for any waveform can be expressed in the form:
f(t) =

ao
2



+



[an cos(nt) + bn sin(nt)]

(2.2)

n=1

1.5

1.0

0.5

-400

-300

-200

-100

0.0
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Figure 2.3
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Where:
an and bn are the amplitudes of the components (see below)
n is an integer (n = 1 is the fundamental)
Other terms are as previously defined
The amplitude coefficients (an and bn ) are expressed by:
an =



2
T

T

f(t) cos(nt) dt

(2.3)

f(t) sin(nt) dt

(2.4)

0

and,

bn =

2
T



T

0

Because only certain frequencies, fundamental plus harmonics determined by integer n,
are present the spectrum of the periodic signal is said to be discrete.
The term ao/2 in the Fourier series expression (Eq. (2.2)) is the average value of f(t) over
one complete cycle (one period) of the waveform. In practical terms, it is also the DC
component of the waveform. When the waveform possesses half-wave symmetry (i.e. the
peak amplitude above zero is equal to the peak amplitude below zero at every point in t,
or +Vm = –Vm), there is no DC component, so ao = 0.
An alternative Fourier series expression replaces the an cos(nt) + bn sin(nt) with an
equivalent expression of another form:

f(t) =

2
T





Cn sin(nt – n )

(2.5)

n=1

Where:
Cn =


a 2n + b 2n

n = arctan

b 
an

n

All other terms are as previously defined

Waveform symmetry
One can infer certain things about the Fourier spectrum of a waveform by examination of
its symmetries. One would conclude from the above equations that the harmonics extend
to infinity on all waveforms. Clearly, in practical systems a much less than infinite
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Figure 2.4 Square wave.

bandwidth is found, so some of those harmonics will be removed by the normal action of
the electronic circuits. Also, it is sometimes found that higher harmonics might not be
truly significant, so can be ignored. As n becomes larger, the amplitude coefficients an and
bn tend to become smaller. At some point, the amplitude coefficients are reduced
sufficiently that their contribution to the shape of the wave is either negligible for the
practical purpose at hand, or are totally unobservable in practical terms. The value of n at
which this occurs depends partially on the rise time of the waveform. Rise time is usually
defined as the time required for the RF pulse waveform to rise from 10 per cent to 90 per
cent of its final amplitude.
Figure 2.4 shows an RF pulse waveform based on a square impulse. The square wave
represents a special case because it has an extremely fast rise time. Theoretically, the
square wave contains an infinite number of harmonics, but not all of the possible
harmonics are present. For example, in the case of the square wave only the odd
harmonics are found (e.g. 3, 5, 7). According to some standards, accurately reproducing
the square wave requires 100 harmonics, while others claim that 1000 harmonics are
needed. Which standard to use may depend on the specifics of the application.
Another factor that determines the profile of the Fourier series of a specific waveform
is whether the function is odd or even. Figure 2.5A shows an even-function square wave,
and Fig. 2.5B shows an odd-function square wave. The even function is one in which f(t)
= f(–t), while for the odd function –f(t) = f(–t). In the even function only cosine harmonics
are present, so the sine amplitude coefficients bn are zero. Similarly, in the odd function
only sine harmonics are present, so the cosine amplitude coefficients an are zero.
Both symmetry and asymmetry can occur in several ways in a waveform (Fig. 2.6), and
those factors can affect the nature of the Fourier series of the waveform. In Fig. 2.6A we
see the case of a waveform with a DC component. Or, in terms of the Fourier series
equation, the term ao is non-zero. The DC component represents a case of asymmetry in
a signal. This offset can seriously affect instrumentation electronic circuits that are DCcoupled.
Two different forms of symmetry are shown in Fig. 2.6B. Zero-axis symmetry occurs
when, on a point-for-point basis, the waveshape and amplitude above the zero baseline is
equal to the amplitude below the baseline (or +Vm =  –Vm). When a waveform possesses
zero-axis symmetry it will usually not contain even harmonics, only odd harmonics are
present; this situation is found in square waves, for example (Fig. 2.7A). Zero-axis
symmetry is not found only in sine and square waves, however, as the sawtooth
waveform in Fig. 2.6C demonstrates.
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Figure 2.5 Types of symmetry.

An exception to the ‘no even harmonics’ general rule is that there will be even
harmonics present in the zero-axis symmetrical waveform (Fig. 2.7B) if the even harmonics
are in-phase with the fundamental sine wave. This condition will neither produce a DC
component, nor disturb the zero-axis symmetry.
Also shown in Fig. 2.6B is half-wave symmetry. In this type of symmetry the shape of the
wave above the zero baseline is a mirror image of the shape of the waveform below the
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Figure 2.6 (A) Waveform with DC component; (B) half-wave and zero-axis symmetry;
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baseline (shaded region in Fig. 2.6B). Half-wave symmetry also implies a lack of even
harmonics.
Quarter-wave symmetry (Fig. 2.6D) exists when the left-half and right-half sides of the
waveforms are mirror images of each other on the same side of the zero-axis. Note in Fig.
2.6D, that above the zero-axis the waveform is like a square wave, and indeed the left- and
right-hand sides are mirror images of each other. Similarly, below the zero-axis the
rounded waveform has a mirror image relationship between left and right sides. In this
case, there is a full set of even harmonics, and any odd harmonics that are present are inphase with the fundamental sine wave.
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Transient signals
A transient signal is an event that occurs either once only, or occurs randomly over a long
period of time, or is periodic but has a very short duration compared with its period (i.e.
it is a very short duty cycle event). Many pulse signals fit the latter criterion even though
mathematically they are actually periodic.
A
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Transient signals are not represented properly by the Fourier series, but can nonetheless
be represented by sine waves in a spectrum. The difference is that the spectrum of the
transient signal is continuous rather than discrete. Consider a transient signal of period 2T,
such as Fig. 2.8A. The spectral density, g(), is:
g() =



+

f(t)e –jwt dt

–

(2.6)

Given a spectral density the original waveform can be reconstructed from:
f(t) =

1
2



+

g()e jwt d

(2.7)

–

The shape of the spectral density is shown in Fig. 2.8B. Note that the negative
frequencies are a product of the mathematics, and do not have physical reality. The shape
of Fig. 2.8B is expressed by:
g() =

sin t
t

(2.8)

The general form sin x/x is used also for repetitive pulse signals as well as the transient
form shown in Fig. 2.8B.

Sampled signals
The digital computer is incapable of accepting analogue input signals, but rather requires
a digitized representation of that signal. The analogue-to-digital (A/D) converter will
convert an input voltage (or current) to a representative binary word. If the A/D converter
is either clocked or allowed to run asynchronously according to its own clock, then it will
take a continuous string of samples of the signal as a function of time. When combined,
these signals represent the original analogue signal in binary form.
But the sampled signal is not exactly the same as the original signal, and some effort
must be expended to ensure that the representation is as good as possible. Consider Fig.
2.9. The waveform in Fig. 2.9A is a continuous voltage function of time, V(t); in this case
a triangle waveform is seen. If the signal is sampled by another signal, p(t), with
frequency Fs and sampling period T = 1/Fs , as shown in Fig. 2.9B, and then later
reconstructed, the waveform may look something like Fig. 2.9C. While this may be
sufficiently representative of the waveform for many purposes, it would be reconstructed
with greater fidelity if the sampling frequency (Fs ) is increased.
Figure 2.10 shows another case in which a sine wave, V(t) in Fig. 2.10A, is sampled by
a pulse signal, p(t) in Fig. 2.10B. The sampling signal, p(t), consists of a train of equally
spaced narrow pulses spaced in time by T. The sampling frequency Fs equals 1/T. The
resultant is shown in Fig. 2.10C, and is another pulsed signal in which the amplitudes of
the pulses represent a sampled version of the original sine wave signal.
The sampling rate, Fs , must by Nyquist’s theorem be twice the maximum frequency (Fm )
in the Fourier spectrum of the applied analogue signal, V(t). In order to reconstruct the
original signal after sampling, it is necessary to pass the sampled waveform through a
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Figure 2.9 Sampled waveform and its reconstruction.

low-pass filter that limits the pass band to Fs . In practical RF systems, you will find that
many engineers determine that the minimum Nyquist rate is insufficient for good fidelity
reproductions of the sampled waveform, so will specify a faster rate. Also, some
oversampling methods are used to dramatically reduce noise.
The sampling process is analogous to a form of amplitude modulation (AM), in which
V(t) is the modulating signal, with spectrum from DC to Fm , and p(t) is the carrier
frequency. The resultant spectrum is shown partially in Fig. 2.11, and resembles the
double sideband with carrier AM spectrum. The spectrum of the modulating signal
appears as ‘sidebands’ around the ‘carrier’ frequency, shown here as Fo . The actual
spectrum is a bit more complex, as shown in Fig. 2.12. Like an unfiltered AM radio
transmitter, the same spectral information appears not only around the fundamental
frequency (Fs ) of the carrier (shown at zero in Fig. 2.12), but also at the harmonics spaced
at intervals of Fs up and down the spectrum.
Providing that the sampling frequency Fs ≥ 2Fm , the original signal is recoverable from
the sampled version by passing it through a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency Fc , set
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Figure 2.10 Sampled sine wave and its reconstruction.
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Figure 2.11 Spectrum.

to pass only the spectrum of the analog signal – but not the sampling frequency. This
phenomenon is shown with the dashed line in Fig. 2.12.
When the sampling frequency Fs < 2Fm , then a problem occurs (see Fig. 2.13). The
spectrum of the sampled signal looks similar to before, but the regions around each
harmonic overlap such that the value of –Fm for one spectral region is less than +Fm for
the next lower frequency region. This overlap results in a phenomenon called aliasing.
That is, when the sampled signal is recovered by low-pass filtering it will produce not the
original sine wave frequency Fo but a lower frequency equal to (Fs – Fo ) . . . and the
information carried in the waveform is thus lost or distorted.
The solution, for accurate sampling of the analogue waveform for input to a computer,
is to:
1 Bandwidth limit the signal at the input of the sampler or A/D converter with a lowpass filter with a cut-off frequency Fc selected to pass only the maximum frequency in
the waveform (Fm ) and not the sampling frequency (Fs ).
2 Set the sampling frequency Fs at least twice the maximum frequency in the applied
waveform’s Fourier spectrum, i.e. Fs ≥ 2Fm .

Noise
An ideal electronic circuit produces no noise of its own, so the output signal from the ideal
circuit contains only the noise that was in the original signal. But real electronic circuits
and components do produce a certain level of inherent noise. Even a simple fixed value
resistor is noisy. Figure 2.14A shows the equivalent circuit for an ideal, noise-free resistor.
The inherent noise is represented in Fig. 2.14B by a noise voltage source, Vn , in series with
the ideal, noise-free resistance, Ri . At any temperature above absolute zero (0 K or about
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Figure 2.12 Spectrum of sampled signal.
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Figure 2.13 Aliasing.
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B

Figure 2.14 (A) Ideal resistor; (B) real practical resistor.

–273°C) electrons in any material are in constant random motion. Because of the inherent
randomness of that motion, however, there is no detectable current in any one direction.
In other words, electron drift in any single direction is cancelled over short time periods
by equal drift in the opposite direction. Electron motions are therefore statistically
decorrelated. There is, however, a continuous series of random current pulses generated in
the material, and those pulses are seen by the outside world as a noise signal. This signal
is called by several names: thermal agitation noise, thermal noise, or Johnson noise.
Johnson noise is a so-called ‘white noise’ because it has a very broadband (nearly
gaussian) spectral density. The thermal noise spectrum is essentially flat. The term ‘white
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noise’ is a metaphor developed from white light, which is composed of all visible colour
frequencies. The expression for Johnson noise is:
Vn =


4KTRB V

(2.9)

Where:
Vn is the noise voltage (V)
K is Boltzmann’s constant (1.38 × 10–23 J/K)
T is the temperature in kelvin (K)
R is the resistance in ohms ()
B is the bandwidth in hertz (Hz)
At normal room temperature, with the constants collected, and the resistance
normalized to 1 k, Eq. (2.9) reduces to:

Vn = 4

 
R

1 k

nV

Hz

(2.10)

The evaluated solution of Eq. (2.10) is normally read nanovolts (nV) per square root hertz.
In this equation, a 1 megohm resistor will have a thermal noise of 126 nV/√Hz.
Several other forms of noise are present in linear ICs and other semiconductor
amplifiers to one extent or another. For example, because current flow at the quantum
level is not smooth and predictable, an intermittent burst phenomenon is sometimes seen.
This noise is called popcorn noise, and consists of pulses of many milliseconds duration.
Another form of noise is shot noise (also called Schottky noise). The name ‘shot’ is derived
from the fact that the noise sounds like a handful of B-B shot thrown against a metal
surface. Shot noise is a consequence of DC current flowing in any conductor, and is found
from:
In =
Where:
In is the
q is the
I is the
B is the


2qIB

A


Hz

(2.11)

noise current in amperes (A)
elementary electric charge (1.6 × 10–19 coulombs)
current in amperes (A)
bandwidth in hertz (Hz)

Finally, there is flicker noise, also called pink noise or 1/f noise. The latter name applies
because flicker noise is predominantly a low frequency (<1000 Hz) phenomenon. This
type of noise is found in all conductors, and becomes important in IC devices because of
manufacturing defects.
The noise spectrum in any given instrumentation system will contain elements of
several kinds of noise, although in some systems one form or another may dominate the
others. It is common to characterize noise from a single source using the root mean square
(rms) value of the voltage amplitudes:
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Vn (rms) =



1

T

T

[F(t)2] dt

(2.12)

0

Figure 2.15A shows the noise spectrum profile for a typical system that contains 1/F
noise, thermal or ‘white’ noise, and some high frequency noise. Noise comes in a number
of different guises, but in the case of radio reception we can divide noise into two classes:
sources external to the receiver and sources internal to the receiver. There is little one can do
about the external noise sources, for they consist of natural and man-made electromagnetic signals that fall within the passband of the receiver. Figure 2.15B shows an
approximation of the external noise situation from the middle of the AM broadcast band
to the low end of the VHF region. A somewhat different view, which captures the severe
noise situation seen by receivers, is shown in Fig. 2.15C. One must select a receiver that
can cope with external noise sources, especially if the noise sources are strong.
Some natural external noise sources are extraterrestrial. It is these signals that form the
basis of radio astronomy. For example, if you aim a beam antenna at the eastern horizon
prior to sunrise, a distinct rise of noise level occurs as the Sun slips above the horizon,
especially in the VHF region (the 150–152 MHz band is used to measure solar flux). The
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reverse occurs in the west at sunset, but is less dramatic, probably because atmospheric
ionization decays much slower than it is generated. During World War II, it was reported
that British radar operators noted an increase in received noise level any time the Milky
Way was above the horizon, decreasing the range at which they could detect in-bound
German bombers. There is also some well-known, easily observed noise from the planet
Jupiter in the 18 to 30 MHz range.

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR or Sn )
Amplifiers can be evaluated on the basis of signal-to-noise ratio (S/N or ‘SNR’), denoted Sn .
The goal of the circuit or instrument designer is to enhance the SNR as much as possible.
Ultimately, the minimum signal level detectable at the output of an amplifier is that level
which appears above the noise floor level. Therefore, the lower the system noise floor, the
smaller the minimum allowable signal. Although often thought of as a radio receiver
parameter, SNR is applicable in other amplifiers where signal levels are low.
Noise resulting from thermal agitation of electrons is measured in terms of noise power
(Pn ), and carries the units of power (watts or its sub-units). Noise power is found
from:
Pn = KTB

(2.13)

Where:
Pn is the noise power in watts (W)
K is Boltzmann’s constant (1.38 × 10–23 J/K)
T is the temperature in kelvin (K)
B is the bandwidth in hertz (Hz)
Notice in Eq. (2.13) that there is no centre frequency term, only the bandwidth (B). Thus,
in bandwidth limited systems, such as a practical amplifier or network, the total noise
power is related to temperature and bandwidth. We can conclude that a 3000 Hz
bandwidth centred on 1 MHz produces the same thermal noise level as a 3000 Hz
bandwidth centred on 60 MHz or any other frequency.
Noise sources can be categorized as either internal or external. The internal noise sources
are due to thermal currents in the semiconductor material resistances. It is the noise
component contributed by the amplifier under consideration. If noise, or S/N ratio, is

Vna

Ri

Figure 2.16 Noise and signal voltages.
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Figure 2.17 Various noise sources in amplifier circuit.

measured at both input and output of an amplifier, the output noise is greater. The
internal noise of the device is the difference between output noise level and input noise
level.
External noise is the noise produced by the signal source, so is often called source noise.
Part of this noise signal is due to thermal agitation currents in the signal source. In fact,
the simple terminated noise level might be higher than Vn because of component
construction. For example, the noise signal produced by a carbon composition resistor has
an additional noise source modelled as Vna in Fig. 2.16. This noise generator is a function
of resistor construction and manufacturing defects.
Figure 2.17A shows a circuit model showing that several voltage and current noise
sources exist in an op-amp. The relative strengths of these noise sources, hence their
overall contribution, varies with op-amp type. In an FET-input op-amp, for example, the
current noise sources are tiny, but voltage noise sources are significant. For bipolar opamps the opposite situation applies.
All of the noise sources in Fig. 2.17A are uncorrelated with respect to each other, so one
cannot simply add noise voltages; only noise power can be added. To characterize noise
voltages and currents they must be added in the root sum squares (RSS) manner.
Models such as Fig. 2.17A are too complex for most situations, so it is standard practice
to lump all of the voltage noise sources into one source, and all of the current noise sources
into another source. The composite sources have a value equal to the RSS voltage (or
current) of the individual sources. Figure 2.17B is such a model in which only a single
current source and a single voltage source are used. The equivalent AC noise in Fig. 2.17B
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is the overall noise, given a specified value of source resistance, Rs , and is found from the
RSS value of Vn and In :
Vnt =


V 2n + (In Rs )2

(2.14)

Noise factor, noise figure and noise temperature
The noise of a system or network can be defined in three different but related ways: noise
factor (Fn ) – a simple ratio; noise figure (NF) – a decibel ratio; and equivalent noise
temperature (Te ).

Noise factor (Fn )
For components such as resistors, the noise factor is the ratio of the noise produced by a
real resistor to the simple thermal noise of a perfect resistor. The noise factor of a system
is the ratio of output noise power (Pno ) to equivalent input noise power (Pni ):
Fn =

Pno
Pni



(2.15)
T = 290 K

In order to make comparisons easier the noise factor is always measured at the standard
temperature (To ) 290 K (standardized room temperature).
The equivalent input noise power Pni is defined as the product of the source thermal
noise at standard temperature (To ) and the amplifier gain (G):
Pni = GKBTo

(2.16)

It is also possible to define noise factor Fn in terms of output and input S/N ratio:
Fn =

Sni
Sno

(2.17)

which is also:
Fn =

Pno
KTo BG

Where:
Sni is the input signal-to-noise ratio
Sno is the output signal-to-noise ratio
Pno is the output noise power
K is Boltzmann’s constant (1.38 × 10–23 J/K)
To is 290 kelvin
B is the network bandwidth in hertz
G is the amplifier gain

(2.18)
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The noise factor can be evaluated in a model that considers the amplifier ideal, and
therefore only amplifies through gain G the noise produced by the ‘input’ noise source:
Fn =

KToBG + N
KTo BG

(2.19)

or,
Fn = 1 +

N
KTo BG

(2.20)

Where:
N is the noise added by the network or amplifier
All other terms are as defined above

Noise figure (NF)
The noise figure is a frequently used measure of an amplifier’s ‘goodness’, or its departure
from goodness. Thus, it is a figure of merit. The noise figure is the noise factor converted to
decibel notation:
NF = 10 log10 Fn

(2.21)

Where:
NF is the noise figure in decibels (dB)
Fn is the noise factor

Noise temperature (Te )
The noise temperature is a means for specifying noise in terms of an equivalent
temperature. The idea is to pretend that the noise added by the amplifier comes instead
from thermal noise from the source. The noise temperature is how hot a perfect input
resistor would have to be to give rise to the output noise. It is a particularly useful concept
in situations where the source noise does not come from thermal noise at room
temperature, e.g. a UHF or microwave antenna.
Note that the equivalent noise temperature Te is not the physical temperature of the
amplifier. The noise temperature is related to the noise factor by:
Te = (Fn – 1)To

(2.22)

and to the noise figure by:
Te = [10NF/10 – 1] × To

(2.23)

Now that we have noise temperature Te , we can also define noise factor and noise
figure in terms of noise temperature:
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(2.24)

and,
NF = 10 log

Te
To

+1

(2.25)

The total noise in any amplifier or network is the sum of internally generated and
externally generated noise. In terms of noise temperature:
Pn(total) = GKB(To + Te )

(2.26)

Where:
Pn(total) is the total noise power
All other terms are as previously defined

Noise in cascade amplifiers
A noise signal is treated by any following amplifier as a valid input signal. Thus, in a
cascade amplifier the final stage sees an input signal that consists of the original signal
and noise amplified by each successive stage. Each stage in the cascade chain amplifies
signals and noise from previous stages, and also contributes some noise of its own. The
overall noise factor for a cascade amplifier can be calculated from Friis’ noise equation:
NF = F1 +

F2 – 1
G1

+

F3 – 1
G1 G2

+ ... +

FN – 1
G1 G2 . . . GN–1

(2.27)

Where:
NF is the overall noise factor of N stages in cascade
FN is the noise factor of the Nth stage
GN is the gain of the Nth stage
As you can see from Eq. (2.27), the noise factor of the entire cascade chain is dominated
by the noise contribution of the first stage or two. Later stages are less important where
noise is concerned, provided that the input stages have sufficient gain.

Noise reduction strategies
Although noise is a serious problem for the designer, especially where low signal levels
are experienced, there are a number of common sense approaches to minimize the effects
of noise on a system. In this section we will examine several of these methods. For
example:
1 Keep the source resistance and the amplifier input resistance as low as possible. Using
high value resistances will increase thermal noise voltage.
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2 Total thermal noise is also a function of the bandwidth of the circuit. Therefore,
reducing the bandwidth of the circuit to a minimum will also minimize noise. But this
job must be done mindfully because signals have a Fourier spectrum that must be
preserved for faithful reproduction or accurate measurement. The solution is to match
the bandwidth to the frequency response required for the input signal.
3 Prevent external noise from affecting the performance of the system by appropriate use
of grounding, shielding and filtering.
4 Use a low noise amplifier (LNA) in the input stage of the system.
5 For some semiconductor circuits, use the lowest DC power supply potentials that will
do the job.

Noise reduction by signal averaging
If a signal is either periodic or repetitive, or can be made so, then it is possible to enhance
signal-to-noise ratio (Sn ) by signal averaging. The basis for this simple signal processing
technique is the assumption that noise meets the definition of either random or chaotic
processes. If so, then noise tends to integrate to zero or near-zero over time. If timeaveraging integration is performed in a coherent manner, then a repetitive signal tends to
build in value, while noise levels (being decorrelated) decrease. If we assume that the
signal-to-noise ratio is:
Sn = 20 log

V 
Vin

(2.28)

n

Then, for systems where Vi < Vn , the noise reduction by time averaging is:
S̄n = 20 log

 V /N 
Vin

(2.29)

n

Where:
Sn is the time-averaged SNR
Vn is the unprocessed SNR
N is the number of repetitions of the signal

Example
An RF amplifier processes a 5 V signal in the presence of a 500 V random noise
level. Calculate the unprocessed SNR, the processed SNR for 1000 repetitions of the
signal, and the processing gain.
Solution:
A. Unprocessed SNR:
Sno = 20 log(Vi /Vn )
= 20 log(5 V/500 V) = –40 dB
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B. Processed SNR:
S̄n = Sn/[N]1/2
= (–40 dB)/[1000]1/2 = –1.3 dB
C. Processing gain:
Gp = Sn – S̄no
= (–1.3 dB) – (–40 dB) = +38 dB

The effect of time averaging is to increase the time required to collect data, so time
averaging is effectively a means of decreasing the bandwidth of the system (by F = 1/T).
Coherency is maintained in a system by ensuring that repetitive data points are
processed in a consistent time relationship with respect to each other. The averaging will
be triggered by a repetitive event, and that action starts the process. Data points are
always matched to other data points taken at the same elapsed time after the trigger for
previous iterations. For example, the ith datum point following a current sweep is paired
with all other ith points from previous sweeps, and none other.
An example of signal averaging used to extract weak signals from larger noise signals
is found in radar systems where multiple reflected pulses are integrated (i.e. time
averaged) to improve SNR.

3

Radio receivers

Most RF systems include one or more radio receivers. A receiver typically includes a
number of RF circuits, so getting an understanding of radio receivers is a good way to
begin. In this chapter you will find the basic theories of radio receiver design and their
specifications.

Signals, noise and reception
No matter how simple or fancy the system may be, the basic function of a radio receiver
is the same: to distinguish signals from noise. The concept ‘noise’ covers both man-made and
natural radio frequency signals. The man-made signals include all signals in the passband
other than the one being sought.
In communications systems the signal is some form of modulated (AM, FM, PM, etc.)
periodic sine wave propagating as an electromagnetic (i.e. radio) wave. The ‘noise’, on the
other hand, tends to be a random signal that sounds like the ‘hiss’ heard between stations
on a radio. The spectrum of such noise signals appears to be gaussian (‘white noise’) or
pseudogaussian (‘pink noise’ or ‘bandwidth limited’ noise).
In radio astronomy and satellite communications systems the issue is complicated
because the signals are also noise. The radio emissions of Jupiter and the Sun are very
much like the gaussian or pseudogaussian signals that are, in other contexts, nothing but
useless noise. In fact, in the early days of radar the galactic noise tended to mask returns
from incoming enemy aircraft, so to the radar operators these signals were noise of the
worst kind. Yet to a radio astronomer, those signals are the goal! In satellite
communications systems the ‘signals’ of the radio astronomer are limitations and
annoyances at best and devastating at worse. The trick is to separate out the noise you
want from the noise you don’t.
Figure 3.1A shows an amplitude-vs-time plot of a typical noise signal, while Fig. 3.1B
shows a type of regular radio signal that could be generated by a transmitter. Notice the
difference between the two. The signal is regular and predictable. Once you know the
frequency and period you can predict the amplitude at other points along the time line.
The noise signal, on the other hand, is unpredictable. Knowing the cycle-to-cycle
amplitude and duration (there is no true ‘period’) does not confer the ability to predict
anything at all about the following cycles.
In some receivers, especially those designed for pulse reception, the differences
highlighted between Figs 3.1A and 3.1B are used to increase the performance of the
receiver by averaging over time as described in Chapter 2.
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Figure 3.1 (A) Noise signal; (B) single frequency sine wave.

The reception problem
Figure 3.2 shows the basic problem of radio reception, especially in cases where the signal
is very weak. The signal in Fig. 3.2A is embedded in noise that is relatively high
amplitude. This signal is lower than the noise level, so is very difficult (perhaps
impossible) to detect. The signal in Fig. 3.2B is easily detectable because the signal
amplitude is higher than the noise amplitude. It becomes difficult when the signal is only
slightly stronger than the average noise power level.
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a receiver system tells us something about the chance
of success in detecting the signal. The SNR is normally quoted in decibels (dB), which is
defined as:
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Figure 3.2 (A) Signal buried in noise; (B) signal above noise.

SNR = 10 log

 
Ps

Pn

dB

Where:
SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio in decibels (dB)
is the signal power level
Ps
Pn is the noise power level

(3.1)
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How high an SNR is required? That depends on a lot of subjective factors when a human
listener is present. Skilled radio operators can detect signals with an SNR of less than one
decibel . . . but the rest of us cannot even hear that signal. Most radio operators can detect
3 dB SNR signals, but for ‘comfortable’ listening 10 dB SNR is usually specified. For digital
systems the noise performance is usually defined by the acceptable bit error rate (BER).

Strategies
A number of strategies can be used to improve the SNR of a system. First, of course, is to
buy or build a receiver that has a low internal ‘noise floor’. High quality receivers may
have very low noise, but there is sometimes some creative spec writing in the
advertisements. For example, different bandwidths are used for the measurement, and
only the most favourable value (which may not be the bandwidth that matches your
needs) is reported.
By common sense we see that there are two approaches to SNR improvement: either
increase the signal or decrease the noise. Most successful systems do both, but it must be
done carefully.
One approach to SNR improvement is to use a preamplifier ahead of the receiver
antenna terminals. This approach may or may not work, and under some situations may
make the situation worse. The problem is that the preamplifier adds noise of its own, and
will amplify noise from outside (received through the antenna) and the desired signal
equally. If you have an amplifier with a gain of, say, 20 dB, then the external noise is
increased by 20 dB and the signal is increased by 20 dB. The result is that the absolute
numbers are bigger but the SNR is the same. If the amplifier produces any significant
noise of its own, then the SNR will degrade. The key is to use a very low noise amplifier
(LNA) for the preamplifier.
Another trick is to use a preselector ahead of the receiver. A preselector is either a tuned
circuit or bandpass filter placed in the antenna transmission line ahead of the receiver
antenna terminals. A passive preselector has no amplification (uses L–C elements only),
while an active preselector has a built-in amplifier. The amplifier should be an LNA type.
The reason why the preselector can improve the system is that it amplifies the signal by
a fixed amount, but only the noise within the passband is amplified the same amount as
the signal. Improvement comes from bandwidth limiting the noise but not the signal.
Another practical approach is to use a directional antenna. This method works
especially well when the unwanted noise is other man-made signal sources. An
omnidirectional antenna receives equally well in all directions. As a result, both natural
and man-made external noise sources operating within the receiver’s passband will be
picked up. But if the antenna is made highly directional, then all noise sources that are not
in the direction of interest are suppressed.
Directional antennas have gain, so the signal levels in the direction of interest are
increased. Although the noise also increases in that direction, the rest of the noise sources (in
other directions) are suppressed. The result is that SNR is increased by both methods.
When designing a communications system the greatest attention should usually be paid
to the antenna, then to an LNA or low noise preselector, and then to the receiver.
Generally speaking, money spent on the antenna gives more SNR improvement for a
given investment than the same money spent on amplifiers and other attachments.
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Radio receiver specifications
Radio receivers are at the heart of nearly all communications activities. In this chapter we
will discuss the different types of radio receivers that are on the market. We will also learn
how to interpret receiver specifications. Later, we will look at specific designs for specific
applications.

Origins
The very earliest radio receivers were not receivers at all, in the sense that we know the
term today. Early experiments by Hertz, Marconi and others used spark gaps and regular
telegraph instruments of the day. Range was severely limited because those devices have
a terribly low sensitivity to radio waves. Later, around the turn of the twentieth century,
a device called a Branly coherer was used for radio signal detection. This device consisted
of a glass tube filled with iron filings placed in series between the antenna and ground.
Although considerably better than earlier apparatus, the coherer was something of a dud
for weak signal reception. In the first decade of the twentieth century, however, Fleming
invented the diode vacuum tube, and Lee DeForest invented the triode vacuum tube.
These devices made amplification possible and detection a lot more efficient.
A receiver must perform two basic functions:
1 It must respond to, detect and demodulate desired signals.
2 It must not respond to, detect, or be adversely affected by undesired signals.
If it fails in either of these two functions, then it is a poorly performing design.
Both functions are necessary. Weakness in either function makes a receiver a poor
bargain unless there is some mitigating circumstance. The receiver’s performance
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Figure 3.3 Crystal video receiver.
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specifications tell us how well the manufacturer claims that their product does these two
functions.

Crystal video receivers
Crystal video receivers (Fig. 3.3) grew out of primordial crystal sets, but are sometimes used
in microwave bands even today. The original crystal sets (pre-1920) used a naturally
occurring PN junction ‘diode’ made from a natural lead compound called galena crystal with
an inductor–capacitor (L–C) tuned circuit. Later, crystal sets were made using germanium
or silicon diodes. When vacuum tubes became generally available, it was common to place
an audio amplifier at the output of the crystal set. Modern crystal video receivers use silicon
or gallium arsenide microwave diodes and a wideband video amplifier (rather than the
audio amplifier). Applications include some speed radar receivers, aircraft warning
receivers, and some communications receivers (especially short range).

Tuned radio frequency (TRF) receivers
The tuned radio frequency (TRF) radio receiver uses an L–C resonant circuit in the front
end, followed by one or more radio frequency amplifiers ahead of a detector stage. Two
varieties are shown in Figs 3.4 and 3.5. The version in Fig. 3.4 is called a tuned gain-block
receiver. It is commonly used in monitoring very low frequency (VLF) signals to detect
solar flares and sudden ionospheric disturbances (SIDs). Later versions of the TRF concept
use multiple tuned RF circuits between the amplifier stages. These designs are also used
in VLF solar flare/SID monitoring. Early models used independently tuned L–C circuits,
but those proved to be very difficult to tune without oscillating. Later versions
mechanically linked (‘ganged’) the tuned circuits to operate from a single tuning knob.

Superheterodyne receivers
Figure 3.6 shows the block diagram of a superheterodyne receiver. We will use this
hypothetical receiver as the basic generic framework for evaluating receiver performance.
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Figure 3.6 Superheterodyne receiver circuit.
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The superhet design represents the largest class of radio receivers; it covers the vast
majority of receivers on the market.
The block diagram of Fig. 3.6 is typical of many receivers. The purpose of a
superheterodyne is to convert the incoming RF frequency to a single frequency where
most of the signal processing takes place. The front-end section of the receiver consists of
the radio frequency (RF) amplifier and any RF tuning circuits that may be used (A–B–C in
Fig. 3.6). In some cases, the RF tuning is very narrow, and basically tunes one frequency.
In other cases, the RF front-end tuning is broadband. In that case, bandpass filters are
used.
The frequency translator section (D and E) is also considered part of the front-end in
most textbooks, but here we will label it as a separate entity. The translator consists of a
frequency mixer and a local oscillator. This section does the heterodyning, which is
discussed in more detail below. The output of the frequency translator is called the
intermediate frequency (IF).
The translator stage is followed by the intermediate frequency amplifier. The IF
amplifier (F–G–H) is basically a radio frequency amplifier tuned to a single frequency.
The IF can be higher or lower than the RF frequency, but it will always be a single
frequency.
A sample of the IF amplifier output signal is applied to an automatic gain control (AGC)
section (L–M). The purpose of this section is to keep the signal level in the output more
or less constant. The AGC circuit consists of a rectifier and ripple filter that produces a DC
control voltage. The DC control voltage is proportional to the input RF signal level (N). It
is applied to the IF and RF amplifiers to raise or lower the gain according to signal level.
If the signal is weak, then the gain is forced higher, and if the signal is strong the gain is
lowered. The end result is to smooth out variations of the output signal level.
The detector stage (I) is used to recover any modulation that is on the input RF signal.
The type of detector depends on the type of modulation used for the incoming signal.
Amplitude modulation (AM) signals are generally handled in an envelope detector. In some
cases a special variant of the envelope detector called a square law detector is used. Single
sideband (SSB), double sideband suppressed carrier (DSBSC), and keyed CW signals will
use a product detector, while FM and PM need a frequency or phase sensitive detector.
The output stages (J–K) are used to amplify and deliver the recovered modulation to
the user. If the receiver is for broadcast use, then the output stages are audio amplifiers
and loudspeakers. In some radio astronomy and instrumentation telemetry receivers the
output stages consist of integrator circuits and DC amplifiers.

Heterodyning
The main attribute of the superheterodyne receiver is that it converts the radio signal’s RF
frequency to a standard frequency for further processing. Although today the new
frequency, called the intermediate frequency or IF, may be either higher or lower than the RF
frequencies, early superheterodyne receivers always down-converted the RF signal to a
lower IF frequency. The reason was purely practical, for in those days higher frequencies
were more difficult to process than lower frequencies. Even today, because variable tuned
circuits still tend to offer different performance over the band being tuned, converting to
a single IF frequency, and obtaining most of the gain and selectivity functions at the IF,
allows more uniform overall performance over the entire range being tuned.
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A superheterodyne receiver works by frequency converting (‘heterodyning’ – the
‘super’ part is 1920s vintage advertising hype) the RF signal. This occurs by non-linearly
mixing the incoming RF signal with a local oscillator (LO) signal. When this process is
done, disregarding noise, the output spectrum will contain a large variety of signals
according to:
FO = mFRF ± nFLO

(3.2)

Where:
FRF is the frequency of the RF signal
FLO is the frequency of the local oscillator
m and n are either zero or integers (0, 1, 2, 3, . . ., n)
Equation (3.2) means that there will be a large number of signals at the output of the
mixer, although for the most part the only ones that are of immediate concern to
understanding superheterodyne operation are those for which m and n are either 0 or 1.
Thus, for our present purpose, the output of the mixer will be the fundamentals (FRF and
FLO ), and the second-order products (FLO – FRF and FLO + FRF ), as seen in Fig. 3.7. Some
mixers, notably those described as double-balanced mixers (DBM), suppress FRF and FLO in
the mixer output, so only the second-order sum and difference frequencies exist with any
appreciable amplitude. This case is simplistic, and is used only for this present discussion.
Later on, we will look at what happens when third-order (2F1 ± F2 and 2F2 ± F1) and fifthorder (3F1 ± 2F2 and 3F2 ± 2F1) products become large.
Note that the local oscillator frequency can be either higher than the RF frequency (highside injection) or lower than the RF frequency (low-side injection). In some cases there may
be a practical reason to prefer one over the other.
The candidates for IF are the sum (LO + RF) and difference (LO – RF) second-order
products found at the output of the mixer. A high-Q tuned circuit following the mixer will
select which of the two are used. Consider an example. Suppose an AM broadcast band

FRF – FLO

FLO

FRF

FREQUENCY

Figure 3.7 Relationship of LO, RF and IF frequencies.
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superhet radio has an IF frequency of 455 kHz, and the tuning range is 540 to 1700 kHz.
Because the IF is lower than any frequency within the tuning range, it will be the
difference frequency that is selected for the IF. The local oscillator is set to give high-side
injection, so will tune from (540 + 455) = 995 kHz, to (1700 + 455) = 2155 kHz.

Front-end circuits
The principal task of the front-end and frequency translator sections of the receiver in Fig.
3.6 is to select the signal and convert it to the IF frequency. But in many radio receivers
there may be additional functions. In some cases (but not all), an RF amplifier will be used
ahead of the mixer. Typically, these amplifiers have a gain of 3 to 10 dB, with 5 to 6 dB
being very common. The tuning for the RF amplifier is sometimes a broad bandpass fixed
frequency filter that admits an entire band. In other cases, it is a narrow band, but variable
frequency, tuned circuit.

Intermediate frequency (IF) amplifier
The IF amplifier is responsible for providing most of the gain in the receiver, as well as the
narrowest bandpass filtering. It is a high gain, usually multi-staged, single frequency
tuned radio frequency amplifier. For example, one HF shortwave receiver block diagram
lists 120 dB of gain from antenna terminals to audio output, of which 85 dB are provided
in the 8.83 MHz IF amplifier chain. In the example of Fig. 3.6, the receiver is a single
conversion design, so there is only one IF amplifier section.

Detector
The detector demodulates the RF signal, and recovers whatever audio (or other
information) is to be heard by the listener. In a straight AM receiver, the detector will be
an ordinary half-wave rectifier and ripple filter, and is called an envelope detector. In a
product detector a second local oscillator operating near the IF frequency, usually called a
beat frequency oscillator (BFO), is heterodyned with the IF signal. The resultant difference
signal is the recovered audio. That type of detector is used for double sideband
suppressed carrier (DSBSC), single sideband suppressed carrier (SSBSC or SSB), or
continuous wave (CW or Morse telegraphy) signals. When used for suppressed carrier
signals, the BFO is sometimes called a carrier insertion oscillator (CIO).

Audio amplifiers
The audio amplifiers are used to finish the signal processing. They also boost the output
of the detector to a usable level to drive a loudspeaker or set of earphones. The audio
amplifiers are sometimes used to provide additional filtering. It is quite common to find
narrow band filters to restrict audio bandwidth, or notch filters to eliminate interfering
signals that make it through the IF amplifiers intact.

Receiver performance factors
There are three basic areas of receiver performance that must be considered. Although
interrelated, they are sufficiently different to merit individual consideration: noise, static
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attributes and dynamic attributes. We will look at all of these areas, but first let’s look at the
units of measure that we will use in this section.

Units of measure
Input signal voltage
Input signal level, when specified as a voltage, is typically stated in either microvolts (V)
or nanovolts (nV). The volt is simply too large a unit for practical use on radio receivers.
Signal input voltage (or sometimes power level) is often used as part of the sensitivity
specification, or as a test condition for measuring certain other performance
parameters.

RS

VPD

R in

RECEIVER

VEMF

Figure 3.8 Input voltage definitions.

There are two forms of signal voltage that are used for input voltage specification: source
voltage (VEMF ) and potential difference (VPD ), as illustrated in Fig. 3.8. The source voltage
(VEMF ) is the open terminal (no load) voltage of the signal generator or source, while the
potential difference (VPD ) is the voltage that appears across the receiver antenna terminals
with the load connected (the load is the receiver antenna input impedance, Rin ). When RS
= Rin , the preferred ‘matched impedances’ case in radio receiver systems, the value of VPD
is one-half VEMF. This can be seen in Fig. 3.8 by noting that RS and Rin form a voltage
divider network driven by VEMF, and with VPD as the output.

dBm
These units refer to decibels relative to one milliwatt (1 mW) dissipated in a 50 ohm resistive
impedance (defined as the 0 dBm reference level), and is calculated from:
dBm = 10 log



Pwatts
0.001



(3.3)

or,
dBm = 10 log(PmW )

(3.4)

For example, 0.05 V in 50 ohms, the power is V 2/50, or 5 × 10–17 watts, which is 5 ×
10–14 mW. In dBm notation, this value is 10 log(5 × 10–14 ), or –133.0 dBm.
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dBmV
This unit is used in television receiver systems in which the system impedance is 75 ohms,
rather than the 50 ohms normally used in other RF systems. It refers to the signal voltage,
measured in decibels, with respect to a signal level of one millivolt (1 mV) across a 75 ohm
resistance (0 dBmV). In many TV specs, 1 mV is the full quieting signal that produces no
‘snow’ (i.e. noise) in the displayed picture. Note: 1 mV = 1000 V.

dBV
This unit refers to a signal voltage, measured in decibels, relative to one microvolt (1 V)
developed across a 50 ohm resistive impedance (0 dBV). For our example signal voltage,
the level is 0.05 V which is the same as –26.0 dBV. But the voltage used for this
measurement is usually the VEMF rather than VPD so a correction factor of two, or 6 dB,
may need to be applied.
It requires only a little algebra to convert signal levels from one unit of measure to
another. This job is sometimes necessary when a receiver manufacturer mixes methods in
the same specifications sheet. In the case of dBm and dBV, 0 dBV is 1 V VEMF, or a VPD
of 0.5 V, applied across 50 ohms, so the power dissipated is 5 × 10–15 watts, or
–113 dBm.
Rule of thumb: To convert dBV to dBm, subtract 113 dB; i.e. 100 dBV = (100 dBV –
113 dB) = –13 dBm.

Noise
A radio receiver must detect signals in the presence of noise. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
is the key here because a signal must be above the noise level before it can be successfully
detected and used.
Noise comes in a number of different guises, but for the sake of this discussion we can
divide them into two classes: sources external to the receiver and sources internal to the
receiver. There is little one can do about the external noise sources, for they consist of
natural and man-made electromagnetic signals that fall within the passband of the
receiver. Figures 2.15B and 2.15C (pages 25–26) show an approximation of the external
noise situation which a receiver may have to face.

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR or Sn )
Receivers are evaluated for quality on the basis of signal-to-noise ratio (S/N or ‘SNR’),
sometimes denoted Sn . The goal of the designer is to enhance the SNR as much as
possible. Ultimately, the minimum signal level detectable at the output of an amplifier or
radio receiver is that level which appears just above the noise floor level. Therefore, the
lower the system noise, the smaller the minimum allowable signal.
The matter of signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) is sometimes treated in different ways that
each attempt to crank some reality into the process. The signal-plus-noise-to-noise ratio (S
+ N/N) is found quite often. As the ratios get higher, the S/N and S + N/N converge
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(only about 0.5 dB difference at ratios as little as 10 dB). Still another variant is the SINAD
(signal-plus-noise-plus-distortion-to-noise) ratio. The SINAD measurement takes into
account most of the factors that can deteriorate reception.

Receiver noise floor
The noise floor of the receiver is a statement of the amount of noise produced by the
receiver’s internal circuitry, and directly affects the sensitivity of the receiver. The noise
floor is typically expressed in dBm. The noise floor specification is evaluated as follows:
the more negative the better. The best receivers have noise floor numbers of less than
–130 dBm, while some very good receivers offer numbers of –115 dBm to –130 dBm.
The noise floor is directly dependent on the bandwidth used to make the measurement.
Receiver advertisements usually specify the bandwidth, but be careful to note whether or
not the bandwidth that produced the very good performance numbers is also the
bandwidth that you’ll need for the mode of transmission you want to receive. If, for
example, you are interested only in weak 6 kHz wide AM signals, and the noise floor is
specified for a 250 Hz CW filter, then the noise floor might be too high for your use.

Static measures of receiver performance
The two principal static levels of performance for radio receivers are sensitivity and
selectivity. The sensitivity refers to the level of input signal required to produce a usable
output signal (variously defined). The selectivity refers to the ability of the receiver to
reject adjacent channel signals (again, variously defined). Let’s take a look at both of these
factors. Keep in mind, however, that in modern high performance radio receivers the
static measures of performance, although frequently cited, may also be the least relevant
compared with the dynamic measures (especially in environments with high interference
levels).

Sensitivity
Sensitivity is a measure of the receiver’s ability to pick up (‘detect’) signals, and is often
specified in microvolts (V). A typical specification might be ‘0.5 V sensitivity’. The
question to ask is: ‘relative to what?’ The sensitivity number in microvolts is meaningless
unless the test conditions are specified. For most commercial receivers, the usual test
condition is the sensitivity required to produce a 10 dB signal-plus-noise-to-noise (S +
N/N) ratio in the mode of interest. For example, if only one sensitivity figure is given, one
must find out what bandwidth is being used. Typical bandwidths are 5 to 6 kHz for AM,
2.6 to 3 kHz for single sideband, 1.8 kHz for radioteletype or 200 to 500 Hz for CW.
Indeed, one of the places where ‘creative spec writing’ takes place for commercial
receivers is that the advertisements will enthusiastically cite the sensitivity for a narrow
bandwidth mode (e.g. CW), while the other specifications are cited for a more commonly
used wider bandwidth mode (e.g. SSB). In one particularly misleading example, an
advertisement claimed a sensitivity number that was applicable to the 270 Hz CW mode
only, yet the 270 Hz CW filter was an expensive accessory not normally included!
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Figure 3.9 Sensitivity-vs-bandwidth plot.
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Consider the case where the main mode for a high frequency (HF) shortwave receiver
is AM (for international broadcasting), and the sensitivity is 1.9 V for 10 dB SNR, and the
bandwidth is 5 kHz. If the bandwidth were reduced to 2.8 kHz for SSB or 270 Hz for CW,
then the sensitivity improves by the square root of the bandwidth ratio. The 1.9 V AM
sensitivity therefore translates to 1.42 V for SSB and 0.44 V for CW. If only the CW
version is given, then the receiver might be made to look a whole lot better than it is, even
though the typical user may never use the CW mode (note differences in Fig. 3.9).
The sensitivity differences also explain why weak SSB signals can be heard under
conditions when AM signals of similar strength have disappeared into the noise, or why
the CW mode has as much as 20 dB advantage over SSB, other things being equal.
In some receivers, the difference in mode (AM, SSB, RTTY, CW, etc.) can result in
sensitivity changes that are more than the differences in the associated bandwidths. The
reason is that there is sometimes a ‘processing gain’ associated with the type of detector
circuit used to demodulate the signal at the output of the IF amplifier. A simple AM
envelope detector is lossy because it consists of a simple diode and an R–C filter (a passive
circuit without amplification). Other detectors (product detector for SSB, synchronous AM
detectors) have their own signal gain, so may produce better sensitivity numbers than the
bandwidth suggests.
Another indication of sensitivity is minimum detectable signal (MDS), which is usually
specified in dBm. This signal level is the signal power at the antenna input terminal of the
receiver required to produce some standard S+N/N ratio, such as 3 dB or 10 dB (Fig. 3.10).
In radar receivers, the MDS is usually described in terms of a single pulse return and a
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Figure 3.10 SNR situation for minimum and good reception.
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specified S + N/N ratio. Also, in radar receivers, the sensitivity can be improved by
integrating multiple pulses. If N return pulses are integrated, then the sensitivity is
improved by a factor of N if coherent detection is used, and √N if non-coherent detection
is used.
For modulated signals, it is common to specify the conditions under which the
measurement is made. For example, in AM receivers the sensitivity to achieve 10 dB SNR
is measured with the input signal modulated 30 per cent by a 400 or 1000 Hz sinusoidal
tone.
An alternate method is sometimes used for AM sensitivity measurements, especially in
servicing consumer radio receivers (where SNR may be a little hard to measure with the
equipment normally available to technicians who work on those radios). This is the
‘standard output conditions’ method. Some manuals specify the audio signal power or
audio signal voltage at some critical point, when a 30 per cent modulated signal is present.
In one automobile radio receiver, the sensitivity was specified as ‘X V to produce
400 mW across 8 ohm resistive load substituted for the loudspeaker when the signal
generator is modulated 30 per cent with a 400 Hz audio tone’. The cryptic note on the
schematic showed an output sine wave across the loudspeaker with the label ‘400 mW in
8  (1.79 volts), @30% mod. 400 Hz, 1 V RF.’ What is missing is mention of the level of
total harmonic distortion (THD) that is permitted.
The sensitivity is sometimes measured essentially the same way, but the specification
will state the voltage level that will appear at the top of the volume control, or output of
the detector/filter, when the standard signal is applied. Thus, there are two ways seen for
specifying AM sensitivity: 10 dB SNR and standard output conditions.
There are also two ways to specify FM receiver sensitivity. The first is the 10 dB SNR
method discussed above, i.e. the number of microvolts of signal at the input terminals
required to produce a 10 dB SNR when the carrier is modulated by a standard amount.
The measure of FM modulation is deviation expressed in kilohertz. Sometimes, the full
deviation for that class of receiver is used, while for others a value that is 25 to 35 per cent
of full deviation is specified.
The second way to measure FM sensitivity is the level of signal required to reduce the
quiescent (i.e. no signal) noise level by 20 dB. This is the 20 dB quieting sensitivity of the
receiver. If you tune between signals on an FM receiver you will hear a loud ‘hiss’,
especially in the VHF/UHF bands. Some of that noise is externally generated, while some
is internally generated. When an FM signal appears in the pass band, the hiss is
suppressed, even if the FM carrier is unmodulated. The quieting sensitivity of an FM
receiver is a statement of the number of microvolts required to produce some standard
quieting level, usually 20 dB.
Pulse receivers, such as radar and pulse communications units, often use the tangential
sensitivity as the measure of performance, which is the amplitude of pulse signal required
to raise the noise level by its own rms amplitude (Fig. 3.11).

Selectivity
Although no receiver specification is unimportant, if one had to choose between
sensitivity and selectivity, the proper choice most of the time would be to take
selectivity.
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Figure 3.11 Tangential sensitivity measurement.

Selectivity is the measure of a receiver’s ability to reject adjacent channel interference.
Or put another way, it’s the ability to reject interference from signals on frequencies close
to the desired signal frequency.
In order to understand selectivity requirements, one must first understand a little bit of
the nature of radio signals. An unmodulated radio carrier theoretically has an
infinitesimal (near-zero) bandwidth (although all real unmodulated carriers have a very
narrow, but non-zero, bandwidth because they are modulated by noise and other
artifacts). As soon as the radio signal is modulated to carry information, however, the
bandwidth spreads. Even an on/off telegraphy (CW) or pulse signal spreads out either
side of the carrier frequency an amount that is dependent on the sending speed and the
shape of the keying waveform.
An AM signal spreads out an amount equal to twice the highest audio modulating
frequencies. For example, a communications AM transmitter will have audio components
from 300 to 3000 Hz, so the AM waveform will occupy a spectrum that is equal to the
carrier frequency (F) plus/minus the audio bandwidth (F ± 3000 Hz in the case cited). An
FM signal spreads out according to both the audio bandwidth and the deviation; a good
approximation is to add them together. For example, a narrow-band FM mobile
transmitter with 3 kHz audio bandwidth and 5 kHz deviation spreads out ±8 kHz, while
FM stereo broadcast transmitters with 75 kHz deviation spread out ±120 kHz.
An implication of the fact that radio signals have bandwidth is that the receiver must
have sufficient bandwidth to recover virtually all of the signal. Otherwise, information
may be lost and the output is distorted. On the other hand, allowing too much bandwidth
increases the noise picked up by the receiver and thereby deteriorates the SNR. The goal
of the selectivity system of the receiver is to match the bandwidth of the receiver to that
of the signal. That is why receivers will use 270 or 500 Hz filters for CW, 2 to 3 kHz for SSB
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and 4 to 6 kHz for AM signals. This allows matching the receiver bandwidth to the
transmission type.
The selectivity of a receiver has a number of aspects that must be considered: front-end
bandwidth, IF bandwidth, IF shape factor, and the ultimate (distant frequency) rejection.

Front-end bandwidth
The ‘front-end’ of a modern superheterodyne radio receiver is the circuitry between the
antenna input terminal and the output of the first mixer stage. One reason why front-end
selectivity is important is to keep out-of-band signals from affecting the receiver.
Transmitters located nearby can easily overload a poorly designed receiver. Even if these
signals are not heard by the operator, they can desensitize a receiver, or create harmonics
and intermodulation products that show up as ‘birdies’ or other types of interference.
Strong local signals can take up a lot of the receiver’s dynamic range, and thereby make
it harder to hear weak signals.
Front-end selectivity also helps improve a receiver’s image rejection and 1st IF rejection
capabilities.
A
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Figure 3.12 Narrow vs wide bandwidth.
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In some crystal video microwave receivers the front-end might be wide open without
any selectivity at all, but in nearly all other receivers there will be some form of frequency
selection present.
Two forms of frequency selection are typically found. A designer may choose to use
either or both (together, or as alternatives under operator selection). These forms can be
called the resonant frequency filter (Fig. 3.12A) and bandpass filter (Fig. 3.12B) approaches.
The resonant frequency approach uses L–C elements tuned to the desired frequency to
select which RF signals reach the mixer. In some receivers, these L–C elements are
designed to track with the local oscillator that sets the operating frequency. That’s why
you see two-section variable capacitors for AM broadcast receivers. One section tunes the
local oscillator and the other section tunes the tracking RF input. In other designs, a
separate tuning knob (‘preselector’ or ‘antenna’) is used.
The other approach uses a suboctave bandpass filter to admit only a portion of the RF
spectrum into the front-end. For example, a shortwave receiver that is designed to take the
HF spectrum in 1 MHz pieces may have an array of RF input bandpass filters that are each
1 MHz wide (e.g. 9 to 10 MHz).

Image rejection
An image in a superheterodyne receiver is a signal that appears at twice the IF distance from
the desired RF signal, and located on the opposite side of the LO frequency from the desired RF
signal. In Fig. 3.13, a superheterodyne operates with a 455 kHz (i.e. 0.455 MHz) IF, and is
turned to 24.0 MHz (FRF ). Because this receiver uses low-side LO injection, the LO
frequency FLO is 24.0 – 0.455, or 23.545 MHz. If a signal appears at twice the IF below the
RF (i.e. 910 kHz below FRF ), and reaches the mixer, then it too has a difference frequency
of 455 kHz, so will pass right through the IF filtering as a valid signal. The image rejection
specification tells how well this image frequency is suppressed. Normally, anything over
about 70 dB is considered good.
Tactics to reduce image response vary with the design of the receiver. The best
approach, at design time, is to select an IF frequency that is high enough that the image
frequency will fall well outside the passband of the receiver front-end. Some HF receivers
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Figure 3.13 Location of LO, RF and IF frequencies.
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use an IF of 8.83 MHz, 9 MHz, 10.7 MHz or something similar, and for image rejection
these frequencies are considerably better than 455 kHz receivers in the higher HF bands.
However, a common design trend is to do double conversion. In most such designs, the first
IF frequency is considerably higher than the RF, being in the range 35 to 60 MHz (50 MHz
is common in HF receivers, 70 MHz in microwave receivers).
The high IF makes it possible to suppress the VHF images with a simple low-pass filter.
If the 24.0 MHz signal (above) were first up-converted to 50 MHz (74 MHz LO), for
example, the image would be at 124 MHz. The second conversion brings the IF down to
one of the frequencies mentioned above, or even 455 kHz. The lower frequencies are
preferable to 50 MHz for selectivity reasons because good quality crystal, ceramic or
mechanical filters in the lower frequency ranges are easily available.

1st IF rejection
The 1st IF rejection specification refers to how well a receiver rejects radio signals operating
on the receiver’s first IF frequency. For example, if your receiver has a first IF of 50 MHz, it
must be able to reject radio signals operating on that frequency when the receiver is tuned to
a different frequency. The front-end selectivity affects how well the receiver performs rejects
1st IF signals, although the shielding of the receiver is also an issue.
If there is no front-end selectivity to discriminate against signals at the IF frequency,
then they arrive at the input of the mixer unimpeded. Unless rejected by the mixer (e.g.
by balancing), they then may pass directly through to the high gain IF amplifiers and be
heard in the receiver output.

IF bandwidth
Most of the selectivity of the receiver is provided by the filtering in the IF amplifier
section. The filtering might be L–C filters (especially if the principal IF is a low frequency
like 50 kHz), a ceramic resonator, a crystal filter or a mechanical filter. Of these, the
dB
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Figure 3.14 IF bandwidth response.
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mechanical filter is usually regarded as best for narrow bandwidths, with the crystal filter
and ceramic filters coming in next.
The IF bandwidth is measured from the points on the IF frequency response curve
where gain drops off –3 dB from the mid-band value (Fig. 3.14). This is why you will
sometimes see selectivity specified in terms such as ‘6 kHz between –3 dB points’.
The IF bandwidth must be matched to the bandwidth of the received signal for best
performance. If a wider bandwidth is selected, then SNR deteriorates and the received
signal may be noise. If too narrow, then you might experience difficulties recovering all of
the information that was transmitted. For example, an AM broadcast band radio signal
has audio components out to 5 kHz, so the signal occupies up to 10 kHz of spectrum space
(F ± 5 kHz). If a 2.8 kHz SSB IF filter is selected, then it will sound ‘mushy’ and
distorted.

IF passband shape factor
The shape factor is a measure of the steepness of the skirts of the receiver’s IF selectivity,
and is the ratio of the bandwidth at –6 dB to the bandwidth at –60 dB (Fig. 3.15A). The
general rule is that the closer this ratio is to 1:1, the better the receiver. Anything in the
1:1.5 to 1:1.9 region can be considered high quality, while anything worse than 1:3 is not
worth looking at for ‘serious’ receiver uses. If the numbers are between 1:1.9 and 1:3, then
the receiver could be regarded as being middling, but useful.
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Figure 3.15 (A) Shape factor defined.
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The importance of shape factor is that it modifies the notion of bandwidth. The cited
bandwidth (e.g. 2.8 kHz for SSB) does not take into account the effects of strong signals
that are just beyond those limits. Such signals can easily ‘punch through’ the IF selectivity
if the IF passband skirts are not steep. After all, the steeper they are, the closer a strong
signal can be without messing up the receiver’s operation. The situation is illustrated in
Fig. 3.15B. This curve inverts Fig. 3.15A by plotting attenuation-vs-frequency. Assume that
equal amplitude signals close to fo are received (Fig. 3.15C), the relative post-filtering
amplitudes will match Fig. 3.15D. Thus, selecting a receiver with a shape factor as close
to the 1:1 ideal as possible will result in a more usable radio.

Distant frequency (‘ultimate’) rejection
This specification tells something about the receiver’s ability to reject very strong signals
that are located well outside the receiver’s IF passband. This number is stated in negative
decibels, and the bigger (i.e. more negative) the number the better. An excellent receiver
will have values in the –60 to –90 dB range, a middling receiver will see numbers in the
–45 to –60 dB range, and a terrible receiver will be –44 or worse.

Stability
The stability specification measures how much the receiver frequency drifts as time
elapses or temperature changes. The LO drift sets the overall stability of the receiver. This
specification is usually given in terms of short-term drift and long-term drift (e.g. from LO
crystal aging). The short-term drift is important in daily operation, while the long-term
drift ultimately affects general dial calibration.
If the receiver is VFO controlled, or uses partial frequency synthesis (which combines
VFO with crystal oscillators), then the stability is dominated by the VFO stability. In fully
synthesized receivers the stability is governed by the master reference crystal oscillator. If
either an oven-controlled crystal oscillator (OCXO), or a temperature compensated crystal
oscillator (TCXO), is used for the master reference, then stability on the order of 1 part in
108/°C is achievable.
For most users the short-term stability is what is most important, especially when
tuning SSB, ECSS or RTTY signals. A common specification value for a good receiver will
be 50 Hz/hour after a three hour warm-up, or 100 Hz/hour after a 15 minute warm-up.
The smaller the drift, the better the receiver.
The foundation of good stability is at design time. The local oscillator, or VFO portion
of a synthesizer, must be operated in a cool or constant temperature location within the
equipment, and must have the correct type of components. Capacitor temperature
coefficients are selected in order to cancel out temperature related drift in inductance
values.
Later modifications may also help, but these are less likely to be possible today than in
the past. The chief cause of drift problems is heat. In the days of vacuum tube (valve)
oscillators, the internal cathode heater produced lots of heat that in turn created drift.
Another stability issue comes from mechanical frequency shifts. Although not seen on
most modern receivers (even some very cheap designs), it was once a serious problem on
less costly models. This problem is usually seen on VFO controlled receivers in which
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vibration to the receiver cabinet imparts movement to either the inductor (L) or capacitor
(C) element in an L–C VFO. Mechanically stabilizing these components will work
wonders.

AGC range and threshold
Modern communications receivers must be able to handle signal strengths over a dynamic
range of about 1 000 000:1. Tuning across a band occupied by signals of widely varying
strengths is hard on the ears and hard on the receiver’s performance. As a result, most
receivers have an automatic gain control (AGC) circuit to reduces these changes. The AGC
will reduce gain for strong signals, and increase it for weak signals. Most HF
communications receivers allow the AGC to be turned off.
The AGC range is the change of input signal (in dBV) from some reference level (e.g.
1 VEMF ) to the input level that produces a 2 dB change in output level. Ranges of 90 to
110 dB are commonly seen.
The AGC threshold is the signal level at which the AGC begins to operate. If set too low,
then the receiver gain will respond to noise, and irritate the user. If set too high, then the
user will experience irritating shifts of output level as the band is tuned. AGC thresholds
of 0.7 to 2.5 V are common, with the better receivers being in the 0.7 to 1 V range.
Another AGC specification sometimes seen deals with the speed of the AGC. Although
sometimes specified in milliseconds, it is also frequently specified in subjective terms like
‘fast’ and ‘slow’. This specification refers to how fast the AGC responds to changes in
signal strength. If set too fast, then rapidly keyed signals (e.g. on/off CW) or noise
transients will cause unnerving large shifts in receiver gain. If set too slow, then the
receiver might as well not have an AGC. Many receivers provide two or more selections
in order to accommodate different types of signals.
In order to avoid overloading, it is usually necessary for the AGC to respond quickly to
strong signals by reducing the gain. The subsequent recovery of gain when the signal
disappears or is moved outside the pass band may be much slower.

Dynamic performance
The dynamic performance specifications of a radio receiver are those which deal with how
the receiver performs in the presence of very strong signals on adjacent channels. Until
about the 1960s, dynamic performance was somewhat less important than static
performance for most users. However, today the role of dynamic performance is probably
more critical than static performance because of crowded band conditions.
There are at least two reasons for this change in outlook. First, in the 1960s receiver
designs evolved from tubes to solid state. The new solid-state amplifiers were somewhat
easier to drive into non-linearity than tube designs. Second, there has been a tremendous
increase in radio frequency signals on the air. There are far more transmitting stations than
ever before, and there are far more sources of electromagnetic interference (EMI –
pollution of the air waves) than in prior decades. With the advent of new and expanded
wireless services available to an ever widening market, the situation can only worsen. For
this reason, it is now necessary to pay more attention to the dynamic performance of
receivers than in the past.
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Intermodulation products
Understanding the dynamic performance of the receiver requires knowledge of
intermodulation products (IP) and how they affect receiver operation. Whenever two signals
at frequencies F1 and F2 are mixed together in a non-linear circuit, a number of products
are created according to the mF1 ± nF2 rule, where m and n are either integers or zero (0,
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . .). Mixing can occur in either the mixer stage of a receiver front end, or in
the RF amplifier (or any outboard preamplifiers used ahead of the receiver) if the RF
amplifier is overdriven by a strong signal.
It is also possible for corrosion on antenna connections, or even rusted antenna screw
terminals to create IPs under certain circumstances. One even hears of alleged cases where
a rusty downspout on a house rain gutter caused re-radiated intermodulation signals.
The order of an IP product is given by the sum (m + n). Given input signal frequencies
of F1 and F2, the main IPs are:
Second order:
Third order:
Fifth order:

F1 ± F2
2F1 ± F2
3F1 ± 2F2

2F1
2F2 ± F1
3F2 ± 2F1

2F2
3F1
5F1

3F2
5F2

When an amplifier or receiver is overdriven, the second-order content of the output signal
increases as the square of the input signal level, while the third-order responses increase
as the cube of the input signal level.
Consider the case where two HF signals, F1 = 10 MHz and F2 = 15 MHz are mixed
together. The second-order IPs are 5 and 25 MHz; the third-order IPs are 5, 20, 35 and
40 MHz; and the fifth-order IPs are 0, 25, 60 and 65 MHz. If any of these are inside the
passband of the receiver, then they can cause problems. One such problem is the
emergence of ‘phantom’ signals at the IP frequencies. This effect is seen often when two
strong signals (F1 and F2) exist and can affect the front-end of the receiver, and one of the
IPs falls close to a desired signal frequency, Fd . If the receiver were tuned to 5 MHz, for
example, a spurious signal would be found from the F1–F2 pair given above.
Another example is seen from strong in-band, adjacent channel signals. Consider a case
where the receiver is tuned to a station at 9610 kHz, and there are also very strong signals
at 9600 kHz and 9605 kHz. The near (in-band) IP products are:
Third-order: 9595 kHz (F = 15 kHz)
9610 kHz (F = 0 kHz) (ON CHANNEL!)
Fifth-order:

9590 kHz (F = 20 kHz)
9615 kHz (F = 5 kHz)

Note that one third-order product is on the same frequency as the desired signal, and
could easily cause interference if the amplitude is sufficiently high. Other third- and fifthorder products may be within the range where interference could occur, especially on
receivers with wide bandwidths.
The IP orders are theoretically infinite because there are no bounds on either m or n.
However, because the higher order IPs have smaller amplitudes only the second-order,
third-order and fifth-order products usually assume any importance. Indeed, only the
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third-order is normally used in receiver specification sheets because they fall close to the
RF signal frequency.
There are a large number of IMD products from just two signals applied to a non-linear
medium. But consider the fact that the two-tone case used for textbook discussions is
rarely encountered in actuality. A typical two-way radio installation is in a signal rich
environment, so when dozens of signals are present the number of possible combinations
climbs to an unmanageable extent.

–1 dB compression point
An amplifier produces an output signal that has a higher amplitude than the input signal.
The transfer function of the amplifier (indeed, any circuit with output and input) is the
ratio OUT/IN, so for the power amplification of a receiver RF amplifier it is Po/Pin (or, in
terms of voltage, Vo/Vin ). Any real amplifier will saturate given a strong enough input
signal (see Fig. 3.16). The dotted line represents the theoretical output level for all values
of input signal (the slope of the line represents the gain of the amplifier). As the amplifier
saturates (solid line), however, the actual gain begins to depart from the theoretical at
some level of input signal. The –1 dB compression point is that output level at which the
actual gain departs from the theoretical gain by –1 dB.
The –1 dB compression point is important when considering either the RF amplifier
ahead of the mixer (if any), or any outboard preamplifiers that are used. The –1 dB
compression point is the point at which signal distortion becomes a serious problem.
Harmonics and intermodulation are generated at high levels when an amplifier goes into
compression.

Third-order intercept point
It can be claimed that the third-order intercept point (TOIP) is the single most important
specification of a receiver’s dynamic performance because it predicts the performance as
regards intermodulation, cross-modulation and blocking desensitization.
Third-order (and higher) intermodulation products (IP) are normally very weak, and
don’t exceed the receiver noise floor when the receiver is operating in the linear region. As
input signal levels increase, forcing the front-end of the receiver toward the saturated nonlinear region, the IP emerge from the noise and begin to cause problems. When this
happens, new spurious signals appear on the band and self-generated interference begins
to arise.
Look again at Fig. 3.16. The dotted gain line continuing above the saturation region
shows the theoretical output that would be produced if the gain did not clip. It is the
nature of third-order products in the output signal to emerge from the noise at a certain
input level, and increase as the cube of the input level. Thus, the third-order line increases
3 dB for every 1 dB increase in the response to the fundamental signal. Although the
output response of the third-order line saturates similarly to that of the fundamental
signal, the gain line can be continued to a point where it intersects the gain line of the
fundamental signal. This point is the third-order intercept point (TOIP).
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Figure 3.16 Third-order intercept point.

Interestingly, one receiver feature that can help reduce IP levels is the use of a front-end
attenuator (or input attenuator). In the presence of strong signals even a few dB of input
attenuation is often enough to drop the IPs back into the noise, while afflicting the desired
signals only a small amount.
Other effects that reduce the overload caused by a strong signal also help. Situations
arise where the apparent third-order performance of a receiver improves dramatically
when a lower gain antenna is used. This effect can be easily demonstrated using a
spectrum analyser for the receiver. This instrument is a swept frequency receiver that
displays an output on an oscilloscope screen that is amplitude-vs-frequency, so a single
signal shows as a spike. In one test, a local VHF band repeater came on the air every few
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seconds, and one could observe the second- and third-order IPs along with the
fundamental repeater signal. There were also other strong signals on the air, but just
outside the band. Inserting a 6 dB barrel attenuator in the input line eliminated the IP
products, showing just the actual signals. Rotating a directional antenna away from the
direction of the interfering signal will also accomplish this effect in many cases.
Preamplifiers are popular receiver accessories, but can often reduce rather than enhance
performance. Two problems commonly occur (assuming the preamp is a low noise
device). The best known problem is that the preamp amplifies noise as much as signals,
and while it makes the signal louder it also makes the noise louder by the same amount.
Since it’s the signal-to-noise ratio that is important, this does not improve the situation.
Indeed, if the preamp is itself noisy, it will deteriorate the SNR. The other problem is less
well known, but potentially more devastating. If the increased signal levels applied to the
receiver push the receiver into non-linearity, then IPs will emerge.
When evaluating receivers, a TOIP of +5 to +20 dBm is excellent performance, while up
to +27 dBm is relatively easily achievable, and +35 dBm has been achieved with good
design; anything greater than +50 dBm is close to miraculous (but attainable). Receivers
are still regarded as good performers in the 0 to +5 dBm range, and middling performers
in the –10 to 0 dBm range. Anything below –10 dBm is not usually acceptable. A general
rule is to buy the best third-order intercept performance that you can afford, especially if
there are strong signal sources in your vicinity.

Dynamic range
The dynamic range of a radio receiver is the range (measured in decibels) from the minimum
discernible signal to the maximum allowable signal. Several definitions of dynamic range are
used.
One definition of dynamic range is that it is the input signal difference between the
sensitivity figure (e.g. 0.5 V for 10 dB S + N/N) and the level that drives the receiver far
enough into saturation to create a certain amount of distortion in the output. This
definition was common on consumer broadcast band receivers at one time (especially
automobile radios, where dynamic range was somewhat more important due to mobility).
A related definition takes the range as the distance in dB from the sensitivity level and the
–1 dB compression point. Another definition, the blocking dynamic range, is the range of
signals from the sensitivity level to the blocking level (see below).
A problem with the above definitions is that they represent single signal cases, so do not
address the receiver’s dynamic characteristics. The spurious free dynamic range (SFDR) is
the range of signals over which dynamic effects (e.g. intermodulation) do not exceed the
noise floor of the receiver. This is often taken to be two-thirds of the difference between
the noise floor in a 3 kHz bandwidth and the third-order intercept point.
Many US amateur radio magazine product reviews use a measurement procedure that
produces a similar result. Two equal strength signals are input to the receiver at the same
time. The frequency difference has traditionally been 20 kHz for HF and 30 to 50 kHz for
VHF receivers, but modern band crowding may indicate a need for a reduction to 5 kHz on
HF. The amplitudes of these signals are raised until the third-order distortion products are
raised to the noise floor level. For 20 kHz spacing, using the two-signal approach, anything
over 90 dB is an excellent receiver, while anything over 80 dB is at least decent.
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The difference between the single-signal and two-signal (dynamic) performance is not
merely an academic exercise. Besides the fact that the same receiver can show as much as
40 dB difference between the two measures (favouring the single-signal measurement),
the worst effects of poor design show up most in the dynamic performance.

Blocking
The blocking specification refers to the ability of the receiver to withstand very strong offtune signals that are at least 20 kHz away from the desired signal, although some use
100 kHz separation. When very strong signals appear at the input terminals of a receiver,
they may desensitize the receiver, i.e. reduce the apparent strength of desired signals
below what they would be if the interfering signal were not present.
When a strong signal is present, it takes up more of the receiver’s resources than
normal, so there is not enough of the output power budget to accommodate the weaker
desired signals. But if the strong undesired signal is turned off, then the weaker signals
receive a full measure of the unit’s power budget.
The usual way to measure blocking behaviour is to input two signals, a desired signal
at 60 dBV and another signal 20 (or 100) kHz away at a much stronger level. The strong
signal is increased to the point where blocking causes a 3 dB drop in the output level of
the desired signal. A good receiver will show at least 90 dBV, with many being
considerably better. An interesting note about modern receivers is that the blocking
performance is so good, that it’s often necessary to specify the input level difference (dB)
that causes a 1 dB drop, rather than 3 dB drop, of the desired signal’s amplitude.
The phenomenon of blocking leads us to an effect which may seem puzzling at first.
Many receivers are equipped with front-end attenuators that permit fixed attenuation
values of 1 dB, 3 dB, 6 dB, 12 dB or 20 dB (or some subset) to be inserted into the signal
path ahead of the active stages. When a strong signal that is capable of causing
desensitization is present, adding attenuation can increase the level of the desired signals in the
output, even though overall gain is apparently reduced. This occurs because the overall
signal that the receiver front end is asked to handle is below the threshold where
desensitization occurs.

Cross-modulation
Cross-modulation is an effect in which amplitude modulation (AM) from a strong
undesired signal is transferred to a weaker desired signal. Testing is usually done (in HF
receivers) with 20 kHz spacing between the desired and undesired signals, a 3 kHz IF
bandwidth on the receiver, and the desired signal set to 1000 VEMF (–53 dBm). The
undesired signal has 30 per cent amplitude modulation. This undesired AM signal is
increased in strength until an unwanted AM output 20 dB below the desired signal is
produced.
A cross-modulation specification of greater than 100 dB would be considered decent
performance. This figure is often not given for modern HF receivers, but if the receiver has
a good third-order intercept point, then it is likely also to have good cross-modulation
performance.
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Cross-modulation may also occur naturally, especially in transpolar and North Atlantic
radio paths where the effects of the aurora are strong. Something called the ‘Radio
Luxembourg effect’ was reported in the 1930s. Modulation from a very strong broadcaster
(BBC) appeared on the Radio Luxembourg signal received in North America. The cause
was said to be ionospheric cross-modulation, which apparently occurs when the strong
station is within 175 miles of the great circle path between the desired station and the
receiver site.

Reciprocal mixing
Reciprocal mixing occurs when noise sidebands from the local oscillator (LO) signal in a
superheterodyne receiver mix with a strong undesired signal that is close to the desired
signal. Every oscillator produces noise, and that noise will modulate the oscillator’s
output signal. It will thus form sidebands either side of the LO signal. The production of
phase noise in all LOs is well known, but in more recent designs the digitally produced
synthesized LOs are prone to additional noise elements as well. The noise is usually
measured in –dBc (decibels below carrier, or, in this case, dB below the LO output
level).
If a strong unwanted signal is present, then it might mix with the noise sidebands of the
LO, to reproduce the noise spectrum at the IF frequency. In the usual test scenario, the
reciprocal mixing is defined as the level of the unwanted signal (dB) at 20 kHz required
to produce a noise sidebands 20 down from the desired IF signal in a specified bandwidth
(usually 3 kHz on HF receivers). Figures of –90 dBc or better are considered good.
The importance of the reciprocal mixing specification is that it can degrade the practical
selectivity of the receiver, yet is not detected in the normal static measurements made of
selectivity because it is a ‘dynamic selectivity’ problem. When the LO noise sidebands
appear in the IF, the distant frequency attenuation (>20 kHz off-centre of a 3 kHz
bandwidth filter) can deteriorate by 20 to 40 dB.
The reciprocal mixing performance of receivers can be improved by reducing the noise
in the oscillator signal. Although this sounds simple, in practice it is often quite difficult.
A tactic that works well is to add high-Q filtering between the LO output and the mixer
input. The narrow bandwidth of the high-Q filter prevents wideband noise from getting
to the mixer, but will not help the close-in performance.

IF notch rejection
If two signals fall within the passband of a receiver they will both compete to be heard.
They will also heterodyne together in the detector stage, producing an audio tone equal
to their carrier frequency difference. For example, suppose we have an AM receiver with
a 5 kHz bandwidth and a 455 kHz IF. If two signals appear on the band such that one
appears at an IF of 456 kHz and the other is at 454 kHz, then both are within the receiver
passband and both will be heard in the output. However, the 2 kHz difference in their
carrier frequency will produce a 2 kHz heterodyne audio tone difference signal in the
output of the AM detector.
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In some receivers, a tunable high-Q (narrow and deep) notch filter is in the IF amplifier
circuit. This tunable filter can be turned on and then adjusted to attenuate the unwanted
interfering signal, reducing the irritating heterodyne. Attenuation figures for good
receivers vary from –35 to –65 dB or so (the more negative the better).
There are some trade-offs in notch filter design. First, the notch filter Q is more easily
achieved at low IF frequencies (such as 50 kHz to 500 kHz) than at high IF frequencies (e.g.
9 MHz and up). Also, the higher the Q the better the attenuation of the undesired squeal,
but the touchier it is to tune. Some happy middle ground between the irritating squeal
and the touchy tune is mandated here.
Some receivers use audio filters rather than IF filters to help reduce the heterodyne
squeal. In the AM broadcast band, channel spacing is 9 or 10 kHz (depending on the part
of the world), and the transmitted audio bandwidth is 5 kHz. Designers of AM broadcast
receivers may insert an R–C low-pass filter with a –3 dB point just above 4 or 5 kHz right
after the detector in order to suppress the audio heterodyne. This R–C filter is called a
‘tweet filter’ in the slang of the electronic service/repair trade.
Another audio approach is to sharply limit the bandpass of the audio amplifiers.
Although the shortwave bands typically only need 3 kHz bandwidth for communications,
and 5 kHz for broadcast, the tweet filter and audio roll-off might not be sufficient. In
receivers that lack an effective IF notch filter, an audio notch filter can be provided.

Internal spurii
All receivers produce a number of internal spurious signals that sometimes interfere with
the operation. Both old and modern receivers have spurious signals from assorted highorder mixer products, from power supply harmonics, parasitic oscillations, and a host of
other sources. Newer receivers with synthesized local oscillators and digital frequency
readouts can produce noise and spurious signals in abundance. With appropriate filtering
and shielding, it is possible to hold the ‘spurs’ down to –100 dB relative to the main
maximum signal output, or within about 3 dB of the noise floor, whichever is lower.
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In this chapter we will take a look at small signal radio frequency amplifiers and
preamplifiers. These circuits are used to amplify radio signals from antennas prior to
input to the mixer, in order to improve signal-to-noise ratio and front-end selectivity. A
preamplifier is simply an RF amplifier which is external to the receiver, rather than being
built in.
The performance of some radio receivers can be improved by the use of either a
preselector or preamplifier between the antenna and the receiver. Most low priced receivers
(and some high priced ones as well) suffer from performance problems that are a direct
result of the trade-offs the manufacturers have to make in order to produce a low cost
model. In addition, older receivers often suffer the same problems, as do many homebrew
radio receiver designs. Chief among these are sensitivity, selectivity and image response,
which we looked at in Chapter 3.
A cure for all of these problems is a little circuit called the active preselector. A preselector
can be either active or passive. In both cases, however, the preselector includes a resonant
circuit that is tuned to the frequency that the receiver is tuned to. The preselector is
connected between the antenna and the receiver antenna input connector (Fig. 4.1).
Therefore, it adds a little more selectivity to the front-end of the radio to help discriminate
against unwanted signals.

ANTENNA

RECEIVER

PRESELECTOR
OR
PREAMPLIFIER

Figure 4.1 Position of preselector or preamplifier in a receiver system.
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The difference between the active and passive designs is that the active design contains
an RF amplifier stage, while the passive design does not. Thus, the active preselector also
deals with the sensitivity problem of the receiver.
The difference between a preamplifier and the amplifying variety of preselector is that
the preselector is tuned to a specific frequency or narrow band of frequencies. The
wideband preamplifier amplifies all signals coming into the front-end, with no
discrimination, and therein lies an occasional problem.
A possible problem with any amplifier ahead of the receiver is that this might
deteriorate performance, rather than make it better. The preamplifier gain will use up part
of the receiver’s dynamic range, so it must be able to improve other parameters by a
sufficient amount to make this loss worthwhile.
Always use a preamplifier or preselector that has a noise figure that is better than the
receiver being served. The Friis equation for noise (Eq. 2.27, page 31) demonstrates that
the noise figure of the system is dominated by the noise figure of the first amplifier. So
make sure that the amplifier is a low noise amplifier (LNA), and has a noise figure a few
dB less than the receiver’s noise figure.

Noise and preselectors/preamplifiers
The weakest radio signal that you can detect on a receiver is determined mainly by the
noise level in the receiver. Some noise arrives from outside sources, while other noise is
generated inside the receiver. At the VHF/UHF/microwave range, the internal noise is
predominant, so it is common to use a low noise preamplifier ahead of the receiver. The
preamplifier will reduce the noise figure for the entire receiver.
The low noise amplifier (LNA) should be mounted on the antenna if it is wideband, and
at the receiver if it is tunable but cannot be tuned remotely. (Note: the term preselector only
applied to tuned versions, while preamplifier could denote either tuned or wideband
models.) Of course, if your receiver is used only for one frequency, then it may also be
mounted at the antenna. The reason for mounting the preamplifier right at the antenna is
to build up the signal and improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) prior to feeding the
signal into the transmission line where losses cause it to weaken somewhat.

Amplifier configurations
Most RF amplifiers use bipolar junction transistors (BJT) or field effect transistors (FET).
These may be discrete, or part of an integrated circuit.

Transistor gain
There are actually several popular ways to denote bipolar transistor current gain, but only
two are of interest to us here: alpha () and beta (). Alpha gain () can be defined as the
ratio of collector current to emitter current:
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Ic
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(4.1)

Ie

Where:
 is the alpha gain
Ic is the collector current
Ie is the emitter current
Alpha has a value less than unity (1), with values between 0.7 and 0.99 being the typical
range.
The other representation of transistor gain, and the one that seems more often favoured
over the others, is the beta () which is defined as the ratio of collector current to base
current:
 =

Ic

(4.2)

Ib

Where:
 is the beta gain
Ic is the collector current
Ib is the base current
Alpha () and beta () are related to each other, and one can use the equations below
to compute one when the other is known.
 =


1+

(4.3)

and,
 =


1–

(4.4)

The values given above are for static DC situations. In AC terms you will see AC alpha
gain (Hfb ) defined as:
Hfb =

Ic
Ie

(4.5)

and AC beta gain (Hfe ) is defined as:
Hfe =

Ic
Ib

(4.6)

In both equations above, the Greek letter delta () indicates a small change in the
parameter it is associated with. Thus, the term Ic denotes a small change in collector
current Ic .
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Classification by common element
This method of classifying amplifier circuits revolves around noting which element
(collector, base or emitter) is common to both input and output circuits. Although
technically incorrect, this is sometimes referred to as the grounded element, i.e. ‘grounded
emitted amplifier’. We tend to use common and grounded interchangeably, so bear with us
if you are a purist. Figure 4.2 shows the different entries into this class.

Common emitter circuits
The circuit shown in Fig. 4.2A is the common emitter circuit. The input signal is applied to
the transistor between the base and emitter terminals, while the output signal is taken
across the collector and emitter terminals, i.e. the emitter is common to both input and
output circuits.

OUTPUT

INPUT

INPUT

OUTPUT

B

A

INPUT

OUTPUT

C

Figure 4.2 (A) Common emitter circuit; (B) common collector circuit; (C) common base circuit.

The common emitter circuit offers high current amplification – the beta rating of the
transistor. This circuit can also offer a substantial amount of voltage gain if a series
impedance is placed between the collector terminal and the collector DC power supply.
The current gain is Hfe , but the voltage gain depends on other factors as well. Later, you
will see that voltage gain depends on the RL/RE ratio in some circuits, and the product of
that ratio and the beta in other cases.
The input impedance of the common emitter amplifier is medium ranged, or in the
1000 ohms range. The output impedance, though, is typically high (up to 50 kohms).
Values will be determined by the specific type of circuit, but there are some
approximations that can be made. For most common emitter amplifiers, Zin is equal to the
product of the emitter resistor RE and the Hfe of the transistor. The output impedance is
essentially the value of the collector load resistor and will range from 5 kohms to about
50 kohms.
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The output signal in the common emitter circuit is 180 degrees out of phase with the input
signal. This means that the common emitter amplifier is an inverter circuit. The output
signal will be negative going for a positive-going input signal, and vice versa. The common
emitter transistor amplifier is probably the most often used circuit configuration.

Common collector circuits
This configuration is shown in Fig. 4.2B. In the common collector circuit the collector
terminal of the transistor is common to both input and output circuits. This circuit is also
sometimes called the emitter follower circuit. The common collector circuit offers little or no
voltage gain. Most of the time the voltage gain is actually less than unity (1), but the
current gain is considerably higher (≈ Hfe + 1).
There is no phase inversion between input and output in the emitter follower circuit.
The output voltage is in phase with the input signal voltage.
The input impedance of this circuit tends to be high, sometimes greater than 100 kohms
at frequencies less than 100 kHz. The output impedance is very low, perhaps as low as
5–50 ohms. This situation leads us to one of the primary applications of the emitter
follower: impedance transformation. The circuit is often used to connect a high impedance
source to an amplifier with low input impedance.
The emitter follower is also frequently used as a buffer amplifier, which is an intermediate
stage used to isolate two circuits from each other. One example of this is in the output circuit
of oscillator circuits. Many oscillators will ‘pull’, or change frequency, if the load impedance
changes. Yet some of the very circuits used with oscillators naturally provide a changing
impedance situation. The oscillator proves a lot more stable under these conditions if an
emitter follower buffer amplifier is used between its output and its load.

Common base circuits
Common base amplifiers use the base terminal of the transistor as the common element
between input and output circuits (Fig. 4.2C); the output is taken between the collector
and base.
The voltage gain of the common base circuit is high, on the order of 100 or more;
however, the current gain is low, usually less than unity. The input impedance is also low,
usually less than 100 ohms. On the other hand, the output impedance is quite high. Again,
there is no phase inversion between input and output circuits.
The principal use of the common base circuit is in VHF and UHF RF amplifiers in
receivers. The base acts as a shield between the emitter and collector elements, which
reduces the effect of internal capacitances. These would otherwise provide a feedback
signal, which can reduce gain or lead to instability. This makes it superior to common
emitter circuits at high frequencies.

Transistor biasing
Biasing sets the operating characteristics of any particular transistor circuit, and is usually
set by the current conditions at the base terminal of the device. There are two different bias
networks commonly seen in simple transistor circuits, and these are summarized below.
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Collector-to-base bias
In this type of bias network the resistor supplying bias current to the base (RB ) is
connected to the collector of the transistor (see Fig. 4.3A). A feature of this circuit is that
the quiescent (no signal) conditions are stabilized somewhat by DC negative feedback.
Thus, when Ic tries to increase, the voltage drop across RL increases, and because Vce = Vcc
– VRL , the value of Vce decreases. This action, in turn, reduces Ib so, by Ic = Hfe Ib , the
collector current decreases. A similar action takes place when Ic tries to decrease. The end
result in both cases is that Ic tends to stabilize around the quiescent value.
+
VCC

-

+
VCC

-

IC

RL

VR

RB

RL
RB

IB

VCE

IE

RE

A
B

Figure 4.3 Common emitter circuit showing relationships.

It is sometimes prudent to use an emitter resistor to gain further stability, as in Fig. 4.3B.
For the circuit of Fig. 4.3B:
Zo = RL
Zin = RE Hfe
AI = Hfe
Av = RL Hfe/RE

Emitter bias or ‘self-bias’
Figure 4.4 is recognized as the most stable configuration for transistor amplifier stages.
This circuit uses a resistor voltage divider (R1/R2) to set a fixed bias voltage (VB ) on the
transistor. As a general rule, the best stability usually occurs when R1   R2 ≈ RE . Because
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+
VCC

R1

RL

VCE
VBE

VB
R2

RE

VE

Figure 4.4 Common emitter circuit with emitter resistor.

there is a substantial voltage drop across RE , the Vcc voltage required for Fig. 4.4 is a bit
higher than for the previous circuit.

Frequency characteristics
Transistors, like most other electron devices, operate only over a limited frequency range.
There are three frequencies that may interest us: f , f , fT.
f is the frequency at which the common base AC current gain hfb drops to a level 3 dB
below its low frequency (usually 1000 Hz) gain.
f is similarly defined as the frequency where the common emitter AC beta hfe drops
3 dB relative to its 1000 Hz value. In general, this frequency is lower than the alpha cut-off,
but is considered somewhat more representative of a transistor’s performance.
The frequency specification that seems to be quoted most often is the beta cut-off
frequency, which is given the symbol fT. This is the frequency at which hfe drops to unity,
and is relevant for transistors operated in the common emitter configuration
If f is known, then fT may be approximated from
fT = f × hfeo

(4.7)

JFET and MOSFET connections
Figure 4.5 shows the JFET and MOSFET configurations that are similar to the Fig. 4.2
connections for bipolar transistors. Figure 4.5A shows a common source circuit, which is
similar to the common emitter circuit. Figure 4.5B shows the common drain circuit, which
is similar to the common collector circuit. Finally, Fig. 4.5C shows the common gate
circuit, which is similar to the common base circuit in bipolar technology.
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Figure 4.5 (A) Common source circuit; (B) common drain circuit; (C) common gate circuit.

JFET preselector
Figure 4.6 shows the basic form of JFET preselector. This circuit will work into the low
VHF region. This circuit is in the common source configuration, so the input signal is
applied to the gate and the output signal is taken from the drain. Source bias is supplied
by the voltage drop across resistor R2, and drain load by a series combination of a resistor
(R3) and a radio frequency choke (RFC1). RFC1 should be 1 mH at the AM broadcast band
and HF (shortwave), and 100 H in the low VHF region (>30 MHz). At VLF frequencies
below the broadcast band use 2.5 mH for RFC1, and increase all 0.01 F capacitors to
0.1 F. All capacitors are either disk ceramic, or one of the newer dielectric capacitors (if
rated for VHF service . . . be careful not all are!).
The input circuit is tuned to the RF frequency, but the output circuit is untuned. The
reason for the lack of output tuning is that tuning both input and output permits the JFET
to oscillate at the RF frequency . . . and that we don’t want. Other possible causes of
oscillation include poor layout, and a self-resonance frequency of RFC1 that is too near the
RF frequency (select another choke).
The input circuit consists of an RF transformer that has a tuned secondary (L2/C1). The
variable capacitor (C1) is the tuning control. Although the value shown is the standard
365 pF ‘AM broadcast variable’, any form of variable can be used if the inductor is tailored
to it. These components are related by:
f =

1
2 
L2 × C1

Where:
f is the frequency in hertz
L is the inductance in henrys
C is the capacitance in farads

(4.8)
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220K

R2
100
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Figure 4.6 JFET RF amplifier.

Be sure to convert inductances from microhenrys to henrys, and picofarads to farads.
Allow approximately 10 pF to account for stray capacitances, although keep in mind that
this number is a guess that may have to be adjusted (it is a function of your layout, among
other things). We can also solve Eq. (4.8) for either L2 or C1:
L2 =

1
39.5f 2C1

(4.9)

Space does not warrant making a sample calculation, but we can report results for you
to check for yourself. I wanted to know how much inductance is required to resonate
100 pF (90 pF capacitor plus 10 pF stray) to 10 MHz WWV. The solution, when all numbers
are converted to hertz and farads, results in 0.00000253 H, or 2.53 H. Keep in mind that
the calculated numbers are close, but are nonetheless approximate . . . and the circuit may
need tweaking on the bench.
Be careful when making JFET or MOSFET RF amplifiers in which both input and output
are tuned. If the circuit is a common source circuit, there is the possibility of accidentally
turning the circuit into a dandy little oscillator. Sometimes, this problem is alleviated by
tuning the input and output L–C tank circuits to slightly different frequencies. In other
cases, it is necessary to neutralize the stage. It is a common practice to make at least one
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end of the amplifier, usually the output, untuned in order to overcome this problem
(although at the cost of some gain).
Figure 4.7 shows two methods for tuning both the input and output circuits of the JFET
transistor. In both cases the JFET is wired in the common gate configuration, so signal is
applied to the source and output is taken from the drain. The dotted line indicates that the
output and input tuning capacitors are ganged to the same shaft.
C1A

C1B

C2
0.001 µF

J1
IN

C3
0.001 µF

Q1

R1
150

L2

RFC1
1 mH

L1

J2
OUT

L3

C4
0.01 µF

R2
270

C5
0.01 µF

+12 VDC
A

C1

Q1

J1
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L1

C2
0.1 µF

R1
150

B

Figure 4.7 (A) Common base JFET RF amplifier; (B) alternate input circuit.
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The source circuit of the JFET is low impedance, so some means must be provided to
match the circuit to the tuned circuit. In Fig. 4.7A a link inductor is used for L1 for the
lower impedance (50 ohms typically) of the source. In Fig. 4.7B a similar but slightly
different configuration is used. In this example there is a bias resistor in the circuit, and
it is bypassed by C2. This keeps the potential for DC, but sets the AC impedance to
ground.

VHF receiver preselector
The circuit in Fig. 4.8 is a VHF preamplifier that uses two JFET devices connected in
cascode, i.e. the input device (Q1) is in common source and is direct coupled to the
common gate output device (Q2). In order to prevent self-oscillation of the circuit a
neutralization capacitor (C3) is provided. This capacitor is adjusted to keep the circuit from
oscillating at any frequency within the band of operation. In general, this circuit is tuned
to a single channel by the action of L2/C1 and L3/C2.

MOSFET preselector
A dual-gate MOSFET is used in the preselector circuit of Fig. 4.9. One gate can be used for
amplification and the other for DC-based gain control. Signal is applied to gate G1, while
gate G2 is either biased to a fixed positive voltage or connected to a variable DC voltage
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Figure 4.8 Cascode RF amplifier circuit.
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Figure 4.9 Dual-gate MOSFET RF amplifier circuit.
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that serves as a gain control signal. The DC network is similar to that of the previous
(JFET) circuits, with the exception that a resistor voltage divider (R3/R4) is needed to bias
gate G2.
There are three tuned circuits for this preselector project, so it will produce a large
amount of selectivity improvement and image rejection. The gain of the device will also
provide additional sensitivity. All three tuning capacitors (C1A, C1B and C1C) are ganged
to the same shaft for ‘single-knob tuning’. The trimmer capacitors (C2, C3 and C4) are
used to adjust the tracking of the three tuned circuits (i.e. ensure that they are all tuned
to the same frequency at any given setting of C1A–C).
The inductors are of the same sort as described above. It is permissible to put L1/L2 and
L3 in close proximity to each other, but these should be separated from L4 in order to
prevent unwanted oscillation due to feedback arising from coil coupling.

Voltage-tuned receiver preselector
The circuit in Fig. 4.10 is a little different. In addition to using only input tuning (which
lessens the potential for oscillation), it also uses voltage tuning. The hard-to-find variable
capacitors are replaced with varactor diodes, also called voltage variable capacitance diodes
(D1). These PN junction diodes exhibit a capacitance that is a function of the applied
reverse bias potential, VT. Although the original circuit was built and tested for the AM
broadcast band (540 kHz to 1700 kHz), it can be changed to any band by correct selection
of the inductor values. The varactor offers a capacitance range of 440 pF down to 15 pF
over the voltage range 0 to +18 VDC.
The inductors may be either ‘store-bought’ types or wound over toroidal cores. I used
a toroid for L1/L2 (forming a fixed inductance for L2) and ‘store-bought’ adjustable
inductors for L3 and L4. There is no reason, however, why these same inductors cannot
be used for all three uses. Unfortunately, not all values are available in the form that has
a low impedance primary winding to permit antenna coupling.
In both of the MOSFET circuits the fixed bias network used to place gate G2 at a positive
DC potential can be replaced with a variable voltage circuit. The potentiometer in Fig. 4.11
can be used as an RF gain control to reduce gain on strong signals, and increase it on weak
signals. This feature allows the active preselector to be custom set to prevent overload
from strong signals.

Broadband RF preamplifier for VLF, LF and AM BCB
There are many situations where a broadband RF amplifier is needed. Typical applications
include boosting the output of RF signal generators (which tend to be normally quite low
level), antenna preamplification, loop antenna amplifiers, and in the front-ends of
receivers. There are a number of different circuits published, including some by me, but
one failing that I’ve noted on most of them is that they often lack response at the low end
of the frequency range. Many designs offer –3 dB frequency response limits of 3 to
30 MHz, or 1 to 30 MHz, but rarely are the VLF, LF or even the entire AM broadcast band
(540 kHz to 1700 kHz) covered.
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Figure 4.10 Voltage-tuned dual-gate MOSFET RF amplifier circuit.
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Figure 4.11 RF gain control arrangement.

The original need for this amplifier was that I needed an amplifier to boost AM BCB
signals. Many otherwise fine communications or entertainment grade ‘general coverage’
receivers operate from 100 kHz to 30 MHz, or so, and that range initially sounds really
good to the VLF through AM BCB owner. But when examined closer it turns out that the
receiver lacks sensitivity on the bands below either 2 or 3 MHz, so it fails somewhat in the
lower end of the spectrum. While most listening on the AM BCB is to powerful local
stations (where receivers with no RF amplifier and a loopstick antenna will work nicely),
those who are interested in DXing are not well served. In addition to the receiver, I wanted
to boost my signal generator 50 ohm output to make it easier to develop some AM and
VLF projects that I am working on, and to provide a preamplifier for a square loop
antenna that tunes the AM BCB.
Several requirements were developed for the RF amplifier. First, it had to retain the
50 ohm input and output impedances that are standard in RF systems. Second, it had to
have a high dynamic range and third-order intercept point in order to cope with the bone
crunching signal levels on the AM BCB. One of the problems of the AM BCB is that those
sought-after distant stations tend to be buried under multi-kilowatt local stations on
adjacent channels. That’s why high dynamic range, high intercept point and loop
antennas tend to be required in these applications. I also wanted the amplifier to cover at
least two octaves (4:1 frequency ratio), and in fact achieved a decade (10:1) response
(250 kHz to 2500 kHz).
Furthermore, the amplifier circuit had to be easily modifiable to cover other frequency
ranges up to 30 MHz. This last requirement would make the amplifier more useful to
others, as well as extending its usefulness to me.
There are a number of issues to consider when designing an RF amplifier for the frontend of a receiver. The dynamic range and intercept point requirements were mentioned
above. Another issue is the amount of distortion products (related to third-order intercept
point) that are generated in the amplifier. It does no good to have a high capability on the
preamplifier, only to overload the receiver with a lot of extraneous RF energy it can’t
handle . . . energy that was generated by the preamplifier, not from the stations being
received. These considerations point to the use of a push-pull RF amplifier design.
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Push-pull RF amplifiers
The basic concept of a push-pull amplifier is demonstrated in Fig. 4.12. This type of circuit
consists of two identical amplifiers that each processes half the input signal power, but in
antiphase. In the circuit shown this job is accomplished by using a centre tapped
transformer at the input to split the signal, and another at the output to recombine the
signals from the two transistors. Because of normal transformer action, the signal polarity
at end ‘A’ will be opposite that at end ‘B’ when the centre tap (‘CT’) is grounded. Thus,
the two amplifiers are driven 180 degrees out of phase with each other. This is similar to
the output stage of an audio amplifier, except that an RF preamplifier must operate strictly

A
A1
T1
INPUT

T2

-

CT

+
VDC

OUTPUT

B
A2

Figure 4.12 Push-pull amplifier in block form.

in Class A.
The push-pull amplifier circuit is balanced, and as a result it has a very interesting
property: even-order harmonics are cancelled in the output, so the amplifier output signal
will be cleaner than for a single-ended amplifier using the same active amplifier
devices.

Types of push-pull RF amplifiers
There are two general categories of push-pull RF amplifiers: tuned amplifiers and
wideband amplifiers. The tuned amplifier will have the inductance of the input and
output transformers resonated to some specific frequency. In some circuits the non-tapped
winding may be tuned, but in others a configuration such as Fig. 4.13 might be used. In
this circuit both halves of the tapped side of the transformer are individually tuned to the
desired resonant frequency. Where variable tuning is desired, a split-stator capacitor
might be used to supply both capacitances.
The broadband category of circuit is shown in Fig. 4.14A. In this type of circuit a special
transformer is usually needed. The transformer must be a broadband RF transformer,
which means that it must be wound on a suitable core such that the windings are bifilar
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Figure 4.13 Push-pull output tuned network.
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Figure 4.14 (A) Push-pull broadband
network; (B) winding of the transformer.
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or trifilar. The particular transformer in Fig. 4.14A has three windings, of which one is
much smaller than the others. These must be trifilar wound for part of the way, and bifilar
the rest of the way. This means that all three windings are kept parallel until no more turns
are required of the coupling link, and then the remaining two windings are kept parallel
until they are completed. Figure 4.14B shows an example for the case where the core of the
transformer is a ferrite or powdered iron toroid.

Actual circuit details
The actual RF circuit is shown in Fig. 4.15. The active amplifier devices are junction field
effect transistors (JFET) intended for service from DC to VHF. The device selected can be
the MPF-102, or some similar device. Also useful is the 2N4416 device. The particular
device that I used was the NTE-451 JFET transistor. This device offers a transconductance
of 4000 microsiemens (1 siemen = 1 Mho), a drain current of 4 to 10 mA, and a power
dissipation of 310 mW, with a noise figure of 4 dB maximum.
The JFET devices are connected to a pair of similar transformers, T1 and T2. The source
bias resistor (R1) for the JFETs, and its associated bypass capacitor (C1), are connected to
the centre tap on the secondary winding of transformer T1. Similarly, the +9 volt DC
power supply voltage is applied through a limiting resistor (R2) to the centre tap on the
primary of transformer T2.
Take special note of those two transformers. These transformers are known generally as
wideband transmission line transformers, and can be wound on either toroid or binocular
ferrite or powdered iron cores. For the project at hand, because of the low frequencies
involved, I selected a type BN-43-202 binocular core. The type 43 material used in this core
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Figure 4.15 Circuit of a push-pull amplifier.
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is a good selection for the frequency range involved. There are three windings on each
transformer. In each case, the ‘B’ and ‘C’ windings are 12 turns of #30 AWG enamelled
wire wound in a bifilar manner. The coupling link in each is winding ‘A’. The ‘A’ winding
on transformer T1 consists of four turns of #36 AWG enamelled wire, while on T2 it
consists of two turns of the same wire. The reason for the difference is that the number of
turns in each is determined by the impedance matching job it must do (T1 has a 1:9
primary/secondary ratio, while T2 has a 36:1 primary/secondary ratio). Neither the
source nor drain impedances of this circuit are 50 ohms (the system impedance), so there
must be an impedance transformation function.
The detail for transformers T1 and T2 is shown in Fig. 4.16. I elected to build a header
of printed circuit perforated board for this part; the board holes are on 0.1 inch centres.
The PC type of perf board has a square or circular printed circuit soldering pad at each
hole. A section of perf board was cut with a matrix of five holes by nine holes. Vector
Electronics push terminals are inserted from the unprinted side, and then soldered into
place. These terminals serve as anchors for the wires that will form the windings of the
transformer. Two terminals are placed at one end of the header, and three at the opposite
end.
The coupling winding is connected to pins 1 and 2 of the header, and is wound first on
each transformer. Strip the insulation from a length of #36 AWG enamelled wire for about
1
4 inch from one end. This can be done by scraping with a scalpel of X-acto knife, or by
burning with the tip of a soldering pencil. Ensure that the exposed end is tinned with
solder, and then wrap it around terminal no. 1 of the header. Pass the wire through the
first hole of the binocular core, across the barrier between the two holes, and then through
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Figure 4.16 Binocular BALUN physical implementation.
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the second hole. This ‘U’-shaped turn counts as one turn. To make transformer T1 pass the
wire through both sets of holes three more times (to make four turns). The wire should be
back at the same end of the header as it started. Cut the wire to allow a short length to
connect to pin no. 2. Clean the insulation off this free end, tin the exposed portion and
then wrap it around pin no. 2 and solder. The primary of T1 is now completed.
The two secondary windings are wound together in the bifilar manner, and consist of
12 turns each of #30 AWG enamelled wire. The best approach seems to be twisting the two
wires together. I use an electric drill to accomplish this job. Two pieces of wire, each 30
inches long, are joined together and chucked up in an electric drill. The other ends of the
wire are joined together and anchored in a bench vice, or some other holding mechanism.
I then back off, holding the drill in one hand, until the wire is nearly taut. Turning on the
drill causes the two wires to twist together. Keep twisting them until you obtain a pitch
of about eight to 12 twists per inch.
It is very important to use a drill that has a variable speed control so that the drill
chuck can be made to turn very slowly. It is also very important that you follow certain
safety rules, especially as regards your eyesight, when making twisted pairs of wire. Be
absolutely sure to wear either safety glasses or goggles while doing this operation. If the wire
breaks, and that is a common problem, then it will whip around as the drill chuck
turns. While #36 wire doesn’t seem to be very substantial, at high speed it can severely
injure an eye.
To start the secondary windings, scrap all of the insulation off both wires at one end of
the twisted pair, and tin the exposed ends with solder. Solder one of these wires to pin no.
3 of the header, and the other to pin no. 4. Pass the wire through the hole of the core closest
to pin no. 3, around the barrier, and then through the second hole, returning to the same
end of the header as where you started. That constitutes one turn. Now do it 11 more
times until all 12 turns are wound. When the 12 turns are completed, cut the twisted pair
wires off to leave about 12 inch free. Scrap and tin the ends of these wires.
Connecting the free ends of the twisted wire is easy, but you will need an ohmmeter or
continuity tester to see which wire goes where. Identify the end that is connected at its
other end to pin no. 3 of the header, and connect this wire to pin no. 4. The remaining wire
should be the one that was connected at its other end to pin no. 4 earlier; this wire should
be connected to pin no. 5 of the header.
Transformer T2 is made in the identical manner as transformer T1, but with only two
turns on the coupling winding rather than four. In this case, the coupling winding is the
secondary, while the other two form two halves of the primary. Wind the two-turn
secondary first, as was done with the four-turn primary on T1.
The amplifier can be built on the same sort of perforated board as was used to make the
headers for the transformers. Indeed, the headers and the board can be cut from the same
stock. The size of the board will depend somewhat on the exact box you select to mount
it in.

Broadband RF amplifier (50 ohm input and output)
This project (Fig. 4.17) is a highly useful RF amplifier that can be used in a variety of ways.
It can be used as a preamplifier for receivers operating in the 3 to 30 MHz shortwave band.
It can also be used as a postamplifier following filters, mixers and other devices that have
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an attenuation factor. It is common, for example, to find that mixers and crystal filters
have a signal loss of 5 to 8 dB (this is called ‘insertion loss’). An amplifier following these
devices will overcome that loss. The amplifier can also be used to boost the output level
of signal generator and oscillator circuits. In this service it can be used either alone, in its
own shielded container, or as part of another circuit containing an oscillator circuit.
The transistor (Q1) is a 2N5179 broadband RF transistor. It can be replaced by the NTE316 or ECG-316 devices, if the original is not available to you. The NTE and ECG devices
are intended for service and maintenance replacement applications, so tend to be found
in local electronic parts distributors.
There are two main features to this amplifier: the degenerative feedback in the emitter
circuit, and the negative feedback from collector to base. Degenerative, or negative,
feedback is used in amplifiers to reduce distortion (i.e. make it more linear) and to
stabilize the amplifier. In this case, the combination of two types of feedback sets the gain
and the input and output impedances of the amplifier.
The emitter resistance consists of two resistors, R5 is 10 ohms and R6 is 100 ohms. In
most amplifier circuits the emitter resistor is bypassed by a capacitor to set the emitter of
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Figure 4.17 NPN bipolar RF amplifier offers 50 ohm input/output impedance.
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the transistor at ground potential for RF signals, while keeping it at the DC level set by the
resistance. In normal situations, the reactance of the capacitor should be not more than
one-tenth the resistance of the emitter resistor. The 10 ohm portion of the total resistance
is left unbypassed to provide negative feedback.
The collector-to-base feedback is accomplished by two means. First, a resistor/capacitor
network (R1/R3/C2) is used; second, a 1:1 broadband RF transformer (T1) is used. This
transformer can be home-made. Wind 15 bifilar turns of #26 enamelled wire on a toroidal
core such as the T-50-2 (RED) or T-50-6 (YEL); smaller cores can also be used.
The circuit can be built on perforated wire-board that has a grid of holes on 0.100 inch
centres. You can use a homebrew RF transformer made on a small toroidal core. Use the
size 37 core, with #36 enamelled wire. As in the previous case, make the two windings
bifilar.

5

Mixers

Mixer circuits are used extensively in radio frequency electronics. Applications include
frequency translators (including in radio receivers), demodulators, limiters, attenuators,
phase detectors and frequency doublers. There are a number of different approaches to
mixer design. Each of these approaches has advantages and disadvantages, and these
factors are critical to the selection process.

Linear-vs-non-linear mixers
The word ‘mixer’ is used to denote both linear and non-linear circuits. This situation is
unfortunate because only the non-linear is appropriate for the RF mixer applications listed
above.
So what’s the difference? The basic linear mixer is actually a summer circuit, as shown
in Fig. 5.1A (the schematic symbol is in Fig. 5.1B). Some sort of combiner is needed. In the
case shown, the combiner is a resistor network. There is no interaction between the two
input signals, F1 and F2. They will share the same pathway at the output, but otherwise
do not affect each other. This is the action one expects of microphone and other audio
LINEAR COMBINER
F1
OUTPUT
F2

A

F1

Σ

B

F2

Figure 5.1 Linear combiner (adder) circuit and symbol.

OUTPUT
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Σ

F1

F2

Figure 5.2 Spectrum of adder output.

mixers. If you examine the output of the summer on a spectrum analyser (Fig. 5.2), then
you will see the spikes representing the two frequencies, and nothing else other than
noise.
The non-linear mixer is shown in Fig. 5.3A, and the circuit symbol in Fig. 5.3B. While
the linear mixer is a summer, the non-linear mixer is a multiplier. In this particular case, the
non-linear element is a simple diode, such as a 1N4148 or similar devices. Mixing action
occurs when the non-linear device, such as diode D1, exhibits impedance changes over
cyclic excursions of the input signals.

LINEAR COMBINER
D1

F1

OUTPUT
F2

A

F1

B

Figure 5.3 Diode mixer circuit and symbol.
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Whenever a non-linear element is added to the signal path a number of new frequencies
will be generated. If only one frequency is present, then we would still expect to see its
harmonics; for example, F1 and nF1 where n is an integer. But when two or more
frequencies are present, a number of other products are also present. The output
frequency spectrum from a non-linear mixer is:
±Fo = mF1 ± nF2

(5.1)

Where:
Fo is the output frequency for a specific (m, n) pair
F1 and F2 are the applied frequencies
m and n are integers or zero (0, 1, 2, 3, . . .)
There will be a unique set of frequencies generated for each (m, n) ordered pair. These new
frequencies are called mixer products or intermodulation products. Figure 5.4 shows how the
output would look on a spectrum analyser. The original signals (F1 and F2) are present,
along with an array of mixer products arrayed at frequencies away from F1 and F2.

F1

F2

Figure 5.4 Spectrum of mixer output.

The implication of Eq. (5.1) is that there will be a large number of (m, n) frequency
products in the output spectrum. Not all of them will be useful for any specific purpose,
and some may well cause adverse effects.
So why do we need mixers? There are other ways to generate various frequencies, so
why a frequency translator such as a heterodyne mixer? The principal answer is that the
mixer will translate the frequency, and in the process transfer the modulation of the
original signal. So, when an AM signal is received, and then translated to a different
frequency in the receiver, the modulation characteristics of the AM signal convey to the
new frequency essentially undistorted (those who know that there are no ‘distortionless’
circuits please refrain from snickering). Perhaps the most common use for mixers, in this
regard, is in radio receivers.
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Terminology. In the remainder of this chapter F1 and F2 will be expressed much of
the time as FRF and FLO in view of the receiver being the most common use for mixer
devices.

Simple diode mixer
Figure 5.5 shows a block diagram circuit for a simple form of mixer. Although not terribly
practical in most cases, the circuit has been popular in a number of receivers in the high
UHF and microwave regions since World War II. The two input signals are the RF and LO.
The LO signal is at a very much higher level than the RF signal, and is used to switch the
diode in and out of conduction, providing the non-linearity that mixer action requires.
There are three filters shown in this circuit. The RF and LO filters are used for limiting
the frequencies that can be applied to the mixer. In the case of the RF port it is other radio
signals on the band that are being suppressed, while in the case of the LO it is LO noise
and harmonics that are suppressed. The RF filter also serves to reduce any LO energy that
may be transmitted back towards the RF input.

RF
FILTER
IF
FILTER

RF IN

IF
OUTPUT

LO
FILTER
LO IN

D1

Figure 5.5 Mixer circuit.

There are a number of stories from World War II of receiver LO radiation back through
the antenna circuit being responsible for an enemy detecting the location of the receiver,
so this effect is rather important. One such story is from British airborne radar history.
According to one source of doubtful authority, German submarines sailing on the surface
learned to listen for Beaufighter centimetric radars using a receiver that was poorly
suppressed. The aircrews then learned that they could locate the submarine with just the
radar’s receiver tuned to listen for the submarine receiver’s LO1.
1

A similar story is told by R. V. Jones in his book Most Secret War (Coronet Books, Hodder &
Stoughton, 1978). On page 411 he reports that the Germans thought their local oscillators were being
picked up, but this was not in fact the case. They had been misled by a British POW.
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The question of ‘balance’
One of the ways of classifying mixers is whether or not they are unbalanced, single balanced
or double balanced. Although there are interesting aspects of each of these categories, we are
presently interested in how they affect the output spectrum.

Unbalanced mixers
Both FRF and FLO appear in the output spectrum, and there may be poor LO–RF and RF–
LO port isolation. Their principal attraction is low cost.

Single balanced mixers
Either FRF or FLO is suppressed in the output spectrum, but not both. The single balanced
mixer will also suppress even-order LO harmonics (2FLO , 4FLO , 6FLO , etc.). High LO–RF
isolation is provided, but external filtering must provide LO–IF isolation.

Double balanced mixers
Both FRF and FLO are suppressed in the output. The double balanced mixer will also
suppress even-order LO and RF harmonics (2FLO , 2FRF, 4FLO , 4FRF, 6FLO , 6FRF, etc.). High
port-to-port isolation is provided.

Spurious responses
A receiver mixer will use one of the second-order products in order to convert FRF to FIF.
Ideally, the receiver would only respond to one RF frequency. Unfortunately, reality
sometimes rudely intervenes, and certain spurious responses might be noted.
A spurious response in a superheterodyne receiver is any response to any frequency other
than the desired FRF, which is strong enough to be heard in the receiver input. Most of
these ‘spurs’ are actually mixer responses, although overloading the RF amplifier can
cause some responses as well. The mixer responses may or may not be affected by
premixer filtering of the RF signal. Candidate spur frequencies include any that satisfy Eq.
(5.2):
FSpur =

nFLO ± FiJ
m

(5.2)

Image
The image response of a mixer is due to the fact that two frequencies satisfy the criteria
for FFI . Figure 5.6 shows how the image response works. The frequency that satisfies the
image criteria depends on whether the LO is high-side injected (FLO > FRF ) or low-side
injected (FLO < FRF ). In the high-side injection case [(m, n) = (1, –1)] shown in Fig. 5.6, the
image appears at FRF + 2FIF. If low-side injection [(m, n) = (–1, 1) is used, then the image
is at FRF – 2FIF. The image always appears on the opposite side of the LO from the RF.
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FIF

FIF

NOISE

FRF

FLO

FRF + 2FIF

Figure 5.6 Spectrum of mixer circuit.

Let’s consider an actual example based on an AM broadcast band (BCB) receiver. The IF
is 455 kHz, and the receiver is tuned to FRF = 1000 kHz. The usual procedure on AM BCB
receivers is high-side injection, so FLO = FRF + FIF = 1000 kHz + 455 kHz = 1455 kHz.
The image frequency appears at FRF + 2FIF = 1000 kHz + (2 × 455 kHz) = 1910 kHz. Any
signal on or near 1910 kHz that makes it to the mixer RF input port will be converted to
455 kHz along with the desired signals.
The problem is complicated by the fact that it is not just actual signals present at the
image frequency, but noise as well. The noise applied to the mixer input is essentially
doubled if the receiver has any significant response at the image frequency. Premixer
filtering is needed to reduce the noise. Receiver designers also specify high IF frequencies
in order to move the image out of the passband of the RF prefilter.

Half IF
Another set of images occurs when (m, n) is (2, –2) for low side or (–2, 2) for high side.
This image is called the half-IF image, and is illustrated in Fig. 5.7. An interesting aspect of
the half-IF image is that it is created by internally generated harmonics of both FRF and
FLO . For our AM BCB receiver where FRF = 1000 kHz, FLO = 1450 kHz and
FIF = 455 kHz, then the half-IF frequency is 1000 + (455/2) = 1227.5 kHz.

IF feedthrough
If a signal from outside passes through the mixer to the IF amplifier, and happens to be
on a frequency equal to FIF, then it will be accepted as a valid input signal by the IF
amplifier. The mixer RF–IF port isolation is critical in this respect.
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FIF

FRF + 0.5FIF

FLO

FRF + 2FIF

Figure 5.7 Spectrum of mixer circuit with half-IF.

High-order spurs
Thus far we have considered only the case where a single RF frequency is applied to the
mixer. But what happens when two RF frequencies (FRF1 and FRF2 ) are applied
simultaneously. This is the actual situation in most practical receivers. There are a large
number of higher-order responses (i.e. where m and n are both greater than 1) defined by
mFRF1 ± nFRF2 .
Although any of the spurs may prove difficult to handle in some extreme cases, the
principal problems occur with the third-order difference products of two RF signals

THIRD-ORDER
IM PRODUCT

2FRF1 – F RF2
980
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Figure 5.8 Third-order IMD products.
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applied to the RF port of the mixer (2FRF1 – FRF2 and 2FRF2 – FRF1 ) because they fall close
to FRF1 and FRF2 and may be within the device passband. Figure 5.8 illustrates this effect
for our AM BCB receiver. Suppose two signals appear at the mixer input: FRF1 = 1000 kHz
and FRF2 = 1020 kHz (this combination is highly likely in the crowded AM BCB!). The
third-order products of these two signals hitting the mixer are 980 kHz and 1040 kHz, and
appear close to FRF1 and FRF2 . If the premixer filter selectivity is not sufficiently narrow to
suppress the unwanted RF frequency, then the receiver may respond to the third-order
products as well as the desired signal.

LO harmonic spurs
If the harmonics of the local oscillator are strong enough to drive mixer action, then signal
clustered at ±FIF from each significant harmonic will also cause mixing. Figure 5.9 shows
this effect. The passband of the premixer filter is shown as dashed line curves at FLO ± FIF,
2FLO ± FIF and 3FLO ± FIF.
FIF

FIF

FLO

FIF

FIF

2FLO

FIF

FIF

3FLO

Figure 5.9 Spectrum showing harmonics of local oscillator.

LO noise spurs
All oscillators have noise close to the LO frequency. The noise may be due to power
supply noise modulating the LO, or it may be random phase noise about the LO. In either
case, the noise close to the LO, and within the limits imposed by the IF filter, will be
passed through the mixer to the IF amplifier.

Mixer distortion products
Because mixers are non-linear, they will produce both harmonic distortion products and
intermodulation products. Intermodulation was discussed in Chapter 3 in the context of
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a radio receiver, and the concept of intercept point was introduced. The same ideas can be
applied to a mixer on its own.

Third-order intercept point

OUTPUT SIGNAL LEVEL

It can be claimed that the third-order intercept point (TOIP) is the single most important
specification of a mixer’s dynamic performance because it predicts the performance as
regards intermodulation, cross-modulation and blocking desensitization.
When a mixer is used in a receiver, the third-order (and higher) intermodulation
products (IP) are normally very weak, and don’t exceed the receiver noise floor when the
mixer and any preamplifiers are operating in the linear region. As input signal levels
increase, forcing the front-end of the receiver toward the saturated non-linear region, the
IP emerge from the noise (Fig. 5.10) and begin to cause problems. When this happens, new
spurious signals appear on the band and self-generated interference arises.
Figure 5.11 shows a plot of the output signal-vs-fundamental input signal. Note the
output compression effect that occurs as the system begins to saturate. The dashed gain
line continuing above the saturation region shows the theoretical output that would be
produced if the gain did not clip.

A

INPUT SIGNAL LEVEL

IM PRODUCTS
BELOW NOISE
FLOOR

IM PRODUCTS EMERGE
FROM NOISE FLOOR

B
NOISE FLOOR

Figure 5.10 Noise floor increases dramatically above TOIP.
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Figure 5.11 Third-order intercept point.

It is the nature of third-order products in the output signal to emerge from the noise at
a certain input level, and increase as the cube of the input level. Thus, the third-order line
increases 3 dB for every 1 dB increase in the response to the fundamental signal. Although
the output response of the third-order line saturates similarly to that of the fundamental
signal, the gain line can be continued to a point where it intersects the gain line of the
fundamental signal. This point is the third-order intercept point (TOIP).
Notice in Fig. 5.11 that the gain (PO/PIN ) begins to decrease in the vicinity of the TOIP.
The measure of this tendency to saturation is called the –1 dB compression point, i.e. the
point where the gain slope decreases by 1 dB.
Interestingly enough, one tactic that can help reduce IP levels back down under the
noise is the use of an attenuator ahead of the mixer. Even a few dB of input attenuation
is often sufficient to drop the IPs back into the noise, while affecting the desired signals
only a small amount. Many modern receivers provide a switchable attenuator ahead of
the mixer. This practice must be evaluated closely, however, if low level signals are to be
handled. The usual resistive attenuator pad will increase the thermal noise level
appearing at the input of the mixer by an amount proportional to its looking back
resistance.
The IP performance of the mixer selected for a receiver design can profoundly affect the
performance of the receiver. For example, the second-order intercept point affects the halfIF spur rejection, while the third-order intercept point will affect the intermodulation
distortion (IMD) performance.
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Calculating intercept points
Calculating the nth order intercept point can be done using a two-tone test scheme. A test
system is created in which two equal amplitude signals (FA and FB ) are applied
simultaneously to the mixer RF input. These signals are set to a standard level (typically
–20 dBm to –10 dBm), and the power of the nth intermodulation product (PIMn ) is
measured (using a spectrum analyser or, if the spectrum analyser is tied up elsewhere, a
receiver with a calibrated S-meter). The nth intercept point is:
IPn =

NPA – PIMn

(5.3)

N–1

Where:
IPn is the intermod product of order N
N
is the order of the intermod product
PA
is the input power level (in dBm) of one of the input signals
PIMn is the power level (in dBm) of the nth IM product (often specified in terms of the
receiver’s minimum discernible signal specification)
Once the PA and PIM points are found any IP can be calculated using Eq. (5.3).

Mixer losses
Depending on its design a mixer may show either loss or gain. The principal loss is
conversion loss, which is made up of three elements: mismatch loss, parasitic loss and
junction loss (assuming a diode mixer). The conversion loss is simply the ratio of the RF
input signal level and the signal level appearing at the IF output (PIF/PRF ). In some cases,
it may be a gain, but for many – perhaps most – mixers there is a loss. Conversion loss (LC )
is:
LC = LM + LP + LJ

(5.4)

Where:
LC is conversion loss
LM is the mismatch loss
LP is the parasitic loss
LJ is the junction loss
Mismatch loss is a function of the impedance match at the RF and IF ports. If the mixer
port impedance (ZP ) and the source impedance (ZS ) are not matched, then a VSWR will
result that is equal to the ratio of the higher impedance to the lower impedance (VSWR
= ZP/ZS or VSWR = ZS/ZP, depending on which ratio is ≥1). The mismatch loss is the sum
of RF and IF port mismatch losses. Or expressed in terms of VSWR:

 

LM = 10 × log10

(VSWRRF + 1)2
4VSWRRF



+ log10



(VSWRIF + 1)2
4VSWRIF



(5.5)
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Parasitic loss is due to action of the diode’s parasitic elements, i.e. series resistance (RS )
and junction capacitance (CJ ). Junction loss is a function of the diode’s I-vs-V curve. The
latter two elements are controlled by careful selection of the diode used for the mixer.

Noise figure
Radio reception is largely an issue of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In order to recover and
demodulate weak signals the noise figure (NF) of the receiver is an essential characteristic.
The mixer can be a large contributor to the overall noise performance of the receiver.
Indeed, the noise performance of the receiver is seemingly affected far out of proportion
to the actual noise performance of the mixer. But a study of signals and noise will show
(through Friis’ equation) that the noise performance of a receiver or cascade chain of
amplifiers is dominated by the first two stages, with the first stage being so much more
important than the second stage.
Because of the importance of mixer noise performance, a low noise mixer must be
designed or procured. In general, the noise figure of the receiver equipped with a diode
mixer first stage (i.e. no RF amplifier, as is common in microwave receivers) is:
NF = LC + IFNF

(5.6)

Where:
NF is the overall noise figure
LC is the conversion loss
IFNF is the noise figure of the first IF amplifier stage
To obtain the best overall performance from the perspective of the mixer, the following
should be observed:
1 Select a mixer diode with a low-noise figure (this will address the junction and parasitic
losses).
2 Ensure the impedance match of all mixer ports.
3 Adjust the LO power level for minimum conversion loss (LO power is typically higher
than maximum RF power level).

Noise balance
There is noise associated with the LO signal, and that noise can be transferred to the IF in
the mixing process. The tendency of the mixer to transfer AM noise to the IF is called its
noise balance. In some cases, this transferred noise results in loss that is more profound
than the simple conversion loss, so should be evaluated when selecting a mixer.
The total noise picture (Fig. 5.12) includes not simply the AM noise sidebands around
the LO frequency, but also the noise sidebands around the LO harmonics. The latter can
be eliminated by imposing a filter between the LO output and the mixer’s LO input. The
noise sidebands around the LO itself, however, are not easily suppressed by filtering
because they are close in frequency to FLO . The use of a balanced mixer, however, can
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Figure 5.12 Noise sidebands.

suppress all of the LO signal in the output, and that includes the noise sidebands. In the
usual way noise balance is specified as the higher the number (in dB) the more
suppression of LO AM noise.

Single-ended active mixer circuits
Thus far the only mixer circuit that has been explicitly discussed is the diode mixer. The
diode is a general category called a switching mixer because the LO switches the diode in
and out of conduction. Now let’s turn our attention to active single-ended unbalanced
mixers.
Figure 5.13 shows the circuit of a simple single-ended unbalanced mixer based on a
junction field effect transistor (JFET) such as the MPF-102 or 2N5486. The RF signal is
applied to the gate, while the LO signal is applied to the source. If the LO signal has
sufficient amplitude to cause non-linear action, then it will permit the JFET to perform as
a mixer.
Note that both the RF and LO ports are fitted with bandpass filters to limit the
frequencies that can be applied to the mixer. Because these mixers tend to have rather
poor LO–RF and RF–LO isolation, these tuned filters will help improve the port isolation
by preventing the LO from appearing in the RF output, and the RF from being fed to the
output of the LO source.
In many practical cases, the LO filter may be eliminated because it is difficult to make
a filter that will track a variable LO frequency. In some cases, the receiver designer will use
an untuned bandpass filter, while in others the output of the LO is applied directly to the
source of the JFET through either a coupling capacitor or an untuned RF transformer.
The output of the unbalanced mixer contains the full spectrum of mFRF ± nFLO products,
so a tuned filter is needed here also. The drain terminal of the JFET is the IF port in this
circuit. The usual case is to use either a double-tuned L–C transformer (T1) as in Fig. 5.13,
or some other sort of filter. Typical non-L–C filters used in receivers include ceramic and
quartz crystal filters, and mechanical filters.
A MOSFET version of the same type of circuit is shown in Fig. 5.14. In this circuit, a
dual-gate MOSFET (e.g. 40673) is the active element. The RF is applied to gate-1, and the
LO is applied to gate-2, with the LO signal level being sufficient to drive Q1 into non-
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Figure 5.13 JFET mixer.

linear operation. A resistor voltage divider (R3/R4) is used to provide a DC bias level to
gate-2. The source terminal is bypassed to ground for RF, and is the common terminal for
the mixer.
In this particular case the LO input is broadband, and is coupled to the LO source
through a capacitor (C3). The RF input is tuned by a resonant bandpass filter (L1B/
C1).

Balanced active mixers
There are a number of balanced active mixers that can be selected. Many of these forms
are now available in integrated circuit (IC) form. Because of the intense activity being seen
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Figure 5.14 Dual-gate MOSFET mixer.

in the development of telecommunications equipment (cellular, PCs and other types),
there is a lot of IC development being done in this arena.
One of the earliest types of RF IC on the market was the differential amplifier. Figure
5.15 shows the use of one of these ICs as a mixer stage. Two transistors (Q1 and Q2) are
differentially connected by having their emitter terminals connected together to a
common current source (Q3). The RF signal is applied to the bases of Q1 and Q2
differentially through transformer T1. The LO signal is used to drive the base terminal of
the current source transistor (Q3). The collectors of Q1 and Q2 are differentially connected
through a second transformer, T2, which forms the IF port.
Figure 5.16 shows one rendition of the double-balanced mixer used in some HF
receivers. It offers a noise figure of about 3 dB. The mixer features a push-pull pair of high
pinch-off voltage JFETs (Q1 and Q2) connected in a common source configuration. The LO
signal is applied to the common source in a manner similar to Fig. 5.14.
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Figure 5.15 Differential amplifier mixer.

The gate circuits of Q1 and Q2 are driven from a balanced transformer, T1. This
transformer is trifilar wound, usually on either a toroid or binocular balun core. The dots
on the transformer windings indicate the phase sense of the winding. Note that the gate
of Q1 is fed from a dotted winding end, while that of Q2 is fed from a non-dotted end.
This arrangement ensures that the signals will be 180 degrees out of phase, resulting in the
required push-pull action. Some input filtering and impedance matching the 1.5 kohm
JFET input impedance to a 50 or 75 ohm system impedance (as need) is provided by
L1/C1.
The IF output is similar to the RF input. A second trifilar transformer (T2) is connected
such that one drain is to a dotted winding end and the other is to a non-dotted end of T2.
Compare the sense of the windings of T1 and T2 in order to avoid signal cancellation due
to phasing problems. IF filtering and impedance matching is provided by C5/L2. The tap
on L2 is adjusted to match the 5.5 kohm impedance of the JFETs to system impedance.
A MOSFET balanced active mixer is shown in Fig. 5.17. This circuit was discussed in
DeMaw and Williams (1981). The dual-gate MOSFET is ideally suited to this type of

Figure 5.16 Dual JFET mixer.
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Figure 5.17 Dual MOSFET mixer.

application, but one must be cautious regarding selection. This circuit using 3N211
devices, or their equivalent, will produce low conversion gain (e.g. about 10 dB), but
good overall performance. With an LO injection of 8 volts peak-to-peak, and a 10 dBm
RF input signal, this circuit will exhibit a respectable third-order intercept point of
+17 dBm.
An active double-balanced mixer based on NPN bipolar transistors is shown in Fig. 5.18
(Rohde 1994b). This circuit is usable to frequencies around 500 MHz. Normally, the use of
non-IC transistors in a circuit such as this requires matching of the transistors for best
performance. That need is overcome by using a bit of degenerative feedback for Q1 and
Q2 in the form of unbypassed emitter resistors (R3 and R4).
The base circuits are driven with the LO signal from a balun transformer (T1) in a
manner similar to the earlier JFET circuit. The output transformer, however, is rather
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Figure 5.18 Dual NPN transistor mixer.

interesting. It consists of four windings, correctly phased, with the IF being taken from the
junction of two of the windings. The RF signal is applied to the remaining two windings
of the transformer. This mixer exhibits a third-order intercept of +33 dBm, with a
conversion loss of 6 dB, and only 15 to 17 dBm of LO drive power.
Although the use of bipolar transistors can result in an active double-balanced mixer
with a high TOIP, there is a distinct trend today towards the use of JFET and MOSFET
devices. Typical designs use four active devices. This approach is made easier by the fact
that many IC makers are producing RF MOSFET and JFET products that include four
matched devices in the same package.
Figure 5.19 shows a mixer circuit based on the use of four JFET devices (Q1–Q4). These
transistors are arrayed such that the source terminals of Q1–Q2 are tied together, as are

Figure 5.19 Quad JFET mixer.
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Figure 5.20 Quad MOSFET.
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Figure 5.21 8901 device.
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the source terminals of Q3–Q4. These source-pair terminals receive the RF input signal
from transformer T2. The gates of these transistors are connected such that Q1–Q4 and
Q2–Q3 are paired. The LO signal is applied differentially to these gates through
transformer T1. The Q1–Q3 and Q2–Q4 drains are tied to the IF output transformer
T3.
There are several quad FET ICs on the market that have found favour as mixers in radio
receivers. The Siliconix SD5000 DMOS Quad FET is shown in Fig. 5.20. This device
contains four DMOS MOSFETs that can be used independently. When connected as a ring,
they will form a mixer. Calogic carries the theme a little further in their SD8901 DMOS
quad FET mixer IC (Fig. 5.21). The FETs (Q1–Q4) are connected in a ring such that
opposite gates are connected together to form two LO ports (LO1 and LO2). The RF
signals are applied differentially across drain-source nodes Q1–Q2 and Q3–Q4. Similarly,
the IF output is taken from the opposite pair of nodes: Q1–Q4 and Q2–Q3. The SD8901
comes in an eight-pin metal can package.

LO INPUT
(F = 2 x LO)

U2
J-K Flip-Flop
(Divide-by-2)
5
T1

8
7

2

RF

3

U1
8901
Mixer

T2

OUT TO
DIPLEXER

1

4

Figure 5.22 8901 device circuit.

The circuit for using the SD8901 (Fig. 5.22) is representative of this class of mixers. The
RF output and IF input are connected through transformers T1 and T2, respectively. The
LO signal is applied directly to the LO1 and LO2 ports, but requires a J–K flip-flop divideby -2 circuit. Note that this makes the LO signal a square wave rather than a sine wave.
An implication of this circuit is that the LO injection frequency must be twice the expected
LO frequency.
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Gilbert cell mixers
The Gilbert transconductance cell (Fig. 5.23) is the basis for a number of IC mixer (e.g. the
NE-602 shown in Fig. 5.24) and analog multiplier (e.g. LM-1496) devices. The circuit
consists of two cross-connected NPN pairs fed from a common current source. The RF
signal is differentially applied to the transistors that control the apportioning of the
current source between the two differential pairs. The LO signal is used to drive the base
connections of the differential pairs.

IF1

LO1

Q1

IF2

Q2

Q4

Q6

LO2

RF1

Q3

Q7

RF2

CCS

Figure 5.23 Wilson transconductance cell.

IC Gilbert cell devices such as the Philips/Signetics NE-602 are used extensively in lowcost radio receivers. The Gilbert cell is capable of operating to 500 MHz. An on-board
oscillator can be used to 200 MHz. One problem seen on such devices is that they often
trade off dynamic range for higher sensitivity.
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Figure 5.24 NE-602/NE-612 block diagram.

Passive double-balanced mixers
The diode double-balanced mixer (Fig. 5.25) is one of the more popular approaches to
DBM design. It has the obvious advantage over active mixers of not requiring a DC power
source. This circuit uses a diode ring (D1–D4) to perform the switching action. In the
circuit shown in Fig. 5.25 only one diode per arm is shown, but some commercial DBMs
use two or more diodes per arm. It is capable of 30 to 60 dB of port-to-port isolation, and
is easy to use in practical applications.
With proper design, it is easy to build passive diode DBMs with frequency responses
from 1 to 500 MHz, although commercial models are easily obtained into the microwave
region. The IF outputs of the typical DBM can be DC to about 500 MHz.

LO

T1

T2
D4

D3

D1

D2

IF

Figure 5.25 Double-balanced mixer.
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The diodes used in the ring can be ordinary silicon small-signal diodes such as 1N914
and 1N4148, but these are not as good as hot carrier Schottky diodes (e.g. 1N5820, 1N5821,
1N5822). Whichever diodes are selected, however, they should be matched for use in the
circuit because diode differences can deteriorate mixer performance. The usual approach
is to match the diode forward voltage drop at some specified standard current such as 5
to 10 mA, depending on the normal forward current rating of the diode. Also of
importance is matching the junction capacitance of the diodes.
The DBM in Fig. 5.25 uses two balun transformers, T1 and T2, to couple to the diode
ring. The double-balanced nature of this circuit depends on these transformers, and as a
result the LO and RF components are suppressed in the IF output.
Diode DBMs are characterized according to their drive level requirements, which is a
function of the number of diodes in each arm of the ring. Typical values of drive required
for proper mixing action are 0 dBm, +3 dBm, +7 dBm, +10 dBm, +13 dBm, +17 dBm,
+23 dBm and +27 dBm.
Figure 5.26 shows the internal circuitry for a commercially available passive DBM made
by Mini-Circuits (PO Box 166, Brooklyn, NY, 11235, USA: Phone 714–934–4500; Web site
http://www.minicircuits.com). These type no. SBL-x and SRA-x devices are available in
a number of different characteristics.

T2
LO

RF
T1
D4

D3

D1

D2

IF

IF

Figure 5.26 Mini-circuits Labs DBM circuit.

The standard package for the SRA/SBL devices is shown in Fig. 5.27. The pins are
symmetrical on 5.06 mm (0.20 inch) centres. Pin no. 1 is indicated by a blue dot insulator
(the other insulated pins have green insulation). The non-insulated pins are grounded to
the case.
The regular SRA/SBL devices use an LO drive level of +7 dBm, and can accommodate
RF input levels up to +1 dBm. The devices will work at lower LO drive levels, but
performance deteriorates rapidly, so it is not recommended.
Note that the IF output port is split into two pins (3 and 4). Some models tie the ports
together, but for others an external connection must be provided for the device to work.
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Figure 5.27 SRA/SBL package pin-outs.

The nice thing about this type of commercially available mixer is that the system
impedances are already set to 50 ohms. Otherwise, impedance matching would be
necessary for them to be used in typical RF circuits. Note, however, that if a circuit or
system impedance is other than 50 ohms, then a mismatch loss will be seen unless steps
are taken to effect an impedance match.
The mismatch problem becomes considerably greater when the mismatch occurs at the
IF port of the mixer. The mixer works properly only when it is connected to a matched
resistive load. Reactive loads and mismatched resistive loads deteriorate performance.
Figure 5.28 shows a circuit using a passive diode DBM. The diplexer is a critical
component to this type of circuit.

Diplexers
The diplexer is a passive RF circuit that provides frequency selectivity at the output, while
looking like a constant resistive impedance at its input terminal. Figure 5.29 shows a
generalization of the diplexer. It consists of a high-pass filter and a low-pass filter that share
a common input line, and are balanced to present a constant input impedance. With
appropriate design, the diplexer will not exhibit any reactance reflected back to the input
terminal (which eliminates the reflections and VSWR problem). Yet, at the same time it
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Figure 5.28 SRA/SBL circuit.
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Figure 5.29 High-pass/low-pass diplexer circuit block diagram.

will separate the high and low frequency components into two separate signal channels.
The idea is to forward the desired frequency to the output and absorb the unwanted
frequency in a dummy load.
Figure 5.30 shows the two cases. In each case, a mixer non-linearly combines two
frequencies, F1 and F2, to produce an output spectrum of mF1 ± nF2, where m and n are
integers representing the fundamental and harmonics of F1 and F2. In some cases, we are
interested only in the difference frequency, so will want to use the low-pass output (LPO)
of the diplexer (Fig. 5.30A). The high-pass output (HPO) is terminated in a matched load
so that signal transmitted through the high-pass filter is fully absorbed in the load.
The exact opposite situation is shown in Fig. 5.30B. Here we are interested in the sum
frequency, so use the HPO port of the diplexer, and terminate the LPO port in a resistive
load. In this case, the load will absorb the signal passed through the low-pass filter
section.

Bandpass diplexers
Figures 5.31 and 5.32 show two different bandpass diplexer circuits commonly used at the
outputs of mixers. These circuits use a bandpass filter approach, rather than two separate
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Figure 5.32 Diplexer circuit.

filters. Figure 5.31 is a -network approach, while the version in Fig. 5.32 is an L-network.
In both cases:
Q =

fo
BW3dB

(5.7)

and,
 = 2fo

(5.8)

Where:
is the centre frequency of the pass band in hertz (Hz)
fo
BW3dB is the desired bandwidth in hertz (Hz)
Q
is the relative bandwidth
For the circuit of Fig. 5.31:
L2 =

L1 =

C2 =

C1 =

Ro Q

Ro
Q
1
Ro Q
Q
Ro

(5.9)

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)
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For the circuit of Fig. 5.32:
L2 =

L1 =

C1 =

C2 =

RoQ

(5.13)


Ro

(5.14)

Q
1

(5.15)
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1

(5.16)
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Figure 5.33 Dual DBM mixer.
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Double DBM
The normal passive diode DBM provides relatively high TOIP and –1 dB compression
points. It also provides a high degree of port-to-port isolation because the switching action
of the diodes in the ring are shut off at the instances where they would feed through the
other ports. Where an even higher degree of performance is needed designers sometimes
opt for the double DBM as shown in Fig. 5.33.

Image reject mixers
In cases where very good image rejection performance is needed in a receiver, a circuit
such as Fig. 5.34 can be used. This circuit uses a pair of passive DBMs, a 0 degree power
splitter and two 90 degree power splitters to form an image reject mixer. The LO ports of
Mixer-1 and Mixer-2 are driven in-phase from a master LO source. The RF input, however,
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Figure 5.35 Helix-tuned mixer for microwaves.
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is divided into quadrature signals and applied to the respective RF inputs of the two
mixers. The IF outputs of the mixers are then recombined in another quadrature splitter,
to form separate USB and LSB IF outputs.

VHF/UHF microwave mixer circuits
When the frequencies used for LO, RF and IF begin to reach into the VHF region and
above, design approaches change a bit. Figure 5.35 shows a simple single diode
unbalanced mixer. Variants of this circuit have been used in UHF television and other
types of receivers. The circuit is enclosed in a shielded space in which a strip inductor (L1)
and a variable capacitor (C1) form a resonant circuit. The LO and RF signals are applied
to the mixer through coupling loops to L1. A UHF signal diode is connected to L1 at a
point that matches its impedance. An IF filter is used to select the mixer product desired
for the IF section of the particular receiver.
A single-balanced mixer is shown in Fig. 5.36. This mixer circuit uses two diodes, D1
and D2, connected together and also to the ends of a half-wavelength 100 ohm
transmission line. The LO signal is applied to D2 and one end of the transmission line. IF
and RF filters are used to couple to the RF and IF ports.
These mixers suffer from RF and LO components appearing in the output. Figure 5.37
shows an improved version that will solve the problem. It is used in the UHF and
microwave regions. The LO and RF input signals are applied to two separate ports of a
quadrature hybrid coupler. The input and output filtering are made using printed circuit
board transmission lines. Each of these is quarter wavelength, although the actual
physical lengths must be shortened by the velocity factor of the printed circuit board
being used. A printed circuit RF choke (‘RFC’) is used to provide a return connection for
the diodes.
Note the RF and LO stubs at the output of the mixer, prior to the input of the IF filter.
These stubs are used to suppress RL and LO components that pass through the mixer.

6

Oscillators

Radio frequency (RF) oscillators can be built using a number of different types of
frequency selective resonator. Common types include inductor–capacitor (L–C) networks
and quartz crystal resonators. The crystal resonator has by far the best accuracy and
stability, but can only be adjusted over a narrow range of frequency.

Feedback oscillators
A feedback oscillator (Fig. 6.1) consists of an amplifier (A1) with an open-loop gain of Avol
and a feedback network with a gain (or transfer function) . It is called a ‘feedback
oscillator’ because the output signal of the amplifier is fed back to the amplifier’s own
input by way of the feedback network. That it bears more than a superficial resemblance
to a feedback amplifier is no coincidence. Indeed, as anyone who has misdesigned or
misconstructed an amplifier knows all too well, a feedback oscillator is an amplifier in
which special conditions prevail. These conditions are called Barkhausen’s criteria for
oscillation:
1 Feedback voltage must be in-phase (360 degrees) with the input voltage.
2 The loop gain Avol must be unity (1).
The first of these criteria means that the total phase shift from the input of the amplifier,
to the output of the amplifier, around the loop back to the input, must be 360 degrees (2
radians) or an integer (N) multiple of 360 degrees (i.e. N2 radians).

VIN
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S

VF

A1
AVOL

FEEDBACK
NETWORK

β
Figure 6.1 Feedback amplifier block diagram.
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The amplifier can be any of many different devices. In some circuits it will be a
common-emitter bipolar transistor (NPN or PNP devices). In others it will be a junction
field effect transistor (JFET) or metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor
(MOSFET). In older equipment it was a vacuum tube. In modern circuits the active device
will probably be either an integrated circuit operational amplifier, or some other form of
linear IC amplifier.
The amplifier is most frequently an inverting type, so the output is out of phase with
the input by 180 degrees. As a result, in order to obtain the required 360 degrees phase
shift, an additional phase shift of 180 degrees must be provided in the feedback network
at the frequency of oscillation. If the network is designed to produce this phase shift at
only one frequency, then the oscillator will produce a sine wave output on that
frequency.
Looking at it another way, the standard equation for closed loop gain in a feedback
amplifier is:
Av =

Avol
1 – Avol

(6.1)

In the special case of an oscillator Vin = 0 so Av → . Implied, therefore, is that the
denominator of Eq. (6.1) must also be zero:
1 – Avol = 0

(6.2)

Therefore, for the case of the feedback oscillator:
Avol = 1

(6.3)

The term Avol is the loop gain of the amplifier and feedback network, so Eq. (6.3) meets
Barkhausen’s second criterion. Thus, when these conditions are met the circuit will
oscillate. Hopefully, what we intended to design was an oscillator, and not an
amplifier.
In an oscillator amplified noise in the circuit at start-up initiates the oscillation, but it is
the feedback voltage that is used to continuously re-excite the crystal or L–C tank circuit
to keep it oscillating.

General types of RF oscillator circuits
There are several different configurations for RF oscillators, but the fundamental forms
are Colpitts and Hartley. Figure 6.2 shows the basic difference between these two
oscillators. Keep in mind that these are block diagrams, not circuit diagrams, so the
apparent ‘short’ through the coil from the output to ground is not a problem here (there
is no DC).
The Colpitts oscillator is shown in Fig. 6.2A. The oscillator is tuned by the resonance
between inductor L1 and the combined capacitance of C1 and C2 in series. In actual
oscillators there will also be a tuning capacitor in parallel with L1, and the total
capacitance used in resonance will include the tuning capacitance, plus C1 and C2 in
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Figure 6.2 (A) Colpitts oscillator; (B) Hartley oscillator.

series. The distinguishing characteristic that identifies the Colpitts oscillator is that the
feedback network consists of a tapped capacitive voltage divider (C1/C2). The output of
this voltage divider is fed back to the input of the amplifier (A1).
A special variation on the Colpitts theme is the Clapp oscillator. The difference is that
the Colpitts uses parallel resonant tuning, while the Clapp uses series resonant tuning.
Otherwise, they are both identical (both use the capacitive voltage divider).
The Hartley oscillator is shown in Fig. 6.2B. The tuning is done by an L–C network
consisting of L1 and C1. The Hartley oscillator is identified by the fact that the feedback
voltage is derived by tapping the tuning inductor L1. There are variations on the Hartley
theme that use a tapped coil as part of the feedback network, but a crystal to actually set
the frequency of oscillation.
In the past, L–C variable frequency oscillators (VFO) were widely used in receivers and
transmitters but frequency synthesizers have now largely replaced them, at least in
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commercial gear. A good place to look for VFO circuits is amateur radio books and
journals, such as QST (by ARRL in the US) or Radio Communication (by RSGB in the UK),
particularly if you can get hold of back issues from the 1970s or 1980s.

Piezoelectric crystals
Certain naturally occurring and man-made materials exhibit the property of piezoelectricity: Rochelle salts, quartz and tourmaline are examples. Rochelle salts crystals are not
used for RF oscillators, although at one time they were used extensively for phonograph
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pick-up cartridges. Tourmaline crystals can be used for some RF applications, but are not
often used due to high cost. Tourmaline is considered a semiprecious stone, so tourmaline
crystals are more likely to wind up as gemstones in jewellery than radio circuits. That
leaves quartz as the preferred material for radio crystals.
Figure 6.3 shows a typical natural quartz crystal. Actual crystals rarely have all of the
planes and facets shown. There are three optical axes (X, Y and Z) in the crystal used to
establish the geometry and locations of various cuts. The actual crystal segments used in
RF circuits are sliced out of the main crystal. Some slices are taken along the optical axes,
so are called Y-cut, X-cut and Z-cut slabs. Others are taken from various sections, and are
given letter designations such as BT, BC, FT, AT and so forth.

Piezoelectricity
All materials contain electrons and protons, but in most materials their alignment is
random. This produces a net electrical potential in any one direction of zero. But in
crystalline materials the atoms are lined up, so can form electrical potentials. Piezoelectricity refers to the generation of electrical potentials due to mechanical deformation of the
crystal.
Figure 6.4 shows the piezoelectric effect. A zero-centre voltmeter is connected across a
crystal slab. At Fig. 6.4A, the slab is at rest, so the potential across the surfaces is zero. In
Fig. 6.4B, the crystal slab is deformed in the upward direction, and a positive potential is
seen across the slab. When the crystal slab is deformed in the opposite direction, a
negative voltage is noted.
If the crystal is mechanically ‘pinged’ once it will vibrate back and forth, producing an
oscillating potential across its terminals, at its resonant frequency. Due to losses the
oscillation will die out in short order. But if the crystal is repetitively pinged, then it will
generate a sustained oscillation on its resonant frequency.
It is not, however, terribly practical to stand there with a tiny little hammer pinging the
crystal all the while the oscillator is running. Fortunately, piezoelectricity also works in the
reverse mode: if an electrical potential is applied across the slab it will deform. Thus, if we
amplify the output of the crystal, and then feed back some of the amplified output to
electrically ‘re-ping’ the crystal, then it will sustain oscillation on its resonant
frequency.

Equivalent circuit
Figure 6.5A shows the equivalent R–L–C circuit of a crystal resonator, and Fig. 6.5B shows
the impedance-vs-frequency plot for the crystal. There are four basic components of the
equivalent circuit: series inductance (Ls ), series resistance (Rs ), series capacitance (Cs ) and
parallel capacitance (Cp ). Because there are two capacitances, there are two resonances:
series and parallel. The series resonance point is where the impedance curve crosses the
zero line, while parallel resonance occurs a bit higher on the curve.

Crystal packaging
Over the years a number of different packages have been used for crystals. Even today
there are different styles. Figure 6.6A shows a representation of the largest class of
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Figure 6.4 Deflection of the crystal causes voltage changes across the surfaces.
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Figure 6.5 (A) Equivalent circuit; (B) impedance relationship.
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SUPPORT
STRUT

SUPPORT
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CRYSTAL

INSULATOR

C

PCB
Figure 6.6 (A) Crystal package; (B) inside crystal package, (C) mounting crystal package on
dual-sided PWB.
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packages. It is a hermetically sealed small metal package, in various sizes. The actual
quartz crystal slab is mounted on support struts inside the package (Fig. 6.6B), which are
in turn mounted to either a wire header or pins.
Some crystals use pins for the electrical connections, and are typically mounted in
sockets. The pin type of package can be soldered directly to a printed circuit board, but
care must be taken to keep from fracturing the crystal with heat. Not all pins are easily
soldered, although it can help if the pins are scraped to reveal fresh metal before
soldering. Normally, however, if the crystal is soldered into the circuit a wire-lead package
is used.
Some crystals may short circuit if installed on a printed circuit board with either
through via holes or a ground plane on the top side of the board. In those cases, the usual
practice is to insert a thin insulator between the PCB and the crystal (Fig. 6.6C).

Temperature performance
There are three basic categories of crystal oscillator: room temperature crystal oscillators
(RTXO), temperature-compensated crystal oscillators (TCXO) and oven-controlled crystal
oscillators (OCXO). Let’s take a look at each of these groups.

Room temperature crystal oscillators
The RTXO takes no special precautions about frequency drift. But with proper selection of
crystal cut, and reasonable attention to construction, stability on the order of 2.5 parts per
million (ppm), 2.5 × 10–6, over the temperature range 0°C to 50°C is possible.

Temperature-compensated crystal oscillators
The TCXO circuit also works over the 0°C to 50°C temperature range, but is designed for
much better stability. The temperature coefficients of certain components of the TCXO are
designed to counter the drift of the crystal, so the overall stability is improved to 0.5 ppm
(5 × 10–7 ). The cost of TCXOs has decreased markedly over the years to the point where
relatively low-cost packaged oscillators can have a rather respectable stability
specification.

Oven-controlled crystal oscillators
The best stability is achieved from the OCXO time base. These oscillators place the
resonating crystal inside of a heated oven that keeps its operating temperature constant,
usually near 70°C or 80°C.
There are two forms of crystal oven used in OCXO designs: on/off and proportional
control. The on/off type is similar to the simple furnace control in houses. It has a snap
action that turns the oven heater on when the internal chamber temperature drops below
a certain point, and off when it rises to a certain maximum point. The proportional control
type operates the heating circuit continuously, and supplies an amount of heating that is
proportional to the actual temperature difference between the chamber and the set point.
The on/off form of oven is capable of 0.1 ppm (10–7 ).
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OCXOs that use a proportional control oven can reach a stability of 0.0002 ppm (2 ×
10–10 ) with a 20 minute warm-up and 0.0001 ppm (1.4 × 10–10 ) after 24 hours. It is common
practice to design equipment to leave the OCTX turned on even when the remainder of
the circuit is off. Some portable frequency counters, such as those used in two-way radio
servicing, have a battery back-up to keep the OCXO turned on while the counter is in
transit.
The variation described above is referred to as the temperature stability of the oscillator.
We must also consider short-term stability and long-term stability (aging).

Short-term stability
The short-term stability is the random frequency and phase variation due to noise that
occurs in any oscillator circuit. It is sometimes also called either time domain stability or
fractional frequency deviation. In practice, the short-term stability has to be a type of rms
value averaged over one second. The short-term stability measure is given as (f/f)(t).
Typical values of short-term stability are given below for the different forms of
oscillator.
RTXO
TCXO
OCXO (on/off)
OCXO (prop.)

2
1
5
1

×
×
×
×

10–9 rms
10–9 rms
10–10 rms
10–11 rms

0.002 ppm
0.001 ppm
0.0005 ppm
0.00001 ppm

Long-term stability
The long-term stability of the oscillator is due largely to crystal aging. The nature of the
crystal, the quality of the crystal, and the plane from which the particular resonator was
cut from the original quartz crystal are determining factors in defining aging. This figure
is usually given in terms of frequency units per month.
RTXO
TXCO
OCXO (on/off)
OCXO (prop.)
OXCO (prop.)

3 × 10–7/month
1 × 10–7/month
1 × 10–7/month
1.5 × 10–8/month
5 × 10–10/day

0.3 ppm
0.1 ppm
0.1 ppm
0.015 ppm
0.0005 ppm

Miller oscillators
Miller oscillators are analogous to the tuned input/tuned output variable frequency
oscillator because they have a crystal at the input of the active device, and an L–C tuned
circuit at the output. Figure 6.7 shows a basic Miller circuit built with a junction field effect
transistor (JFET). Any common RF device can be used for Q1 (e.g. the MPF-102). DC bias
is provided by R2, which places the source terminal at a potential above ground due to the
channel current flowing in Q1. The source must be kept at ground potential for AC, so a
bypass capacitor (C4) is provided. The reactance of this capacitor must be less than onetenth the value of R2 at the lowest intended frequency of operation.
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V+
C3
0.01 µF

C1

L1

Q1
C2
0.001 µF

Y1

R1
100K

R2
220

C4
0.01 µF

Figure 6.7 Miller oscillator circuit.

The output of the oscillator is tuned by a parallel resonant L–C tank circuit L1/C1. The
tuned circuit must be adjusted to the resonant frequency of the oscillator, although best
performance usually occurs at a frequency slightly removed from the crystal frequency. If
you monitor the output signal level while adjusting either C1 or L1 you will note a distinct
difference between the high side and low side of the crystal frequency. Best operation
usually occurs at the low side. Whichever is selected, however, care must be taken that the
oscillator will start reliably. The output signal can be taken either from capacitor C2 as
shown, or through a link coupling winding on L1.
The Miller oscillator circuit of Fig. 6.7 has the advantage of being simple to build, but
suffers from some problems as well. One problem is that the feedback is highly variable
from one transistor to the next because it is created by the gate-drain capacitance of Q1.
There are also output level variations noted, as well as frequency pulling, under output
load impedance variations. These are not good attributes for an oscillator! Also, there is a
large difference in starting ability between JFETs of the same type number, and different
crystals of the same type number from the same manufacturer. I have also noted problems
with this circuit when either the JFET or crystal ages. In the case of the JFET, I’ve seen
oscillators that worked well, and then failed. When the JFET was replaced, it started
working again. What surprised me was that the JFET tested good!
An improved Miller oscillator is shown in Fig. 6.8. This circuit uses a dual-gate
MOSFET transistor such as the 40673 as the active element. It is a fundamental mode
oscillator that uses the parallel resonant frequency of the crystal. The crystal circuit is
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+12
VDC
C4
0.01 µF

R4
47K

R3
100K

C7
OUTPUT

T1
C5

C6

RS
10 to 47 Ω
D
G2

Q1
40673

G1

C2
2200 pF
C1
50 pF

Y1

R1
47K

D1
1N4148
R2
470

S

C3
330

Figure 6.8 Tuned Miller oscillator circuit.

connected to gate-1, while gate-2 is biased to a DC level. This circuit can provide a stability
of 15 to 20 ppm if AT-cut or BT-cut crystals are used.
A problem that might be seen with this circuit is parasitic oscillation at VHF
frequencies. The MOSFETs used typically have substantial gain at VHF, so could oscillate
at any frequency where Barkhausen’s criteria are met. There are two approaches to
solving this problem. One approach is to insert a ferrite bead on the lead of gate-1 of the
MOSFET. The ferrite bead acts like a VHF/UHF RF choke. The second approach, shown
in Fig. 6.8, is to insert a snubber resistor Rs between the crystal and gate-1 of the MOSFET.
Usually, some value between 10 and 47 ohms will provide the necessary protection. Use
the highest value that permits sure starting of the oscillator.
One interesting aspect of the Miller oscillator of Fig. 6.8 is that it can be used as a
frequency multiplier (not to be confused with an overtone oscillator) if the tuned network
in the drain circuit of Q1 is tuned to an integer multiple of the crystal frequency.

Pierce oscillators
The Pierce oscillator is characterized by the crystal being connected between the output
and input of the active device.
An example using a bipolar NPN transistor is shown in Fig. 6.9. This circuit includes a
capacitor (C1) for pulling the crystal a small amount in order to precisely tune the frequency.
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+5 to +12
VDC
C5
0.01 µF

R2
1K

C4
100 pF
OUTPUT

C1
47 pF

Y1
15 MHz

R1
56K

Q1
C2
180 pF

C3
39 pF

Figure 6.9 Pierce oscillator.

V+

C6
0.1 µF

R4
2.2K
R3
3.3K
C1
60 pF

C5
0.1 µF
R5
120K

OUTPUT

Y1

C3
3900 pF

Figure 6.10 LF Pierce oscillator.
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This circuit is designed for frequencies between 10 MHz and 20 MHz with the capacitance
values shown. If the output is lightly loaded (by keeping C4 small), then the oscillator will
provide a reasonable output stability at a level of near 0 dBm. Figure 6.10 is a variation on
the theme that will work in the 50 kHz to 500 kHz region. This circuit is very similar to Fig.
6.9 except for increased capacitance values to account for the lower frequency. In both
circuits ordinary NPN devices such as the 2N2222 can be used successfully.

Butler oscillators
The Butler oscillator looks superficially like the Colpitts in some manifestations (Fig. 6.11).
The difference is that the crystal is connected between the tap on the feedback network
and the emitter of the transistor. This particular circuit is a series mode oscillator. The
value of R1 should be whatever value between 100 and 1000 ohms will result in reliable
oscillation and starting, while minimizing crystal dissipation. A table of capacitance
values for feedback network C1/C2 is provided. For the 3 to 10 MHz range, use C1 = 47 pF
and C2 = 390 pF; for 10 to 20 MHz select C1 = 22 pF and C2 = 220 pF.
C4
0.01 µF

V+

OUTPUT

L1

R3
15k

C1*

Q1
2N5770

C3
0.01 µF

Figure 6.11 Butler oscillator.

Y1

R2
5.6K

R1
330

C2*

FREQ (MHz)

C1 (pF)

C2 (pF)

3–10

47

390

10–20

22

220
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The collector circuit is tuned by the combination of C1 and L1. This circuit may well
oscillate with the crystal shorted, and care must be taken to ensure that the ‘free’
oscillation and the crystal oscillation frequencies are the same. The crystal should take
over oscillation when it is in the circuit.
The Butler oscillator of Fig. 6.11 is capable of 10 to 20 ppm stability if a buffer amplifier
with good isolation is provided at the output. Otherwise, some frequency pulling with
load variations might be noted.
The output signal is taken from a coupling winding over L1. This winding is typically
only a few turns of wire on one end of L1. Alternatively, a tap on L1 might be provided,
and the tap connected to a low-value capacitor. That approach might change some
resonances unless care is taken. Another output scheme is to connect a small value
capacitor to the collector of Q1. Keep the value low so as to reduce loading, and also to
reduce the effects of the output capacitor on the resonance of L1/C1.
A somewhat more complex Butler oscillator is shown in Fig. 6.12. This circuit is
sometimes called an aperiodic oscillator circuit. It uses two additional transistors to
provide buffering; one of these also serves as part of the feedback circuit. This circuit will
operate in the frequency range from about 300 kHz to 10 MHz, although some care must
be taken in the selection of the transistor.
Many low frequency crystals exhibit a lower equivalent series resistance (ESR) in one of
the higher frequency overtone modes of oscillation than in the fundamental mode, so you
might find this circuit oscillating at the wrong frequency. The key to preventing this
problem is to use a transistor with a low gain-bandwidth product (e.g. 2N3565 or
equivalent).
At this point it might be wise to point out a fact about ‘universal’ replacement lines of
transistors. Because crystal oscillators may operate in an unwanted overtone mode (i.e. at
a higher frequency), or because of stray L–C components they may parasitically oscillate
on a VHF or UHF frequency, you will want to keep the gain-bandwidth (GBW) product
of the active device low. But many replacement lines use a single high frequency transistor
with similar gain, collector current and power dissipation ratings as a ‘one-size fits all’
replacement for transistors with lower GBW products.
I’ve seen that situation in service replacements on older equipment. The original
component may not be available, so a universal ‘service shop replacement’ line device is
selected. It is then discovered that there are parasitic oscillations and other problems
because the new replacement has a GBW of 200 MHz, where the old device was a 50 MHz
transistor. This problem can show up especially severely in RF amplifiers and low
frequency oscillators where L–C components naturally exist, or any circuit where the
stray and distributed L–C elements provide the required phase shift on some frequency
above the unity GBW point.
The circuit of Fig. 6.12 produces a sine wave output, but not without relatively strong
harmonic output. The second and third harmonics are particularly evident. However, if
harmonics are desired (as when the oscillator is used in a frequency multiplier circuit),
then strong harmonics up to 30 MHz can be generated from a 100 kHz crystal if R5 is
reduced to about 1000 ohms.
The output of this oscillator is taken through an emitter follower buffer stage. This
circuit can be used as a general buffer for a number of oscillator circuits. It is generally a
good practice to use a buffer amplifier with any oscillator in order to reduce loading and
smooth out load impedance variations.

R1
10K

R2
27K

R3
6.8K

R4
22K

Y1

Figure 6.12 Buffered Butler oscillator.
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0.01 µF
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50 pF
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1.5K

R5
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R7
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R8
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R9
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+12
VDC

C6
0.01 µF

R1
3.9K
Q2
R2
470

Q3

Q1

C5
0.001 µF

C1
50 pF

OUTPUT

Y1

C3
0.1 µF

R3
1K

C2
33 pF

R5
1K

R6
1K

R7
470

C4
0.1 µF

R4
27K

Figure 6.13 Another Butler oscillator.

Another variation on the Butler theme is shown in Fig. 6.13. This circuit is similar to
Fig. 6.12, but is a bit less sensitive to frequency pulling due to DC power supply voltage
variations. However, it is good engineering practice to use a separate voltage regulator
for all oscillator circuits in order to prevent such variation. The availability of low cost
three-terminal integrated circuit voltage regulators makes it quite easy to make this
happen.
An improved Butler oscillator is shown in Fig. 6.14. This circuit is based on Fig. 6.12.
Both circuits can be used at frequencies from LF up to the mid-HF region (about 12 to
15 MHz) if appropriate values of R3 and R5 are used. The improvement of Fig. 6.14 over
Fig. 6.12 is the limiting diodes (D1 and D2) provided between the two oscillator transistors
(Q1 and Q2). These diodes can be ordinary 1N4148 small-signal diodes. They reduce
crystal dissipation, which leads to improved stability and more sure cold starting.
The Butler oscillators above are series mode circuits, but because of the series capacitors
are able to use parallel mode crystals. For a strictly series mode circuit eliminate the
capacitors in series with the crystal and replace them with a short circuit.

R1
10K

R2
27K

R3
6.8K

Q1

R4
22K

Y1

Figure 6.14 Improved Butler oscillator.
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Colpitts oscillators
The Colpitts oscillator is characterized by a feedback network consisting of a tapped
capacitive voltage divider. In Fig. 6.15 the feedback is provided by C1 and C2, although
the situation is somewhat modified by the gate capacitances of Q1. This circuit can be
used with parallel mode crystals from about 3 to 20 MHz with proper values of C1 and C2
(see table provided in Fig. 6.15). Frequency trimming of the oscillator can be done by
shunting a small value trimmer capacitor across the crystal. The trimmer can also be
placed in series with the crystal.
If the oscillator tends to oscillate parasitically in the VHF region, then try using the
snubber resistor method (R4 in Fig. 6.15). This could occur because the JFET used at Q1
will have sufficient gain at VHF to permit Barkhausen to have his due at some frequency
where strays and distributed L–C elements produce the correct phase shift. A value
between 10 and 47 ohms will usually eliminate the problem. Alternatively, a small ferrite
bead can be slipped over the gate terminal of Q1 to act as a small value VHF/UHF RF
choke.

V+

R3
150
C4

R4
(See text)

Q1
MPF-102

C3
0.001 µF

C1*
C5
50 pF

Y1

R1
47K

OUTPUT
C2*

R2
1K

FREQ (MHz)

C1 (pF)

C2 (pF)

3–10

27

68

10–20

10

27

Figure 6.15 JFET Colpitts crystal oscillator.
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V+

R3
150
C4

Q1
3N128

C5
50 pF

D1
1N4148
Y1

C3
0.001 µF

C1*
R1
1 MEG

OUTPUT
C2*

R2
1K

FREQ (MHz)

C1 (pF)

C2 (pF)

3–10

22

180

10–20

10

82

Figure 6.16 MOSFET Colpitts crystal oscillator.

Figure 6.16 is very similar to Fig. 6.15, except for two features. First, the active device
is an n-channel MOSFET rather than a JFET. Any of the single-gate devices (e.g. 3N128)
can be used. One must, however, be mindful of the possibility of electrostatic damage
(ESD) when the MOSFET is used.
The other difference is that a 1N4148 small-signal diode shunts the gate-source path to
provide a small amount of automatic gain control action. When the signal appearing
across the crystal and feedback network is sufficiently large the diode will rectify the
signal and produce a DC bias on the gate that counters the source bias provided by R2.
This diode helps smooth out amplitude variations, especially when more than one crystal
is switched in and out of the circuit.
Another variation on the Colpitts theme is the impedance inverting oscillator circuit of
Fig. 6.17. It will provide stability of 10 ppm over a wide temperature range (0°C to 60°C)
if a wise selection of components is made (C1–C3 and L1 are particularly troublesome).
The circuit will also remain within ±0.001 per cent over a DC power supply variation of
2:1 (provided the crystal dissipation is not exceeded). Harmonic output of the circuit is
typically low.
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V+
C6
0.01 µF

C4
0.01 µF
R3
15K

C1*

Q1
2N5770
L1*

C5
47 pF

C2*
R2
6.8K

R4
560

OUTPUT
C3*

Y1

R1*

FREQ (MHz)

C1 (pF)

C2 (pF)

C3 (pF)

R1

3–10

1000

270

270

1.5K

L1

10–15

100

220

220

680

15 turns

15–20

100

100

100

680

10 turns

2–4 MHz

60 turns

4–6 MHz

40 turns

6–10 MHz

25 turns

Figure 6.17 Impedance inverting Colpitts crystal oscillator.

The oscillation frequency is set by adjusting inductor L1. The turns counts shown in the
table in Fig. 6.17 presume a 6.5 mm slug-tuned coil form designed for use in the frequency
range 3 to 20 MHz. Some experimentation is needed depending on the particular former
used. The idea is to set the resonant frequency of the coil and C1–C3 combined to
something near the crystal frequency.
It is sometimes appealing to add a tuned circuit to the output circuit of oscillators. The
harmonics of the oscillator are suppressed when this is done. But in this case, a transistor
equivalent of the old-fashioned TGTP oscillator will result because of the action of the
output-tuned circuit and the L1/C1–C3 combination. Don’t do it!

Overtone oscillators
Thus far only the fundamental oscillating mode has been discussed. But crystals oscillate
at more than one frequency. The oscillations of a crystal slab are in the form of bulk acoustic
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waves (BAWs), and can occur at any wave frequency that produces an odd halfwavelength of the crystal’s physical dimensions (e.g. 1/2, 3/2, 5/2, 7/2, 9/2, where
the fundamental mode is 1/2). Note that these frequencies are not harmonics of the
fundamental mode, but are actually valid oscillation modes for the crystal slab. The
frequencies fall close to, but not directly on, some of the harmonics of the fundamental
(which probably accounts for the confusion). The overtone frequency will be marked on
the crystal, rather than the fundamental. It is rare to find fundamental mode crystals
above 20 MHz or so, because their thinness makes them more likely to fracture at low
values of power dissipation.
The problem to solve in an overtone oscillator is encouraging oscillation on the correct
overtone, while squelching oscillations at the fundamental and undesired overtones.
Crystal manufacturers can help with correct methods, but there is still a responsibility on
the part of the oscillator designer. Figure 6.18 shows a third-overtone Butler oscillator that
will operate at frequencies between 15 MHz and 65 MHz. The inductor (L1) is set to
resonate close to the crystal frequency, and is used in part to ensure overtone mode
oscillation. If moderate DC supply voltages are used (e.g. 9 to 12 volts in most cases), the
harmonic content is low (–40 dB), and stability is at least as good as a similar fundamental
mode Butler oscillator.
Figure 6.19 is a third-overtone impedance inverting Colpitts style oscillator that will
operate over the 15 MHz to 65 MHz range. As in similar circuits, inductor L1 is tuned to
the overtone, and is resonated with C1 (combined with the capacitances of C2 and C3).

+12
VDC

C6
0.01 µF
RFC1
56 µH

R1
15K

C5
0.001 µF

L1

OUTPUT

Y1
C7
0.001 µF

R2
4.7K

R3
220

Figure 6.18 Butler overtone crystal oscillator.

C1
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C2
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C3
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V+
C5
0.001 µF

L1

R3
15K

C1

Q1
2N5770
C2
R1
560

C4

R2
5.6K

Y1

OUTPUT
C3

R4
470

FREQ (MHz)

C1 (pF)

C2 (pF)

C3 (pF)

C4 (pF)

L1 (0.25 inch form)

15–25

100

100

68

33

12 t, #30, CW

25–55

100

68

47

33

8 t, #30, CW

50–65

68

33

15

22

6 t, #22, CW

Figure 6.19 Third overtone Colpitts oscillator.

Values for C1 through C3, and winding instructions for a 6.5 mm low-band VHF coil
former are shown in the table.
Note the resistor across crystal Y1. This resistor tends to snub out oscillations in modes
other than the overtone, including the fundamental. Care must be taken to not make L1
too large, otherwise it will resonate at a lower frequency (with C1–C3), forming an
oscillator on a frequency not related to either the crystal’s fundamental or overtones. The
oscillator may well be perfectly happy to think of itself as a series-tuned Clapp oscillator!
Operation of this circuit to 110 MHz, with fifth- or seventh-overtone crystals, can be
accomplished by modifying it to the form shown in Fig. 6.20.

Frequency stability
An ideal sine wave RF oscillator ideally produces a nice, clean harmonic- and noise-free
output on a frequency that is stable, but real RF oscillators tend to have certain problems
that deteriorate from the quality of their output signals. Load impedance variation and
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+12
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R1
10K

L1*

C5
1000 pF
OUTPUT

L2*
C1
Q1
2N5770

R4*

Y1

R2
2.7K

C4
1000
pF

R3
220

C3
22 pF

FREQ (MHz)

C1 (pF)

C2 (pF)

C3 (pF)

65–85

15

150

85–110

10

100

C2

L1

L2

100

7 t, #24, 3/16 in CW

10 t, #34 over 10 ohm 1/4 w

68

4 t, #24, 3/16 in 1WD

10 t, #34 over 10 ohm 1/4 w

CW = CLOSE WOUND
1WD = SPACED 1 WIRE
DIAMETER

Figure 6.20 Higher overtone crystal oscillator.

DC power supply variation can both cause the oscillator frequency to shift. Temperature
changes also cause frequency change problems.
An oscillator that changes frequency without any help from the operator is said to drift.
Frequency stability refers generally to freedom from frequency changes over a relatively
short period of time (e.g. few seconds to dozens of minutes). This problem is different from
aging, which refers to frequency change over relatively long periods of time (i.e. hertz/year)
caused by aging of the components (some electronic components tend to change value with
long use). Temperature changes are a large contributor to drift in two forms: warm-up drift
(i.e. drift in the first 15 minutes) and ambient temperature change drift.
If certain guidelines are followed, then it is possible to build a very stable oscillator. For
the most part, the comments below apply to both crystal oscillators and L–C tuned
oscillators (e.g. variable frequency oscillators, VFOs), although in some cases one or the
other is indicated by the text.
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Temperature
Temperature variation has a tremendous effect on oscillator stability. Avoid locating the
oscillator circuit near any source of heat. In other words, keep it away from
power transistors or IC devices, voltage regulators, rectifiers, lamps or other sources of
heat.

Thermal isolation
One approach is to thermally isolate the oscillator circuits. Figure 6.21 shows one such
method. The oscillator is built inside a metal shielded cabinet as usual, but has
styrofoam insulation applied to the sides. There is a type of poster board which has a
backing of styrofoam to give it substance enough for self-support. It is really easy to
cut using hobby or razor knives. Cut the pieces to size, and then glue them to the
metal surface of the shielded cabinet.

VARIABLE
CAPACITOR

MAIN
INDUCTOR

PRINTED
CIRCUIT
BOARD

RF
CONNECTOR

STYROFOAM
PANEL
INSULATION

METAL
SHIELDED BOX

Figure 6.21 Variable frequency oscillator well shielded against drift.
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Avoid self-heating
Operate the oscillator at as low a power level as can be tolerated so as to prevent selfheating of the active device and associated frequency determining components. It is
generally agreed that a power level on the order of 1 to 10 mW is sufficient. If a higher
power is needed, then a buffer amplifier can be used. The buffer amplifier also serves to
isolate the oscillator from load variations.

Other stability criteria
Use low frequencies
In general, L–C controlled VFOs should not be operated at frequencies above about
12 MHz. For higher frequencies, it is better to use a lower frequency VFO and
heterodyne it against a crystal oscillator to produce the higher frequency. For example,
one common combination uses a 5 to 5.5 MHz main VFO for all HF bands in SSB
transceivers.

Feedback level
Use only as much feedback in the oscillator as is needed to ensure that the oscillator
starts quickly when turned on, stays operational, and does not ‘pull’ in frequency
when the load impedance changes. In some cases, there is a small value capacitor
between the L–C resonant circuit and the gate or base of the active device. This
reduces drift by only lightly loading the tuned circuit. The most common means for
doing this job is to use a 3 to 12 pF NP0 disk ceramic capacitor. Adjust its value for the
minimum level to ensure good starting and freedom from frequency changes under
varying load conditions.

Output isolation
A buffer amplifier, even if it is a unity gain emitter follower, is also highly recommended. It will permit building up the oscillator signal power, if that is needed,
without loading the oscillator. The principal use of the buffer is to isolate the oscillator
from variations in the output load conditions.
Figures 6.22 and 6.23 show typical buffer amplifier circuits. The circuit in Fig. 6.22 is
a standard emitter follower (i.e. common collector) circuit. It produces near unity
voltage gain, but some power gain. Figure 6.23 is a feedback amplifier using a 4:1
balun-style toroidal core transformer in the collector circuit. This circuit exhibits an
input impedance near 50 ohms, so should only be used if the oscillator circuit can drive
50 ohms. In some cases, a higher impedance circuit is needed.

DC power supply
Power supply voltage variations have a tendency to frequency modulate the oscillator
signal. It is a good idea to use a voltage regulated DC power supply on the
oscillator.

Oscillators
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C7
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Figure 6.22 NPN bipolar buffer amplifier.
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Figure 6.23 NPN bipolar buffer amplifier with 50 ohm impedance.
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Figure 6.24 Power supply regulation of oscillator circuit.
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It is worth using a voltage regulator to serve the oscillator alone, even if another
voltage regulator is used to regulate the voltage applied to other circuits (see Fig. 6.24).
This double regulation approach is reasonable given the low cost of three-terminal IC
voltage regulators and the advantage gained. For most low powered oscillators, a
simple low power ‘L-series’ (e.g. 78L06) three-terminal integrated circuit voltage
regulator is sufficient (see U2 in Fig. 6.24). The L-series devices provide up to 100 mA
of current at the specified voltage, and this is enough for most oscillator circuits.
Capacitors on both input and output sides of the voltage regulator (C1 and C2 in
Fig. 6.24) add further protection from noise and transients. The values of these
capacitors are selected according to the amount of current drawn. The idea is to have a
local supply of stored current to temporarily handle sudden demand changes, allowing
time for a transient to pass, or the regulator to ‘catch up’ with the changed situation.

Vibration isolation
The frequency setting components of the oscillator can also affect the stability
performance. The inductor should be mounted so as to prevent vibration. While this
requirement means different things to different styles of coil, it is nonetheless
important. Some people prefer to rigidly mount coils, while others will put them on a
vibration isolating shock absorber material. I’ve seen cases where a receiver that
required a very low SSB noise sideband local oscillator was not able to meet
specifications until some rubber shock absorbing material was placed underneath the
oscillator printed wiring board.

Coil core selection
Air core coils are generally considered superior to those with either ferrite or
powdered iron cores because the magnetic properties of the cores are affected by
temperature variation. Of those coils that do use cores, slug tuned are said to be best
because they can be operated with only a small amount of the tuning core actually
inside the windings of the coil, reducing the vulnerability to temperature effects. Still,
toroidal cores have a certain endearing charm, and can be used wherever the ambient
temperature is relatively constant. The Type SF material is said to be the best in this
regard, and it is easily available Type-6 material. For example, you could wind a T-50-6
core and expect relatively good frequency stability.

Coil-core processing
One source recommends tightly winding the coil wire onto the toroidal core, and then
heat annealing the assembly. This means placing it in boiling water for several minutes,
and then removing and allowing it to cool in ambient room air while sitting on an
insulated pad. I haven’t personally tried it, but the source reported remarkable freedom
from inductor-caused thermal drift.
For most applications, especially where the temperature is relatively stable, the coil
with a magnetic core can be wound from enamelled wire (#20 to #32 AWG are usually
specified), but for best stability it is recommended that Litz wire be used. Although a
bit hard to get in small quantities, it offers superior performance over relatively wide
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changes in temperature. Be aware that this nickel-based wire is difficult to solder
properly, so be prepared for a bit of frustration.

Air core coils
For air core coils, use #18 SWG or larger bare solid wire, wound on low temperature
coefficient of expansion formers. Figure 6.25 shows how the coil can be mounted in a
project. Stand-off insulators provide adequate clearance for the coil, and hold it to the
chassis. The mount shown has shock absorbers to prevent movement.

Figure 6.25 Mounting VFO coils.

Capacitor selection
The trimmer capacitors used in the oscillator circuit should be air dielectric types,
rather than ceramic or mica dielectric trimmers, because of lower temperature
coefficient.
The small fixed capacitors used in the oscillator should be either NPO disk ceramics
(i.e. zero temperature coefficient), silvered mica or polystyrene types. Some people
dislike the silvered mica types because they tend to be a bit quirky with respect to
temperature coefficient. Even out of the same batch they can have widely differing
temperature coefficients on either side of zero.
Sometimes, you will find fixed capacitors with non-zero temperature coefficient in an
oscillator frequency determining circuit. They are there to make temperature compensated oscillators. The temperature coefficients of certain critical capacitors are selected
to cancel out the natural drift of the circuit.
The main tuning air variable capacitor should be an old-fashioned double bearing
(i.e. bearing surface on each end-plate) type. For best results, it should be made with
either brass or iron stator and rotor plates (not aluminium).
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Tempco circuit
Temperature-compensated crystal oscillators can be built by using the temperature
coefficient of some of the capacitors in the circuit to cancel drift in the opposite
direction. The circuit in Fig. 6.26 was used in an amateur radio transceiver at one time.
It is a standard Colpitts crystal oscillator, but with the addition of a temperature
coefficient cancellation circuit (C8A, C8B, C9 and C10).
The key to this circuit is C8, which is a differential variable capacitor, i.e. it contains
two sections connected so that as the shaft turns one is increasing capacitance as the
other is decreasing capacitance. In most cases, C9 and C10 are of equal value, but one
is NPO and the other N750 or N1500. If C8 is differential, and C9 = C10, then the net
capacitance across crystal Y1 is constant with C8 shaft rotation, but the net temperature
coefficient changes. The idea is to crank in the amount of temperature coefficient that
exactly cancels the drift in the circuit’s other components.
The problem with this circuit is that differential capacitors are quite expensive. It
may be useful, however, to connect the circuit as shown, and find the correct setting.
Once the setting is determined, disconnect C8–C10 without losing the setting, and
measure the capacitance of the two sections. With this information you can calculate
the capacitances required for each temperature coefficient and replace the network with
appropriately selected fixed capacitors.
In general, when selecting temperature compensating capacitance, keep in mind the
following relationship for the temperature coefficient of frequency (TCF):



– TCL +
TCF =

TC1 × C1
Ctotal

+

TC2 × C1
Ctotal

2

Where:
TCF is the temperature coefficient
TCL is the temperature coefficient
TC1 is the temperature coefficient
TC2 is the temperature coefficient
Ctotal is the sum of all capacitances
and other capacitors

of
of
of
of
in



(6.4)

frequency
the inductor
C1
C2
parallel with L1, including C1, C2 and all strays

This equation assumes that two capacitors, C1 and C2, are shunted across an inductor
in a VFO circuit.

Varactors
Voltage variable capacitance diodes (‘varactors’) are often used today as a replacement
for the main tuning capacitor. If this is done, then it becomes critical to temperature
control the environment of the oscillator. Temperature variations will result in changes
in diode pn junction capacitance, and that contributes much to thermal drift. Varactor
temperature coefficients of 450 ppm are not unusual.
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Figure 6.26 Thermally regulated Colpitts crystal oscillator.
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Figure 6.27 Varactor regulation.

A good way to stabilize these circuits is to supply a voltage regulator that has a
temperature coefficient that is opposite the direction of the varactor drift. By matching
these two, it is possible to cancel the drift of the varactor.
Figure 6.27 shows a basic circuit that will accomplish this job. Diode D1, in series
with DC blocking capacitor C1, is in parallel with the inductor (L1). These components
are connected into an oscillator circuit (not shown for sake of simplicity).
Normally, resistor R3 (10 kohms to 100 kohms, typically) is used to isolate the diode
from the tuning voltage source, and will be connected to the wiper of a potentiometer
that varies the voltage. In this circuit, however, an MVS460 (USA type number) or
ZTK33B (European type number) varicap voltage stabilizer is present. This device is
similar to a zener diode, but has the required –2.3 mV/°C temperature coefficient. It
operates at a current of 5 mA (0.005 A) at a supply voltage of 34 to >40 volts DC. The
value of resistor R1 is found from:

R1 =

(V+) – 33 volts
0.005 amps

(6.5)

For example, when V+ is 40 volts, then the resistor should be 1400 ohms (use
1.5 kohms).

Frequency synthesizers
A synthesizer architecture is shown in Fig. 6.28. This type of oscillator is more modern
than other types, and is capable of producing very accurate, high quality signals. There
are three main sections to this signal source: reference section, frequency synthesizer, and
output section. In Fig. 6.28 each section is broken down into further components for
sake of easy analysis.
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CONTROL
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Figure 6.28 Frequency synthesizer block diagram.
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Reference section
The reference section is at the very core of the signal generation process. It is an
accurate, stable fixed frequency source such as a crystal oscillator. The frequency of the
reference section must be precisely adjustable over a small range so that it can be
compared to a higher-order standard, such as a Cesium beam oscillator or WWVB
comparator receiver, for purposes of calibration.
Because it controls the frequency synthesizer, the stability of the reference section
determines the overall stability of the oscillator. Typically, either temperature-compensated
crystal oscillators (TCXO) or oven-controlled crystal oscillators (OCXO) are used for the
reference section. The TCXO will typically exhibit crystal aging of better then ±2 ppm/
year, and a temperature aging of ±1 ppm/year. The OCXO is capable of 0.1 ppm/year
for aging and 0.01 ppm/year for temperature.
The crystal oscillator is usually operated at a frequency such as 5 MHz, but lower
frequencies are often needed. To generate these lower frequencies a divide-by-N digital
counter is provided. This circuit will divide the output frequency by some integer, N,
to produce a much lower reference frequency.

Frequency synthesizer section
The actual signal is produced in the frequency synthesizer section. It is generated by a
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) whose output is compared to the reference signal.
Voltage variable capacitance diodes (‘varactors’) can be used for the VCO, as can
surface acoustical wave (SAW) oscillators (which are used at higher frequencies and in
the microwave bands).
The frequency of the VCO is set by a DC control voltage applied to its tuning input line.
This control voltage is generated by integrating the output of a phase detector or phase
comparator that receives the reference frequency and a divide-by-N version of the VCO
frequency as inputs. When the two frequencies are equal, then the output of the phase
detector is zero, so the VCO tuning voltage is at some quiescent value.
If the frequency of the VCO drifts, the phase detector output becomes non-zero. The
integrator output ramps up in the direction that will cancel the frequency drift of the VCO.
The VCO frequency is continuously held in check by corrections from the integrated output
of the phase detector. This type of circuit is called a phase-locked loop (PLL).
Suppose, for example, a signal source has a reference of 5 MHz, and it is divided by 20 to
produce a 250 kHz reference. If the frequency synthesizer divide-by-N stage is set for, say,
N = 511, then the VCO output frequency will be 0.25 MHz × 511 = 127.75 MHz. Band
switching, operating frequency and frequency resolution are controlled by manipulating
the reference frequency divide-by-N and VCO divide-by-N settings. In some cases, the
frequency is entered by keypad, and this sets these values. Alternatively, ‘tunable’
equipment may have a digital encoder shaft connected to a front panel control.

Output section
The output section performs three basic functions: it boosts power output to a specified
maximum level, it provides precision control over the actual output level, and keeps the
output level constant as frequency is changed.
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The power amplifier is a wideband amplifier that produces an output level of some
value in excess of the required maximum output level (e.g. +13 dBm). An attenuator can
then be used to set the actual output level to any lower value required (e.g. +10 dBm).
The accuracy of the output power setting is dependent on keeping the RF power
applied to the attenuator input constant, despite the fact that oscillators (including VCOs)
tend to exhibit output signal amplitude changes as frequency is changed. An automatic
level control (ALC) circuit accomplishes this job.

Automatic level control (ALC)
The ALC modulator is essentially an amplitude modulator that is controlled by a DC
voltage developed by rectifying and filtering a sample of the RF output level. The ALC
driver compares the actual output level with a preset value, and adjusts the control signal
to the ALC modulator in a direction that cancels the error.

7

IF amplifiers and filters

The subject of IF amplifiers and filters is very interesting. The IF amplifier provides most
of the gain and selectivity of a superheterodyne receiver.

IF filters: general filter theory
There are a number of IF filters used in radio receivers today. In addition to the L–C filters,
there are various types of crystal filter, monolithic ceramic filters, and mechanical filters
to consider. In this chapter, we will look at the various types of IF filter, their
characteristics and their applications.
Before delving into the topic, however, let’s look at some general filter theory as applied
to IF pass band filters, and how these filters are used. Figure 7.1A shows the Butterworth
pass band characteristic. It is characterized by the fact that the pass band is relatively flat.
The Chebyshev filter is shown in Fig. 7.1B. It has a rippled pass band, but steeper slopes
than the Butterworth design.
The bandwidth of the filter is the bandwidth between the –3 dB points (Fig. 7.1A). The
Q of the filter is the ratio of centre frequency to bandwidth, or:
Q =

FO
B

(7.1)

Where:
Q is the quality factor of the filter
FO is the centre frequency of the filter
B is the –3 dB bandwidth of the filter
(Note: FO and B are in the same units)
The shape factor of the filter is defined as the ratio of the –60 dB bandwidth to the –6 dB
bandwidth. This is an indication of how well the filter will reject out of band interference.
The lower the shape factor the better (shape factors of 1.2:1 are achievable).
Figure 7.1C shows a generic IF amplifier with the filters in place. The IF filters provide
most of the selectivity in a receiver, and have the narrowest bandpass of all the filters in
the receiver.
The IF amplifier may or may not use two (or more) filters, depending upon the type of
design. In cases where only one filter is used, then the filter will usually be placed at the
input of the amplifier in order to eliminate the mixer products that can affect the IF
amplifier performance. The noise produced by the IF amplifier can be significant, which
means that an output IF filter is indicated in order to eliminate that noise.
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Figure 7.1 (A) Ideal IF filter response; (B) practical IF filter response; (C) position of filtering in IF
amplifier.
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L–C IF filters
The basic type of filter, and once the most common, is the L–C filter, which comes in
various types (Fig. 7.2). The type shown in Fig. 7.2A contains two parallel-tuned L–C
sections. Although it is not apparent here, the input and output sides of the L–C network
need not be the same impedance, although that is usually the case. Once the most
common form of IF amplifier filter, this type has largely been eclipsed by other types
except in certain IC amplifiers.

A

B

C

D

E

Figure 7.2 Various L–C IF filter circuits.
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A more common form today is shown in Fig. 7.2B. This form has a low impedance tap
for transistor or IC applications, with the high impedance portions still available. In Fig.
7.2C we see a common form of IF filter in which the low impedance tap is available to
both input and output sides, but one side of the high impedance portions of the
transformer are not. In Fig. 7.2D we see a single-tuned IF filter. It has a standard IF filter
input side, but it has only a low impedance link on the output side. The IF filtering is
performed by the tuned L–C circuit, and the low impedance link is for impedance
matching.
In Fig. 7.2E we see a double-tuned IF filter that is not magnetically coupled (so it is not
a transformer), but rather is coupled through a common impedance. In this case a small
value capacitor is used as the common impedance, but inductors can also be used.
Y1
CRYSTAL
T1

INPUT
RL
C1
PHASING

A

INSERTION
LOSS

–3 dB

FS
B

Figure 7.3 (A) Crystal phasing circuit; (B) frequency response.
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Crystal filters
The quartz piezoelectric crystal resonator is ideal for IF filtering because it offers high Q
(narrow bandwidth) and behaves as an L–C circuit. Because of this feature, it can be used
for high quality receiver design as well as single sideband transmitters (filter type).
Figure 7.3A shows a simple crystal filter that has been around since the 1930s in one
form or another. Figure 7.3B shows the attenuation graph for this filter. There is a ‘crystal
phasing’ capacitor, adjustable from the front panel, that cancels the parallel capacitance.
This cancels the parallel resonance, leaving the series resonance of the crystal.
Figure 7.4A shows the circuit for a half-lattice crystal filter, while Fig. 7.4B shows the
attenuation curve. This type of crystal filter is used in lower-cost radios. Like the simple
Y1
CRYSTAL
No. 1
T1

INPUT

C1
RL
Y2
CRYSTAL
No. 2
A

CRYSTAL Y1
CRYSTAL Y2

FS1

FP1
FS2

FP2

B

Figure 7.4 (A) Dual crystal filter; (B) frequency response.
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crystal filter described above, this version uses a trifilar coil for T1. Instead of the phasing
capacitor there is a second crystal in the circuit. The frequency relationship between the
two crystals is shown in Fig. 7.4B. They have overlapping parallel and series resonance
points such that the parallel resonance of crystal no. 1 is the same as the series resonance
of crystal no. 2.
We can use the half-lattice filter to build a cascade half-lattice filter (Fig. 7.5) and a full
lattice crystal filter (Fig. 7.6). The cascade half-lattice filter has increased skirt selectivity
and fewer spurious responses compared with the same pass band in the half-lattice type
of filter. It is a back-to-back arrangement on a bifilar transformer (T1). In practice, close
matching is needed to make the cascaded half-lattice filter work properly.
The full lattice crystal filter (Fig. 7.6) uses four crystals like the cascade half-lattice, but
the circuit is built on a different basis than the latter type. It uses two tuned transformers
(T1 and T2), with the two pairs of crystals that are cross-connected across the tuned
sections of the transformers. Crystals Y1 and Y3 are of one frequency, while Y2 and Y4 are
the other frequency in the pair.
A different sort of filter is shown in Fig. 7.7A, with its asymmetrical attenuation curve
shown in Fig. 7.7B. This filter has a more gradual fall-off on one side than on the other. The
filter has the advantage that the frequencies of crystals Y1 and Y2 are the same. There is

Y3
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C1
INPUT
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Y4
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Figure 7.5 Four crystal filter.
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Figure 7.6 Four crystal filter.
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Figure 7.7 Two-crystal phasing network.

a capacitor (C1) in the circuit to tune the desired pass band. The bandwidth of this filter
is only half what is expected from the half-lattice crystal filter above.

Crystal ladder filters
Figure 7.8 shows a crystal ladder filter. This filter has several advantages over the other
types:
1
2
3
4

All crystals are the same frequency (no matching is required).
Filters may be constructed using an odd or even number of crystal.
Spurious responses are not harmful (especially for filters over four or more sections).
Insertion loss is very low.
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Figure 7.8 Series crystal filter.

Both Butterworth and the equi-ripple or Chebyshev responses can be created using this
design. Ideally, in the Chebyshev designs the number of positive peaks should be the
same as the number of crystals, and be of equal amplitude over the pass band of the filter.
In reality, fewer peaks than that are found, some being merged with each other. In
addition, the amplitude of the ripple increases towards the edges of the band.
The design of this filter can be simplified by using a test fixture to dope out the problem
first. The value of the end capacitors is:
CEND =



1.59 × 105
RS FO

  
×

RS

REND

– 1 –5

(7.2)

The value of the coupling capacitors is:
CJK = 1326



f
BkJK FO



– 10

(7.3)

And the value of REND is:
REND =

 
120B
qf

– RS

(7.4)

Where:
B
is the bandwidth in hertz (Hz)
CEND is the end capacitance in picofarads (pF)
CJK are the shunt capacitors in picofarads (pF)
FO
is the crystal centre frequency
f
is the bandwidth measured in a test fixture
kJK
is the normalized values given in Tables 7.1 and 7.2
q
is normalized end section Q given in Tables 7.1 and 7.2
RS
is the end termination of the filter (RS > REND )
REND is the end termination to be used without matching capacitors
A special version of the crystal ladder filter is the Cohn filter or ‘minimum loss’ filter of
Fig. 7.9. This filter rotates the end capacitors, and makes the shunt capacitors equal value.
It preserves a reasonable shape factor, while minimizing loss when built with practical
resonators. Like the crystal ladder filter, the Cohn filter uses the same frequency crystals
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Table 7.1 Normalized k and q values (Butterworth)
N

q

K12

K23

K34

K45

2
3
4
5

1.414
1.0
0.785
0.618

0.7071
0.7071
0.8409
1.000

XX
0.7071
0.4512
0.5559

XX
XX
0.8409
0.5559

XX
XX
XX
1.0

Table 7.2 Normalized k and q values (Chebyshev)
N

q

K12

K23

K34

K45

2
3
4
5

1.638
1.433
1.345
1.301

1.6362
0.6618
0.685
0.7028

0.7016
0.6618
0.5421
0.5355

XX
XX
0.685
0.5355

XX
XX
XX
0.7028

C

INPUT
RS

Y1

C

Y2

C

Y3

C

Y4

C

RL

Figure 7.9 Alternate series crystal filter.

throughout. The error in frequency between the crystals (FO ) should be less than 10 per
cent of the desired bandwidth of the filter.
The design procedure given by Hayward (1987) is simplified:
1 Pick a crystal frequency (2 to 12 MHz). Hayward used 3.579 MHz colour burst
crystals.
2 Pick a capacitance for the filter (200 pF is a good start – higher capacitance yields
narrower bandwidth but higher insertion loss).
3 Vary the end termination impedance to obtain a ripple-free pass band while providing
sufficient stop band attenuation.
Table 7.3 gives various Cohn filter bandwidths, termination impedances and capacitor
values for a three crystal filter.
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Table 7.3 Cohn three-crystal filter
Bandwidth
380
600
1000
1800
2500

C (pF)

REND (ohms)

200
130
70
30
17

150
238
431
1500
3300

Monolithic ceramic crystal filters
Figure 7.10 shows a monolithic crystal filter. They are often made with synthetic
piezoelectric resonators, rather than quartz. These filters are made in small packages, with
some being made in crystal packages and some being made in special packages.

Figure 7.10 Monolithic crystal filter.

Mechanical filters
Considerable improvement in filter action is possible with the use of the mechanical filter.
These filters were once used in Collins high-end radio receivers and SSB transmitters, but
are now more widespread (although the Rockwell/Collins company still makes the
filters).
The basic principle of operation is the phenomenon of magnetostriction, that is the length
or circumference of a piece of material will change when it is magnetized. Nickel has this
material, although the effect is one part in about 20 000. Other materials, such as the
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Figure 7.11 (A) Inductance on ferrite rod; (B) equivalent circuit.

ferrites or powdered iron type (61, Q1 or 4C4), provide much stronger magnetostriction
effects. In addition, these materials have a high electrical resistivity, so eddy current losses
are minimized, and they have a mechanical Q on the order of several thousand. The Q is
determined by the proportions of oxides in the ferrite material.
Figure 7.11A shows a magnetostrictive resonator, while Fig. 7.11B shows the equivalent
circuit. The ferrite rod is wound with a coil such that it is a slip fit. It will be biased
magnetically with either a permanent magnet or a DC component to the electrical signal
applied to the coil (L). When alternative current flows in the coil, L, it adds to or subtracts
from the magnetic field of the bias, causing the ferrite length to oscillate.
Figure 7.12 shows a mechanical filter built using toroidal resonators. Various
mechanical filters are available in frequencies between 60 kHz and 600 kHz. Magnetostrictive transducers are located at either end of the filter to translate electrical energy to
mechanical energy, and vice versa. The resonators supply a sharp shape factor of up to
1.2:1 (60 to 6 dB), with Qs of 8000 to 12 000 (this is up to 150 times the Q of crystal filters).
Small rods (not shown) couple the tranducers together. Over a temperature range of
–25°C to +85°C the change of resonant frequency is as little as 1.5 parts per million. In one
test, the frequency shift for 8 months was one part per million.

SAW filters
A surface acoustic wave (SAW) filter consists of a thin substrate sliced from a single crystal
on which are vapour deposited two sets of aluminum comb-shaped electrodes. When a
high frequency is applied to one of these electrodes it is converted to mechanical energy,
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Figure 7.12 Mechanical filter.
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transmitted across the crystal, and then converted back to electrical energy at the other
end. The most common substrate materials include quartz, lithium niobate, lithium
tantalate crystals, langasite, with some lithium tetraborate.
SAW filters tend to be used for higher frequency IFs, typically for VHF/UHF/
microwave receivers. SAW filters can be had from about 21 MHz and up, so easily fill the
bill for 30 MHz, 50 MHz or 70 MHz IFs. They are also widely used in TV receivers.

Filter switching in IF amplifiers
Switching filters is necessary to accommodate different modes of transmission. AM
requires 4 or 6 kHz on short wave, and 8 kHz on the AM broadcast band (BCB). Single
sideband requires 2.8 kHz, RTTY/RATT requires 1.8 kHz and CW requires either 270 Hz
or 500 Hz. Similarly, FM might require 150 kHz for the FM BCB, and as little as 5 kHz on
land mobile communications equipment. These various modes of transmission require
different filters, and those filters have to be switched in and out of the circuit.
The switching could be done directly, but that requires either a coaxial cable between
the switch and the filter, or placing the switch at the site of the filters. A better solution is
found in Fig. 7.13: diode switching. A diode has the ability to pass a small AC signal on
top of the DC bias. Switch S1 is used to apply the proper polarity voltage to the diodes in
the circuit. In one sense of S1, the positive voltage is applied to D4 through the primary
winding of T2, through RFC4 and RFC2, to D3 and then through the secondary winding
of T1 to ground. The response is to turn on filter FL2. This same current flow reverse
biases diodes D1 and D2, disconnecting FL1. The converse happens when S1 is turned to
the other position.

T2
TO
DEMODULATOR

T1
FROM
MIXER

Q1

R2

R3

C2

C3
R4

C1
R1
+12
VDC
C4

Figure 7.14 NPN IF amplifier.
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Amplifier circuits
A simple IF amplifier is shown in Fig. 7.14. A simple AM band radio may have one such
stage, while FM receivers, shortwave receivers and other types of communications
receiver may have two to four stages like this. Transformer T1 has a low impedance tap
on its secondary connected to the base of a transistor (Q1). Similarly with T2, but in this
case the primary winding is tapped for the collector of the transistor.
Resistors R1 and R2 provide the bias for the transistor. Capacitor C1 is used to place the
cold end of the T1 secondary at ground potential for AC signals. Resistor R3 is used to
provide a bit of stability to the circuit. Capacitor C2 is used to keep the emitter of the
transistor at ground potential for AC signals, while keeping it at a potential of IE R3 for
DC. The reactance of capacitor C2 should be <R3/10. Resistor R4 forms part of the
collector load for transistor Q1. Capacitors C3 and C4 are used to bypass and decouple the
circuit.

AGC
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C3
180 pF

T2

T1

Q1

C2
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0.047 µF

C4
0.1 µF

R4
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R3
83K
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Figure 7.15 NPN IF amplifier with AGC bias.
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Figure 7.15 shows a gain-controlled version of Fig. 7.14. This particular circuit is
designed for a low frequency (240 kHz through 500 kHz), although with certain
component value changes it could be used for higher frequencies as well. Another
difference is that this circuit has double-tapped transformers for T1 and T2.
The major change is the provision for automatic gain control. A capacitor is used to
sample the signal for some sort of AGC circuit. Furthermore, the circuit has an additional
resistor (R3) to the DC control voltage from the AGC circuit.

Cascode pair amplifier
A cascode pair amplifier is shown in Fig. 7.16. This amplifier uses two transistors (both
JFETs) in an arrangement that puts Q1 in the common source configuration and Q2 in the
common gate configuration. The two transistors are direct coupled. Input and output
tuning is accomplished by a pair of L–C filters (L2C1 and L3C2). To keep this circuit from
oscillating at the IF frequency a neutralization capacitor (C3) is provided. This capacitor
is connected from the output L–C filter on Q2 to the input of Q1.
Q2

Q1

L3
C2

J1
INPUT

L1

L2

C1
R1
100

C4
0.001
µF

R2
100K

L4
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R3
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C6
0.001 µF

C3
NEUTRALIZATION

+12
VDC

Figure 7.16 Cascode IF/RF amplifier.

‘Universal’ IF amplifier
The IF amplifier in Fig. 7.17 is based on the popular MC-1350P integrated circuit. This chip
is easily available through any of the major mail order parts houses, and many small ones.
It is basically a variation on the LM-1490 and LM-1590 type of circuit, but is a little easier
to apply.
If you have difficulty locating MC-1350P devices, the exact same chip is available in the
service replacement lines such as ECG and NTE. These parts lines are sold at local
electronics parts distributors, and are intended for the service repair shop trade. I used
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Figure 7.17 Universal IF amplifier.
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actual MC-1350P chips in one version, and NTE-746 (same as ECG-746) chips in the other,
without any difference in performance. The NTE and ECG chips are actually purchased
from the sources of the original devices, and then renumbered.
Two MC-1350P devices in cascade are used. Each device has a differential input (pins
4 and 6). These pins are connected to the link windings on IF transformers T2/T3. In both
cases, one of the input pins is grounded for AC (i.e. RF and IF) signals through a bypass
capacitor (C2 and C4).
In the past I’ve had difficulties applying the MC-1350P devices when two were used in
cascade. The problem is that these are high gain chips, and any coupling at all will cause
oscillation. I’ve built several really good MC-1350P oscillators . . . the problem is that I was
building IF amplifiers. The problem is basically solved by two tactics that I’d ignored in the
past. This time I reversed the connections to the input terminals on the two devices. Note
that pin no. 4 is bypassed to ground on U1, while on U2 it is pin no. 6. The other tactic is
to use different value resistors at pin no. 5.
Pin no. 5 on the MC-1350P device is the gain control pin. It is used to provide either
manual gain control (MGC) or automatic gain control (AGC). The voltage applied to this
pin should be between +3 volts and +9 volts, with the highest gain being at +3 volts and
nearly zero gain at +9 volts.
The outputs of the MC-1350P are connected to the primaries of T3 and T4. Each output
circuit has a resistor (R2 and R5) across the transformer winding. The transformers used
can be standard ‘transistor radio’ IF transformers provided that the impedance matching
requirements are met.
The DC power is applied to the MC-1350P devices through pins 1 and 2. Bypass
capacitors C3 and C5 are used to decouple the DC power lines, and thereby prevent
oscillation. All of the bypass capacitors (C2, C3, C4 and C5) should be mounted as close
to the bodies of U1 and U2 as possible. They can be disk ceramic devices, or some of the
newer dielectric capacitors, provided of course that they are rated for operation at the
frequency you select. Most capacitors will work to 10.7 MHz, but if you go to 50 MHz or
so, some capacitor types might show too much reactance (disk ceramic works fine at those
frequencies, however).
The DC power supply should be regulated at some voltage between +9 VDC and +15
VDC. More gain can be obtained at +15 VDC, but I used +10 VDC with good results. In
each power line there is a 100 ohm resistor (R3 and R6), which helps provide some
isolation between the two devices. Feedback via the power line is one source of oscillation
in high frequency circuits.
There are several ways to make this circuit work at other frequencies. If you want to use
a standard IF frequency up to 45 MHz or so, then select IFTs with the configuration shown
in Fig. 7–17.
If you want to make the circuit operate in the HF band on a frequency other than
10.7 MHz, then it’s possible to use a 10.7 MHz transformer. If the desired frequency is less
than 10.7 MHz, then add a small value fixed or trimmer capacitor in parallel with the
tuned winding. It will add to the built-in capacitance, reducing the resonant frequency. I
don’t know how low you can go, but I’ve had good results at the 40 metre amateur band
(7–7.3 MHz) using additional capacitance across a 10.7 MHz IF transformer.
On frequencies higher than 10.7 MHz you must take some more drastic action. Take one
of the transformers, and turn it over so that you can see the pins. In the middle of the
bottom header, between the two rows of pins, there will be an indentation containing the
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tuning capacitor. It is a small tubular ceramic capacitor (you may need a magnifying glass
to see it well if your eyes are like mine). If it is colour coded, then you can obtain the value
using your knowledge of the standard colour code. Take a small screwdriver and crush
the capacitor. Clean out all of the debris to prevent shorts at a later time. You now have
an untuned transformer with an inductance probably somewhere around 2 H. You can
use the standard L–C resonance formula to calculate a new trial capacitance value.
If the original capacitor was marked as to value or colour coded, then you can calculate
the approximate capacitance needed by taking the ratio of the old frequency to the new
frequency, and then square it. The square of the frequency ratio is the inverse of the
capacitance ratio. For example, suppose a 110 pF capacitor is used for 10.7 MHz, and you
want to make a 20.5 MHz coil. The ratio is (10.7 MHz/20.5 MHz)2 = 0.272. The new
capacitance will be about 0.272 × 110 pF = 30 pF. For other frequencies, you might consider
using homebrew toroid inductors.
A variation on the theme is to make the circuit wideband. This can be done for a wide
portion of the HF spectrum by removing the capacitors from the transformers, and not
replacing them with some other capacitor. In that case, IF filtering is done at the input
(between the IF amplifier and the mixer circuit).

Coupling to block filters
Some filters may require special coupling methods.
Figure 7.18 shows an approach that accommodates mechanical filters as well as crystal
filters. The particular circuit shown is for very high frequency IF amplifiers (e.g. 50 MHz),
but with changes to the values of the components, this IF amplifier could be used from
VLF through VHF regions. The input circuit is tuned by L1 and C1, but care must be taken
to get good matching otherwise noise or IMD performance could be affected. The
amplifier is a MOSFET transistor device connected in the common source configuration.
Gate G1 is used for the signal, and G2 is used for DC bias and gain control.
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Figure 7.18 AGC-controlled IF amplifier.
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The filter is connected to the amplifier through a capacitor to block the DC at the drain
of the MOSFET device (similar capacitors would be used in bipolar circuits as well). The
output of the filter may or may not be capacitor coupled depending upon the design of
the circuits to follow this one.

More IC IF amplifiers
MC-1590 circuit
Figure 7.19 shows an amplifier based on the 1490 or 1590 chips. This particular circuit
works well in the VHF region (30 to 80 MHz). Input signal is coupled to the IC through
capacitor C1. Tuning is accomplished by C2 and L1, which forms a parallel resonant tank
circuit. Capacitor C3 sets the unused differential input of the 1590 chip to ground
potential, while retaining its DC level.
Output tuning in Fig. 7.19 reflects the fact that the 1590 chip has differential output as
well as differential input. The L–C tuned circuit, consisting of the primary of T1 and
capacitor C6, is parallel resonant and is connected between pins 5 and 6. A resistor across
the tank circuit reduces its loaded Q, which has the effect of broadening the response of
the circuit.
V+ power is applied to the chip both through the V+ terminal and pin no. 6 through the
coil L2. Pin no. 2 is used as an AGC gain control terminal.
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Figure 7.19 MC-1590 IF amplifier.
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Figure 7.20 SL560C IF amplifier.

SL560C circuits
The SL560C is basically a gain block that can be used at RF and IF frequencies. Figure 7.20
shows a circuit based on the SL560C. The input of the SL560C is differential, but this is a
single-ended circuit. That requires the unused input to be bypassed to ground through
capacitor C3. Because this is a wideband circuit, there is no tuning associated with the
input or output circuitry. The input circuitry consists of a 0.02 F coupling capacitor, and
an RF choke (RFC1).
A tuned circuit version of the circuit is shown in Fig. 7.21. This circuit replaces the input
circuitry with a tuned circuit (T1), and places a transformer (T2) in the output circuit. Also
different is that the V+ circuit in this case uses a zener diode to regulate the DC
voltage.

FM IF amplifier
There are several forms of IC used for FM processing. The CA3189E (Fig. 7.22) is one of
several that are used in broadcast and communications receivers. The input circuitry
consists of a filter, although L–C-tuned circuits could be used as well. In this version, the
filter circuit is coupled via a pair of capacitors (C1 and C2) to the CA3189E. The input
impedance is set by resistor R1, and should reflect the needs of the filter rather than the
IC (filters don’t produce the same response when mismatched).
The CA3189E is an IF gain block and FM demodulator circuit, all in one IC. Coil L1 and
C6 are used for the quadrature detector, and their value depends on the frequency used.
There are three outputs used on the CA3189E. The audio output is derived from the
demodulator, as is the automatic frequency control (AFC) output. There is also a signal
strength output that can be used to drive an S-meter (M1), or left blank.

Successive detection logarithmic amplifiers
Where signal level information is required, or where instantaneous outputs are required
over a wide range of input signal levels, a logarithmic amplifier might be used. Radar
receivers frequently use log amps in the IF amplifier stages.
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Figure 7.21 Alternate SL560C amplifier.
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Figure 7.22 CA3189E IF subsystem.
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The successive detection method is used because it is difficult to produce high gain
logarithmic amplifiers. The successive detection method uses several log amps, and then
detects all outputs and sums these outputs together. Each amplifier has an output voltage
equal to:
Vo = k log Vin

(7.5)

Where:
Vo is the output voltage
Vin is the input voltage
k is a constant
Figure 7.23A shows the block diagram of such an amplifier, while Fig. 7.23B shows a
hypothetical output-vs-input characteristic. The circuit uses four or more stages of nonlinear amplification so signals are amplitude compressed. Because of this, the circuit is
sometimes called a compression amplifier.

8

Demodulators

The purpose of a detector or demodulator circuit is to recover the intelligence impressed
on the radio carrier wave at the transmitter. They are also sometimes called second detectors
in superheterodyne receivers.
In a superheterodyne receiver the detector or demodulator circuit is placed between the
IF amplifier and the audio amplifier (Fig. 8.1). This position is the same in AM, FM, pulse
modulation and digital receivers (although in digital receivers the demodulator might be
in a circuit called a modem).

IF AMPLIFIER

DEMODULATOR
CIRCUIT

AUDIO
AMPLIFIERS

Figure 8.1 Position of demodulator in circuit.

AM envelope detectors
An AM signal consists of an RF carrier wave whose amplitude varies with the waveform
of a lower frequency audio signal. Amplitude modulation is essentially a mixing process
in which the RF carrier and AF signals are multiplied together, producing sum (RF + AF)
and difference (RF–AF) signals in addition to the inputs. Because of the selectivity of the
transmitter circuits, only the RF carrier and the sum and difference signals appear in the
output. The sum signal is known as the upper sideband (USB), while the difference signal
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Figure 8.2 Simple envelope detector.
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is known as the lower sideband (LSB). Hence, the bandwidth of the AM signal is
determined by the highest audio frequency transmitted, and is equal to twice that
frequency.
Figure 8.2 shows a simple AM envelope detector circuit, while Fig. 8.3 shows the
waveforms associated with this circuit. The circuit consists of a signal diode rectifier
connected to the output of an IF amplifier. There is a capacitor (C1) and resistive load
connected to the rectifier. When the input signal is received (Fig. 8.3A), it is rectified (Fig.
8.3B), producing an average current output that translates to the voltage waveform of Fig.
8.3C. Low-pass filter R1C2 takes out the residual RF/IF signal.
The important attribute of a demodulator is for it to have a non-linear response,
preferably with a sharp cut-off. Figure 8.4 shows the input and output characteristics
compared with the diode’s I-vs-V curve. At low signal levels the diode acts like a square
law detector, but at higher signal levels the operation is somewhat linear.
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C

Figure 8.3 Waveforms associated with envelope detector.
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Figure 8.4 Waveforms associated with envelope detector superimposed on diode characteristic.
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Consider a diode with an I-vs-V characteristic of:
ld = a0 + a1 Vd + a2 V2d

(8.1)

Vd = A[1 + ms(t)]cos(2fc t)

(8.2)

Let:

We can then write:
ld = a0 + a1 A[1 + ms(t)]cos(2fc t) + a2 A 2[1 + ms(t)]2cos2(2fc t)
ld = a0 + a1 A[1 + ms(t)]cos(2fc t) +



. . . + a2 A 2ms(t) +

a2A 2
2

a2 A 2
2

 

m2 S 2(t) +

(8.3)

+ ...
a2 A 2
2

[1 + ms(t)]2cos(4fc t)



(8.4)

Where:
m is the modulation index
fc is the carrier frequency
A is the peak amplitude
a0 , a1 and a2 are constants

VOLTAGE

The terms in the brackets are the modulation and distortion products. The second-order
terms are modulation and distortion, where the higher-order terms are distortion only.
What falls out of the equation is that to keep distortion low, modulation index (m) must
be low as well.
Figure 8.5 shows what happens at the capacitor. The dashed lines represent the output
of the diode, which is a half-wave rectified RF/IF signal; the heavy line represents the
capacitor voltage (Vc ). The capacitor charges to the peak value, and then the diode cuts
off. The voltage across the capacitor drops slightly to the point where its voltage is equal
to the input voltage, when it turns on again. The diode may be modelled as a switch with
resistance. During the non-conduction period, the switch is open and the capacitor
discharges. During the conduction period, the ‘switch’ conducts and charges the

TIME

Figure 8.5 Rectified output.
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capacitor. The waveform across the capacitor when there is no modulation is close to a
sawtooth at the carrier frequency (fc ), and it represents the residual RF. This is reduced by
the R–C filter following the envelope detector (R1C2), and the response of the audio
amplifiers. These components are typically about 30 dB below the carrier level.
The maximum time constant of the filtering action of C1, plus (R1 + R), where R is the
resistance to ground (typically a volume control), that can be accommodated depends on
the maximum audio frequency that must be processed. A frequency of 3 000 Hz, and a
time constant of 10 s yields:
2fm Tc = 23000 × 10–5 s = 0.1884

(8.5)

That produces an output reduction of


1 + (2fm Tc )2

= 1.018

(8.6)

Which is 0.16 dB. At 10 kHz these values are 0.628 and 1.18, or 1.44 dB.
Figure 8.6 shows a version of the envelope detector that uses a high-pass filter at the
output. The time constant R2C2 is set to eliminate low frequency audio. This could be
hum and noise from a poor quality transmitter, or LF signals which a small loudspeaker
could not handle. The speech requirement in communications receivers is 300 to 3000 Hz,
so a 60 Hz hum is easily accommodated.
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Figure 8.6 Practical envelope detector.

An envelope detector with different AC and DC loads (such as Fig. 8.6) can generate
audio distortion if the modulation index is high enough. In the linear mode of operation
of the diode, the modulation index for which distortion begins is:
m =

(R1 + R2)Rd + R1R2
(R1 + R2)(R1 + Rd )

(8.7)

The distortion will be small if
Zm 
R1

<m

Where:
Zm is the impedance of the circuit at the modulating frequency

(8.8)
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Equation (8.7) reduces to this form when Rd << R1, and Zm = R1 in parallel with R2.
Another form of distortion occurs when the RF/IF waveform is distorted. Both in-phase
and quadrature distortion can occur in the RF/IF waveform, especially if the bandpass
filters used in the RF/IF circuit have complex poles and zeros distributed asymmetrically
about the filter centre frequency, or when the carrier is not tuned to the exact centre of the
filter pass band.

AM noise
All radio reception is basically a game of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). At low signal levels
(Fig. 8.7) the SNR is poor, and the noise dominates the output. As the signal level
increases, the noise level increases but at a slower rate than the signal output. The noise
level comes to rest (see dashed line) about 3.7 dB over the no-carrier state, but the signal
level continues upward.

AC POWER OUTPUT

NOISE OUTPUT

OUTPUT
FOR 50% AM

INPUT POWER

Figure 8.7 Noise-vs-output for 50 per cent AM.

Synchronous AM demodulation
One of the factors that controls the comfort level of listening to demodulated AM
transmissions is that the carrier and two sidebands can fade out of phase with each other.
The bad effects of this can be reduced with quasi-synchronous demodulation or
synchronous demodulation. Both require that the incoming carrier be replaced by a
locally generated carrier in the receiver. The difference is that in quasi-synchronous
demodulation the reinserted carrier has random phase, whereas in synchronous
demodulation it is locked in phase with the original carrier via a phase-locked loop
(PLL).

Double sideband (DSBSC) and single sideband (SSBSC)
suppressed carrier demodulators
Double and single sideband suppressed carriers are a lot more efficient than straight AM.
In straight AM, the carrier contains two-thirds of the RF power, with one-third split
between the two sidebands. Interestingly enough, the entire intelligent content of the
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Figure 8.8 Single sideband generator.
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AMPLITUDE

speech waveform is fully contained within one sideband, so the other sideband and
carrier are superfluous.
Figure 8.8 shows a single sideband suppressed carrier (SSBSC, usually shortened to
‘SSB’) transmitter. The heart of the circuit is a balanced modulator circuit. This circuit is
balanced to produce an RF output from the crystal oscillator only when the audio
frequency (AF) signal is present. As a result, the carrier is suppressed in the double
sideband output.
The next stage is a symmetrical bandpass filter circuit that removes the unwanted
sideband, leaving only the desired sideband. The crystal oscillator determines which
sideband is generated. By positioning the frequency of the oscillator on the lower skirt of
the filter, an upper sideband (USB) signal is generated. By positioning the frequency of the
oscillator on the upper skirt of the filter, the lower sideband (LSB) is generated. This is
shown in Fig. 8.9, where Fc is the centre frequency of the filter.

LSB
CRYSTAL
FREQUENCY

USB
CRYSTAL
FREQUENCY

Fc
FREQUENCY

Figure 8.9 Location of USB and LSB crystals.

Following the filter circuit is any amplification or frequency mixing needed to
accomplish the purposes of the transmitter. All stages following the balanced modulator
are expected to be linear amplifiers, because non-linear stages will distort the envelope of
the SSB signal. This means that heterodyning must be used in order to translate the
frequencies, rather than multipliers or other non-linear means. It is generally the way of
transmitter designers to generate the SSB signal at a fixed frequency, and then heterodyne
it to the desired operating frequency. There is also a phasing method of generating an SSB
signal. Double sideband transmitters are the same as Fig. 8.8, except that the filter is not
present.
The basis for SSB and DSB demodulation is the product detector circuit (see Fig. 8.10). In
Fig. 8.10A we see the SSB or DSB signal, with the carrier suppressed (it’s actually a DSB
signal, but an SSB signal would lack the other sideband). This signal is combined with a
strong local oscillator signal (called a beat frequency oscillator or BFO), Fig. 8.10B, to
produce the baseband signal (Fig. 8.10C). This is a mixing process, with the baseband
signal being the difference signal.
Figure 8.11 shows a simple form of product detector circuit. It is like the envelope
detector except for the extra diode (D2) and a carrier regeneration oscillator (also called a
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Figure 8.10 Suppressed carrier spectrum.
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Figure 8.12 More complex diode product detector.

BFO). The circuit works by switching the diodes into and out of conduction with the
oscillator signal. When the output of the oscillator is negative, the diodes will conduct,
passing signal to the output. On positive excursions of the local oscillator signal the
diodes are blocked from conducting by the bias produced by the oscillator signal. The
residual RF/IF signal is filtered out by capacitor C1.
A superior circuit is shown in Fig. 8.12. This circuit is a balanced product detector. It
consists of a balanced ring demodulator coupled through a pair of centre tapped
transformers (T1 and T2). Transformer T1 is the last IF transformer. It has a centre tapped
secondary to receive the strong local oscillator signal used for carrier regeneration. The
output transformer (T2) is also centre tapped but in that case the centre-tap is
grounded.
The circuit works by switching in and out of the circuit pairs of diodes on alternate half
cycles of the oscillator waveform. On positive half cycles diodes D1 and D4 conduct, while
on negative half cycles D2 and D3 conduct. The result is that there is a signal path through
for both cycles, but with opposite polarity due to the balanced transformers; the diodes act
like a changeover switch. The oscillator signal itself is nulled in the primary winding of
T2 so does not appear in the output.
A differential pair of junction field effect transistors (JFETs) is used in Fig. 8.13 to
produce the product detection. The SSB signal is applied to the gate of Q1, while the local
oscillator signal is used to disrupt the operation of the circuit from the Q2 side. Keep in
mind that the local oscillator signal is very much greater in amplitude than the SSB signal.
A low-pass filter tuned to the spectrum that is to be recovered (typically audio) is
connected to the common drain circuits, and thence to the output.
A dual-gate MOSFET transistor is the subject of Fig. 8.14. The normal signal input of the
MOSFET, gate 1, is used to receive the SSB signal from the IF amplifier. The MOSFET is
turned on and off by the local oscillator signal applied to gate 2. Again, an audio low-pass
filter is present at the output (drain) circuit to limit the residual IF signal that gets through
to the modulated output.
Notice in this circuit that there are two capacitors in the source circuit of the MOSFET
transistor (C1 and C2). Typically, one of these will be for RF and the other for AF, although
with modern capacitors it might not be strictly necessary.
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Figure 8.14 Dual-gate MOSFET product detector.

An integrated circuit SSB product detector is shown in Fig. 8.15. This circuit is based on
the MC-1496 analogue multiplier chip. It contains a transconductance cell demodulator
that is switched on and off by the action of the local oscillator. The SSB IF signal is input
through pin no. 1, and the local oscillator through pin no. 10. The alternate pins in each
case are biased and not otherwise used.
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Figure 8.15 MC-1495 product detector.
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Phasing method
An SSB signal is usually demodulated after IF filtering to eliminate unwanted signals,
which may include the other sideband frequency. There is also a phasing method used in
some cases. Figure 8.16 shows this method in block diagram form. There is a similar
method for generating SSB without a filter.
The phasing method splits the SSB IF signal into two paths, I and Q. They are mixed
with a pair of oscillator signals that are the same except for phasing. The I signal is mixed
with the cos(2nFc/F) version of the local oscillator signal, while the Q is mixed with the
–sin(2nFc/F) version of the same signal. The Q channel is passed through a Hilbert
transformer, which has the effect of further phase shifting it by 90 degrees. The I channel
signal is delayed an amount equal to the delay of the Q channel signal. The two signals
are then summed in a linear mixer circuit to produce the output. This method will yield
the lower sideband part of the signal. If we subtract the two signals instead of adding
them we will yield the upper sideband signal.

FM and PM demodulator circuits
Frequency modulation and phase modulation are examples of angle modulation. Figure 8.17
shows this action graphically. The audio signal causes the frequency (or phase) to shift
plus and minus from the quiescent value, which exists when there is no modulation
present. Frequency and phase modulation are different, but similar enough to make the
demodulation schemes the same.
The difference between FM and PM transmitters is the location of the reactance modulator
used to generate the modulated signal (Fig. 8.18). In the FM transmitter the reactance
modulator is part of the frequency determining circuitry (Fig. 8.18A), where in the PM
transmitter it follows that circuitry (Fig. 8.18B).
FM audio signals sometimes have high frequency pre-emphasis applied to reduce
received noise. PM signals generate this pre-emphasis automatically.
Now that we’ve discussed FM and PM transmitters, let’s take a look at the receiver
circuits used to demodulate the FM and PM signals.

Foster–Seeley discriminator
The Foster–Seeley discriminator circuit is shown in Fig. 8.19, while the waveforms are
shown in Fig. 8.20. The output voltage is the algebraic sum of the voltages developed
across the R2 and R3 load resistances. Figure 8.20A shows the relationship of the output
voltage and the frequency.
The primary-tuned circuit is in series with both halves of the secondary winding. When
the signal is at the centre frequency, the IF voltage across the secondary is 90 degrees out
of phase with the primary voltage. This makes the voltages applied to each diode equal
(Fig. 8.20B), resulting in zero output. When the frequency deviates (Fig. 8.20C), the
voltages applied to the diodes are no longer equal and that creates an output from the
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Figure 8.16 Synchronous style detector.
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Figure 8.17 Relationship of audio to RF frequency in FM.
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Figure 8.19 FM discriminator.

detector that is frequency sensitive. As the input signal deviates back and forth across the
centre frequency of the tuned circuit an audio signal is created equal to the
modulation.
In order for the FM/PM transmitter to be received ‘noise free’ it is necessary to precede
the discriminator circuit with a limiter circuit. This circuit limits the positive and negative
voltage excursions of the IF signal, thus clipping off AM noise.

Ratio detector
The ratio detector circuit is shown in Fig. 8.21. This circuit uses a special transformer in
which there is a small capacitor between the centre tap on the primary winding and
the centre tap on the secondary winding. Note that the diodes are connected to aid
each other, rather than buck each other as was the case in the Foster–Seeley
discriminator circuit. When the signal is unmodulated, the voltage appearing across R3
is one-half the AGC (automatic gain control) voltage appearing across R2 because the
contribution of each diode is the same. However, that situation changes as the input
signal is modulated above or below the centre frequency. In that case, the relative
contribution of each diode changes. The total output voltage is equal to their ratio,
hence the name ratio detector.
There are several advantages of a ratio detector over a Foster–Seeley discriminator.
First, there is no need for a limiter amplifier ahead of the ratio detector, as there is with
the Foster–Seeley discriminator. Furthermore, the circuit provides an AGC voltage,
which can be used to control the gain of preceding RF or IF amplifier stages. However,
the ratio detector is sensitive to AM variations of the incoming signal, so the AGC
should be used on the stage preceding the ratio detector to limit those AM excursions.
The capacitor, C3, also helps eliminate the AM component of the signal, which is
noise.
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Figure 8.21 Ratio detector.
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Pulse counting detector
The FM/PM detectors thus far considered have required special transformers to make
them work. In this section we are going to look at a species of coil-less FM detector. A
pulse counting detector is shown in Fig. 8.22. This example uses two integrated circuits,
a hex inverter and a dual J–K flip-flop. The hex inverter has six inverter stages. The first
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stage is used as an amplifier, while the next two are used to produce an output that is free
of AM noise (most noise is AM). This is followed by a pair of divide-by-2 (total divide-by4) stages consisting of a pair of J–K flip-flops. An inverter at the output of the flip-flops
is used to drive a circuit which is basically half a multivibrator (but with no feedback),
followed by another limiter.
The idea is to generate a sequence of pulses all of the same period (set by C2, R2), but
at a rate set by the input frequency. This means that the mark–space ratio, and hence the
average voltage, varies with frequency. It is realized as audio in the low-pass filter
consisting of R3–C3.

Phase-locked loop FM/PM detectors
The phase-locked loop (PLL) circuit can be used as an FM demodulator if its control voltage
is monitored. Figure 8.23A shows the basic PLL circuit. It consists of a voltage-controlled
oscillator (VCO), phase detector, low-pass filter and an amplifier. The FM signal from the
IF amplifier is applied to one port of the phase detector, and the output of the VCO is
connected to the other port. When the two frequencies are equal, there is no output from
the circuit (or, the value is quiescent). When the FM IF signal deviates above or below the
frequency of the VCO, there will be an error term generated. This error signal is processed
in the low-pass filter and amplifier to control the VCO. Its purpose is to drive the VCO
back on the right frequency. It’s this error signal that becomes the modulated output of the
PLL FM demodulator circuit.
Figure 8.23B shows a PLL based on the NE-565 PLL integrated circuit. The resonant
frequency is set by R1 and C1, which should be the centre frequency of the FM signal. As
the signal deviates up and down, the error voltage is monitored, and becomes the
modulated output signal.

Quadrature detector
Figure 8.24 shows the quadrature detector circuit. This circuit is implemented in integrated
circuit form (e.g. MC-1357P, CA-3089), and uses a single phase shifting external coil to
accomplish its goals. This is probably the most widely used form of FM demodulator
today.
The typical quadrature detector IC uses a series of wideband amplifiers to boost the
signal and limit it, eliminating the AM noise modulation that often rides on the signal.
This signal is applied to the signal splitter. The two outputs of the signal splitter are
applied to a gated synchronous detector, but one is phase shifted 90 degrees. The output
of the gated synchronous detector is the modulated audio.
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Capacitors

Capacitors are devices that store electrical energy in an internal electrical field in an
insulating dielectric material. They are one of the two components used in RF tuning
circuits. Like the inductor, the capacitor is an energy storage device. While the inductor
stores electrical energy in a magnetic field, the capacitor stores energy in an electrical (or
electrostatic) field; electrical charge (Q) is stored in the capacitor. But more about that
shortly.
The basic capacitor consists of a pair of metallic plates facing each other, and separated
by an insulating material called a dielectric. This arrangement is shown schematically in
Fig. 9.1A and in a more physical sense in Fig. 9.1B. The fixed capacitor shown in Fig. 9.1B
consists of a pair of square metal plates separated by a dielectric (i.e. an insulator).
Although this type of capacitor is not terribly practical, it was once used quite a bit in
radio transmitters. Spark gap transmitters of the 1920s often used a glass and tin-foil
capacitor fashioned very much like Fig. 9.1B. Layers of glass and foil are sandwiched
together to form a high voltage capacitor. A one-foot square capacitor made of 18 inch thick
glass and foil has a capacitance up to about 2000 pF, depending on the specific glass
material used.

Units of capacitance
The capacitance (C) of the capacitor is a measure of its ability to store current, or more
properly electrical charge. The principal unit of capacitance is the farad (named after
physicist Michael Faraday). One farad is the capacitance that will store one coulomb of electrical
charge (6.28 × 1018 electrons) at an electrical potential of one volt. Or, in math form:
Cfarads =

Qcoulombs
Vvolts

(9.1)

The farad is far too large for practical RF electronics work, so sub-units are typically
used instead. The microfarad (F) is 0.000001 farads (1 F = 106 F). The picofarad (pF) is
0.000001 F, which is 0.000000000001 F, or 10–12 farads. In older radio texts and
schematics the picofarad was called the micromicrofarad (F or mmF), but never fear:
1 F = 1 pF.
The capacitance of the capacitor is directly proportional to the area of the plates (in
terms of Fig. 9.1B, L × W), inversely proportional to the thickness (T) of the dielectric (or
the spacing between the plates, if you prefer), and directly proportional to the dielectric
constant (K) of the dielectric.
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Figure 9.1 (A) Capacitor symbol and physical implementation; (B) dimensioning the capacitor.
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Dielectric constant is a property of the insulator material, and a measure of the
material’s ability to support electric flux; it is thus analogous to the permeability of a
magnetic material. The standard of reference for dielectric constant is a perfect vacuum,
which by definition has a value of K = 1.0. Other materials are compared with the vacuum.
The values of K for some common materials are:
Vacuum
Dry air
Paraffin (wax) paper
Glass
Mica
Rubber
Dry wood
Pure (distilled) water

1.0000
1.0006
3.5
5 to 10
3 to 6
2.5 to 35
2.5 to 8
81

The value of capacitance in any given capacitor is found from:
C =

0.0224KA(N – 1)
T

(9.2)

Where:
C is the capacitance in picofarads (pF)
K is the dielectric constant
A is the area of one of the plates (L × W), assuming that the two plates are identical, in
square inches
N is the number of identical plates
T is the thickness of the dielectric

Breakdown voltage
The capacitor works by supporting an electrical field between two metal plates. When the
electrical potential, i.e. the voltage, gets too large, free electrons in the dielectric material
(there are a few, but not many, in any insulator) may flow. If a stream of electrons gets
started, then the dielectric may break down and allow a current to pass between the
plates. The capacitor is shorted. The maximum breakdown voltage of the capacitor must
not be exceeded. However, for practical purposes there is a smaller voltage called the DC
working voltage (WVDC) rating that defines the maximum safe voltage that can be applied to
the capacitor. Typical values found in common electronic circuits range from 8 WVDC to
1000 WVDC, although multi-kilovolt WVDC ratings are also available.

Circuit symbols for capacitors
The circuit symbols used to designate fixed value capacitors are shown in Fig. 9.2A, and
for variable capacitors in Fig. 9.2B. Both types of symbol are common. In certain types of
capacitor, the curved plate shown on the left in Fig. 9.2A is usually the outer plate, i.e. the
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Figure 9.2 Circuit symbols for capacitors.

one closest to the outside package of the capacitor. This end of the capacitor is often
indicated with a colour band next to the lead attached to that plate.
The symbols for the variable capacitor are shown in Fig. 9.2B. This symbol is the fixed
value symbol with an arrow through the plates. Small trimmer and padder capacitors are
often denoted by the symbol of Fig. 9.2C. The variable set of plates is designated by the
arrow. Sometimes a trimmer looks like a variable capacitor but with the arrow head
replaced by a little bar.

Fixed capacitors
There are several types of fixed capacitor found in typical electronic circuits, and these are
classified by dielectric type: paper, mylar, ceramic, mica, polyester and others.

Paper dielectric capacitors
The construction of old-fashioned paper capacitors is shown in Fig. 9.3. It consists of two
strips of metal foil sandwiched on both sides of a strip of paraffin wax paper. The strip
sandwich is then rolled up into a tight cylinder. This rolled-up cylinder is then packaged
in either a hard plastic, bakelite, or paper-and-wax case. When the case is cracked, or the
wax end plugs are loose, replace the capacitor even though it tests good . . . it won’t be for
long. Paper capacitors come in values from about 300 pF to about 4 F. The breakdown
voltages will be 100 WVDC to 600 WVDC.
The paper capacitor is used for a number of different applications in older circuits such as
bypassing, coupling, and DC blocking. Unfortunately, no component is perfect. The long
rolls of foil used in the paper capacitor exhibit a significant amount of stray inductance. As a
result, the paper capacitor is not used for high frequencies. Although they are found in some
early shortwave receiver circuits, they are not used at all at VHF.

Mylar dielectric capacitors
In modern applications, or when servicing older equipment that used paper capacitors,
use a mylar dielectric capacitor in place of the paper capacitor. These capacitors use a sheet
of stable mylar synthetic material for the dielectric, and are of dipped construction (Fig.
9.4). Select a unit with exactly the same capacitance value, and a WVDC rating that is
equal to or greater than the original WVDC rating.
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Figure 9.3 (A) Rolled paper capacitor; (B) Paper capacitor.

Ceramic dielectric capacitors
Several different forms of ceramic capacitors are shown in Fig. 9.5. These capacitors come
in values from a few picofarads up to 0.5 F. The working voltages range from 63 WVDC
to more than 30 000 WVDC. The tubular ceramic capacitors are typically much smaller in
value than disk or flat capacitors, and are used extensively in VHF and UHF circuits for
blocking, decoupling, bypassing, coupling, and tuning.

Figure 9.4 Dipped capacitor.
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Figure 9.5 Several forms of ceramic capacitor.

The feedthrough type of ceramic capacitor is used to pass DC and low frequency AC
lines through a shielded panel. These capacitors are often used to filter or decouple lines
that run between circuits that are separated by the shield for purposes of electromagnetic
interference (EMI) reduction.
Ceramic capacitors are often rated as to temperature coefficient. This specification is the
change of capacitance per change of temperature in degrees Celsius. A ‘P’ prefix indicates
a positive temperature coefficient, an ‘N’ indicates a negative temperature coefficient, and
the letters ‘NPO’ indicate a zero temperature coefficient (NPO stands for ‘negative
positive zero’). Do not ad-lib on these ratings when servicing a piece of electronic
equipment. Use exactly the same temperature coefficient as the original manufacturer
used. Non-zero temperature coefficients are often used in oscillator circuits to temperature
compensate the oscillator’s frequency drift.

Mica dielectric capacitors
Several different types of mica capacitor are shown in Fig. 9.6. The fixed mica capacitor
consists of metal plates on either side of a sheet of mica, or a sheet of mica that is silvered
with a deposit of metal on both sides. The range of values for mica capacitors tends to be
50 pF to 0.02 F at voltages in the range of 400 WVDC to 1000 WVDC.
The mica capacitor shown in Fig. 9.6C is called a silvered mica capacitor. These capacitors
are low temperature coefficient, although for most applications an NPO disk ceramic will
serve better than all but the best silvered mica units. Mica capacitors are typically used for
tuning and other uses in higher frequency applications.

Other capacitors
Today the equipment designer has a number of different dielectric capacitors available
that were not commonly available (or available at all) a few years ago. The polycarbonate,
polyester and polyethylene capacitors are used in a wide variety of applications where the
above discussed capacitors once ruled supreme. In digital circuits we find tiny little
100 WVDC capacitors with values of 0.01 F to 0.1 F. These are used for decoupling the
noise on the +5 VDC power supply line. In circuits such as timers and op-amp Miller
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Figure 9.6 Several forms of mica capacitor.

integrators, where the leakage resistance across the capacitor becomes terribly important,
we might want to use a polyethylene capacitor. Check current catalogues for various old
and new style capacitors – the applications paragraph in the catalogue will tell you in
which applications they will serve, and that is a guide to the type of antique capacitor it
will replace.

Variable capacitors
Variable capacitors are, like all capacitors, made by placing two sets of metal plates
parallel to each other (Figs 9.1B and 9.7A), separated by a dielectric of air, mica, ceramic,
or a vacuum. The difference between variable and fixed capacitors is that, in variable
capacitors, the plates are constructed in such a way that the capacitance can be
changed.
There are two principal ways to vary the capacitance: either the spacing between the
plates is varied, or the cross-sectional area of the plates that face each other is varied.
Figure 9.7B shows the construction of a typical variable capacitor used for the main tuning
control in radio receivers. The capacitor consists of two sets of parallel plates. The stator
plates are fixed in their position, and are attached to the frame of the capacitor. The rotor
plates are attached to the shaft that is used to adjust the capacitance.
Another form of variable capacitor found in radio receivers is the compression capacitor
shown in Fig. 9.7C. This consists of metal plates separated by sheets of mica dielectric. The
entire capacitor will be mounted on a ceramic or other form of holder. If mounting screws
or holes are provided, then they will be part of the holder assembly.
Still another form of variable capacitor is the piston capacitor shown in Fig. 9.7D. This
type of capacitor consists of an inner cylinder of metal coaxial to, and inside of, an outer
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cylinder of metal. An air, vacuum or (as shown) ceramic dielectric separates the two
cylinders. The capacitance is increased by inserting the inner cylinder further into the
outer cylinder.
The small compression or piston style variable capacitors are sometimes combined with
air variable capacitors. Although not exactly correct usage, the smaller capacitor used in
conjunction with the larger air variable is called a trimmer capacitor. These capacitors are
often mounted directly on the air variable frame, or very close by in the circuit. In many
radios the ‘trimmer’ is actually part of the air variable capacitor.
There are actually two uses for small variable capacitors in conjunction with the main
tuning capacitor in radios. First, there is the true ‘trimmer’, i.e. a small-valued variable
capacitor in parallel with the main capacitor (Fig. 9.8A). These capacitors are used to trim
the exact value of the main capacitor. The other form of small capacitor is the padder
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Figure 9.7 (A) Air variable capacitor; (B) frontal view;
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capacitor (Fig. 9.8B), which is connected in series with the main capacitor. The error in
terminology referred to above is calling both series and parallel capacitors ‘trimmers’,
when only the parallel connected capacitor is properly so called.

Air variable main tuning capacitors
The capacitance of an air variable capacitor at any given setting is a function of how much
of the rotor plate set is shaded by the stator plates. In Fig. 9.9A, the rotor plates are
completely outside of the stator plate area. Because the overlap is zero, the capacitance is
minimum. In Fig. 9.9B, however, the rotor plate set has been partly meshed with the stator
plate, so some of its area overlaps the stator. The capacitance in this position is at an
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Figure 9.7 (C) trimmer capacitor; (D) piston capacitor.
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Figure 9.8 (A) Connection of trimmer capacitor; (B) connection of padder capacitor.

intermediate value. Finally, in Fig. 9.9C the rotor is completely meshed with the stator so
the cross-sectional area of the rotor that overlaps the stator is maximum. Therefore, the
capacitance is also maximum.
Figure 9.10 shows a typical single-section variable capacitor. The stator plates are
attached to the frame of the capacitor, which in most radio circuits is grounded. Front and

A

B

C
Figure 9.9 Capacitor in various configurations: (A) fully unmeshed plates; (B) half-meshed plates;
(C) fully meshed plates.
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Figure 9.10 Side view of a single section air variable.

rear plates have bearing surfaces to ease the rotor’s action. These capacitors were often
used in early multi-tuning knob TRF radio receivers (the kind where each RF-tuned circuit
had its own selector knob). But that design was not terribly good, so the ganged variable
capacitor (Fig. 9.11) was invented. These capacitors are basically two or three (as in Fig.
9.11) variable capacitors mechanically ganged on the same rotor shaft.
The sections of a ganged variable capacitor may have the same capacitance, or may be
different. If one with identical sections is used in a superheterodyne radio, the section
used for the local oscillator (LO) tuning must be padded with a series capacitance in order
to reduce the overall capacitance. This trick is done to permit the higher frequency LO to
track with the RF amplifiers on the dial.

Figure 9.11 Three section air variable capacitor.

In many superheterodyne radios you will find variable tuning capacitors in which one
section (usually the front section) has fewer plates than the RF amplifier section (an
example is shown in Fig. 9.12). These capacitors are sometimes called cut-plate capacitors
because the LO section plates are cut to permit tracking of the LO with the RF.

Capacitor tuning laws – SLC-vs-SLF
The variable capacitor shown in Fig. 9.9 has the rotor shaft in the geometric centre of the
rotor plate half-circle. The capacitance of this type of variable capacitor varies linearly
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Figure 9.12 Cut-plate capacitor.

with the rotor shaft angle. As a result, this type of capacitor is called a straight line
capacitance (SLC) model. Unfortunately, the frequency of a tuned circuit based on
inductors and capacitors is not a linear (straight line) function of capacitance; it goes like
the inverse of the square root of the capacitance. If a straight line capacitance unit is used
for the tuner, then the frequency units on the dial will be cramped at one end and spread
out at the other (you’ve probably seen such radios).

Figure 9.13 Straight line frequency capacitor.

Some capacitors have an offset rotor shaft and funny shaped plates (Fig. 9.13) to
compensate for the tuning circuit. They are designed to produce a roughly linear
relationship between the shaft angle and the resonant frequency of the tuned circuit in
which the capacitor is used. This is a straight line frequency (SLF) capacitor. The SLF law
works best if the tuning ratio matches what the capacitor designer intended, e.g. about 3:1
to cover the medium wave broadcast band. Some very old radios might have a straight
line wavelength (SLW) tuning capacitor.

Special variable capacitors
In the sections above the standard forms of variable capacitor were discussed. These
capacitors are largely used for tuning radio receivers, oscillators, signal generators and
other variable frequency LC oscillators. In this section we will take a look at some special
forms of variable capacitor.
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Split stator capacitors
The split stator capacitor is one in which two variable capacitors are mounted on the same
shaft. The symbol for the split stator capacitor is shown in Fig. 9.14. The split stator
capacitor uses a pair of identical capacitors turned by the same shaft with a common rotor.
They are normally used for balanced tuned circuits in tube transmitters or antenna tuning
units.

Figure 9.14 Split stator capacitors.

Differential capacitors
Although some differential capacitors are often mistaken for split stator capacitors, they
are actually quite different. The split stator capacitor is tuned in tandem, i.e. both capacitor
sections have the same value at any given shaft setting. The differential capacitor, on the
other hand, is arranged so that one capacitor section increases in capacitance, while the
other section decreases by exactly the same amount.
Figure 9.15 shows both the mechanical construction and circuit symbol for a differential
capacitor. Note that the rotor plate is set to equally shade both stator-A and stator-B. If the
shaft is moved clockwise, it will shade more of stator-B, and less of stator-A, so Ca will
decrease and Cb will increase by exactly the same amount. Note: the total capacitance (Ct )
is constant no matter what position the rotor shaft takes, only the proportion between Ca
and Cb changes.

A

Figure 9.15 (A) Differential capacitors; (B) physical implementation.

B
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Differential capacitors are used in impedance bridges, RF resistance bridges, and
other such instruments. If you buy or build a high quality RF impedance bridge for
antenna measurements, for example, it is likely that it will have a differential capacitor
as the main adjustment control. The two capacitors are used in two arms of a
Wheatstone bridge circuit.

‘Transmitting’ variable capacitors
The one requirement of transmitting variable capacitors (and certain antenna tuner
capacitors) is the ability to withstand high voltages reliably. The high power ham radio or
AM broadcast transmitter will have a DC potential of 1500 volts to 7500 volts on the RF
amplifier anode, depending on the type of tube used. If amplitude modulated, the
potential can double. Also, if certain antenna defects arise, then the RF voltages in the
circuit can rise quite high. As a result, the variable capacitor used in the final amplifier
plate circuit must be able to withstand these potentials.
There are two forms of transmitting variable typically found in RF power amplifiers and
antenna tuners. A transmitting air variable capacitor is like the other forms of air variable
shown in this chapter, except that the plate spacing is wider to account for higher voltages
used in transmitters. The other form of transmitting variable is the vacuum variable. This
type of capacitor is a variation of the piston capacitor, but it has a vacuum dielectric
(K-factor = 1.0000). The model shown in Fig. 9.16 is a 18 pF to 1000 pF model that is driven
from a 12 VDC electric motor. Other vacuum variables are manually driven.

Figure 9.16 Vacuum variable.

Variable capacitor cleaning note
Antique radio buffs often find that the main tuning capacitors in their radios are full of
crud, grease and dust. Similarly, ham radio operators working the hamfest circuit looking
for linear amplifier and antenna tuner parts often find just what they need, but the thing
is full of scum, crud, grease and other stuff. There are several things that can be done
about it. First, try using dry compressed air. It will remove dust, but not grease. Aerosol
cans of compressed air can be bought from a lot of sources, including automobile parts
stores and photography stores.
Another method, if you have the hardware, is to ultrasonically clean the capacitor. The
ultrasonic cleaner, however, is expensive.
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Still another way is to use a product such as Birchwood Casey Gun Scrubber. This product
is used to clean firearms, and is available in most gun shops. Firearms become clogged up
because gun grease, oil, unburned powder and burned powder residue combine to create
a crusty mess that’s every bit as hard to remove as capacitor gunk. A related product is the
degunking compound used by car mechanics.
At one time, carbon tetrachloride was used for this purpose . . . and you will see it listed in
old radio books. However, carbon tet is now well recognized as a health hazard. Do not use
carbon tetrachloride for cleaning, despite the advice to the contrary found in old radio books.

Using and stabilizing a varactor diode
Have you tried to buy an air variable capacitor for a receiver project recently? They are
very rare these days. I’ve seen them advertised in some amateur radio parts catalogues,
in British electronics catalogues, and in antique radio supplies catalogues in the USA, but
otherwise it’s catch as catch can. So what to do? Well, it seems that commercial radio
manufacturers today use voltage variable capacitance diodes, commonly called varactors, for
the radio tuning function. These special semiconductor diodes exhibit a capacitance across
the PN junction that is a function of the reverse bias potential (see Fig. 9.17).
The diode representations of Figs 9.17A and 9.17B are in the form of PN junction diode
block diagrams. In the N-type region negative charge carriers (electrons) predominate,
while in the P-type region positive charge carriers (holes) predominate. When a reverse
bias potential is applied, as in Fig. 9.17A, the charge carriers are pulled away from the
junction region to form a depletion zone that is depleted of charge carriers (hence acts like
an insulator or ‘dielectric’). The situation is the same as in a charged capacitor: an
insulator separating two electrically conductive regions. Thus, a capacitance is formed
across the junction that is a function of the width of the depletion zone. Because the size
of the depletion zone is a function of applied voltage (compare Figs 9.17A and 9.17B), the
capacitance of the junction is also a function of applied voltage. A varactor is a diode in which
this function is enhanced and stabilized.
Figures 9.18A and 9.18B show two common circuit symbols for a varactor diode. In both
cases, the normal diode ‘arrow’ symbol is somehow combined with a pair of parallel lines
representing a capacitor. In some cases, I’ve seen a variant on Fig. 9.18A in which an arrow
is drawn through the parallel plates by extending one side of the arrow symbol. I suppose
that’s used to indicate the property of ‘variableness’.
Several different varactors are listed in Table 9.1. Several of these are also available in
the easily available ECG and NTE replacement transistor lines sold by parts houses that
normally deal with radio-tv repair shops. Look up the specs for NTE-611 to NTE-618, or
ECG-611 to ECG-618 to see if they are appropriate for your application. Alternatively, look
up the replacements for those diodes in the table from the ECG or NTE crossover
directories.

Varactor tuning circuits
The varactor diode wants to see a voltage that is proportional to the desired capacitance.
Several different circuits are used to provide this function, some of which are shown in
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Figure 9.17 Structure of a varactor diode.
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Figure 9.18 Varactor diode symbols.

Table 9.1
Type no.
1N5139
MV2101
MMBV105G
MV209
BB212

Capacitance range

Tuning ratio

Frequency ratio

6.8–47 pF
6.8–100 pF
120–550 pF
30 pF
10–550 pF

2.7–3.4
1.6–3.3
10–14
5–6.5
—

1.6–1.8
1.6–1.8
3.2–3.7
2.2–2.5
7.4

Figs 9.19 and 9.20. In all cases, the tuning voltage must be supplied from a reference
voltage source that is very stable. It is normally considered good engineering practice to
provide +VREF from a separate voltage regulator that serves only the varactor, even when
the maximum value of the voltage is the same as the rest of the circuit (e.g. +12 volts).
Therefore, always use a voltage regulator to provide the tuning voltage source potential. Most
varactors use a maximum voltage around +30 to +40 volts, while many intended for car
radio applications are rated only to +12 or +18 volts (check!).
The simplest and probably most popular circuit is shown in Fig. 9.19A. In this circuit,
a potentiometer (R1) is connected across the VREF supply, so the tuning voltage (VT ) is a
function of the potentiometer wiper position. In many cases, a 0.001 F to 0.01 F
capacitor is connected from the wiper of the potentiometer to ground in order to snuff any
noise pulses so they don’t alter the tuning (they are, as far as the diode is concerned, valid
tuning voltage signals!). A series current-limiting resistor (R1), usually of a value between
4.7 kohms and 100 kohms, is used to protect the diode in case the voltage gets to the
breakover point, and also to isolate C1 capacitance from the tuning circuit. In many cases,
a DC blocking capacitor (C2) is needed to prevent the tuning voltage from affecting
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following circuits, or other circuit voltages from affecting the varactor diode tuning
voltage. From the point in Fig. 9.19A marked ‘To Circuit’ the varactor network acts like a
variable capacitor.
A variant circuit is shown in Fig. 9.19B. In this circuit the tuning voltage is only a small
portion of the reference voltage. Thus, the tuning voltage is produced by a voltage divider
made up of three resistors: R1, R2 and R3. In some cases, one or more of the other resistors
will be a trimmer potentiometer to set the ‘fine’ or ‘vernier’ frequency of the overall circuit.

+VREF

TO
CIRCUIT

R1
10K

R1
10K
TUNE

C2
0.01 µF

C1
0.01 µF

D1

A

+VREF

VT

TO
CIRCUIT

R2

R1
10K

R1
10K
TUNE
C1
0.01 µF

C2
0.01 µF

D1

R3
TRIM

B

Figure 9.19 (A) Tuning circuit for varactor diode; (B) alternative tuning circuit.

Regardless of which tuning circuit is used, the resistors, including the potentiometer,
should be low temperature coefficient types in order to reduce thermal drift. Ordinary
carbon composition resistors are probably not suitable for most applications.
If you wish to sweep a band of frequencies, i.e. in a sweep generator or swept receiver
(e.g. panadaptor or spectrum analyser), then replace the +VREF potential with a sawtooth
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Figure 9.20 Complex tuning circuit.
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waveform. The sawtooth waveform is a linear ramp that rises to a specified maximum
voltage, and then drops back to zero abruptly. Unfortunately, it is rarely the case that the
sawtooth voltage range, the desired swept frequency range, and the varactor voltage
characteristic are in sync with each other. For those situations we need to be able to
provide a sawtooth of variable amplitude to set the sweep width and a DC offset tuning
voltage to provide the centre frequency function. Figure 9.20 shows how this might be
done.
The circuit of Fig. 9.20 uses three operational amplifiers to provide the combination
tuning voltage. Op-amp A1 provides a variable amplitude sweep width control to change
the sawtooth amplitude. If feedback resistor R5 is made 10 kohms, then the output
sawtooth will have the same amplitude as the input sawtooth. If higher or lower
amplitude is needed, then adjust the gain of A1 by selecting a different R5 value: Gain = –
R5/R6 = –R5/10 kohms (the ‘–’ indicates that the circuit is an inverter). For tuning
voltages to 18 volts, ordinary 741s can be used for A1 through A3.
Digital frequency control can be accomplished by supplying the reference voltage
(+VREF ) from a digital-to-analogue converter (DAC) that has a voltage output. The binary
number applied to the DAC binary inputs will set the tuning voltage, which in turn sets
the capacitance of the diode. Those who wish to experiment with low cost components
will find that the eight-bit National DAC0800 series devices (available in most local parts
stores in the Jameco Jim-Pak display) will provide 256 different steps of voltage (hence also
of capacitance and frequency). An op-amp is recommended to convert the current output
of the DAC080x to a voltage (the National Linear Data Book gives example circuits as well
as specs for the different devices in the series).

Temperature compensation
There is one nasty little problem with the varactor tuning circuit – the thermal drift can
be horrible! According to one source, the temperature coefficient of capacitance (ppm/°C)
varied from about 30 ppm/°C at +VREF = 30 volts to 587 ppm/°C at +VREF = 1 volt.
Ouch! There are three approaches to this problem: (1) ignore it; (2) use Fig. 9.21, (3) use
Fig. 9.22.
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+VREF to D1

V = 0.6 V
@ 25ºC

Figure 9.21 Thermal coupling gives thermal feedback.
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Figure 9.22 Use of the MUS-460-Z device.
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The circuit of Fig. 9.21 uses a fixed, regulated voltage for +VREF, but passes it through an
ordinary silicon diode (D2) that is in close thermal proximity to the varactor diode (so they
see the same temperature environment). When resistor R1 is set to draw a current through
D2 sufficient to get the voltage drop into the 0.6 volt region, then the output voltage +VREF
will track the thermal changes to counteract the change of capacitance. In practice, R1 can be
the tuning potentiometer when diodes such as 1N4148 or 1N914 are used.
Figure 9.22 shows a circuit using a special zener diode voltage regulator sold in Europe
under both MVS-460-2 and ZTK33B type numbers. It appears to be a +33 volt zener diode
that has a –2.3 mV/°C temperature coefficient. It will provide a nominal +33 volt output
for all input voltages (V) greater than 34 VDC. Again, the temperature stabilizer (which
looks like a diode) is placed in close thermal proximity to the varactor diode being
protected. The MVS-460-2 part is in a TO-92-like plastic package, while the ZTK33B is in
the normal glass diode package (similar to 1N60 devices).
Unfortunately, the MVS-460-2 and ZTK33B are hard to find in the USA. I bought some
from Maplins Professional Supplies in England (PO Box 777, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 8LU,
England) for £0.382 (at the time of writing £1 = $1.62, but the rate changes daily so check
before sending money order denominated in £ sterling) each in lots of 25 or more.
Unfortunately, with a minimum practical order of several pounds sterling, plus a shipping
charge of £8 for USA and Canada, means that it is best to order 25 or so. This translates
to $27.38 or so, if the price still holds as of publication date. Ordering from the UK is
reasonably easy. You can get an international money order denominated in pounds
sterling at many banks, but the fee might make you think otherwise (my bank gets $15,
which is why I opened a UK checking account). Alternatively, they will accept Visa,
Mastercard or American Express cards. The card company will make the currency
conversion for you, and they use the rate in effect on the day they make the conversion.
I’ve used all three types of cards to make purchases from UK electronic and old book
dealers (my other passion), and experienced no problems. Give them the card number,
expiration date and your signature authorizing the charge.

Varactor applications
Varactors are electronically variable capacitors. In other words, they exhibit a variable
capacitance that is a function of the applied reverse bias potential. This phenomenon leads
to several common applications in which capacitance is a consideration. Figure 9.23 shows
a typical varactor-tuned LC tank circuit. The link coupled inductor (L2) is used to input
RF signal to the tank when the circuit is used for RF amplifiers, and in many oscillator
circuits it serves as the output to take signal energy to other circuits. The principal LC tank
circuit consists of a main inductor (L1) and a capacitance made up from the series
equivalent of C1 and varactor D1; or:
Ct =

C1CD1
C1 + CD1

In addition, you must also take into account the stray capacitance (Cs ) that exists in all
electronic circuits. The blocking capacitor and series resistor functions were discussed
previously. Capacitor C2 is used to filter the tuning voltage, Vin .
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Figure 9.23 Varactor in circuit.

Because the resonant frequency of an LC-tuned tank circuit is a function of the square
root of the inductance capacitance product, the maximum/minimum frequency of the
varactor-tuned tank circuit varies as the square root of the capacitance ratio of the varactor
diode. This value is the ratio of the capacitance at minimum reverse bias over the
capacitance at maximum allowable reverse bias. A consequence of this fact is that the
tuning characteristic curve (voltage-vs-frequency) is basically a parabolic function.
Well, that’s that for varactors. If you want to know more theoretical smoke about the
subject, then I recommend Motorola Semiconductor’s application note AN847 ‘Tuning
Diode Design Techniques’ (Motorola Technical Literature Distribution Center, POB 20912,
Phoenix, AZ 85036, USA).
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Inductors

Inductors form a very large part of RF electronic circuitry with applications ranging from
radio tuning, to filters, to RFI/EMI suppression, to impedance matching. In this chapter
we will take a look at the subjects of inductance, inductors (coils), and how to build the
inductors that you need in practical RF circuits. We will also discuss the related topic of
RF transformers.

Inductor circuit symbols
Figure 10.1 shows various circuit symbols used in schematic diagrams to represent
inductors. Figures 10.1A and 10.1B represent alternate but equivalent forms of the same
thing; i.e. a fixed value, air-core inductor (‘coil’ in the vernacular). The other forms of
inductor symbol shown in Fig. 10.1 are based on Fig. 10.1A, but are just as valid if the
‘open-loop’ form of Fig. 10.1B is used instead.
The form shown in Fig. 10.1C is a tapped fixed value air-core inductor. By providing a tap
on the coil, different values of fixed inductance are achieved. The inductance from one end
of the coil to the tap is a fraction of the inductance available across the entire coil. By
providing one or more taps, several different fixed values of inductance can be selected.
Radio receivers and transmitters sometimes use the tap method, along with a bandswitch,
to select different tuning ranges or ‘bands’.

A
D

B
E

C

Figure 10.1 Inductor symbols.
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Variable inductors are shown in Figs 10.1D and 10.1E. Both forms are used in schematic
diagrams, although in some countries Fig. 10.1D implies a form of construction whereby
a wiper or sliding electrical contact rides on the uninsulated turns of the coil. Figure 10.1E
implies a construction where variable inductance is achieved by moving a magnetic core
inside the coil.
Figure 10.1F indicates a fixed value (or tapped, if desired) inductor with a powdered
iron, ferrite or non-ferrous (e.g. brass) core. The core will increase (ferrite or powdered
iron) or decrease (brass) the inductance value relative to the same number of turns on an
air-core coil.

Inductance and inductors
Inductance (L) is a property of electrical circuits that opposes changes in the flow of current.
Note the word ‘changes’, for it is very important. Inductance is somewhat analogous to
the concept of inertia in mechanics. An inductor stores energy in a magnetic field (a fact that
we will see is quite important). In order to understand the concept of inductance we must
understand two physical facts:
1 When a conductor is in a magnetic field that is changing, an electromotive force (EMF or
‘voltage’) appears across the ends of the conductor.
2 When an electrical current moves in a conductor, a magnetic field is set up around the
conductor.
According to Lenz’s law, the EMF induced into a circuit is ‘in a direction that opposes the
effect that produced it’. From this fact we can see the following effects:
1 A current induced by a change in a magnetic field always flows in the direction that sets
up a magnetic field that opposes the original change.
2 When a current flowing in a conductor changes, the magnetic field change that it
generates is in a direction that induces a further current into the conductor that opposes
the current change.
3 The EMF generated by a change in current will have a polarity that opposes the
potential that created the change.
The unit of inductance (L) is the henry (H). A henry is the inductance that creates an EMF
of one volt when the current in the inductor is changing at a rate of one ampere per second, or
mathematically:
V = L

 t 
I

Where:
V is the created EMF in volts (V)
L is the inductance in henrys (H)
I is the current in amperes (A)
t is the time in seconds (s)
 indicates a ‘small change in . . .’

(10.1)
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The henry is the appropriate unit for large inductors such as the smoothing filter chokes
used in DC power supplies, but is far too large for RF circuits. In those circuits the subunits of millihenry (mH) and microhenry (H) are used. These are related to the henry by:
1 henry = 1000 millihenrys (mH) = 1 000 000 microhenrys (H). Thus, 1 mH = 10–3 H and
1 H = 10–6 H.
The term inductance when used alone typically means self-inductance (the effect of a
change on the conductor which initiated the change), and will be so used in this chapter
unless otherwise specified. There is also mutual inductance, which is the effect one
conductor has on another.

Inductance of a single straight wire
Although it is commonly assumed that ‘inductors’ are ‘coils’, and therefore consist of at
least one, usually more, turns of wire around a cylindrical form, it is also true that a single,
straight piece of wire possesses inductance. The inductance of a wire in which the length
is at least 1000 times its diameter is given by:

  d  – 0.75

LH = (0.00508)a ln

4a

(10.2)

(Ratios less than l/d > 1000 are more difficult to calculate.)
The inductance value of representative small wires is very small in absolute numbers,
but at higher frequencies becomes a very appreciable portion of the whole inductance
needed. Consider a 12 inch length of #30 wire (dia. = 0.010 inches). Plugging these values
into Eq. (10.2) yields:

  0.010 in  – 0.75

LH = (0.00508)(12 in) ln

4 × 12 in

LH = 0.471 H

(10.3)
(10.4)

An inductance of 0.471 H seems terribly small, and at 1 MHz it is small compared with
inductances typically used as that frequency. But at 100 MHz, 0.471 H could easily be
more than the entire required circuit inductance. RF circuits have been created in which
the inductance of a straight piece of wire is the total inductance, but when the inductance
is an unintended consequence of the circuit wiring it can become a disaster at higher
frequencies. Such unintended inductance is called stray inductance, and can be reduced by
using broad, flat conductors. An example is the ‘printed circuit’ coils wound on cylindrical
forms shown in Fig. 10.2.

Figure 10.2 Printed circuit circular inductor.
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Figure 10.3 Solenoid inductor.

Self-inductance can be increased by forming the conductor into a multi-turn coil (Fig.
10.3); this makes the magnetic field in adjacent turns reinforce each other. The turns of the
coil must be insulated from each other.
Several factors affect the inductance of a coil. Perhaps the most obvious are the
length, the diameter and the number of turns in the coil. Also affecting the inductance
is the nature of the core material and its cross-sectional area. In the example of Fig. 10.3
the core is air and the cross-sectional area is directly related to the diameter, but in
many radio circuits the core is made of powdered iron or ferrite materials (about which,
more later).

Combining two or more inductors
When inductors are connected together in a circuit their inductances combine similar to
the resistances of several resistors in parallel or series. For inductors in which their respective
magnetic fields do not interact:
1 Series connected inductors:
LTOTAL = L1 + L2 + L3 + . . . + LN

(10.5)

2 Parallel connected inductors:
LTOTAL =

1



1
L1

+

1
L2

+

1
L3

+ ... +

1
LN



(10.6)
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Or, in the special case of two inductors in parallel:
LTOTAL =

L1 × L2

(10.7)

L1 + L2

If the magnetic fields of the inductors in the circuit interact, then the total inductance
becomes somewhat more complicated to express. For the simple case of two inductors in
series, the expression would be:
1 Series inductors:
LTOTAL = L1 + L2 ± 2M

(10.8)

Where M is the mutual inductance caused by the interaction of the two magnetic fields
(note: +M is used when the fields aid each other, and –M is used when the fields are
opposing).
2 Parallel inductors:
LTOTAL =

1

 L1 ± M  +  L2 ± M 
1

1

(10.9)

Some LC tank circuits use air-core coils in their tuning circuits. Where multiple coils are
used, adjacent coils are often aligned at right angles to their neighbour. This helps prevent
unintended interaction of the magnetic fields of the coils. In general, for coils in close
proximity to each other:
1 Maximum interaction between the coils occurs when the coils’ axes are parallel to each
other.
2 Minimum interaction between the coils occurs when the coils’ axes are at right angles
to each other.
For the case where the coils’ axes are along the same line, the interaction depends on the
distance between the coils.

Air-core inductors
An air-core inductor actually has no core, so might also be called a coreless coil. Three
different forms of air-core inductor can be recognized. If the length (b) of a cylindrical coil
is greater than, or equal to, the diameter (d), then the coil is said to be solenoid wound. If
the length is much shorter than the diameter, then the coil is said to be loop wound.
There is a grey area around the break point between these inductors where the loop
wound coil seems to work somewhat like a solenoid wound coil, but in the main most
loop wound coils are such that b << d. The principal uses of loop wound coils is in making
loop antennas for interference nulling and radio direction finding (RDF) applications.
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Solenoid wound air-core inductors
An example of the solenoid wound air-core inductor was shown in Fig. 10.3. This form of coil
is longer than its own diameter. The inductance of the solenoid wound coil is given by:
LH =
Where:
LH is the
a
is the
b
is the
N is the

a 2N 2
9a + 10b

(10.10)

inductance in microhenrys (H)
coil radius in inches (in)
coil length in inches (in)
number of turns in the coil

The above equation will allow calculation of the inductance of a known coil, but it is
usually the case that we need to know the number of turns (N) required to achieve some
specific inductance value determined by the application. For this purpose we rearrange
the equation in the form:
N =


L(9a + 10b)
a

(10.11)

The air-core coil shown in Fig. 10.4 is typical of those found in older radio transmitters,
where it forms the anode tuning inductance. This type of coil is wound of heavy solid
wire, and mounted on a plexiglass or Lucite panel. Because several different frequency
bands must be accommodated, there are actually several taps on the same form. The
required sections are switch selected according to the band of operation.

Adjustable coils
There are several practical problems with the standard fixed coil discussed above. For one
thing, the inductance cannot easily be adjusted either to tune the radio or to trim the
tuning circuits to account for the tolerances in the circuit.

Figure 10.4 Solenoid wound inductor on struts type former.
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Air-core coils are difficult to adjust. They can be lengthened or shortened; the number
of turns can be changed; or a tap or series of taps can be established on the coil in order
to allow an external switch to select the number of turns that are allowed to be effective.
None of these methods is terribly elegant, even though all have been used in one
application or another.
The solution to the adjustable inductor problem that was developed relatively early in
the history of mass produced radios, and still used today, is to insert a powdered iron or
ferrite core (or ‘slug’) inside the coil form (Figs 10.5A and 10.5B). The permeability of the
core will increase or decrease the inductance according to how much of the core is inside
the coil. If the core is made with either a hexagonal hole or screwdriver slot, then the
inductance of the coil can be adjusted by moving the core in or out of the coil. These coils
are called slug-tuned inductors.

A

CONNECTIONS
TUNING
ADJUSTMENT

CORE

FORM
COIL
B

Figure 10.5 (A) Two views of a slug-tuned inductor; (B) different former used in slug-tuned inductor.
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Winding your own coils
Inductors (L) and capacitors (C) are the principal components used in RF tuning circuits
(also called resonant circuits and LC tank circuits). The resonant frequency of a tank circuit is
the frequency to which the LC combination is tuned to, and is found from:
f =

1
2
LC

(10.12)

or, if either the inductance (L) or capacitance (C) is either known or preselected, then the
other can be found by solving Eq. (10.12) for the unknown:
C =

1
42f 2L

(10.13)

or,
L =

1
2 2

4 f C

(10.14)

In all three equations, L is in henrys, C is in farads, frequency is in hertz (don’t forget
to convert values to microhenrys and picofarads after calculations are made).
Capacitors are easily obtained in a wide variety of values. But tuning inductors are
either unavailable, or are available in other people’s ideas of what you need. As a result,
it is often difficult to find the kinds of parts that we need. In this section we will take a
look at how to make your own slug-tuned adjustable inductors, RF transformers and IF
transformers (yes, you can build your own IF transformers!).
Tuning inductors can be either air-core or ferrite/powdered iron-core coils. The air-core
coils are not usually adjustable unless clumsy taps are provided on the winding of the coil.
However, the ferrite and powdered iron-core coils are adjustable if the core is
adjustable.
Figure 10.5 showed one form of ‘slug-tuned’ adjustable coil. The form is made of plastic,
phenolic, fibreglass, nylon or ceramic materials, and is internally threaded. The windings
of the coil (or coils in the case of RF/IF transformers) are wound onto the form. The tuning
slug is a ferrite or powdered iron-coil core that mates with the internal threads in the coil
form. A screwdriver slot or hex hole in either (or both) ends allows adjustment. The
inductance of the coil depends on how much of the core is inside the coil windings.

Amidon Associates coil system
Although blank coil formers were once easily obtained, they fell into disuse. Hobbyists
who wanted to build their own RF coils had to use older stocks, or do something else. But
Amidon Associates, Inc. (2216 East Gladwick, Dominguez Hills, CA, 90220, USA;
310–763–5770 (voice) or 310–763–2250 (fax); http:/www.amidoncorp.com) sells a series of
slug-tuned inductor forms that can be used to make any value coil that you are likely to
need. Figure 10.6 shows a sectioned view of the Amidon forms.
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Figure 10.6 Slug-tuned shielded inductor.

Three sizes of coil form are offered. The L-33-X are 0.31 inch square and 0.40 inch high;
the L-43-X are 0.44 inch square and 0.50 inch high; and the L-57-X are 0.56 inch square and
0.50 inch high. The ‘X’ in each type number indicates the type of material, which in turn
translates to the operating frequency range. Amidon provides tables giving core data,
including AL . This is a factor which allows you to calculate the number of turns needed
for a particular inductance value.
To calculate the number of turns (N) required to make any specific inductance, use the
following equation:
N = 100


LH

0.9AL

(10.15)

The inductance is in microhenrys (H). The ‘AL’ factor is a function of the properties of
the core material; the units are microhenrys per one-hundred turns (H/100 turns).
Although slug-tuned inductors are sometimes considered a bit beyond the hobbyist or
ham, that is not actually true. The Amidon Associates, Inc. L-series coil forms are easily used
to make almost any inductor that you are likely to need.

Using ferrite and powdered iron cores
Powdered iron and ferrite cores are used as forms to make a variety of inductors,
transformers, baluns, EMI chokes, RF chokes and a host of other coil products. The nature
of these forms makes it rather easy to construct workable and accurate components using
a bit of wire and a touch of imagination. In the rest of this chapter we will take a look at
how to use toroid cores, binocular cores, ferrite rods, choke bobbins and ferrite beads.

Materials used in cores
Understanding the nature and properties of powdered iron and ferrite cores is necessary
to get the most out of your projects. Before looking at the cores themselves, let’s first look
at the materials that are used in their manufacture.
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Powdered iron
Powdered iron cores are made of ferrous materials that are powdered and then formed
into a shape with some sort of binding material. Two main types of material are used:
carbonyl irons and hydrogen reduced irons. The carbonyl form offer superior temperature
stability, and have permeability () values from 1  to 35 . These components are often
used in broadband transformers and broadband coils, with high Q values, up to
frequencies of 200 MHz or 300 MHz. Carbonyl cores are often used in high power balun
transformers. The hydrogen reduced types have lower Q values than carbonyl cores, but
offer values of permeability up to about 90. They are used in low frequency chokes and
inductors, and as electromagnetic interference (EMI) filters.
The various materials used for powdered iron cores are designated by both a number
system and a colour-code system. Figure 10.7 shows the material type numbers, colour

MIX

COLOR

26
3

Yellow/White
Grey
Red/White

15
1
2

Blue
Red

7
6

Yellow

White

10

Black

12

Green/White

17

Blue/Yellow

0

Tan

FMHz
0.05

0.10

0.50

1.0

3.0

5.0
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100

200

300
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Figure 10.7 Frequency ranges of powdered iron cores.

Table 10.1
Type



Colour code

Material

26
3
15
1
2
7
6
10
12
17
0

75
35
25
20
10
9
8
6
3
3
1

Yellow/White
Grey
Red/White
Blue
Red
White
Yellow
Black
Green/White
Blue/Yellow
Tan

Hydrogen reduced
Carbonyl HP
Carbonyl GS6
Carbonyl C
Carbonyl E
Carbonyl TH
Carbonyl SF
Powdered iron SF
Synthetic oxide
Carbonyl
Phenolic
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Table 10.2
Type

Uses

26

High permeability, used in EMI filters, DC chokes and switched DC power supplies.

3
15

High-Q coils and transformers between 50 kHz and 500 kHz.
Good Q, high stability. Commonly used in AM BCB and 160 metre amateur applications.

1

High volume resistivity. Used for lower frequency applications.

2

High volume resistivity. Commonly used for inductors and transformers in the 3–30 MHz
HF bands.

7

Used for HF and low end VHF inductors and transformers.

6

Offers higher Q between 30 and 50 MHz, but is used for HF and low VHF band inductors
and transformers.

10

Good Q and high stability for use in inductors and transformers between 40 and 100 MHz.

12

Good Q but only moderate stability for inductors and transformers between 50 MHz and
100 MHz.

17

Similar to Type 12, but has better temperature stability and lower Q.

0

High-Q applications above 200 MHz. The actual inductance is more sensitive to winding
technique than other types.

codes and approximate frequency ranges of the most common forms of powdered iron
core. The characteristics of each type are given in Table 10.1, while some common uses of
each type are given in Table 10.2.

Ferrite materials
Although the name ‘ferrite’ implies ferrous (iron-based) materials, these cores are actually
made of some more exotic compounds of nickel–zinc and manganese–zinc. The nickel–
zinc cores have a high volume resistivity, fairly decent stability, and relatively high Q
factors. They typically have permeability () values of 125  to 850 . The manganese–
zinc cores have lower volume resistivity, with high Q values between 1 kHz and 1000 kHz.
These materials are used in power transformers, switched power supplies, and EMI
filters. They offer high attenuation to frequencies in the 20 MHz and up range.

Making the calculations
There are two basic issues when making coils and transformers:
1 How to calculate how many turns are needed to achieve a required inductance.
2 How do you find the inductance of a coil once the number of turns are known (short
of measuring it on an inductance bridge, of course).
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To find the number of turns required to achieve a required inductance requires
knowledge of a parameter of the material called the AL factor. The basic equations are:
1 Ferrite materials:
N = 1000


L(mH)

AL(mH/1000t)

(10.16)

2 Powdered iron materials:
N = 100
Where:
N
L(H)
L(mH)
AL

is
is
is
is


L(H)

AL(H/100t)

(10.17)

the number of turns
the inductance in microhenrys (H)
the inductance in millihenrys (mH)
an attribute of the core material

To find the inductance of an existing coil, where the number of turns is known, solve Eqs
(10.16) and (10.17) for the value of inductance. There are also some VHF/UHF materials in
which the inductance is calculated in terms of nanohenrys per turn (nH/t).
Table 10.3 shows the properties and uses of several different popular ferrite cores.
Table 10.3
Material



Uses

43

850

Inductors and wideband transformers up to 50 MHz.

61

125

Wideband transformers to 200 MHz, with high Q between 200 kHz and 15 MHz.

63

40

High-Q applications over 15 Mhz and 25 MHz.

67

40

High-Q applications between 10 MHz and 80 Mhz, and wideband applications
to 200 MHz.

68

20

High-Q resonant LC tank circuits between 80 MHz and 180 MHz. It is also used
in wideband amplifiers and transformers.

72

2000

High-Q applications to 500 kHz. It is also used for EMI reduction of frequencies
between 500 kHz and 50 MHz.

75

5000

Low-loss operation between 1 kHz and 1000 kHz. Applications include pulse
transformers, wideband transformers, and EMI filters to attenuate 500 kHz to
20 MHz.

77

2000

Wideband transformers between 1 kHz and 1000 kHz. EMI attenuation filters
between 500 kHz and 50 MHz.

F

3000

Similar to type 77.

J

5000

Low-loss operation between 1 kHz and 1000 kHz. Applications include pulse
transformers, wideband transformers, and EMI filters to attenuate 500 kHz to
20 MHz.
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Now that we’ve laid the foundation by considering the materials, let’s look at the
different types of core that are available. Keep in mind that not all types of core are
available in all types of powdered iron or ferrite material.

Toroid cores
The toroid core gets its name from the fact that its basic shape is the torus. The word torus
is a fancy way of saying the core is doughnut shaped (at least, American doughnuts . . .
the hole isn’t punched out of the centre in some countries). Figure 10.8 shows the basic
torus shape if you are not familiar with doughnuts.

i.d.

h

o.d.
Figure 10.8 Toroidal core.

The main feature that makes toroid cores so attractive in radio construction is that
they are inherently self-shielding, because magnetic flux stays in the core. As a result,
it is possible to mount toroidal inductors in close proximity to each other without fear
of coupling between them. The toroidal inductor can also be mounted closer to other
components than other forms of inductor. Although in some cases you will want to
mount adjacent coils at right angles to each other (as is done with normal slug-tuned
or solenoid-wound air-core coils), it is often the case that the toroid coils can be
mounted in the same plane.
Three dimensions and the AL value are the critical attributes of a toroid core. The
dimensions are outside diameter (o.d.), inside diameter (i.d.) and height (h). The AL value is
a function of the size of the core and the material.
Table 10.4 shows the standard forms of powdered iron toroid core and their critical
parameters. The ‘T-xx’ number refers to the size of the core (the ‘T’ denotes a powdered
iron core). The values in the main body of Table 10.4 are the AL values used to calculate
the number of turns.

H = Hydrogen
Carb = Carbonyl
Syn = Synthetic

T-12
T-16
T-20
T-25
T-30
T-37
T-44
T-50
T-68
T-80
T-94
T-106
T-130
T-157
T-184
T-200

Core size

60
61
76
100
140
120
180
175
195
180
248
450
350
420
720
425

35
370

75
825

N/A
145
180
235
325
275
360
320
420
450
590
900
785
870
1640
895

0.05–0.50

Carb HP

Grey

3

DC-1

H reduced

Material

Frequency
(MHz)

Temp. coef
(PPM/C)

Yellow/
White

26

Colour

Mix

Table 10.4

50
55
65
85
93
90
160
135
180
170
200
345
250
360
N/A
N/A

25
190

0.10–2

Carb GS6

Red/
White

15

48
44
52
70
85
80
105
100
115
115
160
325
200
320
500
250

20
280

0.5–5

Carb C

Blue

1

20
22
27
34
43
40
52
49
57
55
84
135
110
140
240
120

10
95

2–30

Carb E

Red

2

18
N/A
24
29
37
32
46
43
52
50
N/A
133
103
N/A
N/A
105

AL values

9
30

3–35

Carb TH

White

7

17
19
22
27
36
30
42
40
47
45
70
116
96
115
195
100

8
35

10–50

Carb SF

Yellow

6

12
13
16
19
25
25
33
31
32
32
58
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

6
150

30–100

Powdered
iron SF

Black

10

7.5
8
10
12
16
15
18.5
18
21
22
32
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

4
170

50–200

Syn oxide

Green/
White

12

7.5
8
10
12
16
15
18.5
18
21
22
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

4
50

40–180

Carb

Blue/
Yellow

17

3
3
3.5
4.5
6
4.9
6.5
6.4
7.5
8.5
10.6
19
15
N/A
N/A
N/A

1
0

100–300

Phenolic

Tan

0
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Table 10.5
Core size
T-12
T-16
T-20
T-25
T-30
T-37
T-44
T-50
T-68
T-80
T-94
T-106
T-130
T-157
T-184
T-200
T-200A
T-225
T-225A
T-300
T-300A
T-400
T-400A
T-500

O·D· (in)

O·D· (mm)

I·D· (in)

I·D· (mm)

H (in)

H (mm)

0.125
0.160
0.200
0.250
0.307
0.375
0.440
0.500
0.690
0.795
0.942
1.060
1.300
1.570
1.840
2.000
2.000
2.250
2.250
3.000
3.000
4.000
4.000
5.200

3.175
4.064
5.080
6.350
7.798
9.525
11.176
12.700
17.526
20.193
23.927
26.924
33.020
39.878
46.736
50.800
50.800
57.150
57.150
76.200
76.200
101.600
101.600
132.080

0.062
0.078
0.088
0.12
0.151
0.205
0.229
0.300
0.370
0.495
0.560
0.570
0.780
0.950
0.950
1.250
1.250
1.400
1.400
1.920
1.920
2.250
2.250
3.080

1.575
1.981
2.235
3.048
3.835
5.207
5.817
7.620
9.398
12.573
14.224
14.478
19.812
24.130
24.130
31.750
31.750
35.560
35.560
48.768
48.768
57.150
57.150
78.232

0.05
0.06
0.07
0.096
0.128
0.128
0.159
0.190
0.190
0.250
0.312
0.437
0.437
0.570
0.710
0.550
1.000
0.550
1.000
0.500
1.000
0.650
1.000
0.800

1.270
1.524
1.778
2.438
3.251
3.251
4.039
4.826
4.826
6.350
7.925
11.100
11.100
14.478
18.034
13.970
25.400
13.970
25.400
12.700
25.400
16.510
25.400
20.320

The type number of any given toroid core is made up of the T-number (which gives
size) and the material type. For example, a T-50-2 core is made of type 2 material, and will
operate on the 2 to 30 MHz band. It has an AL value of 49 (see Table 10.4). The dimensions
(inches and millimetres) of the standard cores are given in Table 10.5.

Example
Calculate the number of turns required for a 3.3 H inductor for an AM BCB
interference filter for a receiver. Use the T-50-15 core. Table 10.4 shows that the
T-50-15 core has an AL value of 135.
N = 100

N = 100
N = 100



L(H)
AL

3.3 H
135


0.024

= (100)(0.155) = 15.5 turns
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Table 10.6
Wire size
(AWG)

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

26

28

30

32

34

36

38

40

0
0
1
1
1
2
0
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
1
3
4
5
1
1
3
4
5
7
1
3
4
5
7 11
3
5
7
9 12 17
5
6
7 10 15 20
6
8 11 16 21 28
9 12 15 21 28 36
12 17 23 30 39 51
14 20 27 35 45 58
14 20 27 35 45 58
23 30 40 51 66 83
29 38 50 64 82 104
29 38 50 64 82 104
41 53 68 86 109 139
46 60 77 98 123 156
66 85 108 137 172 217
79 100 127 161 202 255
110 149 160 223 279 349

4
5
6
11
15
23
27
37
47
66
75
75
107
132
132
176
198
274
322
443

5
8
9
15
21
31
35
49
61
84
96
96
137
168
168
223
250
347
407
559

8
11
14
21
28
41
46
63
79
108
123
123
173
213
213
282
317
438
513
706

11
15
21
29
37
47
16
21
29
38
49
63
18
25
33
43
56
72
28
37
48
62
79 101
37
48
62
78 101 129
53
67
87 110 140 177
60
76
97 124 157 199
81 103 131 166 210 265
101 127 162 205 257 325
137 172 219 276 347 438
156 195 248 313 393 496
156 195 248 313 393 496
220 275 348 439 550 693
270 336 426 536 672 846
270 336 426 536 672 846
357 445 562 707 886 1115
400 499 631 793 993 1250
553 688 870 1093 1368 1721
648 806 1018 1278 1543 2013
889 1105 1396 1753 2192 2758

Core size
T-12
T-16
T-20
T-25
T-30
T-37
T-44
T-50
T-68
T-80
T-94
T-106
T-130
T-157
T-184
T-200
T-225
T-300
T-400
T-520

Table 10.6 shows the approximate number of turns that can be accommodated by each
size toroid core as a function of wire size. The American Wire Gage (AWG) is used here,
so convert to Standard Wire Gage (SWG) for an approximation of the number of turns that
can be used with UK wire sizes. It is customary to use enamelled or similar insulation
types of wire to wind the coils (although I’ve used PVC insulated hook-up wire, even
though neither customary nor desirable).
The AL values and sizes for ferrite toroid cores are shown in Tables 10.7 and 10.8,
respectively. Keep in mind that the AL values for ferrite are specified in millihenrys per
thousand turns (mH/1000t), rather than the microhenrys per hundred turns (H/100t)
used for powdered iron cores.

Inductors and transformers
Figure 10.9 shows several different forms of inductor and transformers made with
toroidal and other forms of core. The coil in Fig. 10.9A is a single-wound inductor. It is
used as tuning inductors, lump inductance and RF chokes. These coils are characterized
by a single winding of wire on the core.
A two-coil version is shown in Fig. 10.9B. This form of winding is used for transformers.
The dots at the top of the winding are used to indicate the same-phase ends of the coils.
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Table 10.7
Material


43
850

61
125

63
250

67
40

68
20

72
2M

75
5M

77
2M

F
3M

J
5M

188
420
523
570
1140
557
N/A
603
N/A
952
N/A
N/A
N/A
1240

24.8
55.3
68
75
150
73.3
N/A
79.3
146
140
N/A
N/A
N/A
173

7.9
17.7
22
24
48
22.4
N/A
25.4
N/A
45
N/A
N/A
N/A
53

7.8
17.7
22
24
48
22.4
N/A
25.4
N/A
45
N/A
N/A
N/A
53

4
8.8
11
12
12
11.7
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

396
884
1100
1200
2400
1170
N/A
1270
2340
2250
N/A
N/A
N/A
3130

990
2210
2750
2990
N/A
3020
N/A
3170
N/A
6736
N/A
N/A
N/A
6845

356
796
990
1080
2160
1060
N/A
1140
N/A
2340
N/A
N/A
N/A
3130

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
3700
1902
N/A
N/A
2640
5020
4460
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
3020
6040
3170
N/A
6736
4400
8370
7435
6845

Core size
FT-23
FT-37
FT-50
FT-50A
FT-50B
FT-82
FT-87A
FT-114
FT-114A
FT-140
FT-150
FT-150A
FT-193A
FT-240
M = 1 000 000

These dots are important when cross-connecting windings for transformers. Although the
turns ratio is shown apparently 1:1, that is not universally the case. One winding could
easily have a different number of turns than the other winding, depending on the
application. For example, if the transformer is used as the RF input tuning coil of a
receiver, the primary may have only 1 to 5 turns, while the secondary will have as many
turns as are necessary to achieve the resonating inductance.
Table 10.8
Core size
FT-23
FT-37
FT-50
FT-50A
FT-50B
FT-82
FT-87A
FT-114
FT-114A
FT-140
FT-150
FT-150A
FT-193A
FT-240

O·D· (in)

O·D· (mm)

I·D· (in)

I·D· (mm)

H (in)

H (mm)

0.230
0.375
0.500
0.500
0.500
0.825
0.870
1.142
1.142
1.400
1.500
1.500
1.932
2.400

5.842
9.525
12.700
12.700
12.700
20.955
22.098
29.007
29.007
35.560
38.100
38.100
49.073
60.960

0.120
0.187
0.281
0.312
0.312
0.520
0.540
0.750
0.750
0.900
0.750
0.750
1.250
1.400

3.048
4.750
7.137
7.925
7.925
13.208
13.716
19.050
19.050
22.860
19.050
19.050
31.750
35.560

0.060
0.125
0.188
0.250
0.500
0.250
0.500
0.295
0.545
0.500
0.250
0.500
0.750
0.500

1.524
3.175
4.775
6.350
12.700
6.350
12.700
7.493
13.843
12.700
6.350
12.700
19.050
12.700
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Figure 10.9 (A) Single coil; (B) bifilar wound transformer; (C) trifilar wound transformer.

The three-coil winding is shown in Fig. 10.9C. This sort of winding is used on multiple
secondary transformers, balun (balanced–unbalanced) transformers, and phase reversing
(or push-pull) transformers.

Broadband RF transformers
Perhaps the widest use for toroidal transformers is as a balun (or related) form of
transformer. A true balun transformer provides the current paths to convert an
unbalanced source (such as coaxial cable) to a balanced load (such as a dipole antenna),
or vice versa. Some broadband transformers provide impedance transformation as well as
load transformation. It is customary to install a 1:1 balun transformer at the feedpoint of
a dipole or other balanced antenna in order to clean up the pattern. Otherwise, currents
flowing in the shield of the coaxial cable are made part of the antenna and radiate
(distorting the radiation pattern).
Figure 10.10 shows the basic forms of broadband transformers. In each case ‘R’ is not a
physical resistor, but rather represents the load or source impedances. The version in Fig.
10.10A is a 1:1 balun transformer. It provides load transformation but not impedance
transformation. It uses a three-coil winding. A 4:1 balun transformer is shown in Fig.
10.10B. This two-winding balun provides a 4:1 reduction or increase in impedance,
depending upon which direction it is connected.
The transformers in Figs 10.10C and 10.10D are not baluns because they have both load
and source unbalanced. These transformers are sometimes called by the ridiculous but
descriptive term ‘un–un’. The version in Fig. 10.10C uses a pair of two-winding
transformers connected so as to provide a 9:1 impedance transformation ratio. The
version in Fig. 10.10D is similarly constructed, but is connected to provide a 16:1
transformation. Both of these transformers can be used in solid-state amplifiers where the
input impedance is low compared to the 50 ohm system impedance. They can also be used
on antennas such as verticals that can have a low feedpoint impedance (2 to 37 ohms in
the case of the vertical) that must be matched to 50 ohms.
The transformer in Fig. 10.11 is designed to provide two outputs that are 180 degrees
apart. The transformer is wound with three identical coils, with one designated as the
primary and the others as the two secondaries. These transformers are used in

A

16R
UNBALANCED

T1

R
UNBALANCED

D

B

T2

4R
BALANCED

Figure 10.10 (A) 1:1 balun; (B) 4:1 balun; (C) 9:1 un–un; (D) 16:1 un–un.

R
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R
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R
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R
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J3
180o Port

J2
0o Port

Figure 10.11 180 degree un–un.

instrumentation purposes, and for driving a pair of vertical radiators. In the latter
application the directivity can be reversed by switching from parallel feed (no
transformer) and phase-reversed feed with the transformer.

Winding toroid cores
Counting turns
Winding toroid cores seems to be a mystery to some. The number of turns is easily
calculated, but the definition of ‘turn’ in the practical case seems at odds. The correct
designation of ‘turn’ is a pass through the toroid core. Consider Fig. 10.12. The winding
shown in Fig. 10.12A represents a one-turn winding, while that in Fig. 10.12B is a two-turn
winding. Oddly, many people would see the coil in Fig. 10.12B and assume that a ‘turn’
is one complete round about the core. Unfortunately, that’s wrong. In some coils, where
the AL value of the core is high, there is a high ratio of change of inductance per change
in turns. If your toroids are consistently off in the final inductance, then consider how you
are counting turns.

ONE TURN
A

TWO TURNS
B

Figure 10.12 Turns counting on toroidal winding: (A) one turn; (B) two turns.
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Winding styles
Now let’s consider the various winding styles for toroidal cores. In the radio literature you
will see transformers and coils described as single wound, bifilar wound, and trifilar wound.
Figure 10.13 shows these styles. The coil in Fig. 10.13A is single wound. There is only one
winding. The turns of the coil are spaced out up to 330 degrees of the core, leaving an arc
distance of at least 30 degrees between the ends. If the ends are closer together, then there
might be some capacitive coupling between the ends.

SINGLE WOUND

BIFILAR WOUND

TRIFILAR WOUND

B

C

>30
DEG

A

Figure 10.13 (A) Single winding; (B) bifilar winding; (C) trifilar winding.

Bifilar winding is shown in Fig. 10.13B. This form of winding uses two windings, but
they are not simply scramble wound on the core, or wound separately. Rather, they are
wound such that the two wires remain parallel and closely adjacent to each other
throughout the entire winding. Again, observe the requirement of at least 30 degrees
between the ends, and approximately equal spacing around the circumference of the
core.
The trifilar winding is shown in Fig. 10.13C. This form of winding is like the bifilar in
construction, but uses three closely adjacent and parallel windings.
It is wise to use different colours of wire insulation for the windings. Although you
could use an ohmmeter or continuity tester to identify which of the four or six ends are
paired, why bother? I keep several rolls of the various sizes of enamelled wire in Joe’s
Basement Therapy Laboratory (where I go to let the wind out of my head), each of slightly
different colour enamel.
Two systems of designating the windings of a bifilar or trifilar wound toroid
transformer in circuit diagrams are shown in Fig. 10.14. One method is to use phase dots.
Another method is to use a letter–number system in which the winding is identified by
the letter, and the ends are designated by numbers. The ends with the same numeral are
of the same phase. Note that both ends designated ‘2’ in Fig. 10.14 are dotted.
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Figure 10.14 Bifilar wound transformer.

Figure 10.15 shows the method for winding transformers with a different number of
turns in the two windings (Fig. 10.15A). There are basically three methods of winding
these coils. First, you could wind the two windings in the bifilar manner until the
smaller winding is out of wire. The other method is to intersperse the two windings
in the manner of Fig. 10.15B. Finally, the smaller winding can be concentrated in one
area of the core (Fig. 10.15C).
PRIMARY

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

SECONDARY

A

B

SECONDARY

PRIMARY
C

Figure 10.15 Uneven turns bifilar wound transformer: (A) circuit symbol; (B) method 1;
(C) method 2.
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Stabilizing the windings
If you build a large-core toroidal coil or transformer, then the heavy gauge of the wire can
usually be counted on to keep the winding physically stable. But in the case of smaller
cores, the windings sometimes have a habit of unravelling a bit. This can be handled
either by applying a layer of Q-dope over the entire winding, or by placing a small spot of
glue (Fig. 10.16) at the ends of the windings.

Figure 10.16 Stabilizing the windings on a toroid.

Mounting toroids
Now let’s turn our attention to the matter of mounting toroids, both individually and in
close proximity to other toroids. Figure 10.17A shows the method for mounting small
toroids on a printed circuit board or perf board. The toroid is laid flat on the PCB, and the
wires passed through the holes and soldered to the foil side.
The method of Fig. 10.17A works in cases where there is not a lot of vibration. In
some more rugged applications a bit of silicone seal or caulk can be used to stabilize
the toroid. However, in severe cases, or where moderately high powered large cores are
used, it might be better to opt for the method of Fig. 10.17B. The toroid is held fast
using a machine screw and hex nut. Although I have successfully used brass hardware,
I normally use nylon screws and nuts. Similarly, the washers that sandwich the toroid,
and the washer that is under the hex nut, are made of nylon or some other insulating
material. Be careful not to overtighten the nut, or damage to the toroid core can occur
(they are fragile).
Figure 10.17C shows the method for mounting a toroid on end. In this case, the edge
of the form is placed against the PCB, and the wires brought through the holes as
shown. In general, this method of mounting is less preferred than horizontal mounting
because it is inherently less stable. However, when component density on the PCB is
tight, or extraneous magnetic fields could cause a problem, this method becomes more
reasonable.

Mounting multiple coils
Many circuits use two or more toroid coils or transformers in close proximity to each
other. Examples include the input and output transformers of broadband amplifiers, and
the inductors in RF filters. Figure 10.18 shows several different mounting schemes.
One of the glories of the toroidal core is that the magnetic field of a coil wound on it is
self-contained. That means there is little or no interaction between adjacent components
and the toroidal coil. Figures 10.18A through 10.18C show methods of mounting toroidal
cores in close proximity on a PCB.
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The toroid is said to have a self-contained magnetic field, and that is taken to mean that
there can be no coupling to adjacent coils. That claim is true only when the winding is
perfect and there are no manufacturing anomalies in the core itself. The typical core
available to amateur builders is quite high quality. It is, however, often prudent to mount
two or three adjacent coils orthogonal (i.e. at right angles) to each other. Figures 10.18D

A

MACHINE SCREW
WASHER

WINDING

TOROID CORE

PCB

HEX NUT
B

C

Figure 10.17 (A) Simple horizontal mounting of toroid; (B) mounting in a vibration environment;
(C) simple vertical mounting of a toroid.
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A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 10.18 Methods for mounting multiple toroids in close proximity to each other.

through 10.18F show methods of mounting coils adjacent to each other, but in different
planes. These methods of mounting minimize any stray coupling that might occur.

Special mounting methods
A lot of amateur applications, especially RF sensors for RF power meters and VSWR
meters, use a toroidal current transformer with a single-turn primary winding and multiturn secondary winding. Figure 10.19A shows this system schematically. The idea is to put
the single-turn primary right in the centre of the hole, and therein lies the problem.
Figure 10.19B shows one solution to the problem. The single-turn primary is made of
brass tubing or brazing rod. Select a size that is a slip fit for the hole in a smaller size
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ONE-TURN
WINDING

MULTI-TURN
WINDING
A

B

Figure 10.19 (A) Transmission line transformer; (B) physical implementation.

rubber grommet. The grommets are placed on either side of the toroid core, and then
cemented into place. In another case a larger grommet is placed inside the through-hole
of the toroid core, and then cemented into place.

High-power transformers
The volume and cross-sectional area of the cores are a determining factor in their power
handling capacity. In order to boost the power capacity, two or more large size cores are
often stacked together as one. Each toroid is wound with a single layer of fibreglass tape
to insulate it from the other. The bifilar or trifilar windings are then placed over the two
cores together.
I’ve seen (and used) nylon filament packing (or ‘strapping’) tape in place of the
fibreglass, but only on low to moderate power. I have not seen anyone test this tape at the
highest power levels authorized for amateur radio operators.
Mounting of a stacked high power toroid transformer is shown in Fig. 10.20. The cores
are each wrapped in fibreglass tape, and then stacked on top of each other. Additional
runs of tape are then used to secure the assembly together. The core assembly is then
sandwiched between bakelite or plastic supports (washers can be used if available in
those large sizes). The entire assembly is then mounted to a printed circuit board or metal
chassis using a bolt and hex nut. Again, although brass bolts and nuts are sometimes seen,
the use of nylon hardware is highly recommended.

Binocular cores
The binocular core (Fig. 10.21) is sometimes (erroneously) called a ‘balun core’. Perhaps it
gets this ‘street name’ from the fact that it was once used extensively in making wideband
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BAKELITE OR
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FIBREGLASS TAPE ON
EACH WINDING

WINDING
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PLASTIC
SUPPORT

WINDING
LEAD

WASHER

HEX NUT

PCB OR METAL CHASSIS

Figure 10.20 Mounting a power toroid.

balun input transformers for television and FM broadcast receivers. The ‘two-hole balun
core’ designation used by Amidon Associates in the USA is a little nearer the case. The top
and bottom view of the binocular core shows it to be square or rectangular, while a view
of the ends shows a pair of through-holes. The binocular core is usually made of ferrite
materials, although I suppose powdered iron versions can be found as well.

Figure 10.21 Binocular ‘balun’ core.

Table 10.9 shows the dimensions (inches and millimetres) and AL values of some of the
commonly available binocular cores. In the ferrite versions with very high AL values,
tremendous inductance values can be achieved (with correct selection of core material)
using relatively few turns. The AL values are in terms of millihenrys per 1000 turns, so the
required number of turns is found from:
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(10.18)

AL

Where:
N
is the number of turns (t)
L(mH) is the inductance in millihenrys (mH)
is a property of the ferrite (mH/1000t)
AL
Table 10.9

Type No·

O·D·
(in)

O·D·
(mm)

I·D·
(in)

I·D·
(mm)

H
(in)

H
(mm)

T
(in)

T
(mm)

Type

AL
value

BN-43-202
BN-43-2302
BN-43-2402
BN-43-3312
BN-43-7051
BN-61-202
BN-61-2302
BN-61-2402
BN-61-1702
BN-61-1802
BN-73-202
BN-73-2402

0.525
0.136
0.280
0.765
1.130
0.525
0.136
0.280
0.250
0.250
0.525
0.275

13.335
3.454
7.112
19.431
28.702
13.335
3.454
7.112
6.350
6.350
13.335
6.985

0.150
0.035
0.070
0.187
0.250
0.150
0.035
0.070
0.050
0.050
0.150
0.070

3.810
0.889
1.778
4.750
6.350
3.810
0.889
1.778
1.270
1.270
3.810
1.778

0.550
0.093
0.240
1.000
1.130
0.550
0.093
0.240
0.470
0.240
0.550
0.240

13.970
2.362
6.096
25.400
28.702
13.970
2.362
6.096
11.938
6.096
13.970
6.096

0.295
0.080
0.160
0.375
0.560
0.295
0.080
0.160
xxx
xxx
0.295
0.160

7.493
2.032
4.064
9.525
14.224
7.493
2.032
4.064
xxx
xxx
7.493
4.064

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1

2890
680
1277
5400
6000
425
100
280
420
310
8500
3750

Turns counting on binocular cores
A ‘turn’ on a binocular core is one pass through each hole. In Fig. 10.22A we see a core
with a one-turn winding, while in Fig. 10.22B the two-turn case is shown. Additional turns
are counted similarly.

Winding styles on binocular cores
Figure 10.23 shows three different methods for winding a binocular core. The preferred
method (some would say ‘correct’ method) is shown in Fig. 10.23A. The winding is made
through the two holes, and is not outside the core. If two more windings are used, then
it is common practice to lay down the primary winding first, and then lay the secondary
winding on top of it. Bifilar and trifilar winding methods can also be used, but these are
a little more difficult to achieve than on toroid cores.
Alternate methods of winding are shown in Figs. 10.23B and 10.23C. In Fig. 10.23B, one
winding is placed in the centre of the core in the manner of Fig. 10.23A. Two additional
windings are placed on the outsides of the two holes. In Fig. 10.23C the two coils are
wound separately through the two holes, but are orthogonal to each other. Both Figs
10.23B and 10.23C are used, especially when there is a wire size or fit problem, but are not
highly recommended compared with Fig. 10.23A.
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ONE TURN

TWO TURNS

A

B

Figure 10.22 Winding a binocular core: (A) one turn; (B) two turns.

Winding a binocular core
In the 1950s there was a comedy act on American TV in which a chap – who obviously
could be described as about a half-bubble off dead level – attempted to assemble a child’s
toy on Christmas Eve. To say that he was ‘all thumbs’ is to be charitable . . . it was more
like ‘all toes’. My first attempt to wind a binocular core was all too reminiscent of that
early TV comedy. Later, I was shown a simple procedure that made it easy. Figure 10.24
shows this method.
The base of the assembly fixture is a piece of cardboard. I use the sort of cardboard
insert that comes with men’s shirts when they are returned ‘boxed’ from the cleaners.
When cut into two halves the inserts are just about the right size and stiffness. The
binocular core is fastened to the cardboard with a bit of masking tape (preferred over
other types of tape because it is easy to remove). The first (inner) winding is started
by taping one end of the wire to the cardboard a few centimetres from the core. The
wire is snaked through both holes of the core as many times as needed for the coil
being constructed. The end of the first winding is then taped to the cardboard with
another bit of masking tape. The second winding is overlaid on the first using a similar

A

B

C

Figure 10.23 Three different winding styles for binocular balun.
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Figure 10.24 Method for winding binocular balun transformers.

procedure. After the windings are completed, a bit of Q-dope or cement can be used
to secure the wires to the core.

Ferrite rods
Ferrite rods are used for high powered RF chokes, filament chokes in grounded grid linear
amplifiers, and as directional antennas for receivers. Figure 10.25 shows the basic ferrite
rod. The critical dimensions are its length (L), outside diameter (o.d.) and AL value (mH/
1000t). Table 10.10 shows the dimensions, permeability, AL values and other data for
commonly available 10 cm to 19 cm ferrite rods. The AL values are only approximate
because they are affected by other factors. Note that, although the usual formulas to find
number of turns can be used, the actual inductance achieved depends somewhat on the
position of the winding on the length of the rod.
The rods made of Type 61 material are used as radio antennas at frequencies from below
the medium wave AM BCB to about 10 MHz. These antennas are highly directional, with
two major lobes at right angles to the rod. As a result, they can be used for radio direction
finding (RDF). The nulls off the ends of the antenna are used to discriminate station
direction. Antennas for the VLF and LF frequency ranges are made using rods made of
Type 33 material. When winding an RF choke, use Type 33 material for the 40 metre and
80 metre bands, and type 61 for 10 metres through 40 metres.

Figure 10.25 Ferrite rod.
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Table 10.10

Rod type No·

Material

Permeability

O·D·
(in)

O·D·
(cm)

Length
(in)

Length
(cm)

AL
value

Ampereturns

R61-025-400
R61-033-400
R61-050-400
R61-050-750
R33-037-400
R33-050-200
R33-050-400
R33-050-750

61
61
61
61
33
33
33
33

125
125
125
125
800
800
800
800

0.25
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.37
0.50
0.50
0.50

0.64
1.27
1.27
1.27
0.94
1.27
1.27
1.27

4.00
4.00
4.00
7.50
4.00
2.00
4.00
7.50

10.16
10.16
10.16
19.05
10.16
5.08
10.16
19.05

26.00
32.00
43.00
49.00
62.00
51.00
59.00
70.00

110
185
575
260
290
465
300
200

The inductance achieved for any given number of turns, the permeability of the rod,
actual AL value, the Q of the rod, and the ampere-turns rating are affected by both the
length/diameter ratio of the rod and the position of the coil on the rod. Also affecting
performance of the coil are the spacing between the turns of the coil and the spacing
between the coil and the rod. Best AL value and overall performance is achieved when the
coil is centred on the rod’s length, while highest Q is achieved when the coil is spread out
over the length of the rod. Because of the inherent variation in rods, the inductance (if it
is critical) should be checked before the coil is put into service.
Figures 10.26 and 10.27 show winding schemes for ferrite rod transformers. The trifilar
method is shown in Fig. 10.26. All three wires are held parallel and adjacent to each other
as they are wound along the length of the rod. A 4:1 bifilar wound balun transformer is
shown in Fig. 10.27. The filament choke used in grounded grid amplifiers is wound in this
same manner, although the connection scheme is different.

Figure 10.26 Trifilar wound ferrite rod.
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Figure 10.27 4:1 balun transformer on ferrite rod.

Bobbing along with a bobbin
Ferrite bobbins (Fig. 10.28) offer a convenient way to make small RF chokes and other
coils. The bobbin is a former that permits the easy winding of such coils. They have a
winding area, with end blocks to keep the wires in the correct space. They also have leads
coming from each end to make connection to the circuits easier. The AL values given in
Table 10.11 are in mH/1000t.

D

LEAD
A

B
C

Figure 10.28 Bobbin style former.
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Table 10.11
Bobbin No.

AL

NI

20

22

24

26

28

30

32

34

36

B-72-1011
B-72-1111

39
17

130
60

24
9

39
14

60
23

93
35

148
56

230
88

425
154

535
205

1050
400

Bobbin No.

A (in)

A (mm)

B (in)

B (mm)

C (in)

C (mm)

D (in)

D (mm)

Lead

B-72-1011
B-72-1111

0.372
0.196

9.449
4.978

0.187
0.107

4.750
2.718

0.75
0.75

19.05
19.05

0.50
0.50

12.70
12.70

20 AWG
22 AWG

Ferrite beads
Ferrite beads (Fig. 10.29) are used to create small value RF chokes and EMI shielding
between adjacent conductors. They are especially useful in higher frequency applications
where even a small run of wire is a significant portion of a wavelength. Small ferrite
beads, with a high o.d./i.d. ratio, produce a lossy inductance when inserted into a circuit.
Such cores are low Q and lossy at higher frequencies, hence their use as an RF choke or
EMI filter.
The three principal types of ferrite bead are shown in Fig. 10.29, while their
characteristics are shown in Table 10.12. The AL values are in terms of mH/1000t. Type 1
has a single through-hole, Type 2 has two through-holes in the manner of the binocular
core, and Type 3 has six through-holes. The inductance of a coil based on these cores is
dependent on the number of turns and the AL value. Unlike other cores, however, the
small size and high o.d./i.d. ratio makes it difficult to put more than one turn (or very few
if smaller wire is used) in the core. For Type 3 cores, which have six holes, the specific
inductance achieved for any given number of turns is dependent on the winding pattern
through the holes.

TYPE 1

TYPE 2

TYPE 3
Figure 10.29 Three types of ferrite beads.
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Figure 10.30 Mounting the ferrite beads: (A) on printed wiring board; (B) on transistor lead;
(C) on connector.
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Table 10.12
Part number
FB-xx-101
FB-xx-201
FB-xx-301
FB-xx-801
FB-xx-901
FB-xx-1801
FB-xx-2401
FB-xx-5111
FB-xx-5621
FB-xx-6301
FB-xx-1020
FB-xx-1024

Type

43

64

73

75

77

Z-factor

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
1
1

510
360
1020
1300
N/A
2000
520
3540
3800
1100
3200
N/A

150
110
300
390
1130
590
N/A
1010
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

1500
1100
3000
3900
N/A
5900
1530
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

3000
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
9600
2600
N/A
5600

1.00
0.70
2.00
2.60
7.50
3.90
1.02
6.70
6.40
1.70
6.20
3.70

xx = Material type number

Another advantage of the ferrite bead choke is that it provides low value of inductance
and capacitance, so there is little chance of spurious self-resonance at frequencies within
the pass band of the amplifier or circuit in question. Amidon’s literature recommends type
#73 and #77 material for RFI resulting from HF amateur radio operation. Type #43
material is used for 30 to 400 MHz operation, and type #64 above 400 MHz. Type #75
material is recommended for VLF through 20 MHz operation.

Mounting ferrite beads
Ferrite beads are mounted in a variety of ways. In wideband MMIC amplifiers such as the
MAR-x series of devices, a ferrite bead is often used as an RF ‘peaking coil’ to smooth the
frequency response over the entire band (there tends to be a roll-off at high frequencies).
Figure 10.30A shows how a ferrite bead ‘choke’ is mounted to a printed circuit board. The
single-turn is a piece of solid ‘hook-up’ wire (#22-AWG, #24-AWG, or UK equivalents)
passed through the hole in the bead.
If the top of the PCB has a copper foil ground plane, then some ferrite materials must
be mounted in a special manner. Certain ferrite materials are semiconductive, so can cause
a short-circuit to a metal conductor. In those cases, either space the bead a short distance
off the foil, or place an insulating layer below it. The latter, however, can cause an
unwanted capacitance. If you control the design of the printed circuit board, then etch out
a small area of metal around the bead to reveal the underlying insulating material.
The mounting in Fig. 10.30B shows how an RF choke can be placed in series with the
collector (or other element) of a transistor. Slip the ferrite bead over the transistor lead,
and then insert the lead in the hole through the printed circuit board.
Figure 10.30C shows the use of several ferrite beads slipped over a lead to the pin of a
connector to or from the outside world. This method is used to either keep RF at home,
or prevent it from entering the shielded enclosure. Keep the lead as short as possible, or
the whole exercise will be for nothing.

11
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In this chapter we are going to look at how inductor–capacitor (L–C) circuits can be used
for tuning frequencies and matching impedances. But first here is a useful technique for
visualizing how these circuits work.

Vectors for RF circuits
A vector (Fig. 11.1A) is a graphical device that is used to define the magnitude and direction
(both are needed) of a quantity or physical phenomena. The length of the arrow defines the
magnitude of the quantity, while the direction in which it is pointing defines the direction
of action of the quantity being represented.
Vectors can be used in combination with each other. For example, in Fig. 11.1B we see
a pair of displacement vectors that define a starting position (P1) and a final position (P2)
for a person who travelled from point P1 12 miles north and then 8 miles east to arrive at
point P2. The displacement in this system is the hypotenuse of the right triangle formed by
the ‘north’ vector and the ‘east’ vector. This concept was once illustrated pungently by a
university bumper sticker’s directions to get to a rival school: ‘North ’til you smell it, east
’til you step in it.’
Figure 11.1C shows a calculation trick with vectors that is used a lot in engineering,
science and especially electronics. We can translate a vector parallel to its original
direction, and still treat it as valid. The ‘east’ vector (E) has been translated parallel to its
original position so that its tail is at the same point as the tail of the ‘north’ vector (N). This
allows us to use the Pythagorean theorem to define the vector. The magnitude of the
displacement vector to P2 is given by:
P2 =


N2 + E2

(11.1)

But recall that the magnitude only describes part of the vector’s attributes. The other
part is the direction of the vector. In the case of Fig. 11.1C the direction can be defined as
the angle between the ‘east’ vector and the displacement vector. This angle () is given
by:
 = arccos

P
E1

(11.2)

In generic vector notation there is no ‘natural’ or ‘standard’ frame of reference, so the
vector can be drawn in any direction so long as the users understand what it means. In
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the system above, we have adopted – by convention – a method that is basically the same
as the old-fashioned Cartesian coordinate system X–Y graph. In the example of Fig. 11.1B the
X axis is the ‘east’ vector, while the Y axis is the ‘north’ vector.
In electronics, the vectors are used to describe voltages and currents in AC circuits are
standardized (Fig. 11.2) on this same kind of Cartesian system in which the inductive
reactance (XL ), i.e. the opposition to AC exhibited by inductors, is graphed in the ‘north’
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Figure 11.1 (A) Vector relationships; (B) N–E vector analogy;
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Figure 11.1 (C) N–E vector analogy.
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direction, the capacitive reactance (XC ) is graphed in the ‘south’ direction and the
resistance (R) is graphed in the ‘east’ direction. Negative resistance (‘west’ direction) is
sometimes seen in electronics. It is a phenomenon in which the current decreases when the
voltage increases. RF examples of negative resistance include tunnel diodes and Gunn
diodes.

L–C resonant tank circuits
When you use an inductor (L) and a capacitor (C) together in the same circuit, the
combination forms an L–C resonant circuit, also sometimes called a tank circuit or resonant
tank circuit. These circuits are used to select one frequency, while rejecting all others (as in
to tune a radio receiver). There are two basic forms of L–C resonant tank circuit: series (Fig.
11.3A) and parallel (Fig. 11.3B). These circuits have much in common, and much that
makes them fundamentally different from each other.
The condition of resonance occurs when the capacitive reactance (XC ) and inductive
reactance (XL ) are equal in magnitude (+ XL  = – XC ). As a result, the resonant tank circuit
shows up as purely resistive at the resonant frequency (Fig. 11.3C), and as a complex
impedance at other frequencies. The L–C resonant tank circuit operates by an oscillatory
exchange of energy between the magnetic field of the inductor, and the electrostatic field
of the capacitor, with a current between them carrying the charge.
Because the two reactances are both frequency dependent, and because they are inverse
to each other, the resonance occurs at only one frequency (fr ). We can calculate the
standard resonance frequency by setting the two reactances equal to each other and
solving for f. The result is:
f =

1
2


LC

(11.3)

Series resonant circuits
The series resonant circuit (Fig. 11.3A), like other series circuits, is arranged so that the
terminal current (I) from the source (V) flows in both components equally.
In a circuit that contains a resistance, inductive reactance and a capacitive reactance,
there are three vectors to consider (Fig. 11.4), plus a resultant vector. Using the
parallelogram method, we first construct a resultant for the R and XC , which is shown as
vector ‘A’. Next, we construct the same kind of vector (‘B’) for R and XC . The resultant
(‘C’) is made using the parallelogram method on ‘A’ and ‘B’. Vector ‘C’ represents the
impedance of the circuit; the magnitude is represented by the length, and the phase angle
by the angle between ‘C’ and R.
In Fig. 11.4, the inductive reactance is larger than the capacitive reactance, so the
excitation frequency is greater than fr. Note that the voltage drop across the inductor is
greater than that across the capacitor, so the total circuit looks like it contains a small
inductive reactance.
Figure 11.5A shows a series resonant L–C tank circuit, and Fig. 11.5B shows the current
and impedance as a function of frequency. The series resonant circuit has a low impedance at
its resonant frequency, and a high impedance at all other frequencies. As a result, the line current
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Figure 11.3 (A) Series resonant circuit; (B) parallel resonant circuit; (C) vector relationship.

(I) from the source is maximum at the resonant frequency and the voltage across the
source is minimum.

Parallel resonant circuits
The parallel resonant tank circuit (Fig. 11.6A) is the inverse of the series resonant circuit.
The line current (I) from the source splits and flows in inductor and capacitor separately.
The parallel resonant circuit has its highest impedance at the resonant frequency, and a low
impedance at all other frequencies (Fig. 11.6B). Thus, the line current from the source is
minimum at the resonant frequency, and the voltage across the L–C tank circuit is
maximum. This fact is important in radio tuning circuits, as you will see in due course.
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Figure 11.5 (A) Series resonant circuit; (B) impedance-current relationship.
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Figure 11.6 (A) Parallel resonant circuit; (B) impedance-current relationship.

Tuned RF/IF transformers
Many of the resonant circuits used in RF circuits, and especially radio receivers, are
actually transformers that couple signals from one stage to another. Figure 11.7 shows
several popular forms of tuned RF/IF tank circuits. In Fig. 11.7A, one winding is tuned
while the other is untuned. In the configurations shown, the untuned winding is the
secondary of the transformer. This type of circuit is often used in transistor and other
solid-state circuits, or when the transformer has to drive either a crystal or mechanical
bandpass filter circuit. In the reverse configuration (L1 = output, L2 = input), the same
circuit is used for the antenna coupling network, or as the interstage transformer between
RF amplifiers in TRF radios.
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Figure 11.7 Various L–C resonant circuits.

The circuit in Fig. 11.7B is a parallel resonant L–C tank circuit that is equipped with a
low impedance tap on the inductor. This type of circuit is often used to drive a crystal
detector or other low impedance load. Another circuit for driving a low impedance load
is shown in Fig. 11.7C. This circuit splits the capacitance that resonates the coil into two
series capacitors. As a result, we have a capacitive voltage divider. The circuit in Fig. 11.7D
uses a tapped inductor for matching low impedance sources (e.g. antenna circuits), and a
tapped capacitive voltage divider for low impedance loads.
Finally, the circuit in Fig. 11.7E uses a tapped primary and tapped secondary winding
in order to match two low impedance loads; this is an example of a double-tuned circuit.
As we will soon see, this gives an improved bandpass characteristic.

Construction of RF/IF transformers
The tuned RF/IF transformers built for radio receivers are typically wound on a common
cylindrical form, and surrounded by a metal shield can that prevents interaction of the
fields of coils that are in close proximity to each other.
Figure 11.8A shows the schematic for a typical RF/IF transformer, while the sectioned
view (Fig. 11.8B) shows one form of construction. This method of building the
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Figure 11.8 (A) L–C resonant transformer; (B) one mechanical implementation; (C) & (D) older forms of mechanical implementation.
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transformers was common at the beginning of World War II, and continued into the early
transistor era. The methods of construction shown in Figs 11.8C and 11.8D were popular
prior to World War II. The capacitors in Fig. 11.8B were built into the base of the
transformer, while the tuning slugs were accessed from holes in the top and bottom of the
assembly. In general, expect to find the secondary at the bottom hole, and the primary at
the top hole.
The term universal wound refers to a cross-winding system that minimizes the
interwinding capacitance of the inductor, and therefore raises the self-resonant frequency
of the inductor (a good thing).

Bandwidth of RF/IF transformers
Figure 11.9A shows a parallel resonant RF/IF transformer, while Fig. 11.9B shows the
usual construction in which the two coils (L1 and L2) are wound at distance d apart on a
common cylindrical form.

L1
d
L2

A
B
BW

3 dB

FR
C

Figure 11.9 (A) Circuit symbol; (B) physical implementation; (C) bandwidth of critically coupled
circuit.
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The bandwidth of the RF/IF transformer is the frequency difference between the
frequencies where the signal voltage across the output winding falls off –3 dB (i.e. half
power, or roughly 71 per cent voltage) from the value at the resonant frequency (fr ), as
shown in Fig. 11.9C. If F1 and F2 are the –3 dB frequencies, then the bandwidth (BW)
is F2 – F1. The shape of the frequency response curve in Fig. 11.9C is said to represent
critical coupling. It has a flatter top and steeper sides than a similar single-tuned circuit
would have.
An example of a subcritical or undercoupled RF/IF transformer is shown in Fig. 11.10. As
shown in Fig. 11.10B, the windings are farther apart than in the critically coupled case,
which makes the bandwidth (Fig. 11.10C) much narrower than in the critically coupled
case. The subcritically coupled RF/IF transformer is often used in shortwave or
communications receivers in order to allow the narrower bandwidth to discriminate
against adjacent channel stations.
The overcritically coupled RF/IF transformer is shown in Fig. 11.11. Here we note in Fig.
11.11B that the windings are closer together, which makes the bandwidth (Fig. 11.11C)

Figure 11.10 (A) Circuit symbol; (B) physical implementation; (C) bandwidth of undercoupled
circuit.
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Figure 11.11 (A) Circuit symbol; (B) physical implementation; (C) bandwidth of overcoupled
circuit.

much broader but with a dip in the centre. In some radio schematics and service manuals
(not to mention early textbooks), this form of coupling was sometimes called ‘high
fidelity’ coupling because it allowed more of the sidebands of the signal (which carry the
audio modulation) to pass with less distortion of frequency response.
The bandwidth of a single-tuned tank circuit can be summarized in a figure of merit
called Q. The Q of the circuit is the ratio of the bandwidth to the resonant frequency:
Q = BW/fr.
Q =

BW
Fr

(11.4)

A critically coupled pair of tank circuits has a bandwidth which is √2 greater than a
single-tuned circuit with the same value of Q.
A resistance in the L–C tank circuit will cause it to broaden, that is to lower its Q. The
resistor is sometimes called a ‘de-Qing resistor’. The ‘loaded Q’ (i.e. Q when a resistance
is present, as in Fig. 11.12A) is always less than the unloaded Q. In some radios, a switched
resistor (Fig. 11.12B) is used to allow the user to broaden or narrow the bandwidth. This
switch might be labelled ‘fidelity’ or ‘tone’ or something similar.
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Figure 11.12 Bandwidth in L–C resonant circuit is altered by the resistor.

Choosing component values for L–C resonant tank circuits
Resonant L–C tank circuits are used to tune radio receivers; it is these circuits that select
the station to be received, while rejecting others. A superheterodyne radio receiver (the
most common type) is shown in simplified form in Fig. 11.13. According to the superhet
principle, the radio frequency being received (FRF ) is converted to another frequency,
called the intermediate frequency (FIF ), by being mixed with a local oscillator signal (FLO ) in
a non-linear mixer stage. The output spectrum will consist mainly of FRF, FLO , FRF – FLO
(difference frequency), and FRF + FLO (sum frequency). In older radios, for practical
reasons the difference frequency was selected for FIF ; today either sum or difference
frequencies can be selected depending on the design of the radio.
There are several L–C tank circuits present in this notional superhet radio. The antenna
tank circuit (C1/L1) is found at the input of the RF amplifier stage, or if no RF amplifier
is used it is at the input to the mixer stage. A second tank circuit (L2/C2), tuning the same
range as L1/C1, is found at the output of the RF amplifier, or the input of the mixer.
Another L–C tank circuit (L3/C3) is used to tune the local oscillator; it is this tank circuit
that sets the frequency that the radio will receive.
Additional tank circuits (only two shown) may be found in the IF amplifier section of
the radio. These tank circuits will be fixed tuned to the IF frequency, which in common
AM broadcast band (BCB) radio receivers is typically 450 kHz, 455 kHz, 460 kHz, or
470 kHz depending on the designer’s choices (and sometimes country of origin) other IF
frequencies are also seen, but these are most common. FM broadcast receivers typically
use a 10.7 MHz IF, while shortwave receivers might use a 1.65 MHz, 8.83 MHz, 9 MHz or
an IF frequency above 30 MHz.
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Figure 11.13 Superheterodyne receiver block diagram.
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The tracking problem
On a radio that tunes the front-end with a single knob, which is almost all receivers today,
the three capacitors (C1–C3 in Fig. 11.13) are typically ganged, i.e. the capacitors are
mounted on a single rotor shaft. These three tank circuits must track each other; i.e. when
the RF amplifier is tuned to a certain radio signal frequency, the LO must produce a signal
that is different from the RF frequency by the amount of the IF frequency. Perfect tracking
is probably impossible, but the fact that your single knob tuned radio works is testimony
to the fact that the tracking isn’t too terrible.
The issue of tracking LC tank circuits for the AM BCB receiver has not been a major
problem for many years: the band limits are fixed over most of the world, and component
manufacturers offer standard adjustable inductors and variable capacitors to tune the RF
and LO frequencies. Indeed, some even offer three sets of coils: antenna, mixer input/RF
amp output and LO. The reason why the antenna and mixer/RF coils are not the same,
despite tuning to the same frequency range, is that these locations see different distributed
or ‘stray’ capacitances. In the USA, it is standard practice to use a 10 to 365 pF capacitor
and a 220 H inductor for the 540 to 1600 kHz AM BCB. In some other countries, slightly
different combinations are sometimes used: 320 pF, 380 pF, 440 pF, 500 pF and others are
seen in catalogues.
Recently, however, two events coincided that caused me to examine the method of
selecting capacitance and inductance values. First, I embarked on a design project to
produce an AM DXers receiver that had outstanding performance characteristics. Second,
the AM broadcast band was recently extended so that the upper limit is now 1700 kHz,
rather than 1600 kHz. The new 540 to 1700 kHz band is not accommodated by the nowobsolete ‘standard’ values of inductance and capacitance. So I calculated new candidate
values. Shortly, we will see the result of this effort.

The RF amplifier/antenna tuner problem
In a typical RF tank circuit, the inductance is kept fixed (except for a small adjustment
range that is used for overcoming tolerance deviations) and the capacitance is varied
across the range. Figure 11.14 shows a typical tank circuit main tuning capacitor (C1),
trimmer capacitor (C2) and a fixed capacitor (C3) that is not always needed. The stray
capacitances (Cs ) include the interwiring capacitance, the wiring to chassis capacitance,
and the amplifier or oscillator device input capacitance. The frequency changes as the
square root of the capacitance changes. If F1 is the minimum frequency in the range, and
F2 is the maximum frequency, then the relationship is:
F2
F1

=


Cmax
Cmin

(11.5)

or, in a rearranged form that some find more congenial:

 F1 
F2

2

=

Cmax
Cmin

(11.6)
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Figure 11.14 Tuning arrangement.

In the case of the new AM receiver, I wanted an overlap of about 15 kHz at the bottom
end of the band, and 10 kHz at the upper end, so needed a resonant tank circuit that
would tune from 525 kHz to 1710 kHz. In addition, because variable capacitors are widely
available in certain values based on the old standards, I wanted to use a ‘standard’ AM
BCB variable capacitor. A 10 to 380 pF unit from a vendor was selected.
The minimum required capacitance, Cmin , can be calculated from:

 F1  C
F2

2

min

Where:
F1 is
F2 is
Cmin is
C is

the
the
the
the

= Cmin + C

(11.7)

minimum frequency tuned
maximum frequency tuned
minimum required capacitance at F2
difference between Cmax and Cmin

Example
Find the minimum capacitance needed to tune 1710 kHz when a 10 to 380 pF capacitor
(C = 380 – 10 pF = 370 pF) is used, and the minimum frequency is 525 kHz.
Solution:

 F1 
F2

2

Cmin = Cmin + C

 525 kHz 
1710 kHz

2

Cmin = Cmin + 370 pF

10.609CMIN = CMIN + 370 pF = 38.51 pF
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The maximum capacitance must be Cmin + C, or 38.51 + 370 pF = 408.51 pF. Because the
tuning capacitor (C1 in Fig. 11.14) does not have exactly this range, external capacitors
must be used, and because the required value is higher than the normal value additional
capacitors are added to the circuit in parallel to C1. Indeed, because somewhat
unpredictable ‘stray’ capacitances also exist in the circuit, the tuning capacitor values
should be a little less than the required values in order to accommodate strays plus
tolerances in the actual – versus published – values of the capacitors. In Fig. 11.14, the
main tuning capacitor is C1 (10 to 380 pF), C2 is a small value trimmer capacitor used to
compensate for discrepancies, C3 (not shown) is an optional capacitor that may be needed
to increase the total capacitance, and Cs is the stray capacitance in the circuit.
The value of the stray capacitance can be quite high, especially if there are other
capacitors in the circuit that are not directly used to select the frequency (e.g. in Colpitts
and Clapp oscillators the feedback capacitors affect the L–C tank circuit). In the circuit
that I was using, however, the L–C tank circuit is not affected by other capacitors. Only
the wiring strays and the input capacitance of the RF amplifier or mixer stage need be
accounted. From experience I apportioned 7 pF to Cs as a trial value.
The minimum capacitance calculated above was 38.51, there is a nominal 7 pF of stray
capacitance, and the minimum available capacitance from C1 is 10 pF. Therefore, the
combined values of C2 and C3 must be 38.51 pF – 10 pF – 7 pF, or 21.5 pF. Because there
is considerable reasonable doubt about the actual value of Cs , and because of tolerances
in the manufacture of the main tuning variable capacitor (C1), a wide range of capacitance
for C2 + C3 is preferred. It is noted from several catalogues that 21.5 pF is near the centre
of the range of 45 pF and 50 pF trimmer capacitors. For example, one model lists its range
as 6.8 pF to 50 pF, its centre point is only slightly removed from the actual desired
capacitance. Thus, a 6.8 to 50 pF trimmer was selected, and C3 is not used.
Selecting the inductance value for L1 is a matter of picking the frequency and associated
required capacitance at one end of the range, and calculating from the standard resonance
equation solved for L:
LH =
LH =

106
42f 2low Cmax
106
(4)(2 )(525 000)2(4.085 × 10–10 )

= 224.97 ≈ 225 H

The RF amplifier input L–C tank circuit and the RF amplifier output L–C tank circuit
are slightly different cases because the stray capacitances are somewhat different. In the
example, I am assuming a JFET transistor RF amplifier, and it has an input capacitance of
only a few picofarads. The output capacitance is not a critical issue in this specific case
because I intend to use a 1 mH RF choke in order to prevent JFET oscillation. In the final
receiver, the RF amplifier may be deleted altogether, and the L–C tank circuit described
above will drive a mixer input through a link coupling circuit.

The local oscillator (LO) problem
The local oscillator circuit must track the RF amplifier, and must also tune a frequency
range that is different from the RF range by the amount of the IF frequency (455 kHz). In
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keeping with common practice I selected to place the LO frequency 455 kHz above the RF
frequency. Thus, the LO must tune the range 980 kHz to 2165 kHz.
There are three methods for making the local oscillator track with the RF amplifier
frequency when single shaft tuning is desired: the trimmer capacitor method, the padder
capacitor method, and the different-value cut-plate capacitor method.

Trimmer capacitor method
The trimmer capacitor method is shown in Fig. 11.15, and is the same as the RF L–C tank
circuit. Using exactly the same method as before, but with a frequency ratio of (2165/980)
to yield a capacitance ratio of (2165/980)2 = 4.88:1, solves this problem. The results were
a minimum capacitance of 95.36 pF, and a maximum capacitance of 465.36 pF. An
inductance of 56.7 H is needed to resonate these capacitances to the LO range.

FREQUENCY

FLO(IDEAL)

FLO(ACTUAL)

FRF

0

50

100

150

200

SHAFT ANGLE (DEGREES)

Figure 11.15 Tracking diagram.

There is always a problem associated with using the same identical capacitor for both
RF and LO. It seems that there is just enough difference that tracking between them is
always a bit off. Figure 11.15 shows the ideal LO frequency and the calculated LO
frequency. The difference between these two curves is the degree of mistracking. The
curves overlap at the ends, but are awful in the middle. There are two cures for this
problem. First, use a padder capacitor in series with the main tuning capacitor (Fig. 11.16).
Second, use a different-value cut-plate capacitor.
Figure 11.16 shows the use of a padder capacitor (Cp ) to change the range of the LO
section of the variable capacitor. This method is used when both sections of the variable
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Figure 11.16 Tuning arrangement.

capacitor are identical. Once the reduced capacitance values of the C1/Cp combination are
determined the procedure is identical to the above. But first, we have to calculate the
value of the padder capacitor and the resultant range of the C1/Cp combination. The
padder value is found from:
C1maxCp
C1max + Cp

=

 F1   C1
F2

2

C1minCp
min

+ Cp



(11.8)

And solving for Cp . For the values of the selected main tuning capacitor and LO:
(380 pF)(Cp )
(380 + Cp ) pF

= (4.88)

 (10 + C pF) 
(10 pF)(Cp )

(11.9)

p

Solving for Cp by the least common denominator method (crude, but it works) yields
a padder capacitance of 44.52 pF. The series combination of 44.52 pF and a 10 to 380 pF
variable yields a range of 8.2 pF to 39.85 pF. An inductance of 661.85 H is needed for this
capacitance to resonate over 980 kHz to 2165 kHz.
A practical solution to the tracking problem that comes close to the ideal is to use a cutplate capacitor. These variable capacitors have at least two sections, one each for RF and
LO tuning. The shape of the capacitor plates are especially cut to a shape that permits a
constant change of frequency for every degree of shaft rotation. With these capacitors it is
possible to produce three-point tracking, or better.

Impedance matching in RF circuits
Impedance matching is necessary in RF circuits to guarantee the maximum transfer of
power between a source and a load. If you have a source it will have a source resistance.
That source resistance must be matched to the load impedance for maximum power
transfer to occur. That does not mean that maximum voltage transfer occurs (which
requires the load to be very large with respect to the source impedance), but rather the
power transfer is maximized.
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There are several methods used for impedance matching in RF circuits. The simple
transformer is one such method. The broadband transformer is another. Added to that are
certain resonant circuits.
Before we get to the different types of impedance transformation, let’s talk a little about
notation. R1 is the source resistance, and R2 is the load resistance. Any inductors will be
labelled C1, L1 and so forth. The primary impedance of a transformer is ZP, while the
secondary is ZS . In a transformer, the number of primary turns is NP and the number of
secondary turns is NS .

Transformer matching
Transformer impedance matching (Fig. 11.17) is simple and straightforward. In an ideal
transformer (one without losses or leakage reactance), we know that:
ZP
ZS

=

 
NP

2

(11.10)

NS

This relationship tells us that the impedance ratio is equal to the square of the turns
ratio of the transformer. If the load impedance is purely resistive, then the impedance
reflected across the primary windings will be a pure resistance. Similarly, if the load
impedance is reactive (capacitive or inductive) then the reflected impedance seen across
the primary will be reactive. The phase angle of the signal will be the same.

R1

PRI

SEC

R2

Figure 11.17 Simple transformer.

From the equation above we can derive a different equation that relates the turns ratio
required to the impedance ratio:
NP
NS

=


ZP

(11.11)

ZS

For example, suppose an RF transistor has a collector impedance of 150 ohms, and you
want to match it to a 10 ohm next stage impedance. This requires a turns ratio of
NP
NS

=


150
10

= 3.9:1

(11.12)

The primary of the transformer must have 3.9 times as many turns in the primary as in
the secondary.
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Resonant transformers
The transformer is made up of at least one inductor (usually two or more), so it can be
made resonant. Figures 11.18 and 11.19 show two transformers that are resonant. The
transformer in Fig. 11.18 has tuning in both primary and secondary windings. It also has
taps to accommodate lower impedance situations than can be accommodated across the
entire transformer. The use of a high impedance for the tuned portion raises the loaded Q
of the circuit, while the tap allows lower impedance transistor and integrated circuits to
be used.

Figure 11.18 Parallel-tuned RF transformer.

Figure 11.19 Parallel–series-tuned RF transformer.

In the transformer shown in Fig. 11.19 the primary winding is the same as in the
previous case. The difference comes in the secondary winding, which is series tuned. This
connection blocks any DC the transformer is connected to, while retaining the RF
capabilities of the transformer.
Figure 11.20 shows the application of transformers such as Fig. 11.18. This is an IF or RF
amplifier using a single transistor for the active element. Transformer T1 has a tapped
secondary to accommodate the lower impedance of the transistor base circuit. Similarly
with the primary of transformer T2, it is tapped to a lower impedance to accommodate the
low impedance of the transistor collector circuit. In both cases, both primary and
secondary windings are tuned.
Figure 11.21 shows a circuit in which the primary winding is resonant, but the
secondary circuit is not. Point X can be a source of DC, for example the DC power supply
to accommodate a transistor or IC. The primary winding is tapped to accommodate the
low impedance of a transistor.
The primary winding of Fig. 11.21 appears to be series tuned, but in fact it is parallel
tuned. There will be a low impedance path to AC around point X, such as another
capacitor, and that puts the value of C1 in parallel with the inductance of the transformer
primary.
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T2

T1

Q1

R3

R2

C2

C3
R4

C1
R1
+12
VDC
C4

Figure 11.20 IF/RF amplifier circuit.
C1
T1

PRI

SEC

R2

R1

X

Figure 11.21 Tuned primary RF transformer.

Resonant networks
There are several different forms of network that can be used for impedance matching. For
example, the reverse-L section circuit (Fig. 11.22) consists of a capacitor and an inductor in
a circuit that has the capacitor in the input circuit. This circuit has a requirement that R1
> R2. It is also possible to connect the capacitor across the output, but the resistance ratio
reverses (R1 < R2).
L1

R1

Figure 11.22 L-section coupler.

C1

R2
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The value of the inductive reactance is given by:
XL =


R1R2 – R22

(11.13)

And the reactance of the capacitor is given by:
XC =

–R1R2

(11.14)

XL

Inverse-L network
A somewhat better solution for the R1 < R2 case is given by the network in Fig. 11.23. This
network has the capacitor in series with the signal line, and the inductor in parallel with
the output. In this case, the inductive reactance required is:
XL = R2


R1

(11.15)

R2 – R1

And the capacitive reactance is:
XC =

– R1R2

(11.16)

XL
C1

R1

R2

L1

Figure 11.23 Different L-section coupler.

-network
The -network (Fig. 11.24) gets its name from the fact that the network looks like the
Greek letter ‘’. It consists of a series inductor, flanked by two capacitors shunted across
the signal line. The -network is useful where the impedance R1 is greater than R2, and

L1

R1

Figure 11.24 Pi-section coupler.

C1

C2

R2
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works best when it is considerably larger than R2. For example, in a vacuum tube anode
coupling network where the impedance is on the order of 4000 ohms, and the amplifier
is coupled to a 50 ohm load. It can be used backwards if R2 is greater than R1.
It is necessary to set the Q of the network (usually between 5 and 20) to greater
than:
Q>


R1
R2

–1

(11.17)

After we meet the Q requirement, we can calculate the values of the inductive reactance
and the two capacitive reactances:
XC1 =

R1

(11.18)

Q

XC2 = R2 ×



(11.19)

XL1 = R1 ×



(11.20)

R1/R2

2

Q + 1 – (R1/R2)

Q + (R2/XC2 )
Q2 + 1



Split-capacitor network
The split-capacitor network (Fig. 11.25) may be used whenever R1 < R2. For example,
when a 50 ohm impedance must be matched to a 1000 or 1500 ohm input impedance to
an integrated circuit. The value of Q is greater than:
Q>


R2
R1

–1

(11.21)

In this case, the values of the capacitive reactances and the inductive reactance is given
by:
XL =

XC2 =

R2

(11.22)

Q
R1


R1(Q 2 + 1)
R2

XC1 =



R2Q
2

Q +1



1–

(11.23)

–1

R1
QXC2



(11.24)
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Figure 11.25 Split-capacitor coupler.

Transistor-to-transistor impedance matching
The three networks shown in Figs 11.26 through 11.28 are used to convert the collector
impedance of a transistor (R1) to the base impedance of a following transistor (R2).
The circuit in Fig. 11.26 is used where R1 < R2. The first thing to do is select a value of
Q between 2 and 20. We can also accommodate the case where the output contains not just
resistance (R1) but capacitance as well (RCs ). In that case,
XL1 = QR1 + XCs

(11.25)

XC2 = QL R2

(11.26)

Figure 11.26 Coupler circuit.

Figure 11.27 Coupler circuit.

Figure 11.28 Coupler circuit.
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XC1 =

RV

(11.27)

Q – QL

Where:
RV = R1(1 + Q 2 )
and,
QL =

(11.28)


RV

R2

–1

(11.29)

The network in Fig. 11.27 is also used when R1 < R2, and Q is between 2 and 20, and
the output impedance has a capacitive reactance (XCs ). If this network is selected, then the
values of the capacitors are found by:
XC1 = QR1
XC2 = R2

(11.30)



XL1 = XC1 +

R1

(11.31)

R2 – R1

 
R1R2
XC2

+ XCs

(11.32)

Finally, the network in Fig. 11.28 has two inductors in series with the signal line and a
capacitor in parallel with the signal line. The network is used whenever R1 < R2 and the
source impedance has a capacitive reactance (XCs ). In that case,
XL1 = (R1Q) + XCs

(11.33)

XL2 = R2Q1

(11.34)

XC1 =

RV
Q + QL

Where QL and RV are as defined above in Eqns 11.29 and 11.28 respectively.

(11.35)

12

Splitters and hybrids

RF power combiners and splitters
The principal difference between power combiners and power splitters is in the
application. Otherwise, they are the same circuits.
Definition: A combiner is a passive electronic device that will linearly mix two or more
signal sources into a common port. The combiner is not a mixer because it is linear, and
thus does not produce additional frequency products.
Definition: A splitter performs exactly the opposite function of a combiner. It directs RF
power from a single input source to two or more loads.

Characteristics of splitter/combiner circuits
Splitter/combiners are typically passive electronic networks that provide one common
port and two or more independent ports. When power is applied to the common port, and
delivered to the independent ports, then the circuit operates as a splitter. When power is
applied to the independent ports the combination of individual signals is added linearly
at the common port.
These devices typically provide a 0 degree phase shift between ports. When used as a
splitter equal amplitude signals are delivered to the respective independent ports. Also in
the splitter mode, except for the purely resistive network, there is a high degree of port-toport isolation between the independent ports.
The minimum theoretical splitter mode insertion loss (Table 12.1) occurs because the
power is split into N different channels, and is calculated from:
Insertion loss (dB) = 10 log10(N)

(12.1)

where N is the number of independent ports.
The splitter mode is used for a number of different purposes in RF circuits or test setups. It can be used to provide a number of identical output signals from one input signal
applied to the common port. In the combiner mode it can be used for vector addition or
subtraction of signals.
A simple ‘Tee’ or ‘Y’ connection can be used for splitting or combining, but there are
problems with that approach. The impedance, for example, will be the parallel
combination of all source impedance connected to the Tee/Y junction. The impedance will
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Table 12.1 Insertion Loss
Ports (N)
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
12
15
20
30

Loss (dB)
3.0
4.8
6.0
7.0
7.8
8.5
9.0
10.0
10.8
11.8
13.0
14.8

be Z/N when all impedances are equal. For example, if a 50 ohm impedance is used for
all devices, then the impedance at the junction is 50/N. For the two-way Tee/Y, then, a
pair of 50 ohm loads will be seen as a single 12 ohm load at the common port.
The simplest, and least desirable, proper splitter/combiner is the resistive network
discussed in the next section.

Resistive splitter/combiner
The simplest usable splitter/combiner circuit is the resistive network in Fig. 12.1. This
circuit uses three resistors in a Y-network to provide three ports. It can also be extended
to higher numbers of ports. The resistor value is given by:
R = R0



N–2
N



(12.2)

and the insertion loss is:
loss = –20 log(N – 1)

(12.3)

where R0 is the system impedance and N is the number of ports. The loss is higher than
an ideal splitter, and gets worse as more ports are added.
For example, if the system impedance is 75 ohms, then for three ports, R = 25 ohms and
the loss is –6 dB.
The resistors used in this circuit must be non-inductive. This limits selection to carbon
composition or metal film resistors (and not all metal film types!). If a higher power than
2 watts is needed, then each arm of the Y-network must be made from multiple resistors
in series or parallel. The value calculated for R might not be a standard value, except
perhaps in certain lines of 1 per cent or less tolerance precision resistors. R can, however,
be approximated using standard values.
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OUT
R/3
R/3
IN

R/3

OUT

Figure 12.1 Simple resistive coupler for signal generators.

It is also possible to approximate the values by using series or parallel combinations of
standard value resistors. For example, a pair of 51 ohm standard value resistors in parallel
will make a good match for 25 ohms.
The advantage of the resistive splitter/combiner is its broadband operation. The
bandwidth can extend into the UHF region with discrete resistors, and into the gigahertz
region if implemented with surface mount resistors and appropriate printed circuit
technology. The upper frequency limit in either case is set by the stray inductance and
capacitance.
The disadvantages include a relatively high insertion loss (–6 dB for three ports), and
only about 6 dB isolation between output ports. If these limitations are not important in
a given application, then this form of splitter/combiner is ideally suited.

Transformer splitter/combiner
Figure 12.2A shows a somewhat better form of splitter/combiner circuit. This circuit can
be used from 500 kHz to over 1000 MHz if the proper transformers and capacitor are
provided. In this circuit, the common port goes to L1, while OUT-1 and OUT-2 are the
independent ports.
The main network consists of a centre-tapped inductor, L2, and a resistor equal to 2R.
Inductor L1 provides impedance matching at the common port, and C1 compensates for
stray reactances and flattens the broadband response. L2 is centre tapped, with the input
signal applied to the tap and the outputs taken from the ends. This transformer can be
wound on either T-50-2 or T-50-6 toroidal cores for the HF bands, or a T-50-15 core for the
AM BCB and medium wave bands. Use 18 turns of #26 AWG wire for the HF bands, and
22 turns for MW bands. The resistor across the ends of L2 should be twice the system
impedance. That means 100 ohms for 50 ohm systems, and 150 ohms for 75 ohm systems
(both are standard values).
Some impedance transformation is needed if the system impedance is to be maintained,
so L1 must be provided. This transformer is tapped, but not at the centre. The inset detail
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OUT
1
L1

L2
C1

2R
OUT
2

A

L1 DETAIL

N

2N

B

Figure 12.2 Coupler circuit.

in Fig. 12.2B shows the relationship of the tap to the winding: it is located at the one-third
point on the winding. If the bottom of the coil is grounded, then the tap is at the twothirds point (2N turns), and the input is at the top (N + 2N turns).
It is important to use toroid core inductors for the combiner. The most useful core types
are listed above, although for other applications other cores could also be used. Figure
12.3A shows one way the cores can be wound. This is the linear winding approach, i.e.
uses a single coil of wire. The turns are wound until the point where the tap occurs. At that
point one of two approaches is taken. One, you could end the first half of the winding and
cut the wire. Adjacent to the tap start the second half of the winding. Scrape the insulation
off the ends at the tap, and then twist the two ends together to form the tap. Alternatively,
you can loop the wire (see detail inset to Fig. 12.3B), and then continue the winding. The
loop then becomes the tap. Scrape the insulation off the wire, and solder it. Although the
tap here is a centre tap (which means L2), it also serves for L1 if you offset the tap a bit
to the left or right.
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TAP

30o

A

SCRAPE AND SOLDER

CORE

B

Figure 12.3 Physical implementation showing tap.

An alternate method for L2 is shown in Fig. 12.4. This is superior to the other form for
L2, but it is a little more difficult. Either wind the two wires together side by side (Fig.
12.4A), or twist them together before winding (Fig. 12.4B). Make a loop at the centre-tap,
and scrape it for soldering.
The capacitor usually has a value of 10 pF, although people with either a sweep
generator, or a CW RF signal generator and a lot more patience than I’ve got, can optimize
performance by replacing it with a 15 pF trimmer capacitor. Adjust the trimmer for flattest
response across the entire band.
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A

B

Figure 12.4 Bifilar winding styles.

How it works
A signal entering at the common port goes equally to the two output ports. In this case L2
and 2R don’t really do very much. The insertion loss is about –3 dB.
The clever part comes if a signal enters at, say, port OUT-1. Then provided the common
port sees the right impedance, the signals to port OUT-2 via the resistor 2R and the
inductor L2 cancel each other out. So the signal just goes to the common port, again with
a –3 dB loss. There is a high degree of isolation between OUT-1 and OUT-2. Although
theoretically it is possible to attain infinite cancellation 20 to 60 dB is more reasonable in
practical circuits.

Mismatch losses
It is important in any RF system to ensure impedance matching at all ports. However, in
practical terms it often happens that some degree of mismatch will occur. Let’s examine
a scenario of what happens when there is a mismatch loss at port S.
In general, with circuits such as Fig. 12.2A it is very important to ensure an impedance
match at the common port, although some degree of mismatch can be tolerated at both
OUT-1 and OUT-2.
There is an imbalance of behaviour between ports when a serious mismatch occurs at
either OUT-1 or OUT-2. Assume that the common port and OUT-2 are properly and
perfectly matched by 50 ohm loads, but OUT-1 is short-circuited (0 ohms). Because of the
isolation, OUT-2 is not affected by the short-circuit, and continues to see a 50 ohm
impedance. But the impedance seen by the common port is reduced 3:1. If it is normally
50 ohms, then the effect of one shorted output port is a reduction to 50/3 = 16.67
ohms.
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Modified VSWR bridge splitter/combiner
Figures 12.5 and 12.6 show 6 dB splitter/combiner circuits based on the popular bridge
used to measure voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR). Each of these circuits uses a bridge
made of three resistors and one winding of a transformer. In both cases, the transformers
have a 1:1 turns ratio. Also, in both cases R1 = R2 = R3 = R0 . In Fig. 12.5 the transformer
is not tapped. It is a straight 1:1 turns ratio toroid transformer. The circuit in Fig. 12.6,
however, uses a centre tap on the primary of T1. Note that there is a difference in the
location of the summation output between the two circuits. These circuits have been

R3

R1

SUM
OUT

T1
1:1

IN 1
R2

IN 2

Figure 12.5 VSWR type coupler circuit.

SUM
OUT
R1
IN2
T1
1:1
IN1
R2

R3

Figure 12.6 Coupler circuit.
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IN

OUT2
T1
1:1

R1

OUT1

R0
50

R2

Figure 12.7 Coupler circuit.

popular for combining a two-signal generator, e.g. a sweep generator and a marker
generator.
A variation on the theme is shown in Fig. 12.7. This circuit is sometimes also used as a
directional coupler. RF power applied to the input port appears at OUT-2 with only an
insertion loss attenuation. A sample of the input signal appears at OUT-1. Alternatively,
if RF power is applied to OUT-2, it will appear at the input, but does not appear at the
OUT-1 port due to cancellation.
For the case where the device has a –3.3 dB output at OUT-2 and a –10 dB output at
OUT-1, and a 50 ohm system impedance (R0 ), the value of R1 = 108 ohms, and R2 = 23
ohms. The equations for this device are:
R0 =


R1R2

CF = 20 log

(12.4)

 R1 + R 

(12.5)

 R2 + R 

(12.6)

R0

0

Li = –20 log

R0

0

Where:
R0 is the system impedance (e.g. 50 )
CF is the coupling factor
Li is the insertion loss from IN to OUT-2
R1 and R2 are the resistances of R1 and R2
Taking the negative of Eq. (12.4) gives the insertion loss from IN to OUT-1.
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C1
OUT 1
0o

INPUT

L2

L1

L1 = L 2 = L
C1 = C2 = C

OUT -2
90o
C2
R0

Figure 12.8 90 degree coupler circuit.

90 degree splitter/combiner
Figure 12.8 shows a 3 dB splitter/combiner made of lumped L and C elements, and which
produces a 0 degree output at OUT-1, and a 90 degree output at OUT-2. A closely coupled
1:1 transformer is used to supply two inductances, L1 and L2. This transformer is wound
in the bifilar manner to ensure tight coupling. The values of inductance and capacitance,
assuming that L1 = L2 = L, and C1 = C2 = C, are given by:
L =

C =

R0
2.828f3 dB
1
2.828f3 dB R0

Where:
L
is the
C
is the
R0 is the
f3 dB is the

(12.7)

(12.8)

inductance of L1 and L2
capacitance of C1 and C2
system impedance (e.g. 50 ohms)
3 dB coupling frequency

The bandwidth of this circuit is approximately 20 per cent for 1 dB amplitude
balance.

Transmission line splitter/combiners
The Wilkinson power splitter/combiner is shown in Fig. 12.9. This network can achieve
20 dB isolation between the two output ports over a bandwidth that is approximately ±20
per cent of the design frequency. It consists of two transmission lines, TL1 and TL2, and
a bridging resistor (R), which has a value of R = 2R0 = 2 × 50  = 100 .
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TL1
70.7

IN
TL2
70.7

OUT

R
100

OUT

Figure 12.9 Wilkinson splitter circuit.

Transmission lines TL1 and TL2 are each quarter wavelength, and have a characteristic
impedance equal to 1.414 times the system impedance (e.g. 70.7  for a 50  system).
The Wilkinson network can be implemented using coaxial cable at VHF and below,
although at higher frequencies printed circuit transmission line segments are required. If
coaxial cable is used, then the physical length of TL1 and TL2 are shortened by the velocity
factor (VF) of the cable. The values of VF will be 0.66 for polyethylene dielectric coax, 0.80
for polyfoam dielectric, and 0.70 for Teflon™ dielectric cable. The physical length is:
Length =

75YF
FMHz

metres

(12.9)

An N-way version of the same idea is shown in Fig. 12.10. In this network a
transmission line, TL1–TL(n), and resistor are used in each branch. The resistor values are

TL1
R1
50

IN
50
OHMS

TL2
R2
50

TL3
R3
50

Figure 12.10 Transmission line coupler circuit.

OUT 1
50
OHMS

OUT 2
50
OHMS

OUT 3
50
OHMS
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the value of R0 . In the case shown, the values of resistors are 50 ohms because it is
designed for standard 50 ohm systems. The characteristic impedance of the transmission
lines used in the network is:
Z0 = R0
N

(12.10)

Where:
Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the transmission lines
R0 is the system standard impedance
N is the number of branches
In the case of a 50 ohm system with three branches, the characteristic impedance of the
lines is (50 )(√3) = (50 )(1.73) = 86.5 .

90 degree transmission line splitter/combiner
Figure 12.11 shows the network for producing 0 degree to 90 degree outputs, with –3 dB
loss, using transmission line elements. The terminating resistor at one node of the bridge
is the system impedance, R0 (e.g. 50 ohms).
Each transmission line segment is a quarter wavelength (/4), so have physical lengths
calculated from Eq. (12.9) above. The characteristic impedance of TL1 and TL2 is the
system impedance, R0 , while the impedances of TL3 and TL4 are 0.707R0 . In the case of
50 ohm systems, the impedance of TL3 and TL4 is 35 ohms.

TL3
0o
OUTPUT

INPUT

TL2

TL1

TL4
90o
OUTPUT

R0

Figure 12.11 90 degree transmission line coupler circuit.
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Hybrid ring ‘rat-race’ network
The ‘rat race’ network of Fig. 12.12 has a number of applications in communications. It
consists of five transmission line segments, TL1 through TL5. At VHF, UHF and
microwave frequencies this form is often implemented in printed circuit board
transmission lines.
Four of these transmission line segments (TL1–TL4) are quarter wavelength, while TL5
is half wavelength. The characteristic impedance of all lines is 1.414R0 . Each quarter
wavelength segment creates a 90 degree phase shift, while the half wavelength produces
a 180 degree phase shift. TL4 and TL5 together produce a 270 degree phase shift.

PORT
1

TL1

TL2
PORT
4

PORT
3

TL5

TL3

TL4

PORT
2

Figure 12.12 Rat race.

It is necessary to terminate all ports of the rat race network in the system characteristic
impedance, R0 , whether they are used or not. The bandwidth of this network is
approximately 20 per cent.
Different applications use different ports for input and output. Table 12.2 shows some
of the relationships found in this network.
A coaxial cable version is shown in Fig. 12.13. This network is implemented using
coaxial cable sections and tee connectors. In this case, there are three-quarter wavelength
sections (90 degree) and one three-quarter wavelength (270 degree) section. Applications
of this network include those where a high degree of isolation is required between
ports.
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Table 12.2
Input

Use

Port 3
Port 4

0° splitter, –3 dB at ports 1 and 2.
180° splitter, –3 dB, –90° at port 1, and –270° at port 2.

COAXIAL CABLE
P4

λ/4
P1

λ/4
COAX
"TEE"
P3

3λ/4

λ/4

P2

Figure 12.13 Coaxial rat race.

RF hybrid couplers
The hybrid coupler is an RF device that will either: (a) split a signal source into two
directions, or (b) combine two signal sources into a common path. The circuit symbols
shown in Fig. 12.14A are essentially signal path schematics. Consider the situation where
an RF signal is applied to port 1. This signal is divided equally, flowing to both port 2 and
port 3. Because the power is divided equally the hybrid is called a 3 dB divider, i.e. the
power level at each adjacent port is one-half (–3 dB) of the power applied to the input
port.
The RF hybrid is a transformer circuit (Fig. 12.14B) in which the primary has N turns
and the two secondary windings have N/√2 turns. If the input is port 1 (shown with one
side grounded), then the outputs at ports 2 and 3 exhibit 0 degree and 180 degree phase
shifts respectively, while port 4 shows cancellation.
If the ports are properly terminated in the system impedance, then all power is
absorbed in the loads connected to the ports adjacent to the injection port. None travels
to the opposite port. The termination of the opposite port is required, but it does not
dissipate power because the power level is zero.
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2

2
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4
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3
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3
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2
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4
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2
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B

Figure 12.14 Symbol for hybrid.

The one general rule to remember about hybrids is that opposite ports cancel. That is,
power applied to one port in a properly terminated hybrid will not appear at the opposite port. In
the case cited above the power was applied to port 1, so no power appeared at port 4. One
of the incredibly useful features of the hybrid is that it accomplishes this task while
allowing all devices connected to it to see the system impedance, R0 .

Applications of hybrids
The hybrid can be used for a variety of applications where either combining or splitting
signals are required.

Combining signal sources
In Fig. 12.15 there are two signal generators connected to opposite ports of a hybrid (port
2 and port 3). Power at port 2 from signal generator no. 1 is therefore cancelled at port 3,
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Signal Generator
No. 1

2

Device Under
Test

1

4

DUMMY
LOAD

3

Signal Generator
No. 2

Figure 12.15 Combining two signal sources.

and power from signal generator no. 2 (port 3) is cancelled at port 2. Therefore, the signals
from the two signal generators will not interfere with each other.
In both cases, the power splits two ways. For example, the power from signal generator
no. 1 flows into port 2 and splits two ways. Half of it (3 dB) goes to port 1, while the other
half goes to the dummy load on port 4. The output from signal generator no. 2 splits in
the same way.

Bi-directional amplifiers
A number of different applications exist for bi-directional amplifiers, i.e. amplifiers that can
handle signals from two opposing directions on a single line. The telecommunications
industry, for example, uses such systems to send full duplex signals over the same lines.
Similarly, cable tv systems that use two-way (e.g. cable modem) require two-way
amplifiers. Figure 12.16 shows how the hybrid coupler can be used to make such an
amplifier. In some telecommunications textbooks the two directions are called east and
west, so this amplifier is occasionally called an east–west amplifier. At other times this
circuit is called a repeater.
In the bi-directional E–W amplifier of Fig. 12.16 amplifier A1 amplifies the signals
travelling west to east, while A2 amplifies signals travelling east to west. In each case, the
amplifiers are connected to hybrids HB1 and HB2 via opposite ports, so will not interfere
with each other. Otherwise, connecting two amplifiers input-to-output-to-input-to-output
is a recipe for disaster . . . if only a large amount of destructive feedback.

Transmitter/receiver isolation
One of the problems that exists when using a transmitter and receiver together on the
same antenna is isolating the receiver input from the transmitter input. Even a weak
transmitter will burn out the receiver input if its power were allowed to reach the receiver
input circuits. One solution is to use some form of transmit/receive (T/R) switch.

1

A2

3

1

3
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HB2

DL

2

HB1

4

Figure 12.16 Bi-directional ‘repeater’ amplifier.
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Figure 12.17 Use of hybrid as a T/R switch.

Another option is to use a hybrid as shown in Fig. 12.17. In this circuit the transmitter
output and receiver input are connected to opposite ports of a hybrid device. Thus, the
transmitter power does not reach the receiver input.
The antenna is connected to the adjacent port between the transmitter port and the
receiver port. Signal from the antenna will flow over the port 1 to port 2 path to reach the
receiver input. Transmitter power, on the other hand, will enter at port 3, and is split into
two equal portions. Half the power flows to the antenna over the port-3 to port-1 path,
while half the power flows to a dummy load through the port-3 to port-4 path.
There is a problem with this configuration. Because half the power is routed to a
dummy load, there is a 3 dB reduction in the power available to the antenna. A solution
is shown in Fig. 12.18. In this configuration a second antenna is connected in place of the
dummy load. Depending on the spacing (S), and the phasing, various directivity patterns
can be created using two identical antennas.
If the hybrid produces no phase shift of its own, then the relative phase shift of the
signals exciting the antennas is determined by the difference in length of the transmission
line between the hybrid and the antennas. This is the basis for the phased array antenna.
Consult an antenna book for details.

Quadrature hybrids
The hybrids discussed thus far split the power half to each adjacent port, but the signals
at those ports are 180 degrees out of phase with each other. That is, there is a zero degree
phase shift over the paths from the input to two output ports, and a 180 degree phase shift
to the third port. There are, however, two forms of phase shifted hybrids. The form shown
in Fig. 12.19A is the standard 0 degree to 180 degree hybrid. The signal over the port-1 to
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Figure 12.18 Combining two antennas in T/R switch.

port-2 path is not phase shifted (0 degrees), while that between port 1 and port 3 is phase
shifted 180 degrees. Most transformer-based hybrids are inherently 0 degree to 180 degree
hybrids.
A 0 degree to 90 degree hybrid is shown in Fig. 12.19B. This hybrid shows a 90 degree
phase shift over the port-1 to port-2 path, and a 0 degree phase shift over the port-1 to
port-3 path. This type of hybrid is also called a quadrature hybrid.
One application for the quadrature hybrid is the balanced amplifier shown in Fig. 12.20.
Two amplifiers, A1 and A2 are used to process the same input signal arriving via hybrid
HB1. The signal splits in HB1, so goes to both A1 and A2. If the input impedances of the
amplifiers are not matched to the system impedance, then signal will be reflected from
them back towards HB1. The reflected signal from A2 arrives back at the input in-phase
(0 degrees), but that reflected from A1 has to pass through the 90 degree phase shift arm

2
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0

90

0

1

4
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0

0

1
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3
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A
Figure 12.19 (A) 180 degree hybrid; (B) 90 degree hybrid.
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Figure 12.20 Balanced amplifier.
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twice, so has a total phase shift of 180 degrees. Thus, the reflections caused by
mismatching the amplifier inputs are cancelled out.
The output signals of A1 and A2 are combined in hybrid HB2. The phase balance is
restored by the fact that the output of A1 passes through the 0 degree leg of HB2, while
the output of A2 passes through the 90 degree leg. Thus, both signals have undergone a
90 degree phase shift, so are now restored to the in-phase condition.

RF directional couplers
Directional couplers are devices that will pass signal across one path, while passing a
much smaller signal along another path. One of the most common uses of the directional
coupler is to sample a RF power signal either for controlling transmitter output power
level or for measurement. An example of the latter use is to connect a digital frequency
counter to the low level port, and the transmitter and antenna to the straight through
(high power) ports.
The circuit symbol for a directional coupler is shown in Fig. 12.21. Note that there are
three outputs and one input. The IN–OUT path is low loss, and is the principal path
between the signal source and the load. The coupled output is a sample of the forward
path, while the isolated shows very low signal. If the IN and OUT are reversed, then the
roles of the coupled and isolated ports also reverse.

Z0

OUT

Z0

COUPLED

Z0

IN

DIRECTIONAL
COUPLER
Z0

ISOLATED

Figure 12.21 Directional coupler symbol.

An implementation of this circuit using transmission line segments is shown in Fig.
12.22. Each transmission line segment (TL1 and TL2) has a characteristic impedance, Z0 ,
and is one quarter wavelength long. The path from port 1 to port 2 is the low-loss signal
direction. If power flows in this direction, then port 3 is the coupled port and port 4 is
isolated.
For a coupling ratio (port 3/port 4) ≤ –15 dB the value of coupling capacitance must
be:
Cc <

0.18
Z0

farads

(12.11)

The coupling ratio is
CR = 20 log(CZ0 ) dB
( = 2f)
The bandwidth is about 12 per cent.

(12.12)
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Figure 12.22 Transmission line directional coupler.
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Figure 12.23 L–C network directional coupler.
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The circuit shown in Fig. 12.23 is an L–C lumped constant version of the transmission
lines. This network can be used to replace TL1 and TL2 in Fig. 12.22. The values of the
components are:
Z0

L1 =

(12.13)

0

C1 =

1

(12.14)

0 Z0

Figure 12.24 shows a directional coupler used in a lot of RF power meters and VSWR
meters. The transmission lines are implemented as printed circuit board tracks. It consists
of a main transmission line (TL1) between port 1 and port 2 (the low-loss path), and a
coupled line (TL2) to form the coupled and isolated ports. The coupling capacitance (pF)
is approximated by 9.399X (X is in metres) when implemented on G-10 epoxy fibreglass
printed circuit board.

X
TL1
PORT 1
INPUT

PORT 2
OUTPUT

TL2

PORT 3
COUPLED

PORT 4
ISOLATED

Figure 12.24 Transmission line directional coupler.

A reflectometer directional coupler is shown in Fig. 12.25A. This type of directional
coupler is at the heart of many commercial VSWR meters and RF power meters used in
the HF through low VHF regions of the spectrum. This circuit is conceptually similar to
the previous transmission line, but is designed around a toroid transmission line
transformer. It consists of a transformer in which the low-loss path is a single-turn
primary winding, and a secondary wound of enamelled wire.
Details of the pick-up sensor are shown in Fig. 12.25B. The secondary is wound around
the rim of the toroid in the normal manner, occupying not more than 330 degrees of
circumference. A rubber or plastic grommet is fitted into the centre hole of the toroid core.
The single-turn primary is formed by a single conductor passed once through the hole in
the centre of the grommet. It turns out the 3/16 inch o.d. brass tubing (the kind sold in
hobby shops that cater for model builders) will fit through several standard grommet
sizes nicely, and will slip-fit over the centre conductor of SO-239 coaxial connectors.
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Figure 12.25 (A) Transmission line directional coupler suitable for HF; (B) physical
implementation.

Another transmission line directional coupler is shown in Fig. 12.26. Two short lengths
of RG-58/U transmission line (≈6 in) are passed through a pair of toroid coils. Each coil is
wound with eight to 12 turns of wire. Note that the shields of the two transmission line
segments are grounded only at one end.
Each combination of transmission line and toroid core form a transformer similar to the
previous case. These two transformers are cross-coupled to form the network shown. The
XMTR-ANTENNA path is the low-loss path, while (with the signal flow direction shown)
the other two coupled ports are for forward and reflected power samples. These samples
can be rectified and used to indicate the relative power levels flowing in the forward and
reverse directions. Taken together these indications allow us to calculate VSWR.
Directional couplers are used for RF power sampling in measurement and transmitter
control. They can also be used in receivers between the mixer or RF amplifier and the
antenna input circuit. This arrangement can prevent the flow of LO signal and mixer
products back towards the antenna, where they could be radiated and cause electromagnetic interference (EMI) to other devices.
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XMTR

FORWARD

ANTENNA

REFLECTED

Figure 12.26 Dual sensor directional coupler.

Conclusion
RF combiners, splitters and hybrids solve a number of problems, especially in the
instrumentation of the RF laboratory. They will also solve a number of problems in
antenna systems, receiver/transmitter systems and other situations.

13

Monolithic microwave
integrated circuits

Monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs) and similar devices are used in a wide
variety of applications. These devices may be very wideband, or relatively narrow band.
Very wideband amplifiers have a bandpass (frequency response) of several hundred
megahertz, or more, typically ranging from sub-VLF to the low end of the microwave
spectrum. An example might be a range of 100 kHz to 1000 MHz (i.e. 1 GHz). These
circuits have a variety of practical uses: receiver preamplifiers, signal generator output
amplifiers, buffer amplifiers in RF instrument circuits, cable television line amplifiers, and
many others in communications and instrumentation.
Very wideband amplifiers were difficult to design and build until the advent of
monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) devices. Several factors contribute to the
difficulty of designing and building very wideband amplifiers. For example, there are too
many stray capacitances and inductances in a typical circuit layout, and these form
resonances and filters that distort and restrict the frequency response characteristic.
If you have ever tried to build a very wideband amplifier, then it was likely to be a very
frustrating experience. Because of new, low cost devices called silicon monolithic microwave
integrated circuits (SMMICs), it is possible to design and build amplifiers that cover the
spectrum from near-DC to about 2000 MHz, and that use seven or fewer components.
These devices offer gains of 13 to 30 dB of gain (see Table 13.1), and produce output power
levels up to 40 mW (+16 dBm). Noise figures range from 3.5 to 7 dB. In this chapter we will
use the MAR-x series of MMICs by Mini-Circuits Laboratories to be representative.
Figure 13.1 shows the circuit symbol for the MAR-x devices. Note that it is a very simple
device. The only connections are RF input, RF output and two ground connections. The use

Table 13.1
Type number

Colour dot

MAR-1
MAR-2
MAR-3
MAR-4
MAR-6
MAR-7
MAR-8

Brown
Red
Orange
Yellow
White
Violet
Blue

Gain @ 500 MHz (dB)

Max. freq.

17.5
12.8
12.8
8.2
19.0
13.1
28.0

1000 MHz
2000 MHz
2000 MHz
1000 MHz
2000 MHz
2000 MHz
1000 MHz
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GROUND
1

RF IN

RF OUT

A1

GROUND
2

Figure 13.1 MMIC device circuit diagram.

of dual grounds reduces overall inductance and thereby improves the stability and
frequency response. Direct current (DC) power is applied to the output terminal through
an external network.
The package for the MAR-x device is shown in Fig. 13.2. Although it is an IC, the device
looks very much like a small UHF/microwave transistor package. The body is made of
plastic, and the leads are wide metal strips (rather than wire) in order to reduce the stray
inductance that narrower wire leads would exhibit. These devices are small enough that
handling can be difficult; I found that hand forceps (‘tweezers’) were necessary to position

COLOUR DOT

4

COLOUR DOT
4

BEVEL

BEVEL

3

1

3

1

2
2

MAR-x DEVICES

ERA-x DEVICES

A

B

Figure 13.2 Mini-Circuits Laboratories MMIC devices.
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the device on a prototype printed circuit board. A magnifying glass or jeweller’s eye loupe
are not out of order for those with poor close-in eyesight. A colour dot, and a bevelled tip
on one lead, are the keys that identify pin no. 1 (which is the RF input connection). When
viewed from above, pin numbering (1, 2, 3, 4) proceeds counterclockwise from the keyed
pin.

Internal circuitry
The MAR-x series of devices inherently match 50 ohm input and output impedances
without external impedance transformation circuitry, making them an excellent choice for
general RF applications. Figure 13.3 shows the internal circuitry for the MAR-x devices.
These devices are silicon bipolar monolithic ICs in a two transistor Darlington amplifier
configuration. The MAR-x devices act like transistors with very high gain. Because the
transistors are biased internal to the MAR-x package, the overall gains are typically 13 to
33 dB, depending on the device selected and operating frequency. No external bias
resistors are needed, although a collector load resistor to V+ is used.
The good match to 50 ohms for both input and output impedances (R) is due to the
circuit configuration, and is approximately:
R =


RF RE

(13.1)

If RF is about 500 ohms, and RE is about 5 ohms, then the square root of their product
is the desired 50 ohms.

RF
3
RF IN

1

RB

R0
RE

2
GROUND
1

Figure 13.3 Internal circuitry of MMIC device.
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Basic amplifier circuit
The basic circuit for a wideband amplifier project based on the MAR-x device is shown in
Fig. 13.4. The RF IN and RF OUT terminals are protected by DC blocking capacitors C1
and C2. For VLF and MW applications, use 0.01 F disk ceramic capacitors, and for HF
through the lower VHF (≤100 MHz) use 0.001 F disk ceramic capacitors. If the project
must work well into the high VHF through low microwave region (>100 MHz to
1000 MHz or so), then opt for 1000 pF ‘chip’ capacitors. If there is no requirement for lower
frequencies, then chip capacitors in the 33 to 100 pF range can be used.
V+
C4
1 µF

C3
0.01 µF

+

R1
R1
FB
RFC1
(OPTIONAL)
C1
RF
INPUT

C2
A1
MAR-x

RF
OUT

R1 =

(V +) – V
I

Figure 13.4 Circuit diagram of MMIC amplifier.

The capacitors used for C1 and C2 should be chip capacitors in all but the lower
frequency (<100 MHz) circuits. Chip capacitors can be a bit bothersome to use, but their
use pays ever greater dividends as operating frequency increases.
Capacitor C3 is used for two purposes. It will prevent signals from being coupled to the
DC power supply, and from there to other circuits. It will also prevent higher frequency
signals and noise spikes from outside sources from affecting the amplifier circuit. In some
cases, a 0.001 F chip capacitor is used at C3, but for the most part a 0.01 F disk ceramic
will suffice.
The other capacitor at the DC power supply is a 1 F tantalum electrolytic. It serves to
decouple low frequency signals, and smooth out short duration fluctuations in the DC
supply voltage. Higher values than 1 F may be required if the amplifier is used in
particularly noisy environments.
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Direct current is fed to the amplifier through a current limiting resistor (R1), via the RF
OUT terminal on the MAR-x (lead no. 3). The maximum allowable DC potential is
+7.5 VDC for MAR-8, +5 VDC for MAR-1 through MAR-4, +4 VDC for MAR-7, and
3.5 VDC for MAR-6. If a minimum voltage V+ power supply is used, e.g. +5 VDC for
MAR-1, then make R1 a 47 ohm to 100 ohm resistor. Use only 14 watt or 12 watt noninductive resistors, such as the carbon composition or metal film types. If the use of higher
V+ potentials (e.g. +9 or +12 VDC) is necessary, then use a higher value resistor for R1. To
determine the value of R1, decide on a current level (I), and do an Ohm’s law
calculation:
R1(ohms) =

V + –VMMIC
I

(13.2)

In most cases, a good operating current level for the popular MAR-1 is about 15 mA (or
0.015 A).
An optional inductor, RFC1, is shown in the circuit of Fig. 13.4. This inductor serves two
purposes. First, it improves the decoupling isolation of the MAR-x output from the DC
power supply by blocking RF signals. Second, it acts as a ‘peaking coil’ to improve gain
on the high frequency end of the frequency response curve. It does this latter job by
adding its inductive reactance (XL ) to the resistance of R1 to form a load impedance that
increases with frequency because XL = 2pFL. Suitable values of inductance range from less
than 0.5 H to about 100 H, depending on the application and frequency range.
Sometimes, however, the coil forms the total load impedance. In those cases, a decoupling
capacitor is used at the junction of RFC1 and R1.
Inductor coils are not without problems in very wideband amplifiers because the stray
capacitances between the coil windings form unintended self-resonances with the coil
inductance. These resonances can distort the frequency response curve and may cause
oscillations. A popular solution to this problem is to use a small ferrite bead (‘FB’ in the
inset to Fig. 13.4). The bead acts as a small value RF choke. These beads have a small hole
in them that fits nicely over the radial lead of a quarter watt resistor.
Alternative DC power schemes are shown in Fig. 13.5. The circuit of Fig. 13.5A splits the
load resistance into two components, R1 and R2. The value of R1 will represent most of
the required resistance, with R2 typically being 33 to 100 ohms. This circuit, like the basic
circuit, works well to V+ of 7 to 9 VDC, but is not recommended for higher supply
voltages.
Power feed schemes that work well at V+ voltages greater than 9 VDC are shown in
Figs 13.5B and 13.5C. Both use voltage regulation to stabilize the supply voltage to the
MAR-x device.

Other MAR-x circuits
The simple circuit of Fig. 13.4 will work well in most cases, especially where the input and
output impedance are reasonably stable. But if the source or load impedances vary, then
the amplifier may suffer a degradation of performance, or show some instability. One
solution to the problem is to use resistive attenuator pads in the input and output signal
lines. Attenuators in an amplifier circuit? Yes, that’s right. A 1 dB or 2 dB attenuator in the
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Figure 13.5 (A) Output circuit for MMIC amplifier; (B) zener diode power supply regulation;
(C) three-terminal IC voltage regulator circuit.
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Figure 13.6 1 dB attenuators used in input and output circuits.
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input and output signal lines will stabilize the impedances seen by the amplifier, but only
marginally affect the overall gain of the circuit. In vacuum tube days, we called this type
of technique ‘swamping’.
Figure 13.6 shows the circuit of Fig. 13.4 revised to reflect the use of simple resistive
attenuator pads in the input and output lines. If 1 dB attenuators are used, then the overall
gain is the natural gain of the MAR-x device less 2 dB. The resistors used for these
attenuator pads must be non-inductive types, such as carbon composition or metal film
units. If the amplifier is to be used at the higher end of its range, then chip resistors are
preferable to ordinary axial lead resistors.
V+

C3

R1

RFC1

C2

C1
RF
INPUT

SL1

A1
MAR-x

RF
OUT

SL2

A

PRINTED CIRCUIT
MATERIAL
STRIP LINE

W

T

COPPER-CLAD
GROUND PLANE MATERIAL
B

Figure 13.7 (A) Strip-line amplifier; (B) dimensioning the strip line.
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An alternate approach is to use manufactured shielded RF 50 ohm attenuator pads.
Another of Mini-Circuits products are the AT-1 and MAT-1 1-dB attenuators; they are
suitable for the purpose, and match the frequency range of most of the MAR-x products.
These low cost devices are similar except for size, and are intended for mounting on
printed circuit boards.
Keep in mind that the use of attenuators is not for free (TANSTAFL principle: There
Ain’t No Such Thing As a Free Lunch). The resistive attenuators reduce the gain (as
mentioned before), but also increase the noise factor by an amount set by the loss factor
of the input attenuator pad.
For VHF, UHF and low end microwave amplifiers it may be preferable to use a printed
circuit strip line transmission line for the input and output circuits. Figure 13.7A shows such
a circuit with input (SL1) and output (SL2) strip lines, while Fig. 13.7B shows detail of how
these lines are made. The characteristic impedance (Z0 ) of the line is a function of the
relative dielectric constant of the printed circuit material (e), the thickness of the material
(T), and the width (W) of the strip line conductor. Common Epoxy G-10 printed circuit
boards (e ≈ 4.8) are usable to 1000 MHz and work well to about 300 MHz. Above 300 MHz
the losses increase significantly. PTFE woven glass fibre printed circuit board (e ≈ 2.55)
operates to well over 2000 MHz, which is higher than the upper limit of the MAR-x
devices. Widths required for 50 ohm strip lines for various printed circuit board materials
are shown in Table 13.2.
Figure 13.8A shows the circuit layout of a typical printed circuit board for a MAR-x
wideband amplifier. The printed circuit board should be double clad, i.e. copper on both
top and bottom. The strip lines at the input and output are etched from the component
side of the printed circuit material, not the bottom side as is common practice in lower
frequency projects. The reason for this approach is to reduce the inductance of the leads
to the MAR-x device.
Strip lines should not contain abrupt discontinuities, or else parasitic losses will
increase. It is common practice to taper the line over a short distance from the strip line
to the width of the MAR-x leads right at the body of the device.
Another tactic to keep stray lead inductances to a minimum is to drill a small hole in
the printed circuit to hold the body of the MAR-x (Fig. 13.8B). The diameter of the MAR-x

Table 13.2 Values for 50 


T

W

G-10 epoxy fibreglass

4.8

0.062 in
(1.58 mm)

0.108 in
(2.74 mm)

PTFE woven glass fibre

2.55

0.010 in
(0.254 mm)

0.025 in
(0.635 mm)

0.031 in
(0.787 mm)

0.079 in
(0.20 mm)

0.062 in
(1.58 mm)

0.158 in
(4 mm)

Material
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Figure 13.8 (A) Printed wiring board for MMIC amplifier; (B) mounting the MMIC device.

package is 0.085 in (2.15 mm), and the hole should be only slightly larger than this
value.
The capacitors in the input and output circuit, as well as the decoupling capacitor at the
junction of RFC1 and R1, are chip capacitors. The break in the strip line to accommodate
these capacitors should be just wide enough to separate the ohmic contacts at either end
of the capacitor body. For the 1000 pF (0.001 F) chip capacitors that I used in making a
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model in preparation for this chapter, the insulated centre section between contacts on the
capacitors averaged 0.09 inch (2.3 mm) as measured on a vernier caliper set.
It is essential to keep ground returns as short as possible, especially when the amplifier
operates in the higher end of its range. If you opt to use the ground plane cladding for the
DC and signal return, then plated-through holes are required between the two sides of the
board. These plated-through holes must be placed directly below the ground leads of the
MAR-x package.

Multiple device circuits
The MAR-x devices can be connected in cascade, parallel or push-pull. The cascade
connection increases the overall gain of the amplifier, while the parallel and push-pull
configurations increase the output power available.
The simplest cascade scheme is to connect two stages such as Fig. 13.4 in series such that
the output capacitor of the first stage becomes the input capacitor of the second stage.
Figure 13.9 shows a somewhat better approach. This circuit uses strip line matching
sections at the inputs and outputs, and between stages. Table 13.3 gives the dimensions of
these lines for two different cases: case A is for a 100 to 500 MHz amplifier, and case B is
for a 500 to 2000 MHz amplifier. In both cases the MAR-8 device is used.
The parallel case is shown in Fig. 13.10. The MAR-x devices can be connected directly
in parallel to increase the output power capacity of the amplifier. In the case of Fig. 13.10
there are four MAR-x devices connected in parallel; this will give four times the power
available from a single device. Other combinations are also possible. I built a two-up
version for a signal generator output stage.
Table 13.3
Component

Case A

Case B

R1
R2
C1, C4
C2
C3

124 
69.8 
470 pF
1.5 pF
7.5 pf

69.1 
69.1 
68 pF
2 pF
2 pF

Capacitors are chip type. Resistors are 1% chip type
SL1
SL2
SL3
SL4
SL5

0.10
2.54
0.10
2.54
0.10
2.54
0.10
2.54
0.05
1.27

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

W×L
0.10 in
2.54 mm
0.05 in
1.27 mm
0.20 in
5.08 mm
0.10 in
2.54 mm
0.20 in
5.08 mm

0.04
1.02
0.04
1.02
0.04
1.02
0.04
1.02
0.05
1.27

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

0.10 in
2.54 mm
0.10 in
2.54 mm
0.10 in
2.54 mm
0.10 in
2.54 mm
0.20 in
5.08 mm

SL1

A1
MAR-x

Figure 13.9 Cascade strip-line amplifier.
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Figure 13.10 Parallel connecting increases output power.

Unfortunately, in the parallel amplifier the input and output impedances are no longer
50 ohms, but rather it is 50/N where N is the number of devices connected in parallel. In
Fig. 13.10, the input and output impedances are 50/4 or 12.5 ohms. An impedance
matching device must be used to transform the impedances to the 50 ohm standard for RF
systems. Most impedance transformation devices do not have the same wide bandwidth
as the MAR-x devices, so there will be a degradation of the bandwidth of the overall
circuit.
The push-pull configuration is shown in Fig. 13.11. In this circuit there are two banks of
two MAR-x devices each. The two banks are connected in push-pull, so this circuit is
correctly called a push-pull parallel amplifier. It retains the gain and the increase in power
level of the parallel connection, but improves the second harmonic distortion that some
parallel configurations exhibit. Push-pull amplifiers inherently reduce even-order
harmonic distortion.
The input and output transformers (T1 and T2) for the circuit of Fig. 13.11 are balun
types, and provide a 180 degree phase shift of the signals for the two halves of the
amplifier. The balun transformers are typically wound on ferrite toroidal coil forms with
#26 AWG or finer wire. Because the balun transformers are limited in frequency response,
this circuit is typically used in medium and shortwave applications. A common
specification for these transformers is to wind six or seven bifilar turns on a toroidal form,
the turns made of #28 enamelled wire twisted together at about five twists to the inch (≈2
twists per cm).
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Figure 13.11 Parallel/push-pull arrangement.
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Figure 13.12 (A) Shielded MMIC amplifier for mast-head
mounting; (B) DC power supply for mast-head mounted amplifier.
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Mast-mounted wideband preamplifier
This project describes a preamplifier, based on the MAR-1 device, that will work at remote
locations and is powered from its own coaxial cable feedline.
Figure 13.12A shows the circuit of the remote portion. It consists of a standard MAR-1
device, but with optional –1 dB attenuators in series with input and output lines. The
attenuators are used to enhance stability, but not all builders will want to use them. If you
are willing to risk oscillation, and need the extra 2 dB of gain stolen by the attenuators,
then delete them.
Note that the power supply end of resistor R1 is connected not to the power supply, but
rather to the output coaxial connector (J2). A 1 mH RF choke (RFC2) isolates the DC circuit
path from the RF flowing in the coaxial cable. Similarly, a DC blocking capacitor (C5)
isolates the MAR-1 and the attenuator from the DC voltage on the coaxial line.
The entire remote circuit must be built inside a shielded weatherproof box. If no suitable
box is available, then use an ordinary aluminium box, and coat the seams and joints with
silicone seal, or something similar.
At the receiver end of the coaxial line a DC/RF combiner box is needed; a design is
shown in Fig. 13.12B. The primary DC power in this case is a 9 VDC battery. Again, an RF
choke isolates the DC power supply from the RF in the circuit, and a DC blocking
capacitor (C9) is used to keep the DC voltage from the receiver.

Broadband HF amplifier
Figure 13.13 shows the MAR-1 device used in a broadband preamplifier for the 3 to
30 MHz high frequency (HF) bands. Like the previous circuit, it is intended for mast
mounting, but if the power circuit is broken at ‘X’ can be used other than remotely. It can
be powered by the circuit shown in Fig. 13.12B.
The key feature that differentiates this circuit from the previous circuit is the bandpass
filter in the input circuit. It consists of a 1600 kHz high-pass filter followed by a 32 MHz
low-pass filter. The circuit keeps strong, out-of-band signals from interfering with the
operation of the preamplifier. Because the MAR-1 is a very wideband device, it will easily
respond to AM and FM broadcast band signals.

Part 4

Measurement and
techniques

14

Measuring inductors
and capacitors

The measurement of the values of inductors (L) and capacitors (C) at radio frequencies
differs somewhat from the same measurements at low frequencies. Although similarities
exist, the RF measurement is a bit more complicated. One of the reasons for this situation
is that stray or ‘distributed’ inductance and capacitance values of the test set-up will affect
the results. Another reason is that capacitors and inductors are not ideal components, but
rather all capacitors have some inductance, and all inductors have capacitance. In this
chapter we will take a look at several methods for making such measurements.

VSWR method
When a load impedance (R + jX) is connected across an RF source the maximum power
transfer occurs when the load impedance (ZL ) and source (ZS ) impedances are equal (ZL
= ZS ). If these impedances are not equal, then the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) will
indicate the degree of mismatch. We can use this phenomenon to measure values of
inductance and capacitance using the scheme shown in Fig. 14.1A. The instrumentation
required includes a signal generator or other signal source, and a VSWR meter or VSWR
analyser.
Some VSWR instruments require a transmitter for excitation, but others will accept the
lower signal levels that can be produced by a signal generator. An alternative device is the
SWR analyser type of instrument. It contains the signal generator and VSWR meter, along
with a frequency counter to be sure of the actual test frequency. Whatever signal source
is used, however, it must have a variable output frequency. Further, the frequency readout
must be accurate.
The load impedance inside the shielded enclosure consists of a non-inductive resistor
(R1) that has a resistance equal to the desired system impedance resistive component (50
ohms in most RF applications, and 75 ohms in television and video). An inductive
reactance (XL ) and a capacitive reactance (XC ) are connected in series with the load. The
circuit containing a resistor, capacitor and inductor simulates an antenna feedpoint
impedance. The overall impedance is:
ZL =


R 2 + (XL – Xc )2

(14.1)

Note the reactive portion of Eq. (14.1). When the condition XL  = XC  exists, the series
network is at resonance, and VSWR is minimum (Fig. 14.1B). This gives us a means for
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F
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FREQUENCY

Figure 14.1 (A) VSWR test set-up; (B) VSWR-vs-frequency plot.

measuring the values of the capacitor or inductor, provided that the other is known. For
example, if you want to measure a capacitance, then use an inductor of known value.
Using the test set-up in Fig. 14.1A, adjust the frequency of the signal source to produce
minimum VSWR.
1 For finding an inductance from a known capacitance:
LH =

106
42f 2CpF

Where:
LH = inductance in microhenrys (H)
CpF is the capacitance in picofarads (pF)
f
is the frequency in MHz

(14.2)
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2 For finding a capacitance from a known inductance:
106

CpF =

(14.3)

42f 2LH

The accuracy of this approach depends on how accurately the frequency and the
reactance are known, and how accurately the minimum VSWR frequency can be
found.

Voltage divider method
A resistive voltage divider is shown in Fig. 14.2A. The voltage drops across R1 and R2 are
V1 and V2, respectively. We know that either voltage drop is found from:
Vx =

VRx

(14.4)

R1 + R2

Where:
VX is V1 and RX is R1 or, VX is V2 and RX is R2, depending on which voltage drop is being
measured
We can use the voltage divider concept to find either inductance or capacitance by
replacing R2 with the unknown reactance. In Fig. 14.2B resistor R2 has been replaced by
an inductor (L). The resistor RS is the inductor series resistance. If we measure the voltage
drop across R1 (i.e. ‘E’ in Fig. 14.2B), then we can calculate the inductance from:
L =

R
2f

×


  
V
E

2

– 1+

RS

R1

2

(14.5)

As can be noted in Eq. (14.5) if R1 >> RS , then the quotient RS/R1 becomes
negligible.
In capacitors the series resistance is typically too small to be of consequence. We can
replace L in the model of Fig. 14.2B with a capacitor, and again measure voltage E. The
value of the capacitor will be:
2f

C =
R×



V
E

2

(14.6)

–1

The value of resistance selected for R1 should be similar to, or a bit smaller than, the
expected reactance of the capacitor or inductor being measured. This will keep the voltage
values manageable, and help maintain accuracy.
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Figure 14.2 (A) Resistor voltage divider measurements; (B) voltage measurements in complex
impedance situation.

Signal generator method
If the frequency of a signal generator is accurately known, then we can use a known
inductance to find an unknown capacitance, or a known capacitance to find an unknown
inductance. Figure 14.3 shows the test set-up for this option. The known and unknown
components (L and C) are connected together inside a shielded enclosure. The parallel
tuned circuit is lightly coupled to the signal source and the display through very low
value capacitors (C1 and C2). The rule is that the reactance of C1 and C2 should be very
high compared with the reactances of L and C at resonance.
The signal generator is equipped with a 6 dB resistive attenuator in order to keep its
output impedance stable. The output indicator can be any instrument that will read the RF

6 dB
ATTENUATOR

Figure 14.3 Test set-up for resonance.
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voltage at the frequency of resonance. For example, you could use either an RF voltmeter
or an oscilloscope.
The procedure requires tuning the frequency of the signal source to provide a peak
output voltage reading on the voltmeter or ‘scope. If the value of one of the components
(L or C) is known, then the value of the other can be calculated using Eqns (14.2) or (14.3),
as appropriate.
Alternate forms of coupling are shown in Fig. 14.4. In either case, the idea is to isolate
the instruments from the L and C elements. In Fig. 14.4A the isolation is provided by a
pair of high value (10 k to 1 meg) resistors, R1 and R2. In Fig. 14.4B the coupling and
isolation are provided by a one- or two-turn link winding near the inductor. The links and
the main inductor are lightly coupled to each other.

R2
100K

R1
100K

L1
C

L

L

C

A

L2

B

Figure 14.4 Resonance test set-up.

Frequency shifted oscillator method
The frequency of a variable frequency oscillator (VFO) is set by the combined action of an
inductor and a capacitor. We know that a change in either capacitance or inductance
produces a frequency change equal to the square root of the component ratio. For
example, for an inductance change:
L2 = L1 ×
Where:
L1 is the
L2 is the
F1 is the
F2 is the

  
F1
F2

2

–1

original inductance
extra inductance
original frequency
new frequency

(14.7)
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Figure 14.5 Colpitts oscillator to test values of inductance.
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From this equation we can construct an inductance meter such as Fig. 14.5. This circuit
is a Clapp oscillator designed to oscillate in the high frequency (HF) range up to about
12 MHz. The components L1, C1 and C2 are selected to resonate at some frequency.
Inductor L1 should be of the same order of magnitude as LX . The idea is to connect the
unknown inductor across the test fixture terminals. Switch S1 is set to position ‘b’ and the
frequency (F1) is measured on a digital frequency counter. The switch is then set to
position ‘a’ in order to put the unknown inductance LX in series with the known
inductance L1. The oscillator output frequency will shift to F2. When we know L1, F1 and
F2 we can apply Eq. (14.7) to calculate L2.
If we need to find a capacitance, then modify the circuit to permit a capacitance to be
switched into the circuit across C1 instead of an inductance as shown in Fig. 14.5. Replace
the ‘L’ terms in Eq. (14.7) with the corresponding ‘C’ terms.

Using RF bridges
Most RF bridges are based on the Wheatstone bridge circuit (Fig. 14.6). In use since 1843, the
Wheatstone bridge has formed the basis for many different measurement instruments.
The null condition of the Wheatstone bridge exists when the voltage drop of R1/R2 is equal
to the voltage drop of R3/R4; then the voltmeter (M1) will read zero. The basic
measurement scheme is to know the values of three of the resistors, and use them to
measure the value of the fourth.
The Wheatstone bridge works well for finding unknown resistances from DC up to
relatively low RF frequencies, but to measure L and C values at higher frequencies we
need to modify the bridges.

RF
INPUT
R1

R2

Figure 14.6 Wheatstone bridge.

M1
R3

R4
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Figure 14.7 Maxwell bridge.

Maxwell bridge
The Maxwell bridge is shown in Fig. 14.7. The null condition for this bridge occurs
when:
L1 = R2 × R3 × C1

(14.8)

and,
R4 =

R2 × R3
R1

(14.9)

Note that the balance equations are totally independent of frequency. The bridge is also
not too sensitive to resistive losses in the inductor (a failing of some other methods).
Additionally, it is much easier to obtain calibrated standard capacitors for C1 than it is to
obtain standard inductors for L1. As a result, one of the principal uses of this bridge is
inductance measurements.
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Maxwell bridge circuits are often used in measurement instruments called Q-meters,
which measure the quality factor (Q) of inductors. The equation for Q is, however,
frequency sensitive:
Q = 2 × F × R1 × C1

(14.10)

Where:
F is in hertz
R1 is in ohms
C1 is in farads

Hay bridge
The Hay bridge (Fig. 14.8) is similar to the Maxwell bridge, except that the R1/C1
combination is connected in series rather than parallel. The Hay bridge is, unlike the
Maxwell bridge, frequency sensitive. The balance equations for the null condition are also
a little more complex:
J1
RF INPUT
C1
R2

R1
L1

R3
R4

RF
VOLTMETER

Figure 14.8 Hay bridge.
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R2 × R3 × C1

L1 =

1+



R4 =


1
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(14.11)

2

Q

R2 × R3
R1

 
×

1
2

Q +1



(14.12)

Where:
Q =

1
 × R1 × C1

(14.13)

The Hay bridge is used for measuring inductances with high Q figures, while the
Maxwell bridge is best with inductors that have a low Q value.
Note: A frequency independent version of Eq. (14.11) is possible when Q is large:
L1 = R2 × R3 × C1

(14.14)

Schering bridge
The Schering bridge circuit is shown in Fig. 14.9. The balance equation for the null
condition is:
C3 =

R3 =

C2 × R1
R2
R2 × C1
C2

(14.15)

(14.16)

The Schering bridge is used primarily for finding the capacitance and the power factor
of capacitors. In the latter applications no actual R3 is connected into the circuit, making
the series resistance of the capacitor being tested (e.g. C3) the only resistance in that arm
of the bridge. The capacitor’s Q factor is found from:
QC3 =

1
 × R1 × C1

(14.17)

Finding parasitic capacitances and inductances
Capacitors and inductors are not ideal components. A capacitor will have a certain
amount of series inductance (called ‘parasitic inductance’). This inductance is created by
the conductors in the capacitor, especially the leads. In older forms of capacitor, such as
the wax paper dielectric devices used prior to about 1960, the series inductance was very
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Figure 14.9 Schering bridge.

large. Because the inductance is in series with the capacitance of the capacitor, it forms a
series resonant circuit.
Figure 14.10 shows a test set-up for finding the series resonant frequency. A tracking
generator is a special form of sweep generator that is synchronized to the frequency sweep
of a spectrum analyser. They are used with spectrum analysers in order to perform
stimulus response measurements such as Fig. 14.10.
The nature of a series resonant circuit is to present a low impedance at the resonant
frequency, and a high impedance at all frequencies removed from resonance. In this case,
that impedance is across the signal line. The display on the spectrum analyser will show
a pronounced, sharp dip at the frequency where the capacitance and the parasitic
inductance are resonant. The value of the parasitic series inductance can be found from
Eq. (14.2).
Inductors are also less than ideal. The adjacent turns of wire form small capacitors,
which when summed up can result in a relatively large capacitance value. Figure 14.11
shows a method for measuring the parallel capacitance of an inductor.
Because the capacitance is in parallel with the inductance, it forms a parallel resonant
circuit. These circuits will produce an impedance that is very high at the resonant
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Figure 14.10 Measuring series parasitics.
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Figure 14.11 Measuring parallel parasitics.
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frequency, and very low at frequencies removed from resonance. In Fig. 14.11 the inductor
and its parasitic parallel capacitance are in series with the signal line, so will (like the other
circuit) produce a pronounced dip in the signal at the resonant frequency. The value of the
parasitic capacitance can be found from Eq. (14.3).

Conclusion
There are other forms of bridge, and other methods, for measuring L and C elements in
RF circuits, but those discussed above are very practical, especially in the absence of
specialist instrumentation.

RF power
measurement

15
Power units

Electrical power is defined as energy flow per unit of time. The internationally accepted
standard unit of power is the watt (W), which is defined as an energy flow of one joule per
second. The unit watt is not always suitable for some applications. As a result, it is common
to find sub-units and super-units in use (e.g. milliwatts, kilowatts and megawatts).
It is common practice to express power relationships in terms of decibel notation (dB),
which allows gains and losses to be added and subtracted, rather than multiplied and
divided, somewhat simplifying the arithmetic. In low power RF circuitry a useful power
unit is dBm, which is the power level in dB relative to 1 mW.
Relative power levels:
dB = 10 log

 
P1
P2

(15.1)

Absolute power levels
dBm = 10 log

 
PW

0.001

(15.2)

or,
dBm = 10 log PmW

(15.3)

Where:
dBm
is power level relative to one milliwatt
P1 and P2 are two power levels (same units)
PW
is power in watts (W)
PmW
is power in milliwatts (mW)

Types of RF power measurement
Measuring RF power is essentially the same as measuring low frequency AC power, but
certain additional problems present themselves. For a continuous wave (CW) signal, the
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issue is relatively straightforward because the signal is a constant amplitude sine wave.
For on/off telegraphy, the problem gets somewhat more difficult because the waves are
not constant amplitude, and the average RF power depends on the ratio of on time to off
time. In the case of the sine wave, a peak voltage reading instrument such as a diode
detector can be calibrated for root mean square (rms) power by the simple expedient of
dividing the indication by the square root of two (1.414). If the meter measures power
directly (e.g. a thermally based instrument), then no waveform correction factor is
needed.

Methods for measuring RF power
RF power meters use a number of different approaches to making the measurement. Some
instruments measure the current or the voltage at a resistive load, and depend on the
equations P = I 2R or P = V 2/R.
Other methods are based on the fact that power dissipated in a resistive load is
converted to heat, so the temperature change before and after the RF power is applied can
be used as the indicator of RF power. This approach has the advantage of directly
measuring power, rather than deducing it.
Figure 15.1 shows the basic scheme. A load resistor, R0 , with a resistance equal to the
system impedance, is enclosed in an isolated environment with some sort of temperature

RF
GENERATOR

R0

TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

Figure 15.1 Thermal sensing circuit.

sensor. Theoretically, one could place a dummy load resistor in a workshop room, and
then use a glass mercury thermometer and stopwatch to measure the rise in temperature
and elapsed time to find the power. That’s hardly practical, however. The basic idea is to
find a sensor, such as a thermistor or thermocouple, that will convert the heat generated
in the load resistor to a DC (or low frequency AC) signal that is easily measured with
ordinary electronic instruments.

Thermistor RF power meters
A thermistor is a resistor that has a large change of its electrical resistance with changes in
temperature. Thermistors are usually made of a metallic oxide compound. Figure 15.2A
shows the resistance-vs-temperature curve for a typical thermistor device. A negative
temperature coefficient (NTC) device will decrease resistance with increases in temperature.
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Figure 15.2 (A) Positive and negative temperature coefficients;

A positive temperature coefficient (PTC) device is the opposite: resistance rises with increases
in temperature.

Bolometers
Figure 15.2B shows a family of resistance-vs-self-heating power curves for a single
thermistor operated at different temperatures. The resistance is not only non-linear, which
makes measurements difficult enough in its own right, the shape and placement of the
curve varies with temperature. As a result, straight thermistor instruments can be
misleading. Bolometry is a method that takes advantage of this problem to create a more
accurate RF power measurement system.
Self-heating power is caused by a DC current flowing in the thermistor. Figure 15.2C
shows how self-heating can be used in bolometry. The thermistor (RT1) is adjusted to a
specified self-heating point when no RF power is applied to the dummy load R0 . The
resistance of thermistor RT1 can be calculated from the voltmeter because the DC current
is also known.
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Figure 15.2 (B) resistance at various power and temperature levels;
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Figure 15.2 (C) test circuit for thermal sensor.
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When RF power is applied to the dummy load, heat radiated from the load will cause
the resistance of RT1 to decrease. The bolometer current source is then adjusted to
decrease the bias until the resistance rises back to the value it had before power was
applied. The change of bias power required to restore the thermistor to the same
resistance is therefore equal to the power dissipated in the dummy load.

Self-balancing bridge instruments
The self-balancing (aka autobalancing or autonull) bridge shown in Fig. 15.3 uses a
Wheatstone bridge thermistor to perform bolometry measurement of RF power. The
thermistor mount sensor assembly contains a dummy load and a thermistor (RT ). The null
condition is created when R1/RT = R2/R3.
DC
METER
BIAS

R1
THERMISTOR
MOUNT

R2

A1

RF
POWER IN

R3
RL

+

RT

Figure 15.3 Wheatstone bridge circuit.

The self-balancing bridge uses a differential amplifier (A1) to perform the balancing. A
differential amplifier produces an output voltage proportional to the difference in two input
voltages. When the Wheatstone bridge is in balance, then the output of the differential
amplifier is zero. The bias for the Wheatstone bridge, hence the thermistor in the bolometer
sensor, is derived from the output of the amplifier. A change in the resistance of the
thermistor unbalances the bridge, and this moves the amplifier’s differential input voltage
away from zero. The amplifier output voltage goes up, thereby changing the bias current by
an amount and direction necessary to restore balance. Thus, by reading the bias current we
can infer the power level that changed the thermistor resistance.
Because the thermistor will have a different characteristic curve at different ambient
temperatures it is necessary to either control the ambient temperature, or correct for it. It
is very difficult to control the ambient temperature. Although it is done, it is also not
terribly practical in most cases. As a result, it is common to find RF power meters using
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Figure 15.4 Dual auto-null bridge.

two thermistors in the measurement process (Fig. 15.4). One thermistor is mounted in the
thermistor sensor mount used to measure RF power, while the other is used to measure
the ambient temperature. The readings of the ambient thermistor are used to correct the
readings of the sensor thermistor.

Thermocouple RF power meters
The thermocouple is one of the oldest forms of temperature sensor. When two dissimilar
metals are connected together to form a junction, and the junction is heated, then the
potential across the free ends (VT ) is proportional to the temperature of the hot junction.
This phenomenon is called the Seebeck effect.
A thermocouple RF ammeter is constructed using thermocouples and a small value
resistance heating element (Fig. 15.5). The meter will have a small wire resistance element
in close proximity to a thermocouple element. The thermocouple is, in turn, connected to
DC METER

TC

R

Figure 15.5 Thermocouple RF ammeter.
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a DC meter. When current flows through the resistance heating element, the potential
across the ends of the thermocouple changes proportional to the rms value of the current.
Thus, the RF ammeter measures the rms value of the RF current.
If the RF ammeter is used to measure the current flowing from an RF source to a
resistive load, then the product I 2R indicates the true RF power. These meters can measure
RF current up to 50 or 60 MHz, depending on the instrument.
Thermocouples and thermistors share the ability to measure true RF power. Although
thermocouple RF ammeters have been used since the 1930s, or earlier, the use of
thermocouples in higher frequency and microwave power meters started in the 1970s.
Thermocouples are more sensitive than thermistor sensors, and are inherently square law
devices.
Figure 15.6 shows a solid-state thermocouple sensor that can be used well into the
microwave region. Two semiconductor thermocouples are connected such that they are in
C1

H
H
RF
POWER INPUT

TC1

TC2
C
C

DC METER

C2

Figure 15.6 TC1 and TC2 power sensor.
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Figure 15.7 Thermocouple RF power meter.

series for DC, and parallel for RF frequencies. Thus, their combined output voltages are
read on the DC voltmeter. Because of the capacitors, however, they are in parallel for RF
frequencies, and if designed correctly will make a 50 ohm termination for a transmission
line.
Thermocouples suffer the same reliance on knowing the ambient temperature as
thermistors. Figure 15.7 shows a method for overcoming this problem. A pair of
thermistors are used. One is used either in a bolometry circuit or as a terminating sensor
to measure the unknown RF power. The other sensor is used to measure a highly
controlled reference power source. Depending on the implementation, the reference
power might be DC, low frequency AC or another RF oscillator with a highly controlled,
accurately calibrated output power level.

Diode detector RF power meters
Rectifying diodes convert bi-directional alternating current to unidirectional pulsating
DC. When filtered, the output side of a diode is a DC level that is proportional to the
amplitude of the applied AC signal. Figure 15.8 shows the unidirectional action in the
form of the I-vs-V curve. When the applied bias is positive (‘forward bias’) the current will
begin to flow, but not proportionally. At some point (200 to 300 mV in germanium diodes
and 600 to 700 mV in silicon diodes), marked V in Fig. 15.8, the response enters a linear
region.
When the applied voltage reverse biases the diode, the current flow ceases, except for
a very small leakage current (IL ). One indicator of the quality of diodes is that IL is
minimized on higher quality units.
The non-linear region of the I-vs-V curve is called the square law region. In this region the
rectified output voltage from the diode is proportional to the input power (Fig. 15.9). This
behaviour is seen from power levels of –70 to –20 dBm.
In low cost RF power measuring instruments silicon and even germanium diodes are
often used, but these are not highly regarded for professional measurements. Low barrier
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Figure 15.8 Diode I-vs-V characteristic.
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Figure 15.9 Diode characteristic expanded.
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Schottky diodes are widely used up to well into the microwave region. For higher
frequencies in the microwave region planar doped barrier (PDB) diodes are preferred.
They work up to 18 GHz or better, and power levels of –70 dBm. It is claimed that PDB
diodes are more than 3000 times more efficient than thermocouple detectors.

Circuits
Figures 15.10A and 15.10B show two similar circuits using a diode detector. Resistor RL is
a dummy load that has a resistance value equal to the characteristic impedance of the
transmission line connecting the system (e.g. 50 ohms). Diode D1 is the rectifier diode,
while capacitor C1 is used to filter the pulsations at the rectifier output into pure DC. A
problem with this circuit is that it is limited to power levels consistent with the native
characteristics of the diode.
D1

RF
POWER IN

RL

V0
DC
OUTPUT

C1

A

D1

R1

RF
POWER IN

RL

R2
R1 & R2 >>> RL

C1

V0
DC
OUTPUT

B

Figure 15.10 (A) Simple diode detector; (B) diode detector used with dummy load.

Figure 15.10B shows the same circuit with a resistor voltage divider (R1/R2) to reduce
the voltage associated with higher power levels to the characteristic of the diode. The
actual voltage applied to the diode will be VRL × [R2/(R1 + R2)]. This circuit is similar to
the metering circuit built into a number of low cost amateur radio dummy loads.

Practical in-line bridge circuits
Low cost in-line RF power meters (Fig. 15.11) are available using a number of different
forms of bridge circuit. These are superior to the classical Wheatstone bridge because they
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14 320 kHz

Figure 15.11 Testing a transmitter.

can be left in-line while transmitting. Although the illustration shows a dummy load, it
could just as easily use a radiating antenna.

Micromatch
One form of in-line RF power meter is the micromatch circuit of Fig. 15.12. This device is
similar to a Wheatstone bridge in which the antenna impedance represents one arm, and
a pair of capacitive reactances (XC1 and XC2 ) represent two other arms. The output voltage
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Figure 15.12 Micromatch circuit.
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Figure 15.13 Monomatch circuit.
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of the bridge is rectified by D1, and filtered by R2/C3, before being applied to a
microammeter (note: any meter from 100 A to 1 mA full scale).
The bridge consists of XC1 , XC2 , R1 and RL (the antenna or load resistance). The null
condition exists when XC1/XC2 = R1/RL . For 50 ohm antenna systems the ratio R1/RL is
1/50, so a value of C2 around 15 pF is needed to produce the correct C1/C2 ratio. For a 75
ohm system, about 10 pF is needed. A number of people prefer to make a compromise by
assuming a 68 ohm load, so the capacitance needed in C2 for a 1/68 ratio is about 12 pF.
The series resistor (R1) is a one ohm unit. In commercial micromatch RF wattmeters this
resistor is made using ten 2 watt, 10 ohm resistors connected in parallel.
The RF power level is calibrating by adjusting the sensitivity control, R2. In at least one
commercial micromatch there are actually three switch selectable sensitivity controls.
These are calibrated for 10 watt, 100 watt and 1000 watt ranges.

Monomatch
The classical transmission line monomatch RF wattmeter is shown in Fig. 15.13. It can be
used in the high frequency (HF) through VHF ranges. It consists of three transmission line
segments (A, B and C) connected as a directional coupler. In older instruments, the
transmission line directional coupler was made using a length of RG-8/U coaxial cable
with a pair of thin enamel insulated wires slipped between the shield and inner insulator.
In more recent instruments the three transmission line segments are etched on a printed
circuit board.

T1

J1
XMTR

J2
LOAD/ANT

C1
7 pF

R1*
C2
68 pF

D1
1N60

C3
0.01 µF

R2
100k
SENSITIVITY

Figure 15.14 Transmission line RF power meter.

M1
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Figure 15.15 Sensor detail.

The termination of sampling lines A and C are terminated in either 50 ohm or 75 ohm
non-inductive resistors (e.g. carbon composition or metal film). Again, a compromise
value of 68 ohms is often seen, so that either 50 ohm or 75 ohm antennas can be measured
with only a small error.
Figure 15.14 shows an alternate monomatch system that uses a broadband transmission line transformer (T1) made using a ferrite or powdered iron toroidal core. This
circuit is usable throughout the HF range. Detail for the construction of the transformer
is shown in Fig. 15.15. A 12 mm to 40 mm toroid core is wound with 10 to 30 turns of
#22 through #30 enamelled wire, leaving a gap of at least 30 degrees between wire ends.
A rubber grommet is inserted in the hole to receive the through transmission line. Small
diameter copper or brass tubing can be used, provided that it is a snug fit to the
grommet.

The Bird Thruline® sensor
The Bird Electronics (30303 Aurora Road, Cleveland, OH, 44139, USA) Thruline® sensor
is shown in Fig. 15.16A. The sensor consists of a coaxial transmission line section, and
a wire loop directional coupler that connects to a diode detector (D1).
Consider the equivalent circuit in Fig. 15.16B. The factor M is the mutual coupling
between the loop and the centre conductor of the coaxial line section, as well as the
voltage divider consisting of R1 and C1. Potential E is the voltage between the inner and
outer conductors of the coaxial line, while ER is the voltage drop across the resistor, eM is
the voltage across the inductor, while e is the output potential. We know that the R1–C1
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Figure 15.16 (A) Thruline® structure; (B) equivalent circuit.

voltage divider produces a potential given by Eq. (15.4) provided that R << XC and
em = Ij ± M.
eR =

RE
XC

= REJC

(15.4)

The output voltage is:
e = eR + eM = j(CRE ± MI)

(15.5)
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The values of the components are selected such that R << XC and CR = M/Z0 . We can
now state that the DC output voltage is:
e = j



EM
Z0



± MI

= jM(E/Z0 ± I)

(15.6)

At any point along a transmission line the voltage appearing between the centre
conductor and outer conductor (E) is a function of the forward voltage (EF ) and the
reflected voltage (ER ). By combining equations, we see that when the directional coupler
is pointed at the load, the output voltage of the sensor reads the forward voltage, and
produces an output voltage of
e =

jMEF
Z0

(15.7)

And when pointed at the source:
e =

JMER
Z0

(15.8)

Thus, this sensor produces a voltage that is a function of the direction of the RF signal
flowing in the transmission line.
The Bird 4410A offers an insertion VSWR of 1.05:1 up to 1000 MHz. The sensor elements
are plug-in. Each element has an arrow on it to indicate the direction of the measurement
(pointed towards the load or the source, depending on whether you measure PF or PR ).
Once you know PF and PR , you can computer the VSWR from Eq. (15.9):
VSWR =


PR/PF
1 – 
PR/PF

1+

(15.9)

One difference between this instrument and earlier instruments is that there is a
calibration factor control on the meter to optimize performance for the specific sampling
element inserted.

Calorimeters
Calorimeters are capable of making very accurate measurements of RF power, especially
at high power levels where other methods tend to fall down. These instruments measure
the heating capability of the RF waveform, so produce an output proportional to the
average power level that is independent of the applied waveform. The First Law of
Thermodynamics (numbering of the laws of thermodynamics differs in various parts of
the world: in the USA we start with the ‘0th law’) is the basis for the operation of
calorimeters: energy can neither be created nor destroyed, only changed in form.
There are two basic forms of RF power calorimeter: dry and flow (or wet). The dry
calorimeters are used at lower power levels, and are represented by the thermistor and
thermocouple methods discussed earlier. Flow calorimeters are used at higher power
levels.
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Flow calorimeters come in two varieties: substitution flow and absolute flow. Power can be
measured using the following relationship:
P = FMass × (TOUT – TIN ) × CP(T)
Where:
P
is
FMass is
TOUT is
TIN is
CP(T) is

the
the
the
the
the

(15.10)

power level
mass flow rate of the fluid used in the calorimeter
fluid temperature after being heated by the RF load resistor
fluid temperature before being heated by the RF load resistor
fluid specific heat as a function of temperature (T)

Substitution flow calorimeters
This form of RF power meter (Fig. 15.17) uses two fluid loops. Each fluid loop is heated
by a separate termination resistor. Termination ‘A’ is heated by a low frequency AC power
source, and the power applied to this termination is measured by an AC power meter. The
unknown RF power is applied to termination ‘B’. The differential temperature (TOUT –
TIN ) is measured by a differential thermocouple.
When the temperatures of the two fluids are equal to each other, then the output of the
thermocouple is zero. When the AC power is adjusted to balance the temperatures while
RF is applied, producing a zero output voltage from the thermocouple, the RF power is
equal to the more easily measured AC power. A temperature stabilizer and heat exchanger
return the temperature of the fluid to base level after it is used to measure power.
This method will produce an error of 0.28 per cent or better, up to RF power levels of
one kilowatt. Both water and oil are used as fluid coolants in various instruments.

Absolute flow calorimeters
Figure 15.18 shows the absolute flow calorimeter. This type of RF power meter measures
the mass flow rate of the coolant, as well as the temperatures before (TIN ) and after (TOUT )
the RF load resistor. The mass flow rate is:
FMass = fWS(TIN )

(15.11)

Where:
WS is the specific weight of the fluid at the input temperature
f
is the volume flow rate (litres/min)
All other terms as previously defined
By combining equations we get the equation for measuring RF power by this means:
P = k × f × WS(TIN ) × CP(TAVE ) × (TOUT – TIN )
Where:
TAVE = (TOUT – TIN )/2
All other terms are as previously defined

(15.12)
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Figure 15.17 Absolute flow calorimeter.
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Figure 15.18 Thermal method of RF power measurement.
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One of the advantages of the absolute flow approach is that is does not depend on
nulling or calibration of a low frequency power source, yet it produces good accuracy at
high power levels (up to 80 kW).

Micropower and low power measurements
At very low power levels the diode output voltage drops very low. For example, at a
power level of –70 dBm the diode produces about 50 nanovolts (nV) output potential. This
level is too close to the noise and the drift values of typical DC amplifiers to be of use. A
solution is to use a chopper circuit as shown in Fig. 15.19.
A chopper is an electronic switch that turns the DC signal from the diode output on and
off at a high rate (typically 100 to 10 000 times per second). The switching action is created
by either a square wave generator or sine wave oscillator applied to the toggle input of the
electronic switch.
The chopped signal is essentially an AC signal, so it can be amplified in an AC amplifier,
which has a much smaller feedback controlled drift figure than DC amplifiers. Also, the
AC signal can be bandpass filtered to remove noise. The bandpass filter is centred on the
frequency of the carrier oscillator.
The chopped, amplified and filtered signal is applied to a synchronous detector that is
controlled by the same carrier oscillator that performed the chopping action. A low-pass
filter following the synchronous detector removes residual components of the switching
action at the carrier frequency. Finally, a DC amplifier provides scaling to the correct DC
level, or as level translation for an analogue-to-digital converter (ADC).
Micropower measurements pose special problems because they are made at levels
below the range of most practical RF power sensors. In some cases, the chopper approach
can be used with a diode detector. At lower levels, however, some other method is needed.
Figure 15.20 shows a comparison method using a calibrated RF signal generator. The
instrument selected must have a calibrated output attenuator that provides accurate
outputs in either dBm or microvolts (V). The signal generator and the unknown
micropower source are connected to a receiver equipped with an S-meter through a
hybrid coupler. The coupler must have either equal port-to-port losses for the two inputs,
or at least accurately known different losses. Optional calibrated step attenuators are also
sometimes used to balance the power levels. The receiver acts as a micropower wattmeter
or voltmeter because it will produce an S-meter reading of even very weak signals.
Two methods can be used: either equal deflection or double deflection. In the equal
deflection method, the unknown source is turned on, and the S-meter reading noted. The
unknown source is then turned off, and the signal generator is turned on. The output of
the signal generator is adjusted to produce the same S-meter deflection. The power level
of the unknown source is therefore equal to the calibrated signal generator output
level.
The double deflection method sets the signal generator output to zero, and then applies
the unknown RF power to the receiver. The S-meter reading is noted (for practical reasons,
adjust the attenuator to let the meter fall on a specific indicator marking). The signal
generator output is then increased until the S-meter reading goes up one S-unit (which
will be either 3 dB or 6 dB, depending on the design of the receiver). The output level of
the signal generator is therefore equal to the unknown power source.
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Figure 15.19 RF power measurement system using chopper circuit.
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Figure 15.20 Test set-up.

Error and uncertainty sources
All measurements have some basic error, i.e. a difference between the actual value of a
variable and the value read from a meter. The three dominant classes of error in RF power
measurements are mismatch uncertainty, sensor uncertainty and meter uncertainty.
Meter uncertainty is error due to problems in the meter indicating device itself. It might
be a measurement error, i.e. a difference between the actual output voltage and the
displayed output voltage (which represents power). You might see zero set error, zero
carryover, drift, noise and other sources of instrument error.
On analogue meters there are also additional error sources. For example, the width of
the pointer covers a certain distance on the scale, so creates a bit of ambiguity. Also, there
may be a parallax error if the meter is not read straight.
Digital meters exhibit quantization error and last digit bobble error. The quantization
error comes from the fact that the digital representation of a value can only assume certain
discrete values, and an actual value might be halfway between the two authorized levels.
Last digit bobble (±1 count) error results from the fact that the least significant digit tends
to bounce back and forth between two adjacent values.
Sensor error may come in a variety of guises, depending on the nature of the sensor.
Thermistors and thermistors, for example, have different forms of error. Most sensors,
though, exhibit a effective efficiency error due to losses in the sensor. It occurs when some
of the applied RF energy is radiated as heat rather than being used to affect the output
reading. This problem may be expressed as a calibration uncertainty or calibration factor
by the manufacturer of the sensor.

Mismatch loss and mismatch uncertainty
The mismatch loss occurs when a standing wave ratio (SWR or VSWR) exists in the
system. Maximum power transfer occurs when a source impedance and a load impedance
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Table 15.1


VSWR
1
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2
2.5
3

0.000
0.091
0.167
0.231
0.286
0.333
0.429
0.500

are matched. If these impedances are not matched, then a portion of the power sent from
the source to the load is reflected. The reflection coefficient () is:
 =

VSWR – 1
VSWR + 1

(15.13)

Table 15.1 shows the reflection coefficient for VSWR values from 1:1 to 3:1. The singleended mismatch loss in decibels is
ML = 10 log[1 ± 2] dB

(15.14)

If the system is mismatched on both ends, then mismatch loss is:
ML = 20 log [1 ± (1 × 2 )]

(15.15)

The mismatch uncertainty, expressed as a per cent:
MU = ±2 × 1 × 2 × 100%

(15.16)

Let’s assume that there is a 1.75:1 VSWR at the source end (1 = 0.27) and a VSWR of
1.15:1 (2 = 0.07) at the sensor/load end. The mismatch uncertainty is:
MU = ±2 × 0.27 × 0.07 × 100% = 3.78%
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Electronic circuits must do two different functions: (1) they must respond to desired
signals, and (2) they must reject undesired signals. But the world is full of a variety of
interfering signals, all of which are grouped under the headings electromagnetic interference
(EMI) or radio frequency interference (RFI). These EMI/RFI sources can ruin the
performance of, or destroy, otherwise well-functioning electronic circuits. Oddly, most
circuits are designed for function (1): they do, in fact, respond properly to desired signals.
But many devices fail miserably on function (2): they will, in fact, respond to undesired
signals in an inappropriate manner. Let’s take a look at some of the techniques that can be
used to EMI/RFI-proof electronic devices and circuitry.

Shielding
The first step in providing protection against EMI/RFI is shielding the circuitry. The entire
circuit is placed inside a metallic enclosure that both prevents external EMI/RFI fields
from interacting with the internal circuits, and also prevents internal fields from doing the
opposite. Let’s assume for this discussion that the circuits are well shielded. So what’s the
problem? Unfortunately, the shield is not perfect because of power and signal leads
entering and/or leaving the enclosure. For those, some sort of filtering is needed.

Filter circuits
Filter circuits can be active or passive, but for this present discussion let’s consider the
passive varieties only. Such filters are made of either R–C, L–C or R–L–C components in
appropriate types of network.
Figure 16.1 shows simple resistor–capacitor (R–C) networks in both low-pass and highpass filter configurations. Note that the two circuits are similar except that the positioning
of the R and C components are reversed. The cut-off frequency of these circuits is found
from:
FC =

1
2R1C1

Where:
FC is the cut-off frequency in hertz (Hz)
R1 is in ohms
C1 is in farads

(16.1)
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Figure 16.1 R–C filters: (A) low pass; (B) high pass.

These circuits provide a frequency roll-off beyond FC of –6 dB/octave, although sharper
roll-off can be obtained by cascading two or more sections of the same circuit.
Figure 16.2 shows four different Chebyshev filters (two LPF and two HPF). These filters
are:
Fig. 16.2A Low-pass pi-configuration
Fig. 16.2B

Low-pass Tee-configuration

Fig. 16.2C

High-pass pi-configuration

Fig. 16.2D

High-pass Tee-configuration

Each of these filter circuits is a ‘five-element’ circuit, i.e. they each have five L or C
components. Lesser (e.g. three element) and greater (e.g. seven and nine element) are also
used. Fewer elements will give a poorer frequency roll-off, while more elements give a
sharper roll-off. The component values given in these circuits are normalized for a 1 MHz
cut-off frequency. To find the required values for any other frequency, divide these values
by the desired frequency in megahertz. For example, to make a high-pass Teeconfiguration filter for, say, 4.5 MHz, take the values of Fig. 16.2D and divide by
4.5 MHz:
L1 = 5.8 H/4.5 MHz = 1.29 H
L2 = L1
C1 = 2776 pf/4.5 MHz = 617 pF
C2 = 1612 pF/4.5 MHz = 358 pF
C3 = C1
If the desired frequency is less than 1 MHz, then it must still be expressed in MHz, i.e.
100 kHz = 0.1 MHz and 10 kHz = 0.01 MHz.
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Figure 16.2 Various low-pass and high-pass filters.

R–C EMI/RFI protection
Some circuits, especially those that operate at low frequencies, may use R–C low-pass
filtering for the EMI/RFI protection function. Consider the differential amplifier in Fig.
16.3. This circuit is representative of a number of scientific and medical instrument
amplifier input networks. A medical electrocardiogram (ECG) amplifier, for example,
picks up the human heart’s electrical activity as seen from skin electrodes on the
surface.
There are a number of problems that will afflict the recording, other than the obvious
50/60 Hz problem. The ECG must often be used in the presence of strong radio frequency
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Figure 16.3 Defibrillator protection and RF EMI filtering of a bioelectric amplifier.

RF fields from electrosurgery machines. These ‘electronic scalpels’ are used by surgeons to
cut and cauterize, and will produce very strong fields on frequencies of 500 kHz to 3 MHz.
They must also survive high voltage DC jolts from a defibrillator machine.
Figure 16.3 contains both RF filtering and a means for limiting the defibrillator jolt. The
resistors and capacitors form a three-stage cascade RC filter, one for each input of the
differential amplifier. These components will filter the RF component. Typical values
range from 100 K to 1 megohm for the resistors, and 100 pF to 0.01 F for the capacitors.
The high voltage protection is provided by a combination of the input resistors and a pair
of zener diodes (D1 and D2) shunting the signal and common lines.

Feedthrough capacitors
One effective way to reduce the effects of EMI/RFI that pass into a shielded compartment
via power and signal lines is the feedthrough capacitor (Fig. 16.4), sometimes called an EMI
filter. These capacitors typically come in 500 pF, 1000 pF and 2000 pF values. Both solder-on
and screw-on (as shown in Fig. 16.4) are available. In some catalogues these capacitors are
referred to as ‘EMI filters’ rather than ‘feedthrough capacitors’. I may be a cynic, but the
‘EMI’ designation seems to add considerably to the price without any apparent advantage

CIRCUIT SYMBOLS

Figure 16.4 Feedthrough capacitor.
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Figure 16.5 Use of feedthrough capacitor.

over straight feedthrough capacitors. Also shown in Fig. 16.4 are several different forms
of circuit symbols used for feedthrough capacitors in circuit diagrams.
There are several different ways to use a feedthrough capacitor. One method is to
simply pass it through the shielded compartment wall, and attach the wires to each side.
In other cases, additional resistors or inductors are used to form a low-pass filter. Figure
16.5 shows one approach in which a radio frequency choke (RFC) is mounted external to
the shielded compartment. This method is often used for tv and cable-box tuners. One end
of the RFC is connected to the feedthrough capacitor, and the other to some other point
in the external circuit (e.g. a stand-off insulator is shown here, as is common on tv/cable
tuners). It is very important to keep the lead wire from the RFC to the feedthrough
capacitor as short as possible to limit additional pick-up beyond the filtering.
Another approach is shown in Fig. 16.6. This method uses a separate shielded
compartment inside the main shielded enclosure. Feedthrough capacitors (C1 and C2) are
used to carry DC (or low frequency signals) into and out of the filter compartment. An
inductor or RF choke, L1, is part of the filtering, so the combination L1–C1–C2 forms a
low-pass pi-configuration filter.
One caution is in order: if L–C filters are used on both input and output signal lines of
a circuit, then make sure they resonate on different frequencies. The reason is that they

C1
V+

CIRCUIT

L1
C2

Figure 16.6 Double shield and feedthrough capacitor.
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SHIELDING ENCLOSURE

CONNECTOR

FILTER

INTERNAL CIRCUITRY

Figure 16.7 Use of EMI filter.

could form a tuned-input/tuned-output oscillator if the circuit being protected has
sufficient gain at the filter’s resonant frequency.
In some cases, connectors are bought that have filtering built in (Fig. 16.7). These
products are usually described as EMI filtering connectors. Although most of them are
designed to work with 120/220 volt AC power lines, others are available that work at
higher frequencies.
One more approach is shown in Fig. 16.8. The filtering is performed by using a set of
one or more ferrite beads slipped over the wire from the connector pin to the circuit board.
Ferrite beads surrounding a wire act like a small value RF choke, so will filter (typically)
VHF/UHF frequencies. It is common to see these beads on RF equipment, but they are
also found on digital devices as well.

CONNECTOR

FERRITE BEADS
ON WIRE

PRINTED
CIRCUIT BOARD

Figure 16.8 Use of ferrite beads on connector.

SHIELDING
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General guidelines
Thus far we’ve looked at a number of different filtering approaches to protecting
equipment. Now let’s consider the general guidelines:
1 Always shield the circuit. A circuit that is not shielded cannot be adequately protected
by filtering. There is simply too much chance of direct pick-up of the EMI/RFI source
by the components and wires of the circuit.
2 Apply filtering to the DC power lines entering or leaving the circuit’s shielded
enclosure.
3 Use the minimum filtering necessary for accomplishing the level of protection required.
It does no good to add one more section of filtering when the job is done properly, but
does add cost, complexity and opportunities for failed components (which will keep the
service technician busy, if nothing else).
4 If it is necessary to filter signal input and output lines, use the minimum values of
capacitance or inductance consistent with the degree of protection needed. Keep the
cut-off frequency well away from the frequencies the circuit normally uses.

17

Noise cancellation
bridges

Whether you operate a radio receiver, or some piece of scientific or medical instrumentation, noise interferes with acquiring desired signals. Noise is bad. After all, radio reception
and other forms of signals acquisition are essentially a game of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
The actual values of the desired signal and noise signal are not nearly as important as their
ratio. If the signal is not significantly stronger than the noise, then it will not be properly
detected.
Getting rid of noise battering a signal is a major chore. Although there are a number of
different techniques for overcoming noise, the method described herein can be called the
‘invert and obliterate’ approach.
Figure 17.1 shows the basic problem and its solution. The signal from the main antenna
is a mixture of the desired signal, and a locally generated noise signal. This noise signal
is usually generated by the 60 Hz alternating current (AC) power lines, or machinery and
appliances operating from the 60 Hz AC lines. The noise signal is not confined to 60 Hz,
but will extend into the VHF region because of harmonic content. The noise spikes will
appear every 60 Hz from the fundamental frequency up to about 200 MHz or so, although
the harmonics become weaker and weaker at progressively higher frequencies. But in the
VLF bands (where they are often overwhelming), AM broadcast band (AM BCB), and
shortwave bands the noise signal can be tremendous. It will therefore cause a huge
amount of interference.
The solution is to invert the noise signal, and combine it with the signal from the main
antenna. When the phase inverted noise signal combines with the noise signal riding on
the main signal, the result is cancellation of the noise signal, leaving the resultant main
signal. What is needed is a noise sense antenna, a means for inverting the noise signal, and
a summing circuit.
The phase inversion and summation functions of Fig. 17.1 are performed in a special
noise cancellation bridge circuit. The main antenna is the antenna that is normally used with
the receiver. It might be a dipole, vertical, beam, or just a random length of wire strung
between two trees.
The noise sense antenna is optimized for pick-up of the noise source signal. One VLF
radioscience observer told me via e-mail that he uses a 36 inch whip antenna mounted on
his roof as the noise sense antenna. In some shortwave situations the sense antenna is a
ten to 30 foot length of antenna wire running parallel to the power lines that are creating
the noise. Caution: Under no circumstances should you allow the sense antenna to touch the AC
power lines, even if it breaks and whips around in the wind. In the case of VHF noise reception

NOISE SENSE
ANTENNA

Figure 17.1 Noise cancelling bridge block diagram.

NOISE
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NOISE
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the sense antenna might be a two or three element beam (Yagi or Quad) aimed at the noise
source. Other combinations are also possible, I presume.
One goal of the sense antenna is to make it highly sensitive to the local noise field, while
being a lot less sensitive to the desired signal than the main antenna. Although both noise
and desired signals appear in both antennas, the idea is to maximize the noise signal and
minimize the ‘desired’ signal in the sense antenna, and do the opposite in the main
antenna.
The design problems that must be overcome in producing the NCB are easy to see. First,
it must either invert or provide other means for producing a 180 degree phase shift of the
noise signal. It must also account for amplitude differences so that the inverted noise
signal exactly cancels the noise component of the main signal. If the amplitudes are not
matched, then either some of the original noise component will remain, or the excess
amplitude of the inverted noise signal will transfer to the signal and become interference
in its own right. The noise signal inversion can be accomplished by transformers, bridge
circuits, RLC phase shift networks or delay lines.

A simple bridge circuit
Figure 17.2 shows a simple bridge circuit. I’ve used it at VLF on radioscience observing
receivers, and others have used it on VHF receivers. The bridge consists of two
transformers (T1 and T2). Transformer T1 is trifilar wound, i.e. it has three identical
windings interwound with each other in the manner of Fig. 17.3. The black ‘phasing dots’
or ‘sense dots’ indicate one end of the windings, and will be used for wiring T1 into the
circuit of Fig. 17.2.
Winding the toroid exactly as shown in Fig. 17.3 is a difficult task, so you might want
to consider an alternative method. Select three lengths of enamelled wire (#18 AWG
through #26 AWG can be used, but all wires should be the same size). In order to keep
them straight in my mind as I work them, I select three different insulation colours from
my wire rack.
Tie all of them together at one end, and insert that end into the chuck of a hand drill.
I usually fasten the other ends into a bench vice, and back off until the wires between the
vice and drill are about straight (more or less). Turn on the drill on a slow speed (slightly
squeeze the trigger on variable speed drills), and let the drill twist them together. Keep
this process going, being careful to not kink the wire (which happens easily!), until there
are eight to 16 twists per inch (not critical).
Caution: Wear protective goggles or safety glasses when doing this job. I once let the drill speed
get too high, the wire broke and I received a nasty lashing to the face . . . which could have damaged
my eye except for the glasses.
Once the three-wire composite wire is formed, it can be wound onto the toroid form as
if it were one wire. Before winding, however, separate the ends a bit, scrape off enough
insulation to attach an ohmmeter probe, and measure both the continuity of each wire,
and whether or not any two are shorted together. If the wires are wound too tight, then
it’s possible to break one wire, or breech the integrity of the insulation.
Note in Fig. 17.2 the way transformer T1 is wired. The main antenna signal from J1 is
connected to the dotted end of one winding, while the sense antenna signal (J2) is applied
to the non-dotted end of another of the three windings. These signals are transferred to the

Figure 17.2 Simple noise cancelling bridge.
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Figure 17.3 Transformer winding detail.

third winding, but because of their relative phasing they will be 180 degrees out of phase,
thus cancelling the unwanted noise.
The composite output of T1 is applied to transformer T2. This transformer is inserted
into the line as a common mode choke, so basically acts as a balun. Transformer T2 is built
exactly like T1, but is bifilar (two windings) instead of trifilar.
Signal amplitudes from the two different antennas are controlled by a pair of 500 ohm
potentiometers. The pots selected for R1 and R2 should be non-inductive (i.e. carbon or
metal film, but not wirewound). In other words, rather ordinary potentiometers will work
nicely. The wipers of both potentiometers are connected to their respective antenna jacks.
The two ends are connected to T1 and ground, respectively.
Note that this circuit is not just built into a shielded box, but also in separate shielded
compartments. Figure 17.4 shows a suitable form of building the circuits. A compartJ1

J2

T1

R1
500

R2
500

T2

J3

Figure 17.4 Physical layout of parts.
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mented box such as made by SESCOM is used to hold the bridge. Small grommets
mounted on the internal shield partitions are used to pass wires from one compartment
to the other.
For VLF through shortwave, transformer T1 is wound with 16 turns of enamelled
wired, and T2 is wound with 18 turns. Both can be wound on 12 inch cores (T-50-xx or FT50-xx), but it will be easier to use slightly larger forms such as FT-68-xx, T-68-xx, FT-82-xx
and T-82-xx. Ferrite cores (FT-nn-xx) should be used in the AM BCB and below, while
powered iron (T-nn-xx) can be used in the medium wave and shortwave bands.
Recommended ferrite types for VLF through the AM BCB include FT-82-75 and FT82-77, medium wave units can be made using FT-82-61, and VHF units can be made using
FT-67 or FT-68 (or their -50 and -68 equivalents). If powdered iron cores (T-nn-xx) are
used, then select T-80-26 (YEL/WHT) for VLF, T-80-15 (RED/WHT) for AM BCB and low
medium wave, either T-80-2 (RED) or T-80-6 (YEL) for medium wave to shortwave, and
T-80-12 (GRN/WHT) for VHF. Again, their -50 and -68 equivalents are also usable. Some
experimentation might be needed in specific cases depending on the local noise
problem.

T1

T2

R1
SIGNAL LEVEL
500 OHMS

J3
TO RCVR

J1
ANTENNA

J2
NOISE
SENSE
ANTENNA

L1
C1
365 pF

R2
NOISE LEVEL
500 OHMS

C2
365 pF

T1: 16 turns, #18 AWG trifilar wound on Amidon FT-82-61 core
T2: 18 turns, #18 AWG, bifilar wound on Amidon FT-82-61 core
L1: 32 µH, 45 turns, #22 enamelled wire, 1 inch diameter, wire-dia. spaced
R1, R2: 500 ohms, non-inductive
C1, C2: 365 pF trimmer capacitors

Figure 17.5 Complex noise bridge circuit.
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Figure 17.5 shows a version of the noise cancellation bridge circuit made popular by
William Orr (W6SAI) and William R. Nelson (WA6FQG) for amateur radio use
(Interference Handbook, RAC Publications, PO Box 2013, Lakewood, NJ, 08701). It is built on
the same principles as Fig. 17.2, but includes an L–C phase shift network consisting of L1,
C1 and C2. The values are:
T1:

16 turns, #18 AWG trifilar wound on Amidon FT-82-61 core

T2:

18 turns, #18 AWG, bifilar wound on Amidon FT-82-61 core

L1:

32 H, 45 turns, #22 enamelled wire, 1 inch diameter, wire-diameter spaced

R1, R2: 500 ohms, non-inductive linear taper potentiomer
C1, C2: 365 pF capacitors
The coil L1 should be wound with either enamelled wire or non-insulated solid wire so
that it can be tapped.
To adjust this bridge, C1, C2 and the tap on L1 should be adjusted iteratively until the
lowest possible noise signal is achieved. To do this trick, it is usually necessary to set R1
and R2 to a low setting, but not so low that both the noise and the signal disappear.
Parts can be a little difficult to obtain for RF projects, especially the capacitors. Ocean
State Electronics (6 Industrial Drive, PO Box 1458, Westerly, RI, 02891, 1–401–596–3080 or
fax 1–401–596–3590) stocks both new and used variable capacitors, as well as various
inductors, toroid cores and other items of interest.
Radiated noise can be one of the most intractable electromagnetic interference (EMI)
problems. These bridges are not a ‘silver bullet’ by any means, but they will perform
sufficient noise reduction to make a significant difference in the signal-to-noise ratio . . .
and that’s what actually counts.
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Air core coils, 154
Aliasing, 21
AM BCB signal amplification, 83
Amidon Associates coil system, 239–40
Amplifiers:
closed loop gain with feedback, 126
noise in, 31
see also IF amplifiers; RF amplifiers
Amplitude modulation, and sampled signals,
19
Analogue-to-digital (A/D) converters, 18–21
Antenna/RF amplifier tuner problem, 281–3
Antennas, directional, 37
Audio amplifiers, superheterodyne receivers,
44
Automatic gain control (AGC), superhetrodyne
receivers, 42
range and threshold, 58
Automatic level control (ALC), oscillators, 160

Balun transformers, 249–51
see also Binocular (balun) cores
Bandpass diplexers, 117–21
Bandwidth:
front-end bandwidth/selectivity, 52–3
RF/IF transformers, 276–9
and selectivity, 51–3
and sensitivity, 47–9
Barkhausen’s criteria for oscillation, 125
Beat frequency oscillators (BFOs), 44
Binocular (balun) cores:
applications, 257–9
with ferrite rods, 262–3
turns counting, 259
winding styles, 259–61
Bird Thruline sensor, 364–6
Bit error rate (BER), 37
Blocking, radio receivers, 63
Bolometers, 353–5
Branly coherer, 38

Buffer amplifiers, 139–40, 150–1
Bulk acoustic waves (BAWs), 145–6
Butler crystal oscillators, 138–42
overtone oscillator, 146
Butterworth filter characteristics, 161–2, 168–9
Calorimeters:
absolute flow, 367–70
substitution flow, 367–8
Capacitance diodes see Varactors
Capacitors:
air variable tuning, 215–20
breakdown voltage, 211
ceramic dielectric, 213–14
cleaning recommendations, 222–3
compression variable, 215–16
for crystal oscillators, 154
dielectric constant, 209–11
differential capacitors, 221–2
Farad units, 209
feedthrough, 377–9
ganged variable capacitors, 219
maximum safe voltage, 211
mica dielectric, 214
mylar dielectric, 212
padder capacitors, 216–18
paper dielectric, 212–13
piston capacitor, 215–17
polycarbonate/polyester/polyethylene
dielectrics, 214–15
split stator, 221
straight line capacitance (SLC) models, 220
straight line frequency (SLF) models, 220
symbols for, 211–12
transmitter suitable, 222
trimmer capacitors, 216–18, 284–5
units of, 209–11
working voltage, 211
see also Measurement of inductors and
capacitors; Resonance/resonant
circuits/networks; Varactors
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Carrier insertion oscillator (CIO), 44
Characteristic impedance, transmission lines,
302–3
Chebyshev filter characteristics, 161–2,
168–9
Chopper circuits with power measurement,
370–1
Circuits, amplifiers see RF amplifiers
Clapp Oscillator, 127
Cohn minimum loss crystal filter, 168–9
Coils see Inductance/inductors
Colpitts oscillator, 126–7
capacitor/inductor measurement, 343
crystal oscillators, 143–5
third overtone crystal oscillator, 146–7
Combiners see Splitters/combiners, RF
Cross-modulation, 63–4
Crystals filters see IF filters, crystal types
Crystals/crystal oscillators, 128–48
aperiodic oscillator circuit, 139
buffer circuits/stages, 139–40, 150–1
Butler oscillators, 138–42
Butler overtone crystal oscillator, 146
capacitor selection, 154
coil-core selection/processing, 153–4
Colpitts oscillators, 143–5
Colpitts third overtone oscillator, 146–7
crystal packaging, 129–33
equivalent circuit, 129, 131
feedback levels, 150
frequency stability/aging/drift, 147–57
Miller oscillators, 134–6
output isolation, 150
oven-controlled crystal oscillators (OCXO),
133–4
overtone oscillators, 145–7
parasitic oscillation, 136, 143
Pierce oscillators, 136–8
piezoelectricity, 129–30
power supplies for, 150–3
quartz crystal structure, 128–9
room temperature crystal oscillators (RTXO),
133
snubber resistors, 143
stability, short and long-term, 134
temperature effects, 149–50
temperature-compensated crystal oscillators
(TCXO), 133, 155–6
thermal isolation, 149–50
tourmaline crystals, 129
vibration isolation, 153

Decibel (dB) notation:
dBm, 45, 351
dBmV, 46, 351
dB&mgr;V, 46
Defibrillators and EMI/RFI protection, 377
Demodulation/demodulators/detectors,
185–206
AM envelope detectors, 185–90
balanced modulator circuits, 192, 194
double sideband suppressed carrier (DSBSC)
demodulators, 190–6
dual-gate MOSFET product detector, 194–5
FM demodulation circuits, 197, 199
Foster-Seeley discriminator, 197, 200, 201
high-pass filter with, 189
hum and noise considerations, 189–90
JFET differential amplifier product detector,
194–5
lower sidebands (LSBs), 186
MC-1495 product detector, 195–6
phase-locked loop FM/PM detectors, 206
phasing method for SSB signals, 197–8
PM demodulation circuits, 197, 199
pulse counting detector, 204–6
quadrature detectors, 206
ratio detectors, 200–2
single sideband suppressed carrier (SSBSC)
demodulators, 190–6
superheterodyne receivers, 44
suppressed carrier demodulators (DSBSC
and SSBSC), 190–6
synchronous AM demodulation, 190
upper sidebands (USBs), 185
Dielectric constant, 209–11
Diode double-balanced mixers (DBM), 114–16
dual/double DBM mixer, 120, 122
Diplexers, bandpass, 117–21
Directional couplers, 312–16
Discrete periodic signals, 11
Double sideband suppressed carrier (DSBSC)
detectors/demodulators, 44, 190–6
Dynamic range, radio receivers, 62–3

Electrocardiogram (ECG) equipment EMI/RFI
protection, 376–7
EMI/RFI filtering and shielding, 374–80
and dynamic performance of equipment, 58
feedthrough capacitors, 377–9
filter circuits, 374–6
medical equipment, 376–7
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EMI/RFI filtering and shielding (Cont.)
R-C protection, 376–7
shielded compartments, 377–9
Envelope detectors, 44
ERA-x devices see Monolithic microwave
integrated circuits (MMICs)

Fast Fourier transform (FFT), 10
Feedback amplifier closed loop gain, 126
Ferrite rods, bobbins and beads, 261–6
Filtering against EMI/RFI see EMI/RFI
filtering and shielding
Filters:
bandpass filters, 53
resonant frequency filters, 53
see also IF filters
Flicker noise/pink noise/1/f noise, 24
FM demodulation circuits, 197, 199
phase-locked loop detectors, 206
Foster-Seeley discriminator, 197, 200, 201
Fourier series, 9–11
Frequency domain, 5
Frequency shifted oscillator measurement
method, 342–4
Frequency synthesizers:
architecture/block diagram, 157–8
output section, 159–60
reference section, 159
synthesizer section, 159
Friis’ noise equation, 31
Front-end bandwidth/selectivity, 52–3

Gilbert transconductance cell mixers, 113–14

Harmonics and waveform symmetry, 12–13
Hartley oscillator, 126–7
Hay bridge, 346–7
Hayward IF filter design procedure, 169–70
Henry (H), 233–4
Heterodyning, 42–4
Hilbert transformer, 197
Hybrids:
applications, 306–9
for bi-directional amplifiers, 307–8
combining signal sources, 306–7
hybrid ring rat-race network, 304–5
quadrature hybrids, 309–12
RF hybrid couplers, 305–6
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for transmitter/receiver isolation, 307–9
see also Splitters/combiners, RF

IF amplifiers:
cascode pair amplifier, 175
coupling to block filters, 178–9
filter switching in, 172–3
FM processing amplifiers, 180, 182
MC-1590 circuit, 179
NPN amplifier, 173–5
SL560C circuit, 180–1
successive detection logarithmic amplifiers,
180, 183–4
with transformers, 287–8
universal amplifier, 175–8
IF filters:
Butterworth characteristics, 161–2
Chebyshev characteristics, 161–2
filter switching, 172–3
L-C basic types, 163–4
mechanical filters, 170–2
shape factor, 161
surface acoustic wave (SAW) filters, 171–2
see also IF filters, crystal types
IF filters, crystal types:
advantages, 165
asymmetrical two crystal, 166–7
Cohn minimum loss filter, 168–9
crystal phasing circuit, 164–5
full lattice four crystal, 166
half-lattice dual crystal, 165–6
Hayward design procedure, 169–70
ladder filters, 167–70
monolithic ceramic filters, 170
IF notch rejection, superheterodyne receivers,
64–5
Image rejection, superheterodyne receivers,
52–3, 53–4
image reject mixers, 121, 122, 124
Impedance matching:
RF circuits, 285–6
splitters and hybrids, 298
transformer matching, 286
transistor-to-transistor matching, 291–2
Inductance/inductors, 232–66
adjustable coils, 237–8
air-core inductors, 236–7
Amidon Associates coil system, 239–40
balun transformers, 249–51, 257–8, 262–3
binocular cores, 257–61
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Inductance/inductors (Cont.)
broadband RF transformers, 249–51
coil selection/processing, 153–4
coil winding, 239
ferrite beads, 264–6
ferrite materials, 242–3
ferrite rods, 261–3
henry (H), 233–4
inductance concept/principle, 233–4
Lenz’s law, 233
mutual inductance, 236
parallel inductors, 235–6
powdered iron cores, 241–2, 243
self-inductance, 235
series inductors, 235–6
single straight wire, 234–5
slug-tuned inductors, 238, 239, 240
solenoid, 235
stray inductance, 234
symbols, 232
toroid cores, 244–8, 251–7
as transformers, 247–51
transformers, high power, 257
see also Measurement of inductors and
capacitors; Resonance/resonant
circuits/networks; Transformers
Input signal voltage units, 45
Integrated circuits see Monolithic microwave
integrated circuits (MMICs)
Intermediate frequency (IF), 42
amplifier, 44
IF bandwidth, 54–5
passband shape factor, 55–7
Intermodulation products (IP):
mixers, 99–100
superheterodyne receivers, 59

JFETs:
connections, 76
mixers using, 103, 105, 107, 109–10
preselector, 76–9
Johnson noise/thermal noise, 21, 23–4

Lenz’s law, 233
Local oscillator (LO) tracking, 283–5
Low noise amplifiers (LNAs), 70
Lower sidebands (LSBs), 186

Magnetostriction, 170–1
MAR-x devices see Monolithic microwave
integrated circuits (MMICs)
Maxwell bridge, 345–6
Measurement of inductors and capacitors,
337–50
bridge measuring techniques, 344–7
frequency shifted oscillator method, 342–4
Hay bridge, 346–7
Maxwell bridge, 345–6
parasitic effects detection, 347–50
Q-meters, 346
Schering bridge, 347–8
signal generator method, 340–2
standing wave ratio (SWR) analyser, 337
voltage divider method, 339–40
voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR)
method, 337–9
Wheatstone bridge, 344
Measurement of RF power see Power
measurement of RF
Mechanical filters, 170–2
Medical equipment EMI/RFI protection, 376–7
Micropower/low power measurement, 370–2
Microwave integrated circuits see Monolithic
microwave integrated circuits (MMICs)
Miller crystal oscillator, 134–6
Minimum detectable signal (MDS), 49–50
Mixers, linear (summer circuits), 91–3
Mixers, non-linear (multiplier circuits), 91–124
active mixers, balanced, 104–12
active mixers, single ended, 103–4
applications, 93
conversion loss, 101
differential amplifier mixer, 105–6
diode double-balanced mixers, 114–16
diode mixers, 92, 94
diplexer principle, 116–17
diplexers, bandpass, 117–21
distortion products, 98–9
double balanced mixers (DBM), 95
dual/double double balanced mixers, 120,
122
Gilbert transconductance cell mixers, 113–14
half-IF image, 96, 97
high-order spurs, 97
IF feedthrough, 96
image reject mixers, 121, 122, 124
image response, 95–6
intercept points, 99–101
intermodulation products, 98–9

Index

Mixers, non-linear (multiplier circuits) (Cont.)
JFET mixers, 103, 105, 107, 109–10
junction loss, 101
LO harmonic spurs, 98
LO noise spurs, 98
mismatch loss, 101
MOSFET mixer, dual-gate, 103, 105, 111–12
noise balance, 102–3
noise performance/figure, 102
NPN bipolar transistor mixers, 108–9
output frequency spectrum, 93
parasitic loss, 102
single balanced mixers, 95
third-order intercept point (TOIP), 99–100
unbalanced mixers, 95
VHF/UHF/microwave mixer circuits, 122–4
Modulation/demodulation see
Demodulation/demodulators/detectors;
Mixers, non-linear
Monolithic crystal filters, 170
Monolithic microwave integrated circuits
(MMICs), 317–33
attenuator pads with, 321–5
basic amplifier circuit, 320–1
broadband HF amplifier, 332–3
cascade strip-line amplifier, 327–8
ERA-x devices, 318
internal circuitry, 319
MAR-x devices, 317–19
mast-head mounted wideband preamplifier,
331, 333
parallel arrangement, 327, 329
parallel push-pull arrangement, 329–30
printed board layouts, 325–7
strip line transmission lines with, 325
MOSFETs:
connections, 76
mixers using, 103, 105, 111–12
preselector, 80, 81

Networks see Resonance/resonant
circuits/networks
Noise, 21–33
in cascade amplifiers, 31
equivalent noise temperature, 25–6
flicker noise/pink noise/1/f noise, 24
Friis’ noise equation, 31
in mixers, 102–3
noise balance, 102–3
noise factor, 29–30
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noise figure (NF), 30, 102
noise power, 27
noise reduction by signal averaging, 32–3
noise reduction strategies, 31–3
noise sources, 27–8
noise temperature, 30–1
popcorn noise, 24
and radio astronomy, 26–7
in radio receivers, 34–7
receiver noise floor, 47
shot noise/Schottky noise, 24
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), 27–9, 35–7, 46–7,
102
source noise, 28
thermal noise/Johnson noise, 21, 23–4
total noise, 31
Noise cancellation bridges, 381–7
complex noise cancelling bridge, 386–7
noise sense antenna, 381–3
simple noise cancelling bridge, 383–6
Nyquist’s theorem/Nyquist rate, 18–19
Oscillators, 125–60
automatic level control (ALC), 160
Barkhausen’s criteria, 125
Clapp, 127
Colpitts, 126–7
feedback oscillator principle, 125–6
Hartley, 126–7
L-C variable frequency oscillators (VFO),
127–8
local oscillator (LO) tracking, 283–5
varactors controlled, 155, 157
see also Crystals/crystal oscillators;
Frequency synthesizers
Overtone crystal oscillators, 145–7
Parasitic effects detection/measurement,
347–50
Parasitic oscillation, crystal oscillators, 136, 143
Periodic signals, 5, 7
Phase-locked loop FM/PM detectors, 206
Phasing detection with SSB signals, 197–8
Pierce crystal oscillators, 136–8
Piezoelectric crystals see Crystals/crystal
oscillators
piezoelectricity, 129–30
Pink noise/flicker noise/1/f noise, 24
PM demodulation circuits, 197, 199
phase-locked loop detectors, 206
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Popcorn noise, 24
Potential difference, 45
Power measurement of RF, 351–73
absolute flow calorimeters, 367–70
absolute power levels (dBm), 351
Bird Thruline sensor, 364–6
bolometers, 353–5
calorimeters, 366–70
chopper circuits for, 370–1
decibel (dB) notation, 351
diode detector methods, 358–60
errors and uncertainty, 372–3
in-line bridge circuits, 360–4
measuring principles, 352
micromatch circuit, 361–3
micropower/low power measurement,
370–2
mismatch loss/uncertainty, 372–3
monomatch circuit, 363–4
power units, 351
relative power levels (dB), 351
self-balancing bridges, 355–6
substitution flow calorimeters, 367–8
thermister methods, 352–6
thermocouple meters, 356–8
Power supplies, crystal oscillators, 150–3
Preamplifiers see RF amplifiers
Pulse counting detector, 204–6
Pulse signals, 8, 9
Push-pull amplifiers, 84–8

Q-meters, 346
Quadrature detectors, 206
quasistatic signals, 5–6

Radio astronomy, and signal noise, 26–7
Radio direction finding (RDF), 261
Radio frequencies, 3
Radio Luxembourg effect, 64
Radio receivers, 34–65
bandwidth, 47–9, 51–5
blocking, 63
cross-modulation, 63–4
crystal video receivers, 38, 39
directional antenna, 37
distant frequency (ultimate) rejection, 57
dynamic range, 62–3
early receivers, 38–9

image rejection, 52–3, 53–4
performance factors, 44–5
preamplifiers, 62
preselection, 37, 79
receiver noise floor, 46–7
selectivity, 50–7
sensitivity, 47–50
signals, noise and reception, 34–7
tuned radio frequency (TRF) receivers, 39, 40
VHF preselector, 79
see also Intermediate frequency (IF);
Selectivity; Sensitivity of receivers;
Superheterodyne receivers
Ratio detectors, 200–2
Receiver noise floor, 46–7
Reciprocal mixing, 64
Repetitive signals, 5, 7, 9
Resonance/resonant circuits/networks:
&pgr;-network, 289–90
inverse-L network, 289
L-C resonant tank circuits, 279–80
parallel resonant circuits, 271–3
resonant networks, 288–91
resonant transformers, 287–8
series resonant circuits, 270–2
split-capacitor networks, 290–1
tracking, 281
see also Inductance/inductors; Transformers,
RF/IF
RF amplifiers, 69–90
AM BCB amplification, 83
and antenna tuner problem, 281–3
broadband 50 ohm input/output amplifier
project, 89–90
broadband preamplifiers, 81–4
collector-to-base bias, 74, 75
common base circuits, 73
common collector circuits, 73
common emitter circuits, 72–3
emitter bias (self-bias), 74–5
JFET connections, 76
JFET preselector, 76–9
low noise amplifiers (LNA), 70
MOSFET connections, 76
MOSFET preselector, 80, 81
noise and preselection, 70
preamplifiers, 62
push-pull amplifiers, 84–8
with transformers, 287–8
transistor frequency characteristics, 75
voltage (varactor diode) tuning, 81, 82

Index

RF power measurement see Power
measurement of RF
RFI filtering and shielding see EMI/RFI
filtering and shielding

Sampled signals, 18–22
and aliasing, 21
Schering bridge, 347–8
Seebeck effect, 356
Selectivity, 50–7
and bandwidth, 51–3
Sensitivity of receivers:
and bandwidth, 47–9
FM receivers, 50
minimum detectable signal (MDS), 49–50
tangential sensitivity, 50
Shielding against EMI/RFI see EMI/RFI
filtering and shielding
Shot noise/Schottky noise, 24
Signal generator measurement method, 340–2
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), 27–9, 35–7
in AM detectors, 190
units of measure, 46–7
Signals:
periodic and quasi-periodic, 5, 7
repetitive, 5, 7
sampled, 18–22
static and quasistatic, 5–6
transient and pulse, 8, 9, 17–18
see also Waveform symmetry
Silicon monolithic microwave integrated
circuits (SMMICs), 317
Sine waves, 9–10
Single sideband suppressed carrier (SSBSC)
detectors/demodulators, 44, 190–6
Snubber resistors, 143
Source noise, 28
Source voltage, 45
Splitters/combiners, RF, 293–303
900 splitter/combiner, 301
transmission lines, 303
characteristics, 293–4
definitions, 293
directional couplers, 312–16
insertion loss, 293–4
mismatch loss/impedance matching, 298
operational principles, 298
resistive splitter/combiner, 294–5
toroidal cores for, 296–7
transformer splitter/combiner, 295–8
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transmission line splitter/combiners, 301–3
for voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR)
measurement, 299–300
see also Hybrids
Square waves/impulses, 12–14
Stability, local oscillators, 57–8
Standing wave ratio (SWR) analyser, 337
Static signals, 5–6
Superheterodyne receivers, 39–44
1st IF rejection, 54
-1 dB compression point, 60
AGC range and threshold, 58
audio amplifiers for, 44
automatic gain control (AGC), 42, 58
blocking, 63
cross-modulation, 63–4
detection, 42, 44
double conversion, 54
dynamic performance, 58
dynamic range, 62–3
and EMI, 58
front-end circuits, 44
heterodyning, 42–4
IF bandwidth, 54–5
IF notch rejection, 64–5
image rejection, 52–3, 53–4
intermodulation products, 59
internal spurii, 65
local oscillator (LO) tracking, 283–5
local oscillator stability, 57–8
preamplifiers, 62
reciprocal mixing, 64
RF amplifier/antenna tuner problem, 281–3
third-order intercept point (TOIP), 60–2
tracking, 281–5
see also intermediate frequency (IF); Radio
receivers
Suppressed carrier demodulators (DSBSC and
SSBSC), 190–6
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) filters, 171–2
Symmetrics see Waveform symmetry

Tangential sensitivity, 50
Thermal noise/Johnson noise, 21, 23–4
Thermisters in RF power measurement, 352–6
Thermocouple RF measurement meters, 356–8
Third-order intercept point (TOIP), 99–100
superheterodyne receivers, 60–2
Time domain, 5
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Toroid cores:
Balun transformers, 249–51, 257–8, 262–3
main features, 244–8
mounting considerations, 254–7
transmission line transformer, 257
turn counting, 251, 259
winding stabilization, 254
winding styles, 252–3
Tracking, RF/oscillator for superheterodyne
receivers, 281–5
Transformers, RF/IF:
applications, 273–4
bandwidth, 276–9
bifilar wound, 247–9
construction, 274–6
high-power, 257
impedance matching with, 286
parallel tuned, 287
parallel-series tuned, 287
single coil, 247–9
trifilar wound, 249
tuned primary, 287–8
see also Inductance/inductors;
Splitters/combiners, RF; Toroid cores
Transient signals, 8, 9, 17–18
Transistors:
alpha gain, 70–1
beta gain, 70–1
biasing, 73–5
frequency characteristics, 75
JFET connections, 76
JFET preselector, 76–9
MOSFET connections, 76
MOSFET preselector, 80, 81
see also RF Amplifiers

Transmission line directional couplers, 312–16
Transmission line splitter/combiners, 301–3
Tuned radio frequency (TRF) receivers, 39, 40

Upper sidebands (USBs), 185

Varactors (voltage variable capacitance diodes):
applications, 230–1
operational principle, 223
with oscillators, 155, 157
with RF amplifiers, 81
structure, 224
symbols, 225
temperature compensation, 228–30
tuning circuits with, 223–8
voltage regulation needs, 225
Vectors for RF circuits, 267–70
VHF receiver preselector, 79
VHF/UHF/microwave mixer circuits, 122–4
Voltage divider measurement method, 339–40
Voltage regulators, 152–3
Voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR)
measurements, 337–9
bridge splitter/combiner, 299–300

Waveform symmetry, 11–16
and DC components, 12–13
quarter-wave symmetry, 16
triangular waveforms, 12, 15
types of symmetry, 13
Wheatstone bridge, 344, 355

